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Abstract 

The discrete element method (DEM) is a powerful, yet computationally-intensive, simulation 
tool which provides the details of the flow of individual particles.  A continuum treatment for 
the particle phase within a CFD framework is capable of simulating larger-scale processes yet 
requires constitutive models to describe averaged quantities associated with particle-particle 
and particle-fluid interactions.  Granular kinetic theory well describes these interactions in 
dilute and dense-phase collisional flow although this theory is typically restricted to 
monodisperse, spherical particles. This presentation will outline the development of 
constitutive models for the collisional dissipation rate and the particle-phase stress in granular 
kinetic theory for particle assemblies that are comprised of non-spherical grains which are 
described (within DEM) either as perfect cylinders or disks of varying aspect ratio or 
described using a glued-sphere approach.  This presentation will include DEM modeling of 
both rigid and flexible non-spherical particles.  In the case of flexible particles, a bonded 
particle model is employed which includes normal and shear forces as well as the bending 
and torsional moments.  These DEM simulations are validated via a variety of experiment 
measurements of both rigid and flexible particles in shear cells, hopper discharge rates, 
particle packing fraction measurements, and particle breakage in uniaxial compression and in 
agitated cylindrical mixers. 

Brief Biography 
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and ASEE. Professor Curtis is a recipient of a Fulbright Senior Research Scholar Award, 
AIChE's Thomas-Baron Award in Fluid-Particle Systems, the AIChE’s Fluidization 
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Abstract 

Discrete methods following the trajectories of the individual particles, such as the discrete element 
method (DEM), are still the mainstream simulation methods for in granular and particle-fluid 
flows. However, to cope with the scale and complexity of industrial and engineering applications, 
many improvements and extensions are still required. This presentation will address three aspects 
of our researches in the direction, namely, the coarse-graining DEM for the discrete particle 
simulation of gas-solid flow, consideration of geometrical irregularity in DEM simulation of 
engineering applications, and the parallel implementation of discrete methods on heterogeneous 
supercomputing systems. With these efforts, industrial scale systems, such as the circulating 
fluidized beds for petrochemical processes, can be simulated in discrete methods within a 
reasonable time, and for lab scale systems, even interactive virtual operation will be possible. 

Brief Biography 

Prof. Wei Ge got his B. Sc in 1992 and then Ph. D in 1998, both from Harbin Institute of 
Technology, China. He has been professor of chemical engineering at Institute of Process 
Engineering, Chinese Academy of Sciences since 2006. He is mainly engaged in multi-scale 
simulation of multi-phase systems, including fluidization, micro-/nano-flow and transport, 
granular and porous media flows. He proposed pseudo-particle modeling for micro-scale 
simulation of macro-scale flow behaviors and improved the energy-minimization multi-scale 
model for gas-solid and gas-liquid flows. As project leader, he developed the Mole series multi-
scale supercomputing systems to bridge simulations of molecular details to reactor performance. 
He is now working on virtual process engineering, trying to establish digital counterparts of real 
engineering processes through accurate realtime simulation and interactive realistic visualization 
on supercomputers. 

He is author of over 160 journal papers and 5 monographs. He won the Outstanding Youth in 
Basic Science Award of Zhou Guangzhao Foundation in 2008, the P&G Outstanding Youth in 
Particuology of Chinese Society of Particuology in 2011, the National Science Fund for 
Distinguished Young Scholars in 2012, and Hou De-bang Innovation Award of Chemical Science 
and Technology of the Chemical Industry and Engineering Society of China (CIESC). He is 
associate editor of Chemical Engineering Science, Chairman of the Simulation & Virtual Process 
Engineering Committee, CIESC, council member of The Chinese Society of Particuology, and 
adversary board member of Particuology. He is director of the State Key Laboratory of Multi-
Phase Complex Systems, China since 2015.  
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DEM-CFD Analysis of Contact Electrification Processes 
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Abstract 

Contact electrification is very common in powder handling processes, during which electrostatic 
charge can be transferred from one material surface to another during contacts. Triboelectric Charging 
can polarize particles and induce excess net charge. The presence of net charge and the induced 
electrostatic interaction can significantly affect the performance of powder handling processes and the 
quality of particulate products. Therefore, it is of fundamental importance to understand the influence 
of contact electrification and electrostatic interaction on powder handling processes.  
In this talk, the influence of contact electrification and electrostatic interactions on powder handling 
processes will be analysed a coupled discrete element method with computational fluid dynamics 
(DEM-CFD). For this purpose, an in-house DEM-CFD code was adapted and advanced in four strands: 
(1) A condenser model is implemented to analyze the contact electrification of particles; (2) The 
Coulomb force model is incorporated to model the electrostatic interactions between particles;  (3) A 
hybrid particle-cell (HPC) algorithm is developed to compare with the conventional direct truncation 
(DT) method to effectively model the long-range nature of the electrostatic interactions; (4) Symmetric 
and sphere-tree multi-sphere methods are also incorporated to investigate the effect of particle shape 
on contact electrification. 
The advanced DEM-CFD is then used to explore electrostatic phenomena and dynamic behaviours of 
particles in various powder handling processes, including: 1) contact electrification of spherical 
particles during fluidization; 2) deposition of mono-charged and bi-charged particles; 3) contact 
electrification and electrostatic interactions of spherical particles during fluidization; 4) contact 
electrification of elongated particles in a vibrating container; and 5) contact electrification of particles 
with arbitrary shape in a rotating drum. It is demonstrated that the developed DEM-CFD is a very 
robust tool for analysing Triboelectric Charging phenomena in particle systems 

Brief Biography 

Prof. Chuan-Yu (Charley) Wu is a Professor of Chemical Engineering at the Department of Chemical 
and Process Engineering, the University of Surrey. UK.  He is currently an executive editor for Powder 
Technology, a leading peer reviewed journal on particle systems. He recently co-authored a 
monograph on “Particle Technology and Engineering” published by Elsevier in 2016 and edited two 
books entitled “Discrete Element Modelling of Particulate Media” and “Particulate Materials: 
Synthesis, Characterisation, Processing and Modelling” published by RSC publishing. He also 
edited five journal special issues and published over 100 scientific papers. He has given more than 60 
invited presentations and seminars at international conferences, industrial companies and universities 
worldwide. Prof. Wu is a member of the advisory and editorial board for “Particuology”, and “Acta 
Pharmaceutica Sinica B (APSB)”. 
Prof. Wu has expertise in particle technology, discrete element methods, finite element analysis, 
modelling and simulations, pharmaceutical engineering and granular dynamics.  His research has been 
supported by global pharmaceutical companies including Pfizer, AstraZeneca, Sanofi and MSD, in 
addition to EPSRC and EU. He recently coordinated a EU FP7 consortium on predictive modelling of 
roll compaction that consists of 14 partners and 15 researchers from 8 European countries, with a total 
budget of €3.8m and is also leading a new EU H2020 consortium (€4.2m with 15 partners) on 
thermomechanical analysis of particle systems.   
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Abstract 

Dense gas particle flows are frequently encountered in a variety of large scale processes for 
the production of functional powders, base chemicals and synthetic fuels. In the last decades 
considerable progress has been made in the modeling of these complex flows using 
Multiphase Computational Fluid Dynamics (MCFD) approaches. Both Euler-Lagrange (EL) 
and Euler-Euler (EE) models have been successfully used to predict hydrodynamics (gas 
bubbles behavior and solids motion) as well as mass and heat transport characteristics in dense 
particle laden flows.  

The quality of these predictions strongly depends on the closures for mass, momentum and 
heat exchange between the suspended particles and the continuous phase (often a gas) which 
mostly have a strong empirical base. However, due to the ever increasing advancements in 
numerical algorithms and computing hardware, it has been recognized that ‘Particle-
Resolved’ simulations offer an attractive alternative to obtain these closures especially for 
poly-disperse and non-spherical particles. In this presentation the focus will be on ‘Particle-
Resolved’ simulation models based on the Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) to obtain a 
better understanding and quantitative description of mass, momentum and heat exchange in 
dense gas-particles flows. 

Brief Biography 

Hans Kuipers graduated in 1985 at the department of Chemical Engineering of the University 
of Twente. In December of the same year he started with his Ph.D. study at the Reaction 
Engineering group of University of Twente on detailed micro balance modeling of gas-
fluidized beds. In June 1990 he received his Ph.D. degree in Chemical Engineering and was 
appointed as assistant professor in the Reaction Engineering group headed by Prof. W.P.M. 
van Swaaij. In 1994 he was appointed as associate professor in the same group. In 1999 he 
became fulltime professor in Fundamentals of Chemical Reaction Engineering at the 
University of Twente. From 2006 until 2010 he was Scientific Director of the Institute of 
Mechanics Processes and Control (IMPACT) at the University of Twente. Since August 2010 
he is a fulltime professor at Eindhoven University of Technology and heads the group 
Multiphase Reactors. He teaches amongst others introductory and advanced courses on 
transport phenomena and multiphase reactors. His research interests are in the area of 
multiphase chemical reactors. He participates in the Gravitation Program Multi-scale 
Catalytic Energy Conversion (MCEC) and acts as program director Process Technology and 
member of the Executive Board (EB) of the Advanced Research Center (ARC) Chemical 
Building Blocks Consortium (CBBC).  
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Abstract 

A subsea gas blowout can have catastrophic impact on human life and offshore assets. 
Understanding how the gas surfaces is vital for risk assessments and emergency planning. 
CFD is a valuable tool in quantifying the behavior of the bubble plumes resulting from these 
events. The particular challenge in modelling subsea gas blowouts is the large scales involved. 
Traditional bubble plume modelling is applied to reactors in with typical length scale of 1-2 
meters and sometimes up to 7-8 meters, whereas a gas blowout can happen from depths below 
1000 meters. This adds complexity to material properties and challenges with respect 
simulation resolution. An Eulerian-Lagrangian modelling concept has been developed for 
these large scale bubble plumes. The model is presented. Results are discussed with respect 
to experimental observations. 

References: 

J.E.Olsen, S.T.Johansen & P.Skjetne, VLES turbulence model for an Eulerian-Lagrangian modelling 
concept for bubble plumes, Applied Mathematical Modelling, 44,p.61-71, 2017 

J.E.Olsen, D.Dunnebier, E.Davies, P.Skjetne & J.Morud,  Mass transfer between bubbles and 
seawater, Chemical Engineering Science, 161, p.308–315, 2017 

J.E.Olsen & P.Skjetne, Modelling of underwater bubble plumes and gas dissolution with an Eulerian-
Lagrangian CFD model, Applied Ocean Research, 59, p.193-200, 2016 

J.E.Olsen & P.Skjetne, Current Understanding of Subsea Gas Release - a Review, Canadian Journal 
of Chemical Engineering, 94, p. 209-219, 2016  

Brief Biography 

Jan Erik Olsen is research manager of the Flow Technology group at SINTEF in Norway. He 
holds a MD in physics and a PhD in mechanical engineering. He has practiced CFD for 15 
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Single and Two-phase Hydrodynamics, Heat and Mass Transfer in Micro-
channels: The Complexities of Laminar Flow 

David F. Fletcher 

School of Chemical and Bimolecular Engineering, The University of Sydney, Australia 

Abstract 

Over the last two decades there has been a massive interest in miniaturisation for both 
analytical studies (Lab on a Chip) and process intensification. This presentation will draw 
together work performed over the last 15 years in this area and distil the important physics 
that must be modelled and numerics lessons learned. Whilst laminar flows appear simple, as 
soon as they become transient, two phase or contain heat/mass transfer at interfaces there are 
huge complexities. What might start as a very simple study often involves the need for 
advanced numerics, vast computing resources and great care to avoid results dominated by 
numerical error. The presentation will contain examples covering single phase heat transfer 
in complex geometries, Taylor bubble heat transfer, annular flow boiling and micro-mixing 
studies.  

Brief Biography 

David Fletcher is an Adjunct Professor at the University of Sydney, where he has performed 
CFD based research over the last 25 years. He is also a Visiting Professor at the Université de 
Toulouse, France, with whom he has been associated over the last 20 years.  He has a long 
association with ANSYS, having used CFX when it was first developed at the UK Atomic 
Energy Authority and is the Senior CFD specialist at LEAP Australia. He has a wide interest 
in CFD modelling applied to the process industries involving complex chemistry and 
multiphase flow, as well as biomedical and pharmaceutical applications. 
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Abstrac 

Knowledge of granular failure is not only important in the design, control and optimisation of 
particulate processes in many industries, but also in risk assessment of natural hazards like 
earthquakes and landslides.  This study uses knowledge and data assets on mesoscale failure 
dynamics in granular media to develop tools for early prediction of failure from small to large 
scales [1,2].  In particular, we present a new transdisciplinary approach, combining elements 
of artificial intelligence, complex networks, and granular media mechanics to examine spatio-
temporal patterns from surface motion radar data for landslide monitoring.  Two vastly 
different landslide behavior are studied: L1 exhibits quasi-brittle failure, while L2 presents a 
relatively slow ductile deformation preceding a collapse.  The location of failure, spanning 
hundreds of meters for L1 (tens of kilometers for L2), is predicted two weeks in advance (ten 
weeks in advance) of the collapse.  In the context of granular media failure, this study provides 
evidence for the “common principle of mesoscience” [3,4], especially its role as a key enabler 
of gap-jumping across scales towards understanding and predicting complex multiphysics 
phenomena.   

 
[1] A Tordesillas, Z Zhou, R Batterham (2018)  A data-driven complex systems approach to 
early prediction of landslides Mechanics Research Communications 92: 137-141 
[2] S Das, N Kandhari, A Tordesillas (2019)  A probabilistic machine learning algorithm for 
on-line quantification of risk of failure of a landmass (in preparation) 
[3] J Li (2015) Mesoscales: the path to transdisciplinarity. Chem Eng J 277:112–5 
[4] J Li (2016) Exploring the Logic and Landscape of the Knowledge System: Multilevel 
Structures, Each Multiscaled with Complexity at the Mesoscale, Engineering 2: 276-285 

Brief Biography 

Professor Antoinette Tordesillas conducts research across the domains of mathematics, 
engineering, physics and geophysics. She has been chief investigator on projects from a wide 
range of application domains, including: off-road vehicle mobility in terrestrial and 
extraterrestrial environments, sensor networks, infrastructure and geological materials, and 
biological structures. Her recent work is focused on granular data analytics with a focus on 
using failure dynamics to understand resilience in networked systems.  These efforts involve 
international collaborations with multidisciplinary teams from the experimental and high 
performance computing fronts, with funding from US Department of Defense agencies like 
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the US Army and US Air Force.  Recent highlights include a patented code on landslide 
prediction with Professor Robin Batterham, spotlighted by agencies around the world 
including the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction, The Australian Bulk 
Handling Review, The Smithsonian, US DoD Scientific Advisory Board Conference and 
UNESCO.  Her work was recently recognized through a new grant from the US DoD High 
Performance Computing Modernization Program which supports transdisciplinary research 
into networked systems.   The research will see Antoinette (lead CI) and her collaborators 
from Statistics and the School of Computing & Information Systems at the University of 
Melbourne combine their data analytics expertise and capabilities to develop new methods 
“Towards Designing Complex Networks Resilient to Stealthy Attack and Cascading Failure”. 

 

Professor Robin Batterham is one of Australia’s leading scientists and researchers. 
Awarded an Officer of the Order of Australia his citation reads “For service to science, 
engineering and technology through promoting collaboration, excellence and innovation to 
enable Australian industry to remain internationally competitive and innovative.”  As Chief 
Scientist of Australia between 1999 and 2005, Robin advised the Australian Government on 
all matters associated with science, engineering and innovation. He was responsible for a 
major research review which produced the blueprint for government support for research in 
the early years of the 21st century.  Robin worked at CSIRO for 18 Years as a chief scientist 
in the field of mineral and process engineering. His team of 240 scientists in four laboratories 
collaborated directly with mining and metallurgical companies to improve their performance. 
He joined Rio Tinto’s resource and processing developments team, becoming vice president 
of research and technology, then global practice leader in innovation before becoming Rio’s 
group Chief Technologist. In these roles Robin undertook or had overview of many innovative 
projects in all aspects of mining, including geotechnical interests.  

Now Kernot Professor at the University of Melbourne he is responsible for strategic 
leadership of major projects in energy. His current areas of focus also include the stability of 
rock faces in mining. 
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Abstract  

This paper proposes a 12-velocity multiple-relaxation-time lattice Boltzmann model for the 
three-dimensional incompressible flows. This model in principle has higher computational 
efficiency than the commonly used 13-velocity multiple-relaxation-time lattice Boltzmann 
model, as proposed by Humières et al. (Phys. Rev. E, 63, 066702). The accuracy and stability 
of the 12-velocity and 13-velocity models have been compared using different simulations 
involving pressure-driven steady Poiseuille flow, periodically varying pressure-driven 
unsteady pulsatile flow, and lid-driven cavity flow. The result shows that the 12-velocity 
model has higher accuracy when applied to the Poiseuille and pulsatile flows, especially under 
the conditions of large pressure gradients. Also, the simulations of lid-driven cavity flow at 
different Reynolds numbers suggest that the new model can maintain the same stability as 
that of the 13-velocity model.  

 

Brief Biography 

Wenhuan Zhang obtained his BSc in statistics in 2008 and PhD in thermal power 
engineering in 2013 from Huazhong University of Science and Technology, P. R. China. 
In 2013, he joined Ningbo University as a lecturer until now. Currently, he is a visiting 
scholar in the ARC Research Hub for Computational Particle Technology, Department of 
Chemical Engineering at Monash University. His research is focused on the lattice 
Boltzmann modelling, discrete element simulation, and GPU computing for fluid/particle-
fluid flow, heat and mass transfer.  
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Abstract  

Fluidized beds are widely applied in the chemical, petrochemical, metallurgical, environmental and 
energy industries due to their favourable mass and heat transfer characteristics. In the past few decades, 
computational fluid dynamics has proven to predict hydrodynamics of gas-solid fluidized beds well. 
The Euler-Lagrange Discrete Particle Model (DPM) and Euler-Euler Two-Fluid Model (TFM) are the 
two most common modelling approaches for gas-solid flow in fluidized beds. TFM is the preferred 
model to study large scale fluidized beds, but the model suffers from high numerical diffusion. 
Moreover, the KTGF theory used in TFM assumes near-elastic collisions and is limited to spherical 
particles. DPM proves to be more accurate in the modelling of gas-particle flow. However, Lagrangian 
models quickly become computationally too expensive because of the large number of particle 
interactions. Therefore, coarse graining the interactions between discrete particles is an emerging 
approach to model large numbers of particles effectively. New coarse-grained model developments 
are of vital importance for the advancement of large-scale modelling of gas-particle flows that are 
flexible enough to be extended to polydispersity and non-spherical particles. In this study, a novel 
solid-stresses-based multiphase particle-in-cell (sMP-PIC) is developed for predicting dense 
particulate-fluid flow.  

The solid-stresses-based multiphase particle-in-cell (sMP-PIC) model is an in-house developed 
particle solver, integrated with the OpenFoam fluid solver. The fluid phase is treated as a continuum 
and the solids are modelled by Lagrangian particles. The sMP-PIC model grew out of the MP-PIC 
model of Snider 2000, that employs a fixed Eulerian grid, and particles are traced in a lagrangian 
fashion, including a parcel approach where each simulated particle represents a large collection of real 
particles. Each parcel follows Newton’s equations of motion, where inter-phase momentum transfer 
is accounted through mapping and interpolating quantities back and forth between parcel locations 
and the Eulerian grid. Particle collisions in MP-PIC are not fully resolved but are derived from particle 
pressure and, for the first time in this work, particle stresses based on the Harris and Crighton 1988 
stress closure. In the sMP-PIC model, we implemented a functional form for the particle stress tensor 
where the coefficients are obtained computationally by means of DPM simulations. The idea is to 
extend the model from spherical particles to non-spherical particles, for which no KTGF theory is 
currently available in the literature. Efficient modeling of solid stresses and interpolation techniques 
from particle positions to Eulerian cells are proposed. The granular temperature dependent viscous 
stresses and random forces are typically ignored in classical MP-PIC models due to their assumed 
insignificant effect. Importantly, we incorporated viscous stresses and random forces, representing 
scattering of particles by mutual collisions, which are obtained from DPM simulations by measuring 
the actual variance. Details of the model development and validation are presented in this study.   

Results from the sMP-PIC model are compared with MP-PIC from OpenFoam (MPPICFoam) and 
with DPM simulations from CFDEM-LIGGGHTS, respectively. A pseuduo-2D fluidized bed of 
dimension 0.015x0.15x0.45 m3, with particles of density 2526 kg/m3 and diameter 2500 micron equal 
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to the experimental setup of Goldschmidt et al. 2001 is considered for the comparison. Comparison is 
made on the basic of pressure drop, void fraction distribution, bubble size, granular temperature and 
solids motion. We studied the effect/sensitivity of particle stresses, drag force, grid size, and 
interpolation techniques in the newly developed sMP-PIC model. We observe that sMP-PIC is in much 
better agreement with DPM results than MPPICFoam (see Fig. 1 and 2). Unrealistic over-packing of 
solids is predicted in MPPICFoam. In sMP-PIC these limitations are overcome by new developments 
and no over-packing of particles occurs. Particle velocities and circulations are in good agreement 
with DPM results, where solids are moving upward in the center and downward near to the wall. Time-
averages porosity plots from sMP-PIC in Fig.1 reveals the path of bubble motion, which is in 
agreement with results of DPM.  

In conclusion, a novel solid-stresses-based multiphase particle-in-cell model is developed and 
validated to study gas-solid fluidized beds. Even for a parcel size 1, meaning that each particle is 
modelled, the model is 40-50 times faster in comparison with DPM, which allows us to handle a large 
number of particles. In future study, we plan to extend the model for dense flows of non-spherical 
particles. 

 
(a) sMP-PIC                (b) MPPICFoam         (c) CFDEM 

                        Fig. 1: Time-averaged porosity plots                                     Fig. 2: Averaged void fraction vs.  height of the bed  
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Abstract  

Background: The CTA-based computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been proposed as a 
non-invasive method to diagnose the coronary artery stenosis. Although blood contains a huge 
quantity of blood cells, the blood was still treated as a single-phase fluid in most of the CFD 
models, which may result in the inaccurate estimation of the pressure drop across an artery 
with stenosis. 

Method:  A male patient with high stenosis at his left anterior descending (LAD) was taken 
as a patient-specific model. The patient underwent a cardiac catheter examination of the 
pressure drop across the stenosis. A conventional single-phase model and a multiphase 
particle in cell (MP-PIC) model were chosen to simulate the pressure drop across the stenosis. 
In MP-PIC, two types of spherical particles were used to represent the non-spherical blood 
cells. Particle 1 has the same volume of a red blood cell while Particle 2 has the same surface 
area of a red blood cell.  

Results:  Single phase fluid model showed that the predicted pressure drop at the stenosis is 
6mmHg that is smaller than the measured pressure drop (20mmHg).  MP-PIC with Particle 
model 1 showed that the estimated pressure drop at the stenosis is 15mmHg, smaller than the 
measured pressure drop; while the MP-PIC with Particle model 2 showed that the estimated 
pressure drop is 25mmHg, greater than the measured pressure drop. It should be noted that 
the measured pressure drop is in the estimated range by Particle model 1 and 2. 

Conclusion: Blood is a multiphase fluid; blood cell movement certainly influences the plasma 
flow. Single phase fluid simulation underestimates the pressure drop. MP-PIC simulation 
showed that the measured pressure drop falls in the estimated range using different particle 
models. This study indicated that in order to accurately estimate the blood flow, a reasonable 
multiphase flow model must be applied in the medical-image-based CFD simulation. 
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Blood flow in a coronary artery with high stenosis 
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Abstract  

Discrete element method (DEM) has been widely used in studying particulate systems. However, the 
modelling of non-spherical particles is still a non-trivial issue. Compared to spherical particles, the 
difficulty for the modelling of non-spherical particles mainly lies in calculating the inter-particle 
forces, which are complicatedly dependent on the particle orientation due to the non-symmetries of 
the non-spherical shapes, and the dependencies are also rather different for different shapes. In fact, 
most current models for non-spherical particles need to solve high order equations by numerical 
iterations, with different algorithms used for different shaped particles. We have proposed the 
orientation discretization database solution (ODDS) to model arbitrary shaped non-spherical particles 
in a simple and universal way and used this method in different applications. In this paper, we review 
our recent studies related to this method. The concept is briefly introduced first. Then the packings of 
different non-spherical particles simulated by this method are discussed. Moreover, the method is also 
used to evaluate the existing contact force models, such as the common normal and geometrical 
potential methods for non-spherical particles. And based on the force database, the explicit force 
models for specific shapes have been constructed by Fourier series. In these studies, sub-particle scale 
finite element modelling (FEM) is used to obtain the precise inter-particle forces. Finally, the method 
is used in some theoretical analyses of the contact mechanics for different shaped particles. It is shown 
that ODDS is effective not only in simplifying the DEM simulations, but also in understanding the 
interaction between non-spherical particles. 
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Abstract 

Based on numerous correlative analyses of fully resolved simulations, the filtered drag force is found to 
correlate well two sub-grid quantities: the drift velocity and the scalar variance of solid volume fraction, 
with the drift velocity as the primary marker. We refer to the drift velocity as the gas drift velocity since 
it is defined as the difference between the filtered gas velocity seen by the particle phase and the resolved 
filtered gas velocity and a drift velocity for the solid phase can be defined similarly. To date, various 
algebraic models for the gas drift velocity fail to give entirely satisfactory prediction of the filtered drag 
force. This makes a more elaborate model very desirable. In this study, the transport equation for the gas 
drift velocity was theoretically derived from the standard two-fluid model (TFM) equations. This leads 
to the appearance of several new unresolved sub-grid terms. The budget analysis of these new terms was 
performed by analyzing the data of fully resolved simulations. It shows that the production term due to 
micro-scale gradient of the gas volume fraction fluctuations and the source term accounting for the 
contribution of the inhomogeneous drag force at the micro-scale are both important for the transportation 
of the gas drift velocity. The new approach, though requires additional closures, is believed to have the 
potential to give better prediction of the filtered drag force for gas-solid fluidization problems. 
Furthermore, the dependence of the filtered drag force on sub-grid quantities are analyzed by employing 
the second order Taylor polynomial approximation to the microscopic drag coefficient. Through 
theoretical analyses of the coefficients of the new appearing sub-grid quantities in this approximation, it 
is found that, other than the gas drift velocity and the scalar variance of solid volume fraction, the solid 
drift velocity and a third-order moment defined as the covariance of squared solid volume fraction and 
the fluctuation of slip velocity, are significant for an accurate estimation of the filtered drag force at low 
Reynolds numbers. The data from fully resolved simulations support this finding and also reveal that the 
contributions of these four quantities vary at different solid volume fractions. 
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Abstract  

The Discrete Element Method (DEM) is the most commonly used numerical methods for the modeling 
of granular material. However the computational cost of the DEM has limited the number and shape 
estimation of particles. In this paper we look at the Graphical Processor Unit (GPU) as an alternative 
computing platform to the CPU that has enabled detailed particle shapes such as polyhedra as well as an 
increase particle number to tens of millions. In particular we will consider the effect of particle shape in 
mills that is an important part in the processing of minerals as well as the charging process of blast 
furnaces in the steel making industry. We show that the effect of particle shape cannot be ignored and 
needs to be taken into account in the optimization of these process. It is also made apparent that the use 
of GPU computing enables a new performance level in DEM simulations make it more tractable to 
industrial applications and design optimizations.  
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Abstract  

Degradation of the iron ore during handling and transportation results predominantly from 

impact from drops, such as the ship loading process. The lump ore degradation is directly 

related to the particle energy dissipation after impacts with wall or particles. Previous studies 

on iron ore degradation are mainly based on experimental drop tests, which cannot reflect the 

practical particle dropping processes where the particle contacts depend on the dropping 

history of the granular flow. Alternatively, discrete element method (DEM) can provide 

macro-scale flow behavior and micro-scale inter-particle and particle-wall interaction 

information. In this work, a graphical processing units (GPU) and message passing interface 

(MPI)-based DEM is developed for the large-scale iron ore ship loading process. The MPI-

GPU-DEM model is then applied to analysis the particle impact and energy dissipation during 

the loading process. The effect of dropping height, belt speed and loading speed on energy 

dissipation are studied. The particle properties such as size distribution (with particle size 

from 3mm to 40mm) on segregation and cushion effect of degradation is also investigated. 

These studies provide useful guideline to the practical ship loading operation and material 

properties for iron ore exporter.  
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Abstract 

We apply a combination of particle based modelling and evolutionary algorithms to develop 
new custom granular materials that are tailored to specific applications. These applications 
range from determining optimal morphologies and compositions of granular materials for 
maximum density, through to more complex optimisation of material properties and device 
design for maximum performance. 

We utilize a fully dynamic linear spring Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulation that 
allows for the specification of the particle properties including the sizes, masses, inter-particle 
friction, coefficient of restitution, particle shape and their interaction with arbitrary dynamic 
mesh objects. Further details of our DEM technique are given in ref. [1]. In our model particle 
shapes are represented as superellipsoids [2]: 

𝑥
𝑎

𝑦
𝑏

𝑧
𝑐 1 

where we refer to m as the shape parameter, and a, b and c are the semi-major axis lengths. 
For m = 2, we recover the general formula for an ellipsoid [3], while larger values of m 
generate increasingly cubic shapes. This gives us the ability to investigate a broad range of 
particle shapes, smoothly transitioning through a range of surface curvatures and aspect ratios. 

Evolutionary algorithms employ techniques inspired by biological evolution such as 
reproduction, mutation, recombination, and selection to optimise a population of candidate 
solutions (individuals) based on a specified fitness function [4, 5]. We start with an initial 
population of randomly created individuals and evaluate the fitness of each. We then select 
from the population based on the individuals fitnesses and breed new individuals using 
specified crossover and mutation operations to create new offspring. These new offspring are 
evaluated and replaced in the population based on their relative fitnesses. The process then 
repeats to iteratively improve the fitness of the population of candidate solutions. 

Figure 1 shows an example evolution of the fitness (here specified as the packing fraction) of 
a population of bidisperse packings of superellipsoids, where we have allowed the shape 
parameter m and aspect ratios of each species to be varied. The evolutionary algorithm 
iteratively explores the parameter space, improving both the maximum and mean fitness of 
the population of candidate solutions, converging on final shapes that balance the relative 
contributions of surface curvature and aspect ratio for each species.  This approach can be 
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used to optimise any desired properties of the granular material and the properties of simulated 
dynamic mesh objects that the material is interacting with. 

 

Figure 1: (Left) Image of a dense bidisperse packing of superellipsoids obtained via an 
evolutionary approach. (Right) Evolution of the fitness (packing fraction) over 21 generations 
for a population of bidisperse packings of superellipsoids. 
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Abstract 

CFD simulation of fully resolved packed beds has become a valuable tool to get deep 
insight into local phenomena in fixed bed columns. To get reliable simulation results 
special care has to be taken at particle-particle and particle-wall contact points when 
meshing such packings. Due to the complexity of the geometry highly skewed mesh 
cells can appear around contact points when using automated meshing tools without any 
contact point pretreatment. 

Many authors have studied the influence of different contact point treatments on the 
porosity, pressure drop and heat transfer in packed beds consisting of spheres or 
cylinders. Using global modifications (reducing or increasing the particle size by 1-2%) 
has big influence on the porosity of the packing and therefore on the simulated pressure 
drop. Introducing small cylinders between particles and treating them as a solid or a 
fluid leads to the necks/bridges or caps method, respectively. Using the bridges method 
(shown in Fig. 1) with a bridge to particle diameter ration of d/D = 0.16 - 0.2 leads to 
the best prediction for pressure drop over packed beds of mono-sized spheres [1, 2]. 
However, previous studies have mostly focused on mono-sized particles. 

The objective of this research is to study the influence of bridge size on the porosity and 
the pressure drop of randomly packed beds consisting of spheres with size distribution. 
Pressure drop experiments and numerical simulations for different bimodal mixtures of 
spheres and different flow rates was carried out (Fig. 2). An optimal bridge to particle 
diameter ratio d/D was found by variation of the bridges diameter in the simulation. A 
CFD simulation with multiple sphere sizes was run to validate the recommended d/D 
ratio for more complex particle beds. 
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Figure 2: Simulated pressure drop over a packing
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Abstract  

The recent scientific and technological advancements in computing platforms and 
artificial intelligence has increased the demands for a more agile and responsive 
industrial work force. The rapid globalisation and porosity of international borders is 
allowing for an ever-increasing competitive market that attracts more and more projects 
with higher diversity and wider skill requirements. Current training paradigms of 
workshops and courses is being supplemented by online training material, but often 
these only focus on foundational knowledge. The demands for highly specialised 
training on highly specialised processes is ever increasing. This combined with a 
doubling over the last 20 years in the global average of the number of jobs within the 
first five years following graduation is putting pressure on sustainable and successful 
delivery of projects.  

These pressures can be alleviated by a just-in-time training (JITT) paradigm that would 
allow new employees to build up an in-depth knowledge and fundamental 
understanding of specialised processes. Although various training models are available 
to achieve JITT, we are strong proponents of simulation based JITT for granular 
processes. Although this would have been unimaginable 20 years ago in granular 
processes, that were consistently dominated by two-dimensional analyses due to the 
computational cost of discrete element simulations, recent advances in graphical 
processing unit (GPU) computing platforms and artificial intelligence (AI) is making 
this a reality even for the discrete element method. GPUs allows for up to a hundred-
times speed-up of DEM simulations [2] and AI allows for an accurate description of the 
process manifold that then allows the discrete element simulations to be replaced by 
responsive AI regression models. 

The strategic deployment of tailor-made and validated simulation environments that 
utilise explicit time integration combined with a mature understanding of model fidelity 
is allowing engineers to apply real-time changes to simulations. Allowing engineers to 
interactively engage with a simulation to study the effect of various model parameters, 
geometrical changes of the environment with which the particles interact or changes in 
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boundary conditions in steady state processes or continuous bulk material handling 
processes is changing the paradigm from analyse-wait-modify-analyse cycle (AWMAC) 
or batch-analyse-wait-modify-batch-analyse cycle (BAWMBAC) to an active 
investigation. This naturally extends to an active learning tool and JITT environment 
when supplemented with a guided investigation protocol. This allows engineers to 
interact with the simulation to develop both quantitative and qualitative understanding. 
The role of this paradigm to allow for in-house training of new engineers or the use of 
this paradigm by experienced engineers to assess a process before an actual site visit 
may prove invaluable in a competitive and global market.  
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Abstract 

Moisture-induced flow variability in pharmaceutical mixtures lead to multiple impediments during 
manufacturing of tablets/capsules as the processing and storage humidity conditions can bear 
significant impact on the final product quality. Experimentally validated Discrete Element Method 
(DEM) based computational models has been developed to predict the effects of humidity on 
pharmaceutical powder flow by altering the cohesive forces based on granular bond numbers in simple 
geometries. Statistical formalism (Simplex Centroid Design) has been performed to understand the 
moisture induced cohesion in binary and tertiary mixtures at 20%, 40% and 60% RH. V-blending was 
applied to prepare the pharmaceutical blends, and mixing characterization was performed using a 
Raman PhAT probe. Optimum fill volume was established for the mixing conditions to minimize static 
charging due to blender wall interactions on the pharmaceutical powders. Statistical analysis predicted 
and quantified the non-linearity of the moisture-induced cohesion between the pharmaceutical 
powders within the blends, based on their systematic hopper discharge studies. A methodical 
implementation of these quantification tools was hence performed to validate a design space that 
enables an approach to the appropriate selection of blend concentrations that achieve minimum 
mixture flow variability across different humidity conditions. 
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Abstract  

For a polydisperse particulate system, the formation and the rupture of the liquid bridge 
between two unequal particles have significant effects on the local liquid distribution 
and subsequently the system performance. This work investigated the liquid 
redistribution upon the liquid-bridge rupture using a minimal energy method by means 
of the software Surface Evolver (SE). The calculated results, including the bridge 
rupture distance, the capillary force, and the transferred ratio, were compared with the 
previously published data obtained by numerically solving the Laplace-Young 
equation, showing good agreement. Based on this method, the effects of particle radii 
ratio, contact angle and the volume of the liquid bridge on the liquid transfer ratio were 
further examined. Using the grey relational analysis method, the effects of the radii ratio 
were found to be the most significant impactor, followed by the contact angle of the 
smaller particle. Two correlations between the liquid transfer ratio and the impactors 
were developed, which can be further implemented in numerical simulation of 
particulate systems. 
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Abstract  

The discrete element method (DEM) [1], often used in combination with computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) [2], has proven to be a viable tool for the analysis of granular 
flows. In a broad range of industries, DEM and CFD-DEM simulations are successfully 
used to support process design and optimization. On the downside, the DEM is a 
computationally demanding method, due to actually resolving the contact between 
particles, and thus making it difficult to apply to large-scale systems. 

The coarse-grain (CG) model of the DEM [3] relaxes this computational restriction by 
replacing multiple equal particles by a single coarser (pseudo) particle, thus 
significantly decreasing the number of particles involved in the computations. However, 
due to the violation of geometric similarity, this approach fails to capture effects that 
intrinsically depend on particle size. Particularly, this becomes an issue in multi-scale 
systems typically found in large industrial facilities. 

Seeking for a computationally feasible description of such large-scale systems, we have 
developed a method which concurrently couples multiple coarse-grain levels to adjust 
the resolution of the simulation as required. Spatially confined sub-domains of finer 
scale are embedded into coarser representations of the system and coupled by 
exchanging volumetric properties of the granular flow, such as mass flow rate, particle 
velocity and size distribution. On one side the coarse-grained data enables us to impose 
proper boundary conditions in each sub-region and at the same time the fine-scale 
information may be used to enhance the more inexact coarse-grain simulation. By this 
means it is possible to preserve the particulars of the granular system in spatially 
confined regions while keeping the benefit of the speedup of the coarse-grain model, 
where a lower level of detail is sufficient. 

We have extended this multi-level coarse-grain (MLCG) model to CFD-DEM 
simulations where the DEM component is typically taking up the major part of the 
computational resources. On the CFD side, each coarse-grain level of the granular 
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model is treated individually using appropriately scaled drag laws and an adequate mesh 
resolution. The DEM part merges the different levels via the coupling procedure 
described above. 

We have applied the model to various systems with constrictive and obstructive 
geometries that significantly influence the granular flow to investigate the applicability 
of the technique. The method was validated through comparison of the statistical 
properties of fine-scale reference simulations with the properties of the corresponding 
multi-level coarse-grain systems. Generally, the results showed very good agreement 
while the speedup achieved with our model was nearly proportional to the amount of 
saved particles. 
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Abstract 

Various processes involving physics, chemistry, thermodynamics, and fluid mechanics take 
place inside a blast furnace to produce liquid iron. Iron ore particles begin to reduce in the 
shaft and complete reduction might occur in the cohesive zone (CZ). Reduced iron ore 
pellets become soft due to the softening reluctance in the presence of the high-temperature 
ascending gas and the weight of burden above the CZ. As a result of softening, the void 
spaces among particles decrease which results in the deviation of the flow of ascending gas 
and pressure drop. With the increase of temperature, the softened and reduced ore particles 
start melting and producing two hot liquids, primary slag and molten iron, which are 
dripping through the layers of coke particles in the dripping zone.  

Numerical modellings, in particular, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)-Discrete 
Element Method (DEM) proved to be practical tools to understand the phenomena occurring 
in the blast furnace (BF) [1, 2]. The eXtended Discrete Element Method (XDEM) as a 
numerical simulation platform based on the CFD-DEM models is used to model the 
processes mentioned above. The XDEM is extended and enhanced with heat and mass 
exchanges between particle and fluids to be able to model particle’s heat up, reduction, 
softening, and melting processes. The particle's softening, temperature, shrinking, and 
melting as well as the gas temperature, concentration and pressure drop along with the flow 
of fluids are examined. Moreover, FactSage version 7.0 software [3] was used to compute 
the melt onset temperatures, specific heats, and the viscosities of liquid phases.  
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Abstract 

Flue gas turbine is the crucial equipment in a Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC) energy 
recovery system. It plays a dominant role in the whole material balance and economic 
benefits by recycling energy of pressure and heat from flue gas.  Catalyst particles will 
stick to the blade surface under the joint action of high-speed rotation and eutectic salt. 
Due to the particle fouling on the blade, the flue gas turbine is prone to breaking down. 
The issue of particles and blade wall surfaces is really complicated and relies on lots of 
factors, such as particle size and gas flow characteristics. In order to study the complex 
two-phase flow based on numerical simulation and experiment research, we establish a 
model that is 2.5 times smaller than the actual flue gas turbine. Its structure is shown in 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2 illustrates the computational domain of flue gas turbine geometric model 
and boundary conditions. 

 

 
Fig.1. Structure of flue gas turbine.                          Fig.2. The schematic of computational domain  

                                                                                           and boundary conditions. 

In the simulation, the flue gas and catalyst particles flow is studied by means of 
Eulerian-Lagrange. The turbulence is modeled by RNG k-epsilon model with standard 
wall functions, and particles motion is simulated by Discrete Phase Model (DPM) with 
User Defined Function. The flow characteristics of flue gas and catalyst particles are 
depicted in Fig.3~Fig.5, respectively. The results show that flue gas accelerates along 
the direction of vanes bending and decelerates around rotating blades. There are two 
distinct vortexes at the trailing edge of vanes suction surfaces. Particles collide 
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repeatedly with the leading edge and pressure surfaces of blades. The numerical results 
are in good agreement with experimental data of PIV and high-speed photography in 
the flue gas turbine. 

                                                           

Fig.3. Gas velocity distribution.           Fig.4. Gas velocity vector.                     Fig.5. Particle trajectory. 
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Abstract 

Gas-solid fluidized beds are widely encountered in many industrial applications due to 
their excellent mixing and heat and mass transfer characteristics. The fluidization 
process has been extensively studied, both experimentally and theoretically, in the past. 
However, most of the studies focus on spherical particles while in practice, particles 
used in gas-solid fluidized beds are generally non-spherical. The gas-solid flow 
behavior such as fluidization quality, flow regime transitions, pressure drop, and 
minimum fluidization velocity, is greatly influenced when a bed of non-spherical 
particles is employed compared to spherical particles. As such, the effects of particle 
shape on dynamics of fluidized bed are required to be fully understood for practical 
applications. For convenience, spheroids/ ellipsoids can be used, which can describe 
particle of different shapes by one single shape parameter – aspect ratio. In our previous 
simulations bubble formation process of ellipsoids of aspect ratio 0.5 (oblate) and 2 
(prolate) was successfully generated by CFD-DEM in fluidized bed operated by a single 
jet. The bubble formation process starts at the bottom of the bed atop distributor which 
rise through the bed and burst at the top of the bed. The mechanisms of bubble splitting 
and coalescence were found strongly dependent on particle shape. In addition, the 
bubbles for ellipsoids were widely distributed on both sides of the bed centre. This 
behaviour closely relate to the particle orientation of ellipsoids. Spheres are 
homogenous in all directions and thus do not have preferred orientation, whereas 
ellipsoids show preference to align in the bed horizontally or vertically in the direction 
of fluid flow. Particle orientation can affect particle-fluid interaction forces because of 
the changed projected area to the flow direction of fluid. Therefore, it is interesting to 
investigate how particle orientation is related to bubble properties. In this paper, the 
particle orientation of ellipsoids of aspect ratio 0.5 and 2 is investigated as the bubbles 
are rising through the bed by CFD-DEM simulations. Simulations are carried out in a 
slot model of fluidized bed operated with a single jet. In the present simulations, the 
initial orientation is randomly assigned, then its orientation in the fluidization process 
is tracked by the vector OA. Initially before the jet is injected through the bed, most of 
the ellipsoids are oriented horizontally and as the bubble formation process starts, the 
ellipsoids align themselves vertically to allow the bubble to rise through them. Over 
time, the number of the ellipsoids taking up the preferred orientation increases as the 
ellipsoids line up side by side or atop each other. It was found that ellipsoids change the 
orientation with the movement of the bubble. In the nose and wake of the bubble 
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ellipsoids were mostly oriented horizontally while the ellipsoids surrounding the bubble 
were mostly oriented vertically. In addition, 20 oblate and prolate particles at different 
locations in the bed are tracked from the initial packing state. The particles at the centre 
bottom of the bed are found to travel to the top while the particles situated at the top of 
the bed are found to reach the bottom showing that the bubble movement can 
significantly affect the internal circulation of ellipsoids and their trajectory.  During the 
trajectory, the orientation of the ellipsoids changed dynamically at certain timings. 
Further investigation of the timings shows that the particle orientation of the oblate 
ellipsoids changes from 0o (horizontal) to 90o (vertical) and vice versa for prolate 
ellipsoids with the passage of bubble. At this instance the particle fluid interaction force 
acting on the particle also transformed dynamically because of the change in the 
projected area to the direction of the flow. The findings obtained from this study can 
aid to understand the fluidization dynamics associated with the non-spherical particles.   

  

(a) α = 0.5 (obalte)  (b) α = 2 (prolate)  
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Abstract  

The cohesive particles behave quite differently from cohesionless particles due to the 
complicated consequences of interparticle adhesive forces, such as capillary force and van der 
Waals force. This work proposes a continuum model for the intermittent flow of wet particles 
in a rotating drum. We start with the basic Mohr-Coulomb theory and, use the Rumpf model 
theory to correlate the microscopic structures and adhesive forces to the macroscopic 
cohesion.  This basic model is shown to work well in slow quasi-static rotation of drum, 
offering a good prediction of the maximum stability angle of particle bed, unlike previous 
studies where is was reported to give an overestimation. This basic Mohr-Coulomb-Rumpf 
model, however, obviously underestimates the stability angle at moderate to high rotational 
speeds. We attribute this rate-dependency to the dissipative stick-slips occurring between 
particles, whose time scale, of 0.1-1 s, can be comparable to the period of drum rotation. A 
visco-elasto-plastic model is proposed to describe the stick-slips and shown to satisfactorily 
capture the frequencies, peaks and decays of cohesive avalanches in rotating drum.                    

Keywords: wet particles; cohesive avalanche; rotating drum; Eulerian approach; continuum 
modelling; FEM 
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Abstract 

The development and optimization of reactors and burners for non-catalytic partial oxidation 
of natural gas can be rapidly accelerated by the use of numerical models. While the process is 
influenced by several parameters, e.g. reactor geometry and process parameters, a multi-
parameter optimization is required resulting in several hundreds or thousands of necessary 
calculations [1]. However, CFD calculations are computationally expensive. Alternatively, 
reduced order models as fast predictions can be used for process optimization. Based on a 
detailed CFD-based analysis of the POX process, a ROM model [2] was developed that 
comprises several zones. These zones represent the different conversion steps in the flame and 
post-flames zones as well as in the recirculation zone and the plug-flow region of the reactor. 
The different zones and a general model scheme are shown in Figures 1 and 2. 
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Fig 2. Reduced order scheme [3] 
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The reduced order model is validated against experimental and numerical results for different 
reactor geometries and process conditions [3, 4]. The influence of fuel slip, mixing process 
and recirculation is analyzed in respect to the methane content and temperature at the outlet.  

Based on the reduced order model a fully automated optimization strategy is developed. The 
residence times of the different zones are taken from fast non-reactive CFD simulations. 
Therefore, the reduced order model is coupled with automated mesh generation and non-
reactive CFD simulations. A multi-parameter optimization is performed and first results are 
discussed.  
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Abstract 

Atherosclerosis is a degenerative disease of the arterial wall, and is well associated with leading causes of 
death, such as heart attacks and stroke. In the present study, a three-dimensional model of the critical 
biochemical reactions that drive the formation of atherosclerosis within the arterial wall is developed, and 
solved using ANSYS Fluent solver. The Navier-Strokes equations are used to govern flow transport within 
the arterial lumen, whereas Darcy’s law is used to govern flow within the porous arterial wall. In both the 
arterial wall and lumen, the transport of species is modelled by the advection-diffusion-reaction 
conservation equations of passive scalars. The flux of species across the endothelium interface is modelled 
with the three-pore model, with additional sets of species transports and reactions taking place thereafter 
within the arterial wall layers. In order to capture the detailed behavior adjacent to the endothelium 
interface, special wall treatments are applied with customized user-defined functions in the solver. The 3D 
model geometry is taken within a diseased human coronary artery with a stenosis present. For the present 
investigation, the time-evolution of the biochemical reactions is studied, though a steady flow of blood is 
assumed, with a shear-rate dependent Carreau viscosity model. The species concentration inside the intima 
layer is examined as a sign of the early stage development of atherosclerosis. Results show compromised 
locations where the accumulation of atherosclerosis are likely to occur. Therein, elevated concentrations of 
low density lipoprotein (LDL) are observed, as the accumulation progresses over time. Foam cells which 
are critical cause to the biochemical inflammatory process are also observed to significantly buildup, as is 
the deposition of the excessive cholesterol which is formed according to the interactions of monocytes, 
oxidized LDL, macrophages and cytokines. 
Keywords: atherosclerosis; cardiovascular flow; multi-layered artery wall; species transport; biochemical 
reactions. 
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Abstract  

As a subproblem of solid transport in wellbores, we have investigated the cliff collapse 
problem by means of the Two-Fluid-Model (TFM), where the rheological description 
of the second phase (sand with density 𝜌  = 2560 kg/m³) is governed by the Kinetic 
Theory of Granular Flows (KTGF) for the loose (collisional/kinetic) regime (solid 
volume fraction 𝛼  < 0.5, index 𝑐/𝑘), and additionally by closures from soil mechanics 
(Johnson and Jackson 1987; Schaeffer 1987) for the dense (frictional) regime (𝛼  ≥ 0.5, 
index 𝑓). Using ANSYS Fluent R17.2, we have studied the influence of the aspect ratio 
and scale of the initial cliff 𝑎 𝑦 /𝑥  = 2, 3, and 𝑥  = 0.1, 1 ,10 m, respectively), the 
scale of the particle size (𝑑  = 10-4, 10-3, 10-2 m), four different interstitial fluids (air, 
water, and two viscous but shear-thinning solutions, namely PAC2 and PAC4, obeying 
a Cross (1965) material function), and the role of the initial conditions (ICs) such as 𝛼  
and solid pressure 𝑝  fields. 

Most of the results were obtained by establishing ICs in a first simulation, where solids 
were patched into a smaller domain (width 𝑤 = 𝑥 ) with 𝛼  = 0.54 and allowed to settle 
and build up a solids bed in dynamic equilibrium with 𝛼  ≈ 0.59. This solution was then 
used as IC in the actual domain (𝑤 = 10∙𝑥 ). Depending on the fluid type, simulations 
were run for 4 s (air) or 100 s (all liquids) to obtain the final shapes. 

In case of air, the final deposit heights at 𝑡  = 4 s fit the scaling of Lube et al. (2005) 
very well for all the large cliff scales, while this is not so for the smaller cliff scales, 
where the predicted deposit height is under-, and the run-out length overpredicted 
(Table 1). 

Scale Sand in air (𝒕𝒇 = 4 s) Sand in water (𝒕𝒇 = 100 s) Sand in PAC4 (𝒕𝒇 = 100 s) 

Small 
𝒙𝟎 = 0.1 m 
𝒅𝒑 = 10-4 m 

   
Medium 
𝒙𝟎 =1 m 

𝒅𝒑 = 10-3 m 
   

Large 
𝒙𝟎 = 10 m 

𝒅𝒑 = 10-2 m 
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Table 1: Final shapes for a = 3. Black colored areas indicate the maximum magnitudes of frictional viscosities 
𝜼𝒔,𝒇=105 Pa∙s, colors indicate magnitudes of solid velocities. Click on pictures for videos. 

However, if the deposit height at 𝑡  = 1 s is used instead, the scaling of Lube et al. 
(2005) is fairly well met. An explanation for the mismatch is that after the collapse a 
macroscopic steady-state is achieved in < 1 s in the case of air and > 2 s in the case of 
all liquids. However, as opposed to experimental results, the outer layer of the collapsed 
cliff (just as the top layer of the bed in the IC simulations) features a non-zero velocity. 
Hence, microscopically, the outer layer remains flowing and consequently the shape of 
the collapsed cliff is continuously changing, albeit on a much larger time scale in the 
later part of the simulations. We suspect this non-zero velocity to be a consequence of 
the numerical solution procedure which is based on pressure-velocity coupling of the 
phases on a collocated grid. The introduction of the  additional state equations 𝑝
𝑝 , / 𝛼 𝑝 , 𝛼  results in an overdetermined system (Laux 1998). Obtaining 𝛼  
from 𝑝  instead may be a way to remedy this problem (Laux 1998). 

The water and PAC cases qualitatively fit very well the experimental results of Rondon 
et al. (2011) and Thompson and Huppert (2007). Again, due to the surface sheet flow 
there is no true steady-state, resulting in a planar final shape (Table 1) for 𝑑  = 10-4 m 
for water. 

In case of water as the interstitial fluid, the collapse happens in about 2-3 s. For a liquid 
first phase, the initial solid volume fraction of the cliff is known to have a drastic effect 
on the dynamics of the collapse (Rondon et al. 2011). Our results obtained with the pre-
simulated settled solid bed in dynamic equilibrium (𝛼  ≈ 0.59) are equivalent with the 
loose solid bed (𝛼  ≈ 0.55) of Rondon et al. (2011). Hence, the model needs to be tuned 
such that the pre-simulations result in settled beds with 𝛼  ≈ 0.55. 

In case of PAC as the interstitial fluid, the cliff slowly erodes from its top leading edge 
resulting in a vertical erosion flow disintegrating the cliff slowly on time scales 𝑇 > 
60 s. This behavior is comparable to the dense states of Rondon et al. (2011), indicating 
that the Cross (1965) material function with its zero-shear viscosity and shear-thinning 
property has a similar effect on the dynamics of a cliff collapse than a pre-compacted 
and dense bed. However, because of the much higher viscosity level, the cliff does not 
actually disintegrate in the time scale of observation in case of 𝑑  = 10-4 m (Table 1). 
Nevertheless, in case of 𝑑  = 10-2 m, the collapse is rather abrupt (𝑇 < 20 s), due to the 
larger gravity-induced normal stress. 

Overall, the TFM-KTGF framework in conjunction with a pressure- and shear-rate-
dependent rheology model for the solid frictional stress provides satisfactory results, 
especially when tuning of model parameters is conducted.  However, depending on the 
numerical solution procedure, the concept of a non-horizontal final deposit may depend 
on the time scale of observation and correspondingly on the spatial scale of the cliff due 
to the ongoing sheet flow in the outer layer. 
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Abstract 

Particle resolved flows are performed around static assemblies of random orientations of non-
spherical particles using a multi-relaxation-time lattice Boltzmann method. The parameter 
space for static assemblies of spherical particles are relatively simpler. They are just limited 
to different Reynolds numbers (Re) and solids-volume fractions (𝜀 ). However for non-
spherical particles, it is also needed to know the mutual orientation of the particles in the 
simulation domain and also their mean orientation with respect to the flow direction. 
Therefore, we propose two parameters S1 and S2 to measure the mutual orientations of the 
particles and also the incident angle φ with respect to the incoming flow. We investigate the 
dependencies of drag, lift and torques as functions of Re, 𝜀 , S1, S2 and φ. From the data 
obtained, we propose accordingly the correlations for drag, lift and torque coefficients, which 
can be used to simulate larger scale CFD-DEM simulations of non-spherical particles 
fluidization. 
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Abstract  

This paper reports an efficient immersed grid method for numerical simulation of viscous flows in multiply-
connected domains (Figure 1a). The basic feature of non-boundary-fitted-grid/mesh-based methods is to extend 
the problem defined on a geometrically-complex domain to that on a larger, but simpler shaped domain (Figure 
1b) [1]. Cartesian grids are employed to represent the extended/computational domain and one dimension 
integrated radial basis function IRBFs which are constructed through integration rather than the usual 
differentiation [1], are then utilised to approximate the field variables. A body force is introduced into the 
momentum equations to represent the inner boundaries. The interesting features of the proposed method include 
(i) simple pre-processing (uniform Cartesian grid); (ii) the extended domain can be regular or irregular; (iii) high 
convergence rate can be achieved [2] (IRBF high-order approximation); (iv) system matrices can be kept 
unchanged when handling with moving boundaries. Several kinds linear and nonlinear test problems are 
conducted to demonstrate the efficient of the proposed technique. 

 

(a)                                                   (b) 

Figure 1. A multiply-connected domain (a) and its typical discretisation (b) 

[1]  Mai-Duy, N. and Tran-Cong, T., 2007. A Cartesian-grid collocation method based on radial-basis-function 
networks for solving PDEs in irregular domains. Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations: An 
International Journal, 23(5), pp.1192-1210. 

[2]  Tien, C.M.T., Thai-Quang, N., Mai-Duy, N., Tran, C.D. and Tran-Cong, T., 2015. A three-point coupled 
compact integrated RBF scheme for second-order differential problems. Computer Modeling  Engineering  
Science, 104(6), pp.425-469. 
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Abstract  

Oxy-fuel combustion is one of the most promising carbon capture technologies. In order 
to fully understand the oxy-fuel combustion behaviors in fluidized bed, a micro-
fluidized bed reactor with an online mass spectrometry were established. The effects of 
oxygen concentration, temperature, gas-solid flow pattern on main combustion 
characteristics were experimental investigated. Besides, 3D Eulerian−Lagrangian 
simulation based on the multiphase particle-in-cell (MP-PIC) scheme were carried out. 
The gas phase was modelled by a large eddy simulation (LES) and the particle phase is 
described by discrete particle method. A comprehensive reaction model including 
devolatilization, combustion of char and volatiles, production of pollutant is 
incorporated into the scheme. Based on CFD simulations, some interesting findings, 
which are difficult to be obtained only from experiments, are presented, e.g. the effect 
of flow patterns on the Oxy-fuel combustion.  
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(a) Experimental setup                       (b) CFD simulations             (c) Flow pattern with CO2 concentration  
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Stirred tanks and other agitated vessels are often used to dissolve solid particles.  Particle 
tracking is often used within RANS (Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes) CFD (Computational 
Fluid Dynamics) models of such agitated tanks to simulate the rate of dissolution. The 
assumption generally used is that the dissolution rate is mass transfer limited, so that standard 
formulas for Sherwood number (Sh) as a function of Reynolds number (Re) and Schmidt 
number (Sc) similar to  Ranz - Marshall correlation can be used. In the calculation of 
Sherwood number, the relative velocity is taken to be the difference between the mean particle 
and liquid velocities, in the sense of Reynolds averaged velocities. Finally the driving 
concentration difference is taken to be the difference between the surface concentration and 
the average local concentration, again in the Reynolds averaged sense. Both these assumptions 
are questionable, and in the case of relative velocity, almost certainly leads to an 
underestimate of dissolution rate in a highly agitated vessel, because the relative mean 
velocity is less than the average instantaneous velocity difference, when account is taken of 
turbulence in the flow field external to the particle. Three different techniques are proposed 
to account for this effect, corrected formulas are derived, and simple calculations are used to 
estimate the magnitude of the effect. 
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Abstract  

One of the long-term barriers to accurate DEM particle modelling is the lack of tunable “calibration” particles 
that can be used for validation. Despite increased computing power, it is difficult to produce an accurate 
prediction of the behaviour of a simple particle system (varying size or density). Highly complex industrial 
powders are far more complex. Ideally, we need hundreds of identical copies of particles or agglomerates with 
realistic sizes, shapes, densities and structures, and to be able to systematically vary the particle and/or test 
conditions to achieve reproducible data.  To date, this has not been possible via experimental particle production 
techniques. 

We have designed and 3D printed multiple, identical copies of agglomerates, and compared their deformation 
and breakage behaviour in DEM simulations. The agglomerates are printed on a “PolyJet” printer, which prints 
multiple polymers simultaneously, including rigid or rubber-like flexible materials with well-defined mechanical 
properties. Agglomerates are designed in CAD or in DEM, and exported to the printer to produce multiple, 
identical for experiments. 

This paper summarizes ongoing work on printing tunable agglomerates for DEM simulations1. Rigid particles 
with ductile cylindrical inter-particle bonds (representing “dried liquid bridges”) were printed and the structure 
and the strength of agglomerates were systematically varied by changing the design or the polymer used to print 
the bonds. DEM modelling using the TBBM2 bond model in EDEMTM,3 software package has shown a better 
match between quasi-static compression and experimental data than has previously been achieved (see Figure 
1). We will also outline other potential applications of the 3D printing approach for producing a wide range of 
particles with varying shape, size and densities (for example), for use in calibrating other types of DEM 
simulations. We anticipate that 3D printing will be routinely used as an experimental aid in a wide range of 
simulations.  

0 mm  3 mm  5 mm  7 mm  10 mm   

 

                                                 
1 Ge R, Ghadiri M, Bonakdar T, Hapgood K, 2017. 3D printed agglomerates for granule breakage tests. Powder Technology. 306, 103-12. 

2 Brown, N.J., Chen, J.-F., Ooi, J.Y., 2014. A bond model for DEM simulation of cementitious materials and deformable structures. 
Granular Matter 16, 299-311. 

3 DEM Solutions, Edinburgh, UK 
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(a) Simulation 

(b) Experiment 

Figure 1. Simulated and experimental breakage results for a cube shaped 
agglomerate with ordered, tetrahedral internal structure as a function of the 
displacement (in mm) of the upper platen. (Ge, Ghadiri, Zhou, Hapgood, 
unpublished data, work funded by IFPRI & ARC) 
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Abstract  

When dry granular mixtures which are composed of particles with different size, density, or 
shape flow they will tend to segregate. We consider segregation that occurs when a granular 
mixture is sheared, such as when it flows down along an inclined slope. A partially filled 
cylindrical drum which is slowly rotated about its axis (which is perpendicular to gravity) is 
a popular test-bed to examine sheared granular segregation. Here we consider simulation 
(Discrete Element Method, DEM), experiment and continuum theories to understand the 
segregation that occurs.  

Using DEM simulations we can clearly determine the underlying causes of segregation which 
intimately depend on intrinsic particle properties. We compare these DEM simulations with 
both experiments and continuum theories, for a number of these properties, and find very 
good agreement. It will be shown that segregation arising from differences in particle size is 
the strongest, with stable asymptotic states being reached after only one or two cylinder 
rotations. Density segregation is the next strongest followed by segregation due to particle 
shape, where segregation takes of the order of 10 rotations. The underlying physical 
mechanism leading to segregation is different for each of these properties. We compare and 
contrast these mechanisms in detail.  
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Abstract  

When a narrow tube inserted into a static container filled with particles is subjected to vertical vibration, the 
particles rise in the tube. This phenomenon is termed as granular capillarity, because of its resembling the 
capillary effect of liquid. As the granular capillarity is driven by the convective motion of the particles in the 
container due to the vibrational motion of the tube, the dynamics of granular capillarity in terms of the steady-
state capillarity height and the average ascending rate could be affected by the granular convection behaviors, 
such as the convection velocity and the convection region. To gain insights on the effects of vibrational and 
geometrical parameters on the convective motion of particles in the container and thus on the granular capillarity 
dynamics in the tube, we numerically investigated the particle system using the Discrete Element Method 
(DEM). We obtain the phenomena of granular capillarity under different vibration intensity, frequency and 
container diameter, and analyze the capillarity height, the ascending rate as well as the convection behaviors. 
Our simulation results show that when the vibration frequency keeps constant, with the increase in vibration 
intensity the granular column in the tube experience no ascending, monocyclic and multi-cyclic (period-doubling 
and period-quadrupling) ascending. When the vibration intensity keeps constant, lower vibration frequency leads 
to higher steady-state capillarity height and greater ascending rate. The container diameter has a significant effect 
on the ascending rate, while it affects little on the steady-state capillarity height. Moreover, our results for the 
granular convection behaviors suggest that the convective motion of particles in the container is one major factor 
that determines the dynamical behavior of the granular capillarity phenomenon. 
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Abstract  

Particle based modelling is a powerful tool for studying the complex flow behavior of granular systems in modern industrial devices, allowing for precise specification of the detailed geometry of the device, the particle morphology and the interaction properties 
of the individual particles. We present results of a discrete element method (DEM) model of metal powder flow in an additive manufacturing device. In powder-bed based metal additive manufacturing applications, the addition of the powder layers is the crucial 
first step in building up of the part in 3D and has a significant impact on final part quality. A common technique employed is to add successive layers of metal powder by raking a new layer across the existing surface. Understanding this raking process and how 
the properties of the powder particles (e.g. size, shape, density, interaction properties) and process parameters (e.g. height of powder layer, rake geometry, rake speed) affect the properties of the bed after raking is crucial in optimizing the performance of the 
system and ensuring the quality of the 3D-printed part. Our DEM model directly incorporates the powder’s particle size distribution, particle shapes and experimental measurements of the powder flowability. Results will be presented of the raking of both Arcam 
Titanium powder and CSIRO manipulated titanium powder, with comparisons to detailed experimental data characterizing the powder bed structure after the addition of a powder layer.  

 

Figure 1: Flow images from a DEM simulation of raking of a reference Ti-6Al-4V metal powder with particles coloured by velocity. Images are shown from 
(a) side view and (b) top view positioned between the two rakes. 
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Abstract  

The wet granulation process can be conceptually split into three simultaneou rate processes:  nucleation and wetting, 
growth, and breakage. Wet granule breakage is a particularly important rate process in high shear granulation, 
however, it is very difficult to predict. 

In this work, small-scale “unit cell” DEM simulations are used to study the hydrostatic and deviatoric stresses 
experienced by a granular pellet undergoing shear in a dynamic shear cell. A section of the annular shear cell with 
periodic boundary conditions represents the unit shear cell. The granular pellet surrounding by some particles was 
generated inside the unit shear cell. Simulations were performed using Hertz-Mindlin with no slip contact model. 
The influence of types of granular pellet, shear velocity, normal load and the size of the surrounding background 
particles on both stresses will be studied. 

The simulation results will be used to predict the deformation of the granular pellet with von Mises failure theory. 
The von Mises yield stress results will be directly compared with the yield stress of real materials, allowing the 
prediction of pellet deformation.   

In conclusion, a new method for predicting the deformation of granular pellets will be presented, using a combination 
of numerical and theoretical tools. 
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Abstract 

Compared with other manufacturing methods, powder metallurgy (PM) becomes 
increasingly attractive in fabricating structural and functional materials with the advantages 
of high accuracy, low cost, easy operation, and mostly importantly the net shape or near net 
shape forming. With this method, each stage included in PM (from initial packing before 
compaction to final sintering) is equally important; therefore, properly controlling these stages 
are the precondition for the PM production of elemental or composite granular materials with 
superior quality. Even though in the past decades much effort was paid in the research on the 
PM production of different powders both numerically and physically, most of them were 
focusing on the physical experiments, fewer studies were on numerical simulations. And the 
currently existed numerical work was only carried out from macro-continuous scale with the 
assumption that the initial structure is considered to be uniform, which makes them unable to 
reproduce the powder compaction and sintering from particulate scale. However, in real case, 
the PM process is principally dominated by individual particle behavior like rearrangement, 
deformation, and even partial melting, while the researches in this regard are limited. 

In this paper, the compaction process and sintering process of various elemental metallic 
powders (e.g. pure Al and pure W) and composite powders (e.g. Al/SiC, W-Cu alloy and FeAl 
intermetallics) under different compaction methods (such as die compaction, cold isostatic 
pressing, and high velocity compaction) and solid state sintering conditions were numerically 
reproduced by using multi-particle finite element method (MPFEM) from particulate scale. 
The effects of powder initial packing structures, composition, compaction mode, compaction 
pressure/velocity, and sintering temperature on the densification of each powder mass were 
systematically investigated. Various macro- and microscopic properties of the compacts and 
sintered parts were characterized and compared. And the densification dynamics and 
mechanisms were also analyzed and identified. The results show that the initial packing 
structure, compaction mode, compaction pressure/velocity, and sintering temperature can 
greatly influence the structure and properties of the compacts and sintered components. 
Compared with the mechanically mixed composite powders, the composite powder with 
core/shell structure is preferable for the compacts with high relative densities, uniform local 
density and stress distributions. Dynamics and mechanism analyses indicate that MPFEM is 
effective in dealing with the whole PM process from particulate scale. 

Take the PM production of pure tungsten material as an example, Fig. 1 gives the MPFEM 
modelling results on the whole PM production process of tungsten powder from particulate 
scale. It shows that for the hard refractory materials like W, the initial packing structure plays 
an important role in determining the subsequent compaction and sintering processes as well 
as the structure and properties of the final sintered part, which is also affected by the size of 
powders. Therefore, properly choosing the powder size, improving the initial packing density 
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and uniformity, controlling the compaction and sintering conditions are the precondition for 
the production of high performance of tungsten material. 

   
Fig. 1 2D MPFEM modelling on the full PM process of pure tungsten material, where: (a) initial packings; 
(b) compaction; (c) sintering; (d) displacement variation in the final sintered component. 
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Abstract 

The handling of particulate solids needs the knowledge of the bulk friction properties but also of the wall-
particles friction interactions in order to properly design the devices used in process engineering. It is 
particularly important in silo storage, for which the Janssen distribution of vertical stresses, due to the 
arching effect, depends closely to the capacity of the walls to maintain by shear friction resistance a 
fraction of the particle weight. The presence of the walls has also a tremendous impact when the size 
aperture is of order a tenth of particulate diameter, since it may lead to a mechanical blockage. 

First we present here a research in the case of roll compaction, using continuum mechanics modeling and 
simulation, where the impact of the sealing system design (fixed cheek plates or walls attached to one 
roll) on the tablet mechanical properties is investigated. The difference of wall shear induced by these 
designs leads to a difference of pressure distribution and consequently of density distribution in the tablet 
that cannot be observed by a 2D-simulation. The results of the simulations are then compared with 
experimental observations. 

Then we investigate the role of the walls in the case of confined flows, i.e. when the typical size for the 
flow is of order the tenth of particle sizes, and how this confinement effect may be taken into account in 
effective constitutive equations for continuum mechanics modeling and simulations. To that purpose, we 
review the physical origin of the confinement effect as induced by frustrated dilation and particle 
reorganization. The latter study quantifies the confinement phenomenon in a similar manner than the 
intrinsic cohesion proposed by Weir. This effective cohesion, of order the pressure exerted by one 
particle, is then introduced in a continuum modeling of flows in narrow channels of different particle 
size-channel width ratio. The results obtained compare well with experimental data. 
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Abstract  

Grinding is an important size reduction process in many industries which is known as an intensively power-consuming, low-efficient and complex 
process. Modelling and simulation have been used widely to understand the grinding and, more precisely, particle breakage mechanisms. DEM has 
been recognized as a powerful tool to achieve this purpose, as it is capable of providing valuable micro-scale information of particle interactions. 
However, direct DEM modelling of particle breakage using particle replacement method is the recent development of this field, but still immature. 

This study aimed to integrate particle breakage into an in-house DEM model to develop a generic direct DEM model of particle breakage. A validated 
breakage probability model was employed to determine the breakage point of particle based on impact energy and minimum required energy. For 
those particles determined to be broken, the size distribution of daughter particles was calculated using an employed breakage function. Then, the 
progeny cluster was determined and replaced in parent position. Finally, the particle list was updated at the end of every time-step and the DEM 
simulation proceeded using the updated list. 

The proposed frame work is distinguished with other studies by its straightforward structure, capability of determining the true point of single particle 
breakage, generically determination of progeny distribution and their position inside the original particle and being able to practically apply for any 
grinding environment. To validate the proposed model, the model was implemented to investigate the breakage behaviour of a packed bed of particles 
inside a virtual box whilst the bed was hitting regularly by a grinding ball at determined time interval. The examination of collision energy distributions, 
breakage rates, and PSDs showed that breakage rate can deviate from the first order kinetic. For feed particles, the deviation was appeared as 
deceleration in the breakage rate. Grinding time and magnitude of impaction energy were demonstrated to be the effective factors in breakage rate 
deviation. The existing model for representing the time-dependent breakage rate was modified to include the impact energy. The results also proved 
the necessity of a DEM based model capable of simulating the grinding similar to its real environment, and independent from the variation of grinding 
parameters. 

The model was then applied to simulate grinding in a pilot-scale ball mill. Applying the direct DEM modelling of particle breakage in the mill showed 
that findings were in line with experimental study from the literature. The simulation results could predict the final size distribution trend very well. 
It was shown that by increasing the mill rotation speed the particle flow regime changes from mostly dominant by charge rolling at rising side of the 
mill to intensely projected streams. Energy consumption and mean velocity increase as mill speed increases. Increasing the mill speed also influences 
the collision energy spectra in case of energy magnitude and collision frequency. Breakage rate increases as mill rotates rapidly. The PSD curves 
moves to finer regions as the rotation speed increases. 

In Summary, a direct modelling of particle breakage based on DEM was developed which is capable of simulating the grinding similar to its real 
environment and independent from the variation of grinding parameters. Developed model was successfully employed to modelling grinding in various 
conditions. 
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Abstract  

Theoretical formulae for the forces on cylinders in the free molecule regime are derived based 
on the gas kinetic theory.  For a simple gas in non-equilibrium state with temperature or 
velocity gradients, the second-order approximation of the gas molecule velocity distribution 
function reads [1,2] 

  10ff ,                                                             (1) 

where f0 is the equilibrium Maxwellian velocity distribution function, and Φ is the correction owing 
to nonequilibrium contribution.  Consider a cylindrical particle of length L and radius R0 (L>>R0) 
moving in a simple rarefied gas. As shown in Fig. 1, we introduce a global coordinate system {X, Y, 
Z} with its origin located at the center of the particle, a local coordinate system {x, y, z} fixed to the 
surface element of the particle, and an auxiliary coordinate system {X1, Y1, Z1} with its origin fixed at 
the center of the particle.  The force acting on the particle can be obtained by integrating the elementary 
force components over the whole surface of the particle [3,4].  The elementary force components 
(normal and shear forces) produced by the incident and outgoing gas molecules can be calculated by 
an integration of the gas molecule velocity distribution function, which consists of two contributions: 
momentum exchange due to the impact of the incident gas molecules and that due to the reflection of 
the molecules. 

In the linear shear flow field, the drag force on the cylinder is given by [5,6] 
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and the shear lift force reads  
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where n is the number density of gas molecules, m is the mass of single gas molecule, kB is the Boltzmann 
constant,  and  are the density and mean free path of the gas, and the subscripts “” and “//” indicate the 
components perpendicular and parallel to the cylinder axis, respectively.  In Eq. (3), the transverse force of shear 
lift force has been neglected for simplicity.  However, it is found that can even be larger than the shear lift force 
under some particular orientations [5]. 
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FIG. 1. The reference systems for cylindrical particles moving in shear flow of a rarefied gas: (a) the flow 
gradient; (b) the global and auxiliary coordinate systems; (c) the auxiliary and local coordinate systems. 

Under a nonuniform temperature field [6], the thermophoretic force on the cylinder is given by 
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where κ is the thermal conductivity of the gas, and T is the gas temperature. The thermophoretic velocity can be 
also obtained by the balance between the thermophoretic and drag forces, which deviates from the opposite 
direction of the temperature gradient T about 10.7.  

In summary, we derived the formulae for the shear lift, and thermophoretic forces for cylinders in the free 
molecule regime.  It is found that the pitching effect of the nonspherical particles results in a transverse force, 
which is non-negligible and substantially affect the transport of the nonspherical particles.   
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Abstract  

With the rapid growth in sewage sludge generation, conventional treatment approaches, like landfill and land 
application, are becoming less viable considering the land shortage and environmental concerns. Efficient 
approaches to treat sewage sludge in an environmentally benign and sustainable manner is in urgent demand. To 
date, one promisingly alternative solution would be the thermochemical technology, which could not only lead 
to an effective minimization of sludge, but also convert sludge into energy, syngas. Syngas which consists mainly 
of hydrogen (H2) and carbon monoxide (CO) has gained increasing interests due to its high calorific value and 
wide application as feedstock for green chemical manufacturing. Upon introduction of the lime (CaO)-based 
carbonation-decarbonation loop, we put forward a new two-stage thermochemical technology of sewage sludge 
conversion (Figure 1) to separate the production of H2 and CO, and importantly, intensify the utilization of 
carbon in the sewage sludge through recovering the CO-rich syngas. The technical feasibility of the proposed 
process was experimentally demonstrated by temperature-programmed thermochemical conversion of sewage 
sludge with and without CaO, showing that H2 and CO can be easily separated at 550 °C and 750 °C, respectively. 
In addition, the syngas production by varying CaO contents was investigated. The results indicate that 50% of 
CaO content was the optimal value for CO-rich syngas production. We found that the presence of CaO could 
intensify carbon utilization efficiency via promoting CO2-gasification of sludge to produce CO. The carbon 
remained in sludge reduced by 21 % with the addition of CaO, and the carbon conversion efficiency into CO 
was 13 % higher than that without CaO. In summary, this two-stage thermochemical process opens a way to 
turn waste into energy and valuable chemicals. 
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Abstract 

This study aims to explore dynamic behaviour of fracturing and damage evolution of 
geomaterials at the grain scale. A series of dynamic tests is conducted on geomaterials 
to investigate dynamic responses under multiaxial pre-stress states using a novel triaxial 
Hopkinson bar. A high-speed camera at the frame rate of 200,000 fps with a resolution 
of 256 × 256 pixels is used to capture the fracture characteristics. Full-field strain and 
strain-rate fields of rock materials under dynamic compression are determined by the 
high-speed three-dimensional digital image correlation (3D-DIC) method. A grain-
based discrete element method (GB-DEM) is proposed to reveal microscale 
characterisation and mineral grain compositions of geomaterials realistically. 
Comprehensive numerical simulations are conducted to compare with dynamic 
experimental results obtained by the Hopkinson bar. The 3D imaging of fracture 
networks in the damaged/fractured specimens is acquired via the X-ray computed 
tomography (CT) system. Combined with crack strain and acoustic emissions of 
numerical modelling, we also study the rate dependency of crack initiation stress 
threshold and crack damage stress threshold. The dynamic damage evolution in the form 
of Weibull distribution is distinctively different from that in static tests and the 
shape/scale parameters are presented as functions of strain rate. 
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Abstract  

De-agglomeration mechanism of the cohesive pharmaceutical particles in 
aerosolization process is a major interest particularly for the carrier-based dry powder 
inhalers (DPI) such as Foradile^® Aerolizer. Cohesive characteristic of microparticles 
can be useful in the device for increasing the device performance as it participates as a 
synergistic effect to the emitted dose. However, particles agglomerate causing the 
increase of particles’ aerodynamic diameter eventually results poor penetration of 
mouth-throat. Therefore, appropriate de-agglomeration of cohesive particles prior to the 
dispersion from the device is significant process for obtaining necessary emitted doses. 

The investigation on the effect of design modification is important in the aim of 
achieving particle de-agglomeration which eventually influences the device 
performance of DPI. Many CFD simulations on various DPIs in conjunction with design 
modifications are attempted to investigate device performance variation and dispersion 
mechanism [1-2]. Similarly, the CFD-DEM coupling method is previously adopted to 
see agglomerate breakage particularly for DPIs of the carrier based pharmaceutical 
ingredients [3-5]. However, the effect of device design modification to the breakage of 
particle agglomerates using CFD-DEM coupling method is not much previously 
attempted.  

The conventional Aerolizer design consisting of grid and capsule chamber which allows 
capsule containing pharmaceutical ingredient to arbitrarily move during patients’ 
inhalation is still being incompetent for particles to be efficiently de-agglomerated. The 
Aerolizer consisting of bumpers in capsule chamber is proposed for device design 
modification to observe the particle de-agglomeration process. The CFD-DEM 
coupling is employed to model the unsteady continuum phase in the Aerolizer as well 
as particle agglomerate modelling. Capsule sliding motion under one degree of rotation 
in dynamic mesh method is enabled to investigate the influence of capsule motion to 
the aerosolization and dispersion processes [6]. The simulation results including 
resistance, emitted dose and fine particle fractions of Aerolizer with modified design 
will be compared with the simulation results of conventional Aerolizer design.  
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  (a)                                    (b) 

Fig 1. Top and front view of velocity contour (peak flowrate at 60 L/min) with capsule 
motion at; (a) t=0 s, and (b) particle injection at t=0.55 s. 
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Abstract  

Powder sintering is a key process in powder metallurgy. Powder sintering includes particle packing, 
compaction and heat treatment. Although extensive experimental studies have been conducted, it is 
still lack of microscopic information to understand the theory of compaction and sintering due to 
limited capabilities of experiments.  

In the present study, a DEM model consisting of the contact force model, Van der Waals force 
model, sintering force model and the viscous force model, was implemented to study die compaction 
and free sintering of powders. The parameters in the model were calibrated by previous experimental 
and numerical results. 

In the die compaction of particles (Fig. 1a), densification was initiated at the top punch and 
propagates to the bottom stationary punch. The densification near the top was larger than that at the 
bottom. In the die compaction of binary mixtures, the extent of densification due to particle 
rearrangement in binary mixture compaction was higher than that in mono-sized particle 
compaction. Plastic deformations in the mixture compaction were larger than those in mono-sized 
particle compaction. As large particles were mostly surrounded by small particles, small-small 
particle contact, and large-small particle contact patterns dominated the process.  

In the sintering process (Fig. 1b), for a loose packing of powders, friction can help increase 
densification rate and tensile stress through preventing extra particle rearrangements and increasing 
average coordination number (Martin et al. 2015). However, if the compact was densified, friction 
took little effects on the evolution of free sintering behavior. The mechanisms of compaction 
dominate the evolution of contact radius at the initial stage of sintering, whereas the mechanisms of 
sintering take over the process after the initial stage of sintering. The evolution of anisotropy in 
shrinkage was highly dependent on the initial conditions of green compacts at the initial stage of 
free sintering. However, after sintering, the anisotropy tended to reduce largely to near isotropy 
(Boccaccini and Trusty 1998). 

In summary, the DEM model in this study has shown its capabilities to simulate the process of die 
compaction and sintering. The effectiveness of our DEM model has been verified by previous 
experimental and numerical results.  
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Fig. 1 a) Comparison between the Heckel plot of mono-sized particle compaction and 
mixture compaction for pressure-density relation. b) Evolution of relative density at 
stage A (loose packing), stage B (maximum load), and stage C (after compaction) — 

comparison with numerical results from (Parhami and McMeeking 1998) 
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Abstract  

Briquetting is a compaction technique which can produce a solid briquette with definite size and shape by compressing loose 
powders. This technique is widely used in different industrial fields such as pharmaceuticals, mining, ceramics and food industries. 
During this process, forces and properties of the materials change significantly inside the briquette. Several factors can affect the 
steady production of compacts, including particle size and moisture content and operation condition such as coefficient of friction, 
feeding pressure, roll speed, roll gap. Comprehending the behavior of briquette is very significant for predicting the product 
properties and improving the control process. 

In this current work, the properties of briquettes are analyzed by Finite Element Method (FEM) and Drucker-Prager Cap (DPC) 
model has been opted as a constitutive model. The model parameters for the briquetting simulation is determined by die compaction 
test, uniaxial compression and diametrical test of iron powders. A 4-node plain strain element (CPE4R) is used. 

The exerted compaction force is one of the most important pointer used to explain the forming process. Figure 1a shows the 
simulated compaction force acting on the center of the roll. The forming process become stable very quickly as all the peaks are 
almost the same after the first peak. Most of the energy is utilized for the torque of the roll compaction in briquetting process. Figs. 
1b shows the contour plot of the relative density at the maximum compression stage in the briquetting process. The density is higher 
at the upper part and decreases to the lower part. Higher relative density is because of higher pressure on powder materials during 
compression. Therefore, the top part of the briquette is much more compact than the lower part. 

The effect of friction is also investigated. The results that the average relative density increases with increasing the coefficient for 
friction. The higher compacted area is difficult to compress leads a higher compaction force which is the reason for higher relative 
density. 

In summary, the mechanism and densification process of briquetting was investigated by using FEM. The force and torque histories 
during compaction, structural states, plastic flow pattern and cracking and failure criteria inside the briquette were analyzed. Density 
as well as force can be influenced by coefficient of friction and an optimized coefficient of friction is necessary to achieve a higher 
and homogenous briquette density. 

  

(a)                                        (b) 

Figure 1 (a) variation of force with angular Displacement; and (b) spatial distributions of compact density.  
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Abstract  

Particle packings are ubiquitous in both industrial production and our daily life, which has rendered wide applications in many 
areas such as materials, metallurgy, chemical engineering, and so on. It is known that the densification of particle packing can be 
realized through the input of external energy like mechanical vibration, pressing, and air impact, etc. In comparison, the air impact 
has its own advantages, including uniform density distribution in the final packing, high densification efficiency and easy operation. 
Thus, air impact has been successfully used in foundry industry for the compaction of molding sands. Previous studies about 
packing densification under the air impact are mainly focusing on sphere particles, and few studies have focused on the densest 
random packings of non-spheres subjects to air impact. In this paper, the packing densification of various non-spherical particles 
under air impact is systematically investigated by physical experiments in our self-designed equipment. As shown in Fig. 1, the 
high-speed air (supplied by air compressor) enters from the inlet (A) of the cylinder, then interacts with the spheres in the cylinder 
and densifies the packing, and finally flows out of the porous bottom plate (7). In the whole process, the macro- and microscopic 
properties (e.g. packing density, distribution of air pressure in the container and force distribution in granular layer) for different 
packings are comprehensively characterized and compared. The results show that the air impact can realize the transition of packing 
from random loose to random close state at appropriate pressure for each shaped particles. The optimal air pressure for the RCP of 
each kind of particles is determined by both the material properties and particle shape, a correlation has been identified. The 
distribution of forces (measured by force sensor) in granular layer gradually decreases with height, while the air pressure (measured 
by pressure sensor) gradually increases. 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the air impact equipment. A, inlet; B, pressure relief valve; C, force sensor; D, pressure sensor; E, window; 1, bracket; 2, support lug; 3, flange; 4, 

spreader plate; 5, upper head; 6, cylinder and 7, porous bottom plate. 
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Abstract  

Granular materials have been arisen in a variety of scientific and industrial applications. 
The use of granular materials as building materials has many advantages such as easy 
assembly, transportation and disassembly. More particularly, aggregates made of non-
convex particles are an emerging material of researches.  They may have fairly low 
packing densities which save materials and rather high stability. It is well known that a 
small change in particle shape can lead to a large variation in the final assembly 
configuration as well as distinct mechanical properties. Furthermore, the mechanical 
properties are also related with the initial packing state of the assemblies. Therefore, it 
has great significance to study the particle shape effects on the mechanical properties 
of the assemblies at the same initial states. However, the effects of initial packing state 
and non-convex shape effects are rarely investigated in previous studies. In this work, 
we investigate the mechanical properties of the maximally random jammed (MRJ) 
packings of frictionless spherocylinders, two-dimension (2D) and three-dimension (3D) 
intersecting spherocylinders with different aspect ratios and branches. In the MRJ state, 
the packings are disordered but strictly jammed and mechanically stable. We use the 
adaptive shrinking cell algorithm to generate the initial structures of intersecting 
spherocylinders which are close to the MRJ state. Then the Discrete Element Method is 
used to stabilize the initial structures to reach a real jamming state, as shown in Fig.1. 
Afterwards, the packing structure are compressed isotopically to measure their bulk 
modulus. Our results show that the effects of aspect ratio on bulk modulus have the 
same tendency for spherocylinders, 2D and 3D intersecting spherocylinder. The bulk 
modulus first increases and then decreases with the increase of the aspect ratio, the 
maximum is achieved around the aspect ratio of 0.5 which is also the peak location for 
the packing density, as shown in Fig.2(a). Moreover, the bulk modulus increases with 
the packing density and have little relevance with the particle morphology. In another 
words, the bulk modulus of the packings of frictionless spherocylinders, 2D and 3D 
intersecting spherocylinders have almost the same value when they have the same 
packing density in the MRJ state, as shown in Fig .2(b). These results are helpful in the 
granular material design. 

Keywords: Intersecting spherocylinder, Non-convex particle, Bulk modulus, MRJ state 
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Fig.1.The packing structures of spherocylinders(a), 2D (b) and 3D (c) intersecting 
spherocylinders with the aspect ratio of 2.5 

 

 

Fig.2.The effects of aspect ratio (a) and packing density (b) on the bulk modulus of 
spherocylinders, 2D and 3D intersecting spherocylinders. 
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Abstract  

316L stainless steel (abbreviated by 316L) has been applied in many key industrial areas due its outstanding 
properties like corrosion resistance, ductility and biocompatibility etc., however, the relatively low strength and wear 
resistance of this material limited its further application. The introduction of TiC particulate reinforcement into 316L 
matrix can slove this problem, which can effectively improve the strength, stiffness, wear resistance and high 
temperature strength. In present work, hot compaction of TiC-316L composite powders in a closed die is numerically 
reproduced by multi-particle finite element method from particulate scale in 3D. The evolution of macroscopic and 
microscopic properties during compaction is systematically characterized and analyzed, and the densification 
dynamics and mechanisms are identified. The results show that hot compaction can not only significantly decrease 
the compaction pressure, but also alleviate the stress concentration in the final compacts. With the increase of 
compaction temperature, the equivalent von Mises stresses in the compacts get smaller. Large stresses are mainly 
concentrated within the TiC particles and the contact regions with 316L particles. In the whole compaction process, 
the equivalent von Mises stresses concentrated within the 316L particles firstly increase with the relative density of 
the compact at the initial stage of compaction and then decrease, which can be attributed to the increase of equivalent 
plastic strain of 316L particles. The equivalent von Mises stresses concentrated within the TiC particles gradually 
increase with the relative density since no obvious deformation can be found in TiC particles. While, larger contact 
normal forces are concentrated in the contact regions between the particles and the die, and larger contact friction 
forces are concentrated in the contact regions among 316L particles. 

 
Fig. 1 (a) Variation of equivalent von Mises stresses with relative density in the compacts during compaction; (b) 
Morphologies of the final compacts under different compaction temperatures. 
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Abstract  

Granular particles are often in disordered structures, but can change to ordered 
structures under certain conditions. This is related to the self-assembly, an interesting 
yet intricate phenomenon happening in different systems. Despite many experimental 
and numerical studies conducted, the fundamentals governing the self-assembly of 
granular particles, including the transitions of phases, order/disorder and jamming states 
are yet to be understood more clearly. In this work, the continuous self-assembly of 
uniform granular spheres from the initial random packing subjected to one-dimensional 
(1D) vibration is numerically studied by use of discrete element method (DEM). A wide 
range of the vibration amplitude and frequency is investigated. The structures of the 
packings are analyzed in terms of the packing fraction and microscopical structural 
parameters, including the coordination number and bond-orientational orders, and 
particularly the ordered clusters by the adaptive common neighbor analysis (a-CNA). It 
is shown that 1D vibration can also result in the self-assembly of particles with the 
packing fraction exceeding the random close packing (RCP) limit. The final packing 
would be a mixture of both FCC and HCP structures while their total fraction can reach 
nearly 100%. Moreover, the effect of the boundary, including the periodic boundary 
conditions (PBC) and containers of different shapes, is also studied. It is shown that 
certain boundaries can enhance the self-assembly by initiating the local ordered 
structures and directing the packing towards self-assembly as demonstrated via a cluster 
analysis. These results not only present a clearer picture for the self-assembly of 
granular spheres under vibration, but also help improve our understanding on the 
fundamentals of granular materials and jamming states.  
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Abstract  

3D printing is a rapidly developing manufacturing method. The powder packing process 
in 3D printing aims to spread layers of material powders by a recoater onto the previous 
part for the subsequent sintering or melting. The packing density and homogeneity of 
the powder bed are proved to be important for the sintering or melting efficiency during 
the fabrication and affect the fabrication efficiency and part quality. Particle-based 
study is needed for identifying the powder bed structure under different conditions. In 
this work, particle-based DEM is used to simulate the powder packing process with 
considering the friction and adhesion between powder particles. The effects of recoater 
type, operating parameters and powder properties on the powder bed structure are 
analyzed. 
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Abstract  

Particle segregation is one important issue in many industries which deal with granular 

materials. In this work, the packing systems of spheres and cuboids with a range of aspect 

ratios are used to study the segregation phenomenon under three-dimensional vibrations by 

the discrete element method (DEM). The effects of some key variables, including vibration 

conditions, particle size and shape, on segregation are dynamically investigated. Based on the 

results, the underlying segregation mechanism will be discussed. The results indicate that, 

with the optimal vibration condition for each case, in a mixture of particles with different 

shapes but with equal volumes, the particles which tend to have a higher packing fraction, 

segregate to the bottom. However, when mixtures of particles with different volumes are 

simulated, the larger particles tend to move upwards. Therefore, particle segregation behavior 

comes from a combined effect of particle shape and size. 
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Abstract  

Silica is a mineral applied in many fields of everyday life, for instance as a reinforcement filler for the tires or an 
animal feed additive. Thus, full understanding of the process of its production is of great interest not only to scientists 
but also to the industry. The important part of the research on silica precipitation is analyzing the influence of 
experimental conditions on the final product morphology. 

Amorphous silica is a product of precipitation by neutralization of basic solution of sodium silicate with sulphuric 
acid. Its synthesis consists of few principal stages: mixing of the reactants, nucleation of silica, growth and 
agglomeration. Most of the studies found in the literature give insight into the final stages - aggregation and 
agglomeration of already formed silica clusters. At the same time, although, the events occurring at the beginning of 
precipitation are crucial for the following steps, they are not yet fully discovered. The problem lies in the nanometric 
size scale of the nucleating systems that is on the limit of detection of experimental methods with most of the 
processes appearing below it. 

Bearing in mind limitations of experimental techniques, another tool is required to complement and confirm obtained 
results. Hence, computer simulations are applied to act as a bridge between the nanometric time and length scales of 
nucleation and the macroscopic scales of the laboratory. 

Having a good understanding of the effect of operating parameters on the final product depends upon studying 
nucleation kinetics, mechanisms and clusters’ morphology. As a result, what a considered simulation method should 
provide, is not only the access to the time and size scale of nucleation but also to the details such as morphology of 
the clusters during oligomerization. 

The choice of a method satisfying all the aforementioned conditions is a difficult task. Nevertheless, it was stated 
that Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation can provide at least partial information about the temporal evolution of 
the system of interest, as well as kinetics and mechanisms concerned.  

The purpose of this study is to bring better understanding to the initial stages of silicic acid oligomerization to serve 
as a starting point in the investigation on silica nucleation. In the series of simulations, using ReaxFF reactive force 
field, the effect of the initial sodium silicate concentration and pH on the distribution of species with time was studied. 
The obtained results were compared with the literature data. 
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Abstract  

Fine particles impacting blades with high velocity generally occur in turbomachinery component due to 
particulate matter ingestion, which always affects the life and operation safety of the equipment. In the 
present work, the rebound characteristics of several blade materials were investigated systematically 
using the ABAQUS/explicit code. A detailed study was conducted to investigate the effects of particle 
velocities, impact angles, particle sizes, temperatures, impact numbers and particle initial spins on the 
particle rebound characteristics and particle-wall interaction mechanism. The results showed that the 
tangential restitution coefficients of the three steels decreased with the increase of the impact angle and 
velocity. The normal restitution coefficients decreased with the increase of impact angle. For the collision 
of multiple particles, the tangential restitution coefficient gradually decreased with the increase of 
collision number, and eventually stabilized. The normal restitution coefficient increased with the increase 
of collision number and finally tended to be stable when the impact angle is less than 60°. Moreover, the 
effect of collision number on normal restitution coefficient can be ignored when the impact angle is larger 
than 60°. Tangential COR was found to generally decrease with an increase in temperature. The effect of 
particle size should be negligible. In general, the effect of positive spins on velocity restitution coefficient 
was greater than that of negative spins.  

Keywords: Spherical particle; Rebound characteristics; Numerical simulation; Velocity restitution 
coefficient; Turbomachinery 
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Abstract 

When we make a DEM simulation of granular flow, it is required to reduce the computational time to 
reduce the calculation cost. The method of reducing the spring constants in DEM contact force model 
which is proposed by the present author’s group for the DEM-CFD simulation of gas-fluidized bed[1],, 
has been widely used for this purpose. The author’s group found that this reduced stiffness model 
could not predict the flow of cohesive particles in gas-fluidized bed, and proposed a novel reduced-
stiffness model, called dynamic adhesion/cohesion model, for cohesive particles[2]. 

Dynamic adhesion/cohesion model was developed analytically based on the binary collision process, 
and it can reproduce the fluidized behavior of Geldart-A-particles and aggregates formation in granular 
shear flow. In this keynote speech, the fundamentals of dynamic adhesion/cohesion model and its 
application to fluidized bed and granular shear flow will be given. 

[1] Tsuji, Y., Kawaguchi, T., Tanaka, T., “Discrete Particle Simulation of Two-Dimensional fluidized 
Bed”, Powder Technology, Vol. 77, No.1 (1993), pp. 79-87. 

[2] Kobayashi, T., Tanaka, T., Shimada, N., Kawaguchi, T., “DEM-CFD Analysis of Fluidization 
Behavior of Geldart Group A Particles Using a Dynamic Adhesion Force Model”, Powder 
Technology, Vol.248 (2013), pp. 143-152. 
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Abstract 

Particles of different sizes or densities can segregate when mobilised. The segregation counteracts the 

effect of self-diffusion resulting from randomised interparticle collisions, and discourages well-mixing of 

particles. Several types of models have been proposed to simulate this phenomenon, which, based on different 

theoretical treatises, possesses different scopes of applicability. A new continuum model is formulated in this 

paper to simulate the segregation of bidispersed sphere mixture in rotating tumblers. The mixture is modelled as 

a single phase, whose averaged flow properties are assumed to constant irrespective of the variation in material 

constitution. This model is featured with a coupling of dense granular flow model, which permits the simulation 

of transient particle transportation and the applicability in configurations with complex loading or geometrical 

conditions.   

Keywords: particle segregation; rotating tumbler; Eulerian approach; continuum modelling; FEM 
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Abstract  

At present, the polysilicon market is facing excess production capacity however, the long term expectation to photovoltaic industry will 
inevitably stimulate polysilicon consumption in the future. The Siemens process has been the workhorse of polysilicon industry, with the 
disadvantages of batchwise operation and high energy consumption hindering further reduction of cost. As an alternative, the fluidized-bed 
process can run continuously and is less-energy-intensive, thus attracts more players engaged in it.  

Our group has been working for 10 years on silane and silane based polysilicon. In an early phase, we investigated silane CVD (chemical 
vapor deposition) process in a fluidized bed reactor by means of CFD technique. Due to complexities of multiphase flow and reaction 
mechanism in this system, a CFD-PBM (population balance model) coupled model was proposed to predict the gas-solid flow 
hydrodynamics and the evolution of particle size distribution. The influences of silane pyrolysis kinetics, aggregation, and operating 
condition on silicon particle growth were studied. The predictions of flow parameters and growth rates were verified by empirical values 
and experimental data.  

The flow hydrodynamic simulation showed that the EMMS-based drag model had remarkable advantages in predicting the “core-annular” 
flow structure and mesoscale flow characteristics, compared to the Gidaspow model. For the polydisperse particle system, when the 
aggregation effect was included, segregation with a rich layer of small particles at the top and near wall regions was accurately predicted, 
and when a higher fluidization ratio was applied, more diluted regions formed due to the enhanced drag force. Surface deposition, cluster 
scavenging, and aggregation were considered in calculating particle growth, and the results showed that the scavenging effect was 
responsible for the particle growth, and the growth rate agreed well with the experimental data when the scavenging factor was set to 0.1 
under the condition of 923K and atmospheric pressure. Moreover, the formation of light silicon hydrides by silane homogeneous pyrolysis 
in the dilute phase was also investigated in the form of CHMEKIN mechanism, which showed that disilane turned to be the main silicon 
hydride and the silane conversion was under estimated by 12.5%. The effect of operating conditions on growth rate was studied in detail 
with the observation of defluidization phenomenon during the evolution of particle growth. The effect of silane pyrolysis kinetics was also 
analyzed and the results showed that the growth rate agreed well with Hsu’s experimental data under the combination kinetic models of 
Hogness’ homogenous and Furusawa’s heterogeneous ones, in which a complete silane decomposition was almost achieved, but the 
impractical growth result was obtained as inlet silane mole fraction higher than 0.5. Moreover, the interphase mass transfer of silane surface 
deposition and cluster scavenging was also focused, which showed that silane surface deposition tended to occur at the solid dense bottom 
region with higher mass transfer rate and cluster scavenging happened in almost the whole solid phase. 

In a secondary phase, silicon powders were prepared experimentally from silane pyrolysis in a horizontal quartz tube reactor. The effect of 
sintering treatment on the powder was investigated. Both the as-prepared and the sintered samples were characterized to determine the 
crystallite size, hydrogen bond structure, and morphology. The results showed that the higher sintering temperature and lower pressure were 
more favorable to the growth of silicon crystallites and the liberation of hydrogen from silicon hydrides. The crystallite size increased 
significantly with a critical low FWHM when the sintering temperature was at 750 °C, and the hydrogen releasing from polysilanes and 
OSiH took place remarkably with a relative flat IR spectrum when the vacuum condition was implemented. Moreover, the particle 
aggregation was strengthened with broad particle size distribution when long sintering duration or high temperature applied, and the fusion 
occurred as the temperature was high enough but still with good crystallinity. 
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Abstract  

The objective of this work is to describe particle laden flows with two-fluid equations with 
the unclosed terms closed by using machine learning models trained from particle-resolved 
direction numerical simulation (PR-DNS) data. As a starting point, we follow the work of Ma 
et al. (2015, 2016) on bubbly systems, with our improvements on the machine learning 
methodology and adaptation for particle laden flows. The focus of this work is on the regime 
of shear-thickening as delineated in Lashgari et al. (2014), which is featured by moderate 
Reynolds number (Re between 2000 and 5600) and solid volume fraction of approximately 
[0.15; 0.5], i.e., the cyan parts in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 The regime of particle-laden flows that are the focus of this study. Figure 
reproduced from Lashgari et al. (2014) 

Notes the coordinate system (following the convention of Ma et al.): the channel is vertical 
and flow goes upward. Further, 
 x is the wall-normal direction, the only non-homogeneous direction of the system; 
 y is the ow direction; gravity g acts in the -y direction only; 
 z is the out-of-plane direction, which is periodic. 

The PR-DNS data will be used to build the machine learning functions M : q — Y. Direction 
numerical simulations will be performed on the plane channel flow case. To start with, we 
will vary the following parameters: 
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 Reynolds number (based on half channel width): Re = 2000, 3500, 5000 
 Solid volume fraction: Φs = 0:1, 0.2, 0.4 
 Density ratio: 1, 10, 100 
 Initial distribution of particles: linear distribution, uniform (yet random), 

sinusoidal (Φs (x) = cos(πx), assuming the channel walls are located at x = 0 
and x = 2). 

We regard the parameter in the middle (emphasized) as the “baseline", Then we change the 
parameters one at a time along each parameter cases. The particles are fixed initially with the 
specified distribution. When the flow field is fully developed, we release the particles at t = 0 
and observe the evolution of the particles. During the simulation, the instantaneous field is 
plane averaged (averaged in the y and z plane to obtain a profile of the variables along the 
non-homogeneous x direction. It is possible that some temporal filtering can be done as well, 
i.e., the profile is output every nth step or averaged every nth step. 
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Abstract  

DEM (Discrete Element Method) is an effective way to study the physics of granular materials because it can 
simulate the micro-dynamic behavior of granular material on an individual particle scale and the motion of every 
particle can be traced. Since DEM was first considered, many modified discrete element models have been 
developed. However, most existing DEM models are just for spherical particles or a specific type of non-
spherical particles. In this work, a combination of several types of discrete element models including spherical 
model, super-ellipsoid model, polyhedron model, multi-sphere model, multi-super-ellipsoid model, multi-
polyhedron model, and bonded-sphere model were used to simulate the flow of granular materials with many 
different shapes. And all the above models can be used together in one simulation. The accuracy of different 
models are different, and the simpler shapes have the higher model precision. The calculation speed of different 
models are also different, and the simpler shapes have the faster calculation speed. Several simulation cases 
including the flow of particles in tumblers, blenders, and other devices were performed to validate the modeling 
approaches. The simulation results show that it is practical and efficient to combine different discrete element 
models together for simulating both spherical and non-spherical particles in granular systems with quite high 
accuracy. 

Keywords: DEM (Discrete Element Method), Non-spherical particle, Super-ellipsoid model, Multi-sphere 
model, Granular flow 
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Abstract  

Liquid films appear in many industrial applications like boiling water reactors, internal combustion engines, 
liquid atomizers, refrigerant flows in evaporators, etc, and the modeling of films is extremely important for 
design and analysis of these systems. For conducting a complete simulation of these liquid films, a number 
of physical phenomena have to be modeled accurately. These include the modeling of the formation of 
liquid films due to the flow of droplet-laden gas, and the consequent deposition of these droplets onto solid 
surfaces. As the liquid film flows along the surface, waves are generated due to its interaction with the gas 
flowing over it, and can lead to entrainment of droplets from the film into the gas. Additionally, as the film 
flows over complex geometries, it can encounter sharp corners which can also lead to further "stripping" 
of droplets from it. Another important phenomena associated with films is due to heat transfer from the 
wall leading to a depletion of the film through evaporation and boiling. Eventually, when the film is 
completely depleted, a condition known as dryout is achieved which has significant consequences in many 
industrial applications.  

In the StarCCM+ solver, there are multiple methods to model multiphase flows, and the current work 
focuses on the Two-Fluid approach for modeling droplet-laden flows. Models have been implemented for 
capturing the deposition of droplets onto solid surfaces, stripping off of droplets from the film due to surface 
waves, and to capture the effect of sharp geometries. Since the Two-Fluid model considers both the gas 
and droplet phase as two inter-penetrating continua, two separate sets of transport equations are solved for 
both these phases. The liquid film modeling in StarCCM+ is performed by using a 2D-Laminar 
approximation for the film with a parabolic profile for the velocity across it. The transfer of mass between 
the droplet phase and liquid film is captured by calculating the mass lost/gained by the film, and converting 
it into an appropriate source/sink term in the corresponding phase transport equation. A few validation 
studies have been conducted and will be presented in the current work. The next step in this work will be 
the implementation of the heat transfer effect which will provide a complete framework for modeling of 
fluid film effects on droplet-laden gas flows. 
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Abstract  

Background/Aim: Mass discharge rate (MDR) of hoppers is an important parameter 
to evaluate hopper’s performance. Beverloo equation and its extended series of 
correlation equations have described the relationship between MDR and many factors, 
e.g. diameter of hopper orifice, diameter of particle, hopper half angle and wall friction. 
In terms of the effect of hopper geometry, these empirical correlations offer an 
acceptable prediction on MDR of some typical shapes of hoppers such as flat-bottomed, 
conical or wedge hoppers. However, few studies have assessed the MDR of a hopper 
with a more complicated funnel wall rather than these normal surfaces. In the case when 
loading environment restricts the geometry of hoppers such as hopper height, diameter 
of orifice and diameter of hopper’s upper opening, how we can optimize the wall surface 
of hoppers to improve the loading efficiency becomes an interesting question to 
investigate. In this study, we introduced shape optimization on wall surface geometry 
of hoppers, with the objective of increasing MDR. 

Methods: This paper used Coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian (CEL) method to model the 
discharging process of granular materials from a hopper. This elastoplastic finite 
element method (FEA) model was validated by both discrete element method (DEM) 
and experiment, which shows good estimation of MDR in different cases. In terms of 
the optimization process, Genetic algorithm and gradient descent method were used 
respectively. Genetic Algorithm is a typical heuristic algorithm that imitates the 
mechanism of evolution in nature, which can avoid local optimal results but with low 
efficiency to reach an optimal solution. Gradient descent is a typical derivative based 
algorithm that has better efficiency but may converge to a local optimal solution 
frequently. The implementation of the heuristic optimization algorithm provided a 
reference, which was used as a guide of reaching to a global optimal for the derivative 
based gradient descent method. The combination of these two methods lead to an 
improved gradient descent method, which is converged faster and avoids local optimal 
solutions. This gives a pathway to conduct large-scale parametric study on different 
cases further.       
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Results: In our case study, the optimization was based on an initial conical hopper in 
the half angle of 45 degree, with the fixed geometry in the diameter of the orifice, the 
hopper height and the diameter of the upper opening of the hopper. The MDR increased 
91.4% from the optimal design based on genetic algorithm, and 101.6% from the 
optimal design based on gradient descent method. The optimal shapes of the funnel 
walls from the two methods are consistent in a certain degree. The results of parametric 
study in different cases will update in the near future.  

               

(a)                                                                                                (b) 

Figure 1. Optimal design a) based on genetic algorithm and b) based on gradient decent 
method.  

Conclusions: The combination of genetic algorithm and gradient descent method 
presented an efficiency optimization process. Our case study shows that the 
optimization reached to a globally optimal design with the computational time dropped 
from days to hours. It also demonstrates that shape optimization on wall of hoppers can 
increase MDR dramatically than normal designs with conical hoppers. Our research 
provides a potential solution for those hopper discharging challenges in process 
engineering, which are restricted by external conditions but are desired to have a higher 
loading efficiency. 
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Abstract  

Granular mixing is a common process observed in lots of industries such as chemical processing, food 
handling, pharmaceutical manufacturing, etc. Double-screw conical mixers are widely used in these 
industries for its high mixing quality and mixing rate. However, a deeper understanding as well as a large-
scale simulation about the granular mixing in this kind of mixer is still lacking. In this work, discrete 
element method (DEM) is utilized to investigate the flow pattern of particles and their mixing 
performance in a double-screw conical mixer with the number of particles from 0.5 to 1.1 million. There 
are two asymmetric screws with short one and long one in the mixer, which maintain both rotation and 
revolution in operation. Combination of rotation and revolution of the screw contributes to a three 
dimensional particle mixing containing three mechanisms, convection, shearing and diffusion. The 
convection, shearing and diffusion of the particles will result in increasing the extent of mixing, 
increasing local mixing quality and attaining the overall homogeneous condition, respectively. Effects of 
the rotation and revolution speeds on mixing efficiency are studied. Different particle diameter ratios are 
also investigated to reveal the mixing performance of the double-screw conical mixer. Deeper analyses 
of the spatial distribution of the different components are done for improving the mixing efficiency to 
reduce the dead zone and inhomogeneity of the mixing. 

Keywords: granular mixing; flow pattern; double-screw conical mixers; large-scale; DEM (Discrete 
Element Method) 
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Abstract  

The dynamic behavior of solid particles in a rotating drum, operating in the rolling regime, is strongly 
influenced by particle to particle forces due to close packing of the particles. In Discrete Element Method 
(DEM) models these inter-particle forces arise naturally from particle and wall collisions. In continuum 
based models these forces are typically averaged leading to solids stress and pressure terms. The kinetic 
theory of granular flow (KTGF) provides a model for calculating solids stresses but has limitations in 
densely packed regions such as mills, kilns and rotating drums. The Eulerian-Eulerian multiphase model 
coupled to the kinetic theory of granular flow (KTGF) is evaluated in the present work. An additional 
frictional stress models are added in dense region and their suitability evaluated.  

For the evaluation, a rotating drums at three rotational speeds (20 rpm, 42 rpm and 65 rpm) was analyzed. 
The simulated results were compared with Positron Emission Particle Tracking (PEPT) measurement 
data and simulated results by Discrete Element Method (DEM) from literatures. Unlike fluids, particles 
can and in the experiment did slip at the wall. A partial slip boundary condition incorporating a specularity 
coefficient was applied as boundary condition between particles and the rotating wall. Johnson and 
Jackson’s model and Schaeffer’s model for the frictional stress both show a lower angle of repose than 
observed in the PEPT measurements or DEM results regardless of the wall boundary condition used. A 
new frictional viscosity model based on solid pressure was implemented. By adjusting the specularity 
coefficient in the wall boundary condition results for the present model agreed well with the PEPT and 
DEM results in terms of angle of repose and spatial velocity fields. It was also observed that the frictional 
viscosity decreased as rotational speed increased.  
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Abstract  

It is essential to comprehend granular flow dynamics as particles are present in almost 
all aspects of our daily lives. The majority of such particles are non-spherical, which is 
a crucial feature that affects the nature of flow. Accordingly, the research on non-
spherical particle flows is immensely significant. However, previous numerical studies 
were mainly focused on spherical particles. In this work, flow of ellipsoidal particles in 
a shear cell was analysed at the microdynamic level based on discrete element method 
simulations. In a stress-controlled double-shear condition, the flow was studied by 
varying the aspect ratio of ellipsoidal particles and compared with the flow of spherical 
particle assembly in terms of some key properties, such as particle velocity, contact 
force network and energy distribution. It was found that particle alignment towards 
shear flow direction has strong influence on overall flow pattern. Particle elongation 
primarily impacts its restriction of rotational displacement through preferential 
alignment which causes percolation of force across the flow become more uniform. The 
regime transition of particle flow was also investigated for spherical and ellipsoidal 
particles with various aspect ratios. The correlations among elastically and kinetically 
scaled stress, kinetically scaled stiffness and volume fraction were examined and a 
regime map was obtained for all specimen particle assemblies.  
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Abstract  

The influence of copper stave design on the material descent in the ironmaking blast 
furnace is not well understood. Staves are water cooled elements that fully cover the 
internal surface of the blast furnace shell and provide both its working lining and 
thermal protection. Current stave designs commonly exhibit protruding ledges which 
are exposed to the descending burden. In this study the effect of stave geometry, on 
burden descent phenomena such as the resulting wall forces and burden segregation has 
been explored. The discrete element method (DEM) simulation technique was applied 
to investigate these phenomena at a particle scale. Different arrangements of the ledges 
on the stave working surface as well as process parameters such as the particle size 
distribution, burden flow rate and various material properties were investigated with 
regards to their influence on the resulting material flow patterns and force profiles inside 
the blast furnace. The consideration of staves in the model greatly influenced the burden 
descent, especially along the walls of the blast furnace and the obtained wall stress 
profiles highlighted potential regions of high wear. This has implications for the gas 
distribution close to the furnace wall as well as the stave operating life. It is therefore 
necessary to consider the presence of copper staves in the simulation of blast furnace 
burden flow when studying near wall phenomena. 
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Abstract  

The productivity and stability of blast furnace smelting processes can be achieved largely by optimisation 
of both internal state in-furnace processes (chemical reactions) within the reactor and peripheral operations 
such as meticulous control of raw materials quality and appropriate burden distribution at stock-line level 
[1, 2]. A considerable amount of research has been conducted to better and improve the understanding of 
burden distribution characteristics at charging of the blast furnace and stock-line profiling. Such efforts 
include the works of various researchers [3, 4]. The afore-mentioned works provide both physical and 
numerical burden distribution models with principle investigations into the behaviour of blast furnace 
charge material as a function of the particle properties, methods of operation and geometrical effects.  
However, the handling of bulk solids in any form has a challenge in terms of maintenance of homogeneity.  
Bulk solids dynamics still poses critical knowledge gaps in science despite numerous studies [5]. With 
particular applications in blast furnace charging system which has a network of equipment and mechanisms 
designed to charge materials into the furnace, understanding of how charge materials mix and segregate 
(de-mix) during multiple handling points is of substantial interest. Although numerous past studies have 
focused on characterising granular mixing and segregation (de-mixing) by defining a mixing and/ or 
segregation index based on lumped sample and measure particular variance [6], though quite informative, 
the major drawback of such characterisation is the averaging over a domain of measurement while 
neglecting the particle-particle distribution variation which remains undiscovered [7].  
This work implements a near-neighbour distance method approach to investigate the effects of 
polydispersity on mixing and segregation (de-mixing) in the blast furnace charging system. The near-
neighbour distance method approach gives useful inferences on segregation and dispersion as it provides 
an unprecedented quantification of the particle-particle scale distributions of particle types relative to others 
with time in the system.  
A 1:5.8 lab-scale 3-D DEM model framework of a blast furnace charging system was developed. The 
particles were tracked in space and time by explicitly solving Newton’s second law of motion equations 
while a soft sphere linear-spring dashpot model was used to model the particle contacts [8]. In order to 
investigate the influence of polydispersity on the mixing and segregation behaviour of the charge material 
along the charging system, four initial scenario packing arrangements of raw materials were studied. Sinter 
and pellets materials of different sizes and distributions were initially charged into weigh-hopper (WH) in 
alternating layers (completely segregated). The materials were allowed to undergo various flow movements 
in the system units under the influence of gravitational or mechanical (vibration) forces. Quantification of 
near-particle neighbour distributions with time was done. Analysis of the near-particle neighbour 
distributions has shown that, over time along the system, the raw materials subsequently approaches a 
mixed state irrespective of initial position. The developed DEM and near-neighbour distance method 
characterisation have proved to be a powerful tool to further the understanding of charge material dispersion 
with time over prolonged and multiple handling stages of the charging system. 
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Abstract  

Granules are widely found in nature and have a wide range of applications in industry, agriculture and tertiary industries. 

Granular materials are aggregates of discrete solid particles. The number of particles is large, and their size, shape and 

properties are different. It is a typical complex system. The movement of particulate materials is very different from the 

common gas and liquid flows. As a reactor for realizing gas-solid phase or liquid-solid phase reaction process, moving bed 

is widely used in industrial energy-saving industries, and the fluidity of granular materials has a great influence on the heat 

transfer performance of moving bed. In this paper, the discrete element method (DEM) is used to study the effect of particle 

size, opening width of funnel-shaped moving bed and moving bed half cone angle on particle mass flow rate of funnel-shaped 

moving bed. The results show that the particle size, the funnel-shaped moving bed half cone angle and the bottom opening 

width have a great influence on the particle flow rate. The mass flow rate of the particles is positively correlated with the 

particle size; the mass flow rate of the particles increases exponentially with the increase of the slope of the discharge port; 

the mass flow rate of the particles increases with the increase of the opening, and meets the requirements of MYERS ME, 

SELLERS M. Correction formula for the square exit of the Beverloo empirical relationship of the flat-bottom moving bed. 
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Abstract  

Rotating drums play an important role in industry for mixing, milling, coating and drying 
process. Both radial and axial segregation due to different particle properties, such as size and 
shape, could happen in the mixing process. The studies on the axial segregation of spherical 
particles have been carried out extensively. It was found that axial segregation tend to happen 
slowly after the rapid formation of radial segregation. However, particles shape could have 
an influence on the formation of axial segregation, which has received limited studies. In this 
work, discrete element method is used to study the axial segregation of binary-sized mixtures 
of ellipsoidal particles in a rotating drum. The segregation patterns for both spheres and 
ellipsoids are presented. The effects of rotating speed and aspect ratio of ellipsoids on the 
evolution of axial segregation are investigated. For both spheres and ellipsoidal particles, the 
revolution of the drum gives rise to the bands of fine particles, i.e. axial segregation, in the 
vicinity of end walls. Particularly, the bands of fine spheres continue to form in the central 
region with the increasing revolutions. As the aspect ratio deviates from the unity, i.e. 
elongated or platy shape-type, axial segregation forms more slowly with lower extent at the 
equilibrium state. It could be explained by the effects of particle shape on the diffusion of fine 
particles between radial cores. Furthermore, the effects of rotation speed on axial segregation 
are examined. It is found that in rolling or cascading regime, increasing rotating speed leads 
to faster formation and larger extent of axial segregation at the steady state for both spheres 
and ellipsoids. 
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Abstract  

Screw conveyors, as a transport equipment, are used in many industries, such as agriculture, 
ironmaking, pharmaceutical, plastic, and mining industries. They can transport and/or elevate 
particles continuously at controlled and steady rates while reducing the risk of environmental 
pollution. Screw conveyor can be operated at all angles, from horizontal to the vertical. 
Because of the effects of gravity and centrifugal force, particles will roll backwards relative 
to the mainstream, giving the so-called backflow. To reduce the backflow and increase the 
flow rate under different inclinations, newly designed screws with an inclined blade are 
adopted. The performance in terms of flow rate, power draw, energy dissipation is examined 
by the Discrete Element Method (DEM) under different operation conditions such as different 
rotation speeds and inclination of the screw conveyors. The results demonstrate that the 
inclined blade can reduce the backflow and hence increase the flow rate  in a wide range of 
inclination. The degree of blade angle plays an important role and a slightly inclined blade 
may improve the performance of the screw conveyor system significantly. This work, through 
the cost-effective numerical examination of new screw designs, provides a comprehensive 
guid for screw conveyor design and operation. 

Keywords: Inclined screw blade, Screw conveyor, DEM 
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Abstract 

Segregation in granular systems is primarily a practical concern of many industries. A better 
understanding of segregation will help solve the handling and processing of these industrial 
issues. Among all processes that may cause segregation, vibration can drive large particles to 
move upward within bulk solids of small particles. This phenomenon has been well studied 
considering various particle properties, here we further extend the study of segregation nature 
with the help of DEM simulation. In this work, different vibrated binary systems contain both 
ellipsoidal and spherical particles are investigated. The binary granular materials are charged 
into the vessels separately, and vibrations are introduced after all particles settle down. Aspect 
ratio of ellipsoids is used to quantitatively determine the particle shape. Other factors 
including vibration amplitudes, frequencies and size ratio are also tested. Several results have 
been addressed through the research. It was found that vibration conditions are the triggering 
factors of the Brazil Nut phenomenon while size ratio and aspect ratio can affect the 
segregation degree. And for special conditions, this segregation presents a come-back 
behavior as the large particles will once again sink inside the bulk solids. These patterns are 
further studied based on overall bed porosity, averaged coordination number and local 
porosity. The profiles exclusively offer a new idea about the nature of vibration segregation 
that the overall bed state show a vibrated phenomenon which is consistent with the movement 
of the large particle. 
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ABSTRACT 

Water above the critical point T=647 K, P=22.1 MPa, and ρ=0.32 g/cm3 has been found successful applications in 
supercritical water gasification (SCWG) in the last few years. Within SCWG reaction, supercritical water is a very 
attractive media, which may dissociate, dissolve or hydrolyze more hydroxide anion than conventional steam. 
Contrary to the ordinary liquid state, at supercritical conditions the hydrogen bond network is destabilized to various 
extend and the continuous breaking, which is demonstrated by changing curves of mean number of hydrogen bonds 
per water molecule. The reformation of hydrogen bond structures allows large dipole fluctuations that can 
significantly affect the dielectric properties of the solvent. 
Actually, it is very hard to measure the physical properties of supercritical water directly, because of the super worse 
experimental environment. In this respect, computational simulation is used to study the intrinsic property of 
supercritical water. However, classical molecular dynamics simulation is not sufficient to obtain the dipolar and 
dielectric properties of supercritical water. Although many articles about ordinary or critical state water are 
interpreted by classical molecular dynamics, there are still many shortcomings within these water potential models, 
due to the lack of significant polarization and charge transfer effects, which makes it inadequate for correctly 
describing the liquid at supercritical conditions. Also, for chemical reactions within supercritical water, the electronic 
structure of both reactants and solvent must be treated at the same level. Therefore, we notified Car–Parrinello 
molecular dynamics (CPMD), which has already been proved to be a good approach to studying in an unbiased way 
water at extreme thermodynamical conditions. CPMD is one of ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) methods, 
which could well combine molecular dynamics and first principle methods. In this approach, dynamic equations of 
motion are solved for the ions with the inter-ionic forces computed from the valence electron density, which is solved 
using density functional theory. 
On the other hand, infrared (IR) adsorption is one of the main tools for investigating the dynamical properties of 
condensed systems. Theoretical interpretations of the IR spectrum have so far been mainly based either on qualitative 
arguments or on molecular dynamics simulations. In this case, CPMD can give a detailed description of the ionic 
motion and calculations of the IR spectrum of water. 

Here, we analyze the structural, dipolar and spectral properties of water above the critical point, and compare them with 
the ordinary liquid state. The calculations were performed using CPMD packages. The goals of this work are presenting 
a method for investigating unique properties of supercritical water which is more accurate and economical, as well as 
extending the computational scale for water, which is applied for further investigation in reaction. Furthermore, studying 
chemical reactions involving supercritical water in SCWG is our further objective. We demonstrate that the 
experimentally observed peculiar behavior of the IR spectra for water is well reproduced in our computational scheme. 
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Abstract 

Non-inertial (or colloidal) suspensions of non-spherical particles have been studied 
extensively. However, the rheology of inertial (or granular) suspensions of non-
spherical particles is rarely investigated. The rheological behavior of relatively large 
elongated granular particles is therefore not well known. In this work, we study 
suspensions of rod-like particles of aspect ratio 4 subjected to shear flow in a low-
density Newtonian fluid. We perform CFD-DEM simulations for a periodic shear box 
for a range of shear rates and volume fractions of particles, which are practical for 
fluidized bed applications. We demonstrate the verification of our predictions via a 
comparison with granular kinetic theory developed for sheared spheres. We discuss the 
dependence of rheological properties like stress, pressure and relative viscosity on 
volume fraction, shear rate, granular temperature and the particle orientation. Perhaps 
surprisingly, the granular rods show shear thickening behavior. These results provide 
insights into the macroscopic rheology of suspensions of randomly oriented and 
oriented granular rods. This study can further be extended to develop a stress closure 
for use in a coarser grid models like MP-PIC which can simulate an industrial fluidized 
bed reactor of non-spherical particles. 
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Abstract  

Particle science and technology is a rapidly developing interdisciplinary research area with its core 
being the understanding of the relationships between micro- and macro-scopic properties of particulate 
matter. In particular, discrete particle simulation has been widely used to tackle fundamental problems 
in particle research. However, so far, most of the simulation studies deal with spherical particles. The 
resulting findings are useful, but may have limitation in addressing practical problems. It is well 
recognized that particle shape significantly affects the packing/flow structures of particles. Hence, 
many efforts have been made to develop further understanding of particle shape effects on particulate 
systems. In our work, ellipsoidal particles are used as they can represent a range of different shapes 
varying disk-type to cylinder-type. The approach used is on the basis of discrete element method, an 
advanced numerical method that can capture particle dynamics at a particle scale. In this presentation, 
we give a brief review of studies of ellipsoidal particles on the basis of discrete element method, and 
examine the effects of particle shapes in some typical particulate systems, including: (1) particle 
packing, focusing on how aspect ratio affects packing density and structure for coarse and fine 
ellipsoids; (2) particle flow in hoppers and rotating drums, demonstrating the dependence of 
discharging rate and flow regimes on particle shapes; (3) sandpile formation, focusing on how aspect 
ratio affects the angle of repose, stress dip distribution and shape or size-induced segrgation; and (4) 
fluidization, illustrating how particle shape affects the bed permeability, orientation, and bed 
flow/force structures. The results show that discrete element method for ellipsoids provides a useful 
approach to investigate shape effect on the behavior of granular materials.  
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Abstract  

The motion of droplet on solid surface displaced by another continuous fluid with 
additives encountered in many applications such as oil detachment. In the petroleum 
industry, the performance of enhanced oil recovery technology is strongly dependent 
on the mobility of oil droplets/film attached to the rock surface. In addition to change 
the interfacial tension of oil-droplet interface, the adsorptions of additives, e.g., 
surfactants, also have significant influence on the wettability of solid surface. The main 
challenges of available numerical methods associated with the two-phase flow is to 
incorporate the surfactant effect into the dynamic description of moving contact line, 
for instance, the inclusions of interfacial tension and contact angle into the slip boundary 
condition. In the present paper, we extended the GNBC-based front-tracking method to 
simulate the detachment of droplets displaced by a shear flow in the surfactant solution. 
For the droplet adhered to the solid surface, the variation of surface surfactant 
concentration, and the effect of Marangoni flow induced by the nonuniform surfactant 
concentration on the droplet interface are investigated and compared with the clean 
droplet. Then the behavior of moving contact line (i.e., equilibrium, dynamic contact 
angles and velocity) for wetting droplet and non-wetting droplet and its effects on the 
onset of detachment are investigated in the presence of surfactant. It is found that the 
increasing contact angle in the presence of surfactants at the contact line have a great 
effect on the wetting droplet in comparison with the non-wetting droplets. Due to the 
increase in the surface force and equilibrium contact angle, detachment is preferred to 
occur early in the surfactant solution in comparison with the clean droplet in the shear 
flow. 
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Abstract  

Gas and solid phases move concurrently downward in a downer, thus displaying distinctive fluid dynamic 
properties compared with those in a riser, such as more uniform flow field, better heat and mass transfer 
performance, and shorter residence time of particles, which provide significant advantages for downer in 
catalytic cracking, high-temperature cracking of pulverized coal, cracking and synthesis of biomass, and 
especially in coal pyrolysis. For such high temperature and rapid reaction processes, the gas-solid flow behavior, 
the effect of inter-particles mixing and the heat transfer in downer are the key problems to facilitate the reaction. 
Therefore, it is of great significance to fully understand the gas-solid flow, mixing, heat transfer and reaction 
characteristics in a downer to promote the industrial application of downer reactors. 

A gas-solid flow model was developed by means of computational particle fluid dynamic method (CPFD), and 
the size of mesh, density of parcels, wall boundary conditions and drag models were fully investigated, and with 
special attention to the effect of particle inlet conditions on gas-solid flow field. Then, the gas-solid 
hydrodynamic characteristics in the downer were analyzed in detail and the influence of operating conditions 
was investigated. The results show that the gas-solid flow behavior in the downer is very sensitive to the inlet 
conditions and the inhomogeneous particle inlet boundary conditions can describe the particle distribution at the 
inlet of the downer more accurately. The radial distribution of particles concentration in the downer is not very 
uniform. From the center to the side wall, the particle concentration increases at first and then decreases, with 
the maximum value at the position near the wall. As the superficial gas velocity increases, the particle 
concentration decreases and the velocity of particles increases. As for the residence time of particles, with the 
increase of superficial gas velocity, it becomes shorter, and the particles’ residence time curve becomes narrower 
with a higher peak value. With the increase of particle circulation rate, the concentration and velocity of particles 
and their inhomogeneity of radial distributions all increase.  

Keywords: Gas-solid flow; Downer; CPFD 
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Abstract  

In this study, the microscopic random pleated models had been established in order to analyze 
the filtration performance of the pleated filter media. One of the illustrations of the pleated 
filter media models is shown in Figure 1.The CFD-DEM simulation of gas-solid two-phase 
flow was used to study the deposited state of the particle in the pleated filter media during the 
filtration process. The deposited particles on the pleated filter were visualized, and the effect 
of deposition of particles on pressure drop was analyzed. Figure 2 presents an apparent 
phenomenon of agglomeration and deposition in the pleated filter media, which indicates that 
the arrangement of fibers affects the deposition morphology of the filter media, which also 
points out the direction for further studying the performance of the pleated filter media.  

The collision effect between particles to particles and particles to fibers was fully taken into 
account in this study. As shown in Figure 3, the total number of particles shows a linear 
increasing trend with the filtration time, and part of the particles are collected by fibers and 
deposited on the surface of the fibers. The deposited particles increase nonlinearly with the 
filtration time, it is due to that some of particles form pronounced dendritic structures, and the 
dendritic structures act as new fibers to impede airflow movement. Figure 3 also shows that 
the number of collision particles first increase and then decrease with the filtration time, this 
is because that the particles deposit in the gaps of the filter media in the initial stage of the 
filtration, the gap is blocked gradually with the filtration process, so the number of collision 
increases continuously, then decreases in the later stage because of the certain injection 
number (total number is set to 2000 because of the influence of calculation time and 
calculation accuracy). As shown in Figure 4, the total force on geometry increases with the 
filtration time, which can be attributed to that, deposited particles increase frequently. More 
and more particles adhere to the surface of the fiber, due to their own weight and the force 
from fluid, and the total force on geometry increases constantly with the filtration time. 
Compared with the particle collision mechanism, the total energy loss of particle collision 
presents the same trend, which indicates a positive correlation between the loss of kinetic 
energy and particle collision.  
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(a) isometric view  (b) left view  (c) front view 
Figure 1. 3D model of the fibrous media and the view of different direction 
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Figure 2. Changes of DEM simulation results with filtration time 
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Abstract  

Electrostatics occurs in the gas-solid fluidization processes, it influences the hydrodynamics 
of gas-solid flow. However, few specific research has investigated the influence mechanism. 
In this work, the influence of electrostatics on the single bubble was investigated by means of 
Digital Image Analysis (DIA). The experimental results showed that, in the high charged 
system, the aspect ratio of bubble gradually decreased as the bubble rose and bubble collapses 
were discovered at the end of rise. To study the influence mechanism of electrostatics on 
single bubble, a discrete element method coupled with computational fluid dynamics (DEM-
CFD) was developed to simulate both mono-charged system and bipolar-charged system. 
Numerical simulations interpreted the deformation of bubbles from the magnitude and 
direction of the electrostatic force on particles, as well as the stream traces of gas in the flow 
field. The simulation results showed that, the electrostatic force affected the particle’s 
movement tendency. In mono-charged system, this caused the drop of particles from the roof 
of bubble, whereas in bipolar-charged system, this led to the split of the bubble. 
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Abstract  

Reactors of Taylor flow with a slurry contact mode was firstly proposed in 2005 where solid particles 
are dispersed in the liquid slugs and remained in motion in a stable flow under the effects of the 
symmetrical vortices present in each slug. Just recently, a few studies have been directed towards 
addressing mass and heat transfer characteristics amongst the gas-liquid-solid phases. Nevertheless, a 
good understanding of this micro reaction technology is largely lacking. In particular, the distribution 
homogeneity of solid particles in the liquid slug between two consecutive bubbles is of great interest 
to researchers as it directly dictates the interactions between solid particles and the liquid phase and 
those between liquid and the bubbles, hence the overall performance of the system. However, the 
liquid flow exhibits the feature of high non-linearity and interactions between solid particles and the 
toroidal vortices are very complex. It is always a challenging task to predict the distribution of solid 
particles for specific operating conditions. 

In this study, the distribution of solid particles under different operating conditions is investigated. 
Interactions amongst solid particles and those between particles and confined tube walls are directly 
solved using the discrete element method (DEM). Critical fluid forces are solved based on the Taylor 
flow profile which is analytically solved. Considering the low Stokes numbers in the context of this 
study, a one-way coupling between the fluid flow and the particle motion is implemented, i.e., only 
the effect of fluid flow field on the particle flow has been considered. Dependence of particle motion 
on the fluid flow field and the total solid inventory is examined and quantified. Experiments are 
conducted to collect benchmark data for validating the model.  

The results show that the distribution homogeneity of solid particles strongly depends on the intensity 
of the vortices which is jointly determined by the liquid flow rate and the aspect (height to diameter) 
ratio of the liquid slug. There is a critical value of the aspect ratio of the liquid slug for a given particle 
Stokes number to achieve the homogeneous distribution of solid particles. Subsequently, a map that 
relates solid distribution to operating conditions (expressed as dimensionless numbers) is proposed. 
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Abstract  

Spouted beds are widely used in chemical engineering, such as pyrolysis, coating, mineral 
processing and granulation. It is found that the gas channel is one of the most important factors 
to dominate the overall particle behaviors. With the changing of operation conditions, there 
will be different types of gas channels in the bed. And in some researchers’ work, the 
instability of gas channels is observed in experiments. For the spouted bed with non-spherical 
particles, the instability phenomenon has not been studied yet. As most particles in industry 
and nature environment is non-spherical, the research on non-spherical particles is of specific 
significance because variety of particle behaviors are different from that in spherical particle 
systems. 

Thus, in this study, the experimental and numerical investigations on spouted bed with non-
spherical particles are conducted to study the particle behaviors. The PIV and non-spherical 
particle modeling by hard sphere method are applied. The instability phenomenon, which has 
only been studied in spherical particle systems, is numerically and experimentally 
investigated. 

 
Figure 1 Sketch of the experimental platform 
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The sketch of the experimental platform is shown in Figure 1. After recording the results, a 
post process software in PIV system is used to obtain the detailed particle distribution and 
movement. The dimensions of the spouted bed are also shown. For the non-spherical particles 
used in this work, green beans are chosen in similar shapes. 

The results show that the simulated and experimental data match with each other well, and 
the spring-like particle movement was shown, which is a typical particle motion in spouted 
bed. A s-shaped gas channel is in the middle of bed, proving the presence of instability in the 
spouted bed with non-spherical particles.  
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Abstract 

 

With advances in computing speed and parallelization technology, improved software and multiphase 
algorithms, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling is playing an increasingly important role in design, 
control and optimization of many industrial processes nowadays. 

Most of the industrial flow systems are intrinsically multi-scale - that is, there are widely separated characteristic 
length and time scales that are of importance to the behaviour of the system as a whole. The ability to feasibly 
model all important scales simultaneously is a technical challenge that increased computing resources alone will 
not solve. Average approaches are not sufficient for characterizing these structures and related behaviors, while 
discrete approaches based on very detailed mechanisms are limited to capability and cost of computation. Using 
a multi-scale modelling approach, the detailed micro- modelling information of a real system, such as the detailed 
particle and/or bubble dynamics, can be used to build constitutive correlations to improve macro- or process 
scale modelling accuracy. This multi-scale modelling approach is proved to be promising and powerful, and has 
received increasing interest in the study of complex multiphase flow systems. CSIRO CFD team has been 
working on the application of CFD models to new and existing plant in the mineral processing, metal production 
and energy industries for decades. The broad application of CFD has the potential to save companies many 
millions of dollars per year. 

This presentation will discuss the multi-scale modelling methodologies CSIRO has worked on during the past 
10 years. For gas-liquid flow systems, current work on CFD modelling of the aluminium smelting process will 
be presented, including a micro-bubble model for studying detailed bubble dynamics, time-averaged macro- gas-
liquid flow models for simulation of bath flow and alumina mixing in a full reduction cell, and the linkage 
between the micro- and macro- models. For gas solid systems various models has been developed and will be 
discussed in reference to applications in mineral processing and other process industries. Techniques discussed 
will include direct numerical simulation (DNS), discrete element method coupling with CFD (CFD-DEM), 
Particle-in-Cell Model, Eulerian-Eulerian (E-E) or two fluid model (TFM), and recently developed hybrid DEM-
TFM model, and how these have been used in applications such as  froth flotation, grinding mills and a coal 
beneficiation fluidized bed.  
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Abstract 

Reacting particle flows are involved in many manufacturing industries, including ironmaking 
industry. The understanding and optimisation of the reacting flows are essential to maintain 
the competitivity and sustainability of ironmaking industry under increasingly demanding 
conditions. Mathematical modelling, facilitated by physical modelling, provides a cost-
effective way for process understanding and control. In particular, cross-scale modelling is 
widely used in academia and industry for their effectiveness. This report will overview some 
recent CFD and DEM-based process models and discuss their roles in the development of 
new technologies for sustainable ironmaking. Some recent examples are used: 3D modelling 
of blast furnace with raceway, 3D modelling of pulverised coal injection, and 3D modelling 
of cokemaking. It is demonstrated that mathematical modelling indeed plays a significant role 
in process understanding and optimisation, vital to sustainable modern ironmaking. 
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Abstract 

An electrostatic precipitator (ESP) is a device used to separate fine particles from dust laden gases by 
charging the particles using electrostatic forces and driving them towards the collecting plate. ESP’s 
are widely used to control the particulate emissions from power stations, cement industries and 
industrial process sources. Very complex interaction mechanisms between the electric field, fluid flow, 
and particulate flow can be found in an industrial ESP. In the last two decades, experiments were 
conducted in an ESP to understand the fluid and particle behavior at wide range of operating and 
design conditions (Choi and Fletcher, 1997; Böttner, 2003; Skodras et al., 2006; Arif et al., 2016). 
Experiments being cumbersome and expensive, researchers utilized computational tools to simulate 
the flow behavior for better understanding thereby the possible design modifications can be made 
virtually. 

Because of the complexity of flow inside ESP, a detailed numerical model is yet to evolve. Moreover, 
many simplifications are necessary in order to keep both the computational time and cost in a balanced 
level. Accuracy of calculations is affected by the considered turbulence and multiphase models and 
various idealizations of the process used for simulation. Computationally most intensive component 
of the simulation is probably to predict the influence of electro hydrodynamics on particle collection 
efficiency in an ESP. Authors like (Choi and Fletcher, 1997; Böttner, 2003; Skodras et al., 2006; Arif 
et al., 2016) investigated the  particle transportation and collection in an ESP.    

The present study aims to develop a CFD model that describes the flow of particle laden gas, particle 
charging and collection in an ESP. A single wire plate [2D] unit ESP is chosen to investigate the 
interaction between the primary flow and the secondary flow (electric wind or ionic wind) and their 
effect on particle collection in an ESP. The dimensions of wire-plate ESP are 0.65 [m] in length, height 
0.1 [m], wire spacing 0.15 [m], and wire dia 0.005 [m]. The top boundary is a wall, the bottom is a 
symmetry plane and wires are taken as walls. The secondary flow arises due to the significant transfer 
of momentum from corona-generated ions to the gas. The model considers all the mechanisms which 
affect an industrial ESP process such as three coexisting fields of gas flow, particle dynamics and 
electrostatic field, which have been implemented using the User Defined Functions (UDFs) in 
ANSYS’s FLUENT. Numerical calculations for the gas flow are carried out by solving the Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes equations using the k– turbulence model. A finite-volume approach is 
utilized to solve the coupled equations for the electrostatic field and charge transport equations. The 
Discrete Phase Model (DPM) is used to simulate the particle phase. The simulated results provide the 
particle trajectories inside an ESP under the influence of primary and secondary flows. Validation of 
CFD model against the literature data (Skodras et al., 2006) is attempted and found them in good 
agreement. This method can be applied to a full scale industrial ESP to gain an insight into collection 
efficiency along with performance optimization for better collection efficiency in an ESP.  
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Fig 1 (a): stream function in [kg/s]                        Fig 1 (b): particle tracks [sec]  

Figure 1 (a), (b) displays the CFD simulated flow filed stream function and the DPM particle tracks 
of (2µm). Boundary layer starts to grow from the inlet along the plate and later it is suppressed by the 
growing wakes behind the wires (recirculation region with lower velocity), with turbulence at edge of 
layer. The deviation of particles from their path starts at first wire and successively continues to deflect 
along the subsequent wires. Few particles are trapped at the collecting plate and some manage to 
escape through the outlet.  

Key words: Electrostatic precipitator, Fluid Flow, Eclectic field, Magneto hydrodynamics, DPM 
approach, Particle Separation 
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Abstract  

Ultrasonic attenuation spectroscopy plays a very important role in particle size characterization. This 
method is usually based on several necessary processes such as forward theoretical model, attenuated 
signal detection and mathematical inversion, where the forward model is obviously a particularly 
important and difficult part. Since the ultrasonic wave itself is a mechanical wave, which inevitably 
brings complexity to the interaction problem with particles. For the study of predicting ultrasonic 
attenuation of mixed particles and exploring the underlying behavior of interaction, the Monte Carlo 
method was investigated to establish a particle size characterization model in concentrated particulate 
system and serve as a probability and statistics technique to probe the intrinsic ultrasonic events during 
the ultrasound propagation. In addition, the extension of the well-established single-particle theory of 
Epstein, Carhart, Allegra, and Hawley (ECAH), by incorporating the couple phase model from a 
hydrodynamic point of view was also accounted for the ultrasonic attenuation characteristics in the 
two-phase system of suspensions and emulsions with different particle sizes, ultrasonic frequencies 
and concentrations. After verifying its feasibility, such a method is then applied into mixed particle 
system with various ratios. It is shown that as the particle volume concentration is up to 10%, the 
variation of the ultrasonic attenuation coefficient with mixing ratio yields a nonlinear tendency. At 
higher concentrations, this model was validated that the attenuation in two-phase system of 
suspensions and emulsions agreed well with the experimental results of literature, which presents a 
novel approach in calculating the attenuation in high particle volume concentration of even over 50% 
and provides a numerical modeling of particle size measurement in the complex particle-particle 
interaction condition. 
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Abstract  

Using supercritical water (SCW) as the working fluid to achieve the fluidization of coal and 
biomass particles for producing high-quality fuels is more and more popular since SCW has 
many advantages such as high reaction efficiency and H2 selectivity[1,2]. However, people 
know no much about the complex chemical reaction and heat transfer characteristic on the 
particle scale and temperature and component distributions on the reactor scale during the 
solid gasification process in SCW circumstances. The lack of this knowledge generates 
difficulties in the design and scaling techniques of SCW devices.  This work contributes to 
provide some important information and the prediction on the drag force and heat transfer of 
solid particles in SCW like drag coefficient ( Cd ) and average Nusselt number ( Nu ).  

 

Figure 1. Property of SCW in the pseudo-critical zone, 23P MPa . 

We consider the forced convention process of an isolated particle with different shapes in 
SCW. Navier-Stokes equations are solved to numerically simulate the momentum and heat 
transfer process. Cd  and  Nu  under different working conditions are obtained. Note that the 
key of this set of numerical simulations on SCW, which is different with the conventional 
fluid, lies on the variation physical parameters of SCW with temperature and pressure as 
shown in Figure 1. These parameters include fluid density, dynamic viscosity, thermal 
conductivity and specific heat capacity. Finally, new correlations for Cd  and  Nu  are 
proposed including Reynolds number and particle shape as the key factors. Figure 2 shows 
several temperature distribution patterns of SCW under selected working conditions. 
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Figure 2. Temperature distributions in different cases. 

New correlations are proposed for ellipsoids with different aspect ratio and Platonic particles. 
For the ellipsoids, the effect of the incident angle is also taken into account. The prediction 
capability of these correlations is demonstrated good for facilitating the phase coupling in 
further multi-phase flow modelling.  
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Abstract  

Solids mixing in fluidised beds is a significant phenomenon that determines the rate of energy 
and mass exchange between phases and can contribute to the final conversion of chemical 
reactions where applicable 1, 2. A common parameter that defines the degree of mixing in 
fluidised beds is the mixing index (ratio) which varies between 0 (for completely segregated) 
to 1 (for fully mixed) in the system.  

In this study, the mixing of 8 mm glass particles in a fluidised bed operating at a superficial 
liquid velocity of 𝑢 0.184 m/s was investigated through simulations and experiments.  
The simulations of the fluidisation process was carried out using a new DEM approach 
originally developed by Abbasfard et al. (2018)3. In this approach, the fluid velocity is 
considered to be made of a mean and a fluctuating parts with a standard deviation that follows 
a Gaussian Probability Density Function (PDF). Comparison with volume fraction versus 
superficial velocity measurements and predictions (e.g. Richardson-Zaki equation) showed 
that the proposed DEM-only model suffices to predict the hydrodynamics of a fluidised bed 
to a reasonable accuracy.   

The mixing ratio can be defined by the ratio of the visited space to the whole bed space over 
the time. Two experimental and numerical methods to quantify the mixing ratio were 
introduced and named as: position-based and path-based. In the position-based method the 
mixing ratio was only dependent on the position of the particle center while in the latter 
method it depended on both the position as well as the travelled path of the tracer particle. In 
both methods the bed space was discretised into multiple cells to determine the number of 
visited/un-visited cells.  A post-processing code was developed to analyse the mixing process 
using the DEM results based on the abovementioned methods. 

Experimentally, a dark colored glass particle, with the same size and density as the other 
particles, was used as a tracer particle. The motion of this tracer was recorded with a high-
speed camera in the form of series of 2-D images. The images were then analysed using an 
in-house image processing code to extract the position of the tracer particle at each time frame. 
Having the positions of the tracer particle, the mixing ratio was quantified through the above-
mentioned methods for a given 2-D projected area.  
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The experimental (2-D, projected area) mixing time measurements were well-matched by 
both 2-D simulation, position- and path-based approaches. However, for the 3-D simulations, 
the mixing time was computed to be much longer than that for the 2-D, projected area (both 
experimental and simulation) approach. The inference from this result is that mixing time 
estimates obtained from project-area measurements (or simulations) is likely to under-predict 
the true mixing time for a real (3-D) fluidised bed.  
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Abstract 

Currently there is a move towards higher concentration tailings disposal due to its 
environmental, economic and political benefits. These high concentration non-
Newtonian suspensions often occur with a broad size distribution including coarse 
solids that can settle, and typically exhibit shear-thinning behavior along with the 
presence of a yield stress. The interaction between non-Newtonian rheology and coarse 
particle transport in high concentration suspension is still poorly understood, 
particularly in the transitional and turbulent flow regimes.  

This lack of understanding motivates us to develop a DNS-DEM coupling methodology 
for investigating the underpinning fundamentals of turbulent non-Newtonian 
suspension.  DNS is applied to capture the unsteady turbulent flow structure, and the 
DEM is used for modelling the detailed particle-particle interaction.  We implement our 
model using an open-source coupling library CFDEM, which couples OpenFOAM and 
LIGGGHTS.  The method includes a diffusion-based approach to deal with the presence 
of the coarse particles in DNS-DEM, with an appropriate smoothing length scale for 
smoothing the exchange fields to be determined. 

The Herschel-Bulkley (H-B) model is applied to describe the non-Newtonian rheology.  
Initially we have chosen to replace the Newtonian viscosity in the drag correlation with 
the H-B viscosity.  This simplification will be modified and the effects of the H-B carrier 
rheology, applied shearing and solids concentration on the drag correlations will be 
included.  Once these improved drag correlations are implemented in CFDEM, the 
results will be validated against experimental suspension data including pressure drop, 
flow rate and concentration profile.  

Despite the current simplifications, preliminary simulations of turbulent non-
Newtonian suspensions have been found to be qualitatively correct.  The methodology 
developed in this project will allow an extended understanding of the interaction 
between non-Newtonian fluids and particle transport to be determined, as well as 
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provide guidance for LES-DEM studies of turbulent non-Newtonian suspension with 
higher Reynolds number in the future. 
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Abstract  

Fluid flow which contain identical non-miscible inert solid particles is known as two-phase fluid system. 
Examples of two-phase flow include bubbles, rain, waves in the sea. This fluid system has numerous application 
in various natural processes like blood flow in arteries, dust in gas cooling systems, sand or other suspended 
particle in sea beaches. Dusty fluid model flows have been a subject of special interest in recent studies. From 
past few decades, researchers have been focusing on the behavior of  heat and mass transfer characteristics of 
dusty nanofluid through different channels. The marangoni effect refers to the variation of surface tension of 
liquid with temperature (thermo-capillary) or with the concentration of a surfactant (solutal marangoni effect). 
Marangoni effect is divided into the thermal marangoni effect (EMT) and the solutal marangoni effect (EMS). 
Theory of EMT is utilized in the present work. Pearson created the initial model and criterion. Experiments 
showed that the surface tension of fluid is connected to the temperature, in most of the cases the surface tension 
decreases with increase in temperature. Some of the non-Newtonian fluids such as blood, honey, starch, molten 
plastics, artificial fibres, food stuffs and slurries exhibit shear-stress-strain relationships which are distinct from 
Newtonian model. Mostly non-Newtonian models involve some form of modification in the viscous term in 
momentum equation. In the category of non-Newtonian fluids, the Williamson fluid has distinguishable features. 
Williamson fluid model describes the flow of shear thinning non-Newtonian fluid. It is used in modeling of 
biological fluid in small passages and have many other applications in chemical and biological science, 
geophysics and petroleum industries. The present paper investigates the heat transfer characteristics of dusty 
williamson nanofluid with marangoni convection. The mathematical model of the physical problem invoke 
equations of continuity, momentum and energy equations for solid and fluid phase,  separately. The non-linear 
partial differential equations are normalized to ordinary differential equations and solved by Galerkin Finite 
Element Method. Influence of pertinent parameters that are radiation parameter, dust particle mass concentration 
parameter, thermal dust parameter are analyzed. It has been observed that velocitiy and temperature decrease 
with increase in dust particle concentration parameter.  
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Abstract 

In recent years, we have witnessed an increasing tendency to use fluidized beds for biomass gasification. 
Numerical models of the fluidization processes usually approximate the particles as spheres. However, 
spheres are not a good representation of dried and milled biomass particles, which are usually 
characterized by an elongated shape. So far, there is only limited literature available in relation to 
hydrodynamic forces experienced by non-spherical particles under fluidized conditions. When suspended 
in a gas flow, non-spherical particles will not only experience hydrodynamic drag, but also torque and 
lift forces. 

In this study we investigate the effect and importance of lift forces and hydrodynamic torque in dense 
gas-fluidized conditions. The CFD-DEM code used in this research is based on open source engine 
CFDEM, which uses the OpenFOAM computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver to describe the fluid 
component and LIGGGHTS to implement discrete element method (DEM) calculations. These open 
source codes were adapted by us to take in to account elongated non-spherical particles. In the 
simulations, we employ lift and torque correlations derived from previous DNS simulations by Sanjeevi 
et al. [1]. Simulations of a 3D fluidized bed with different hydrodynamic forces considered are compared 
with experimental results obtained with MPT (Magnetic Particle Tracking) technique, a non-invasive 3D 
experimental technique. In this study we show that when simulating fluidization of elongated particles, 
lift forces and hydrodynamic torque can no longer be neglected. 
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Abstract 

Particle-bubble interaction occurs in various multiphase reactors such as gas-liquid or gas-
slurry bubble columns and gas-liquid/slurry-solid fluidised bed systems. As an essential 
process of these systems, the complex fluid dynamics and physical-chemical interactions 
determine the heat and mass transfer, mixing and segregation, and aggregation behaviour. 
For a system with large bubbles and small particles, as in a typical flotation process, 
particles are selectively attached to the bubble surface depending on their surface properties 
(hydrophobicity) and then carried by the bubble to be collected as a desired product. The 
hydrodynamics around the bubble, e.g. boundary layer and wake, in this case, strongly 
affects the overall performance of the system.  

Conventional flotation modelling has defined particle-bubble capture probability as first 
order kinetics where the rate constant is determined by three sub-processes namely: 
collision, attachment and detachment. The models for each of these sub-processes are either 
statistical or semi-empirical which are process/unit specific. 

Advances in numerical simulations provide an alternative solution to model particle-bubble 
interaction by resolving the hydrodynamics of the system from first principles. Since 
particles and bubbles exist as dispersed phases in flotation systems, the Eulerian-Lagrangian 
(E-L) framework, is inherently the best option to model the system. Mostly, in applying the  
E-L approach, the fluid is treated as a continuum, the particles as discrete elements, and the 
bubble as a fixed spherical wall boundary. The fluid flow is resolved by either direct 
numeric simulation [1] or turbulence models [2]. Particle-bubble collision is modelled under 
both laminar and turbulence flow conditions using one-way coupling mode where only the 
influence of the fluid on the particle is considered [2].  

In our previous work [3, 4], the E-L methodology has been applied to resolve the surface 
forces for particle-bubble interactions explicitly. However, only simple hydrodynamic 
conditions, e.g. quiescent and stokes flow were solved by using streamline function. The 
significance of the fluid pattern around bubble intuitively leads to a demand for the 
combination of CFD and DEM models to resolve the hydrodynamics and surface chemistry 
simultaneously. However, conventional CFD-DEM coupling model requires the mesh cell 
size to be as large as 1.6~6 dp [5] which contradicts the multiscale nature of the particle-
bubble interaction system.  

In this paper, we propose a four-way CFD-DEM model to simulate the particle-laden liquid-
solid flow that interacts with a fixed spherical bubble and resolve the flow field around the 
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bubble without concern about the fluid cell size restriction. The capability of the CFD-DEM 
model was examined at different mesh size, mesh uniformity, and dense and dilute particle 
phase condition. The results showed that the CFD-DEM model could achieve mesh-
independent results with different mesh size and uniformity which is critical for the 
simulation in the presence of a boundary layer and wake. The simulations of single particle 
settling and fluidised bed prove the model capability to predict particle dynamics at the 
dilute or dense condition. Finally, the bubble collision efficiency, particle sliding and wake 
interactions at various hydrodynamic conditions were predicted by the CFD-DEM model. It 
is demonstrated that the four-way feature of this model makes it possible to consider all 
factors that can affect the particle-bubble interaction, such as surface chemistry or 
turbulence modulation effect of particles, in future studies. It is also noted that the model as 
a basic framework can also be used to simulate other particle-bubble systems or capture of 
particles by a magnetic collector. 
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Abstract  

With the energy crisis and stricter environmental requirements, finding a sustainable energy 

technology has become a hotspot worldwide. Hydrogen production from supercritical water 

gasification (SCWG) of organic matters, such biomass and coal, is of great interest in recent 

decades. Supercritical water shows great potentials as a high quality solvent and reactant for 

organics, with unique properties of high diffusivity and low viscosity. Matsumura and 

Minowa firstly proposed a concept of supercritical water fluidized bed reactor (SCWFBR) 

with SCW as the fluidization medium to overcome the plugging problem in tubular reactors. 

Later, Lu developed SCWFBR reactor for biomass gasification. After that, SCWFBR was 

applied to gasify kinds of biomasses and coals and achieved encouraging results in 

gasification efficiency and avoiding plug. 

Although the SCWFBR achieved a great success in lab experiments, hydrodynamics in the 

bed is little studied as the conventional measurements are limited in supercritical condition. 

Duo to the extreme operating conditions, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) provide a 

useful way to obtain detailed information inside the SCWFBR. In this work, a two-fluid model 

was developed to simulate the hydrodynamics of SCWFBR. General speaking, gravity force, 

drag force and buoyance force are three major forces in the fluid-solid system. The drag force 

model is vital for the success of this model. Under supercritical pressure, solid particle 

(biomass particle or coal particle) feed are transported by cold water into the reactor. Solid 

particle feed entrained by cold water tend to aggregate like strands after ejecting from the 

reactor nozzle and concentrate at the bottom of the reactor. As heterogeneous structure exists 

in the fluid-solid system, a structure-dependent drag force model is needed. Since most of the 

present drag force model are derived from the experimental data on fixed bed or homogeneous 

liquid-solid fluidized bed, they can’t provide accurate information as the heterogeneous 
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structures occur. The energy minimization multi-scale (EMMS) model might yield 

comprehensive understanding of both heterogeneous structure and particle-fluid flow 

behaviors. Taking into consideration the properties of water under supercritical pressure, the 

original EMMS model was modified to suit the conditions in this work. Drag force model 

derived from the modified EMMS model is incorporated with the two-fluid model. Kinetic 

theory of granular flow (KTGF) is introduced for the closure of solid stress term. Simulation 

results showed the flow regime consisted of a dense solid-rich section at the bottom and a 

dilute SCW-rich section at the top. SCW-solid interaction was dependent on the flow 

structure. Properties of water significantly influenced the flow behavior of water when 

encountering SCW. This work reasonably revealed the hydrodynamics of SCWFBR, and 

provided a beneficial exploration for reactor optimization. 
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Abstract 

Rod-like particles are widely encountered in the industry, e.g., the biomass utilization, and it always 
involves the heat transfer in forced flow. However, the researches about the convective heat transfer 
coefficient, i.e., the Nusselt number, for rod-like particle are rare. Under this circumstance, this work 
is therefore devoted to develop a Nusselt number relation for rod-like particle in forced flow. To do 
so, a hot stationary rod-like particle that is passed by the cold continuous fluid flows is simulated by 
the three-dimensional Lattice Boltzmman Method (LBM). In the LBM, two lattice Boltzmman 
equations are solved side by side: one is to simulate hydrodynamics using multiple-relaxation-time 
(MRT) collision model, and the other is to simulate thermodynamics using Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook 
(BGK) collision operator. This in-house numerical model is then validated against available state of 
the art Nusselt number correlations proposed for spherical particle, ellipsoidal particle and 
cylindrical tube. Subsequently, the fluid flow and the heat transfer between the fluid and solid phase 
are simulated while changing the shape (i.e., the aspect ratio) and the orientation of the rod-like 
particle as well as the Reynolds number. Based on the simulation results, the Nusselt number can be 
quantitatively obtained. From these obtained data, the Nusselt number correlation that takes the 
particle shape, particle orientation and Reynolds number into consideration is established for 
quantitatively describing the convective heat transfer between the fluid and rod-like particle and 
further for providing the closure correlation for CFD-DEM (Computational Fluid Dynamics - 
Discrete Element Method). 

Keywords: Rod-like particle; LBM (Lattice Boltzmann Method); Nusselt number; Convective heat 
transfer; CFD-DEM (Computational Fluid Dynamics - Discrete Element Method) 
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Abstract  

Direct numerical simulations show that assemblies of particles containing anisotropic 
micro-structures produce appreciable different drag force when flows pass them in different 
directions. In this study, we focus on investigating the effects of anisotropic micro-
structures on the drag force solely in homogeneous fixed beds at low Reynolds numbers. 
The anisotropy of micro-structures is quantified by a second-order structure tensor. The 
tensor is determined with a directionally dependent mean-free path length and is able to 
capture the principal nature of the microstructure. The anisotropic micro-structures are 
obtained by stretching isotropic structures with different stretching ratios in one direction 
or simultaneously in two perpendicular directions. The isotropic structures used for 
generating the anisotropic structures are body-centered-cubic (BCC), face-centered-cubic 
(FCC) and random arrangements. It is found that, with a fixed solid volume fraction, the 
difference between the normalized drag force in one principal direction in anisotropic 
assemblies and that in corresponding isotropic assemblies correlates well with the product 
of the eigenvalues in the other two principal directions divided by the second invariant of 
the structure tensor. It is also found that the drag force deviates from the flow direction 
when the flow does not follow the three principal directions determined by the structure 
tensor. Considering the superposition principle of low-Reynolds-number flows, a drag 
relation containing an anisotropic friction coefficient tensor is formulated to predict the 
normalized drag force for flows through anisotropic micro-structures in arbitrary directions. 
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Abstract  

A second-order immersed boundary-lattice Boltzmann method (IB-LBM) is used to 
study the effect of particle orientation on flows through fixed random arrays of 
ellipsoidal particles at low Reynolds numbers. Herman’s orientation factor and Beta 
distribution are introduced to quantify the mean orientation and orientation deviation of 
a random array of ellipsoidal particles. First, the immersed boundary-lattice Boltzmann 
method model is validated by simulating low-Reynolds-number flows passing a single 
ellipsoidal particle with various aspect ratios. Then, arrays of mono-disperse ellipsoids 
are simulated at solid volume fractions from 0.1 to close-packed limits at eight different 
Herman’s orientation factors. The simulation results show that the effect of particle 
orientation is profound especially when the solid volume fraction and the aspect ratio 
are large. The current simulation results are compared with wildly used traditional drag 
force correlations in the literature. The comparisons show that the traditional drag force 
correlations significantly under-predict the drag force on random arrays of ellipsoidal 
particles. Based on current simulation results, a new relation are proposed for predicting 
the drag force on random arrays of ellipsoidal particles at arbitrary aspect ratios, 
Herman’s orientation factors and solid volume fractions. 
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Abstract  

Liquid bridge is the water existing among particles due to surface tension and adhesion. Because 
of its significant influence on the material flowability, liquid bridge plays an important role in 
bulk material handling and processing, especially for wet and sticky materials. The shape and 
volume of the liquid bridge generally vary during material handling with the alteration of the 
distance between particles. Meanwhile rupture and reconstitution of the liquid bridges can 
occur, which leads to uneven moisture distribution within bulk materials associated with 
inhomogeneous flowability. This study investigates the liquid bridge from a microscopic view. 
The liquid bridge shape and volume between two particles for various particle sizes and particle 
distances were studied in the static condition under the effect of gravity. Additionally, an 
oscillation motion was applied to the liquid bridge and the corresponding ruptured liquid bridge 
shape and volume were investigated. 
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Abstract  

Fluidized bed is widely used in industrial applications. The mixing efficiency, which depends 
on jets number and location, is important in successfully designing fluidized bed. In this 
research, particle velocity distribution and mixing index in gas-solid fluidized bed are 
measured with both computational simulation and experimental method. For experimental 
method, particle image velocimetry (PIV) system is employed to measure the particle velocity 
in a pseudo-fluidized bed. For computational simulation, discrete particle modelling (DPM) 
is used to simulate particle velocity around a single bubble. And based on the same total gas 
velocity (superficial gas velocity), cases with different jets number are also compared in terms 
of maximum bed pressure drop, bed height, mixing index. The results show that particle 
velocity distribution around a single bubble is the linear superposition of multiple peak 
distributions. On the other hand, different jets number will result in different flow pattern and 
this will severely affect the mixing efficiency. The mixing efficiency in one jet (spouted-bed) 
case is higher than other cases. This may result from the higher jet velocity and umbrella-type 
flow pattern that promote particle exchange between bottom and top. For the multiple jets 
cases, bubbles and vortex will form and promote particle mixing to some extent but not as 
efficient as that in one jet case. However, particle contact number distribution in multiple jets 
cases is more evenly than that in one jet case. That means from the perspective of particle heat 
transfer, multiple jets may be better than one jet 
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Abstract  

A three-dimensional Eulerian−Lagrangian was developed to perform the full-loop simulation 
of the oxy-fuel CFB combustion process. The gas phase was simulated by a large eddy 
simulation (LES) and the particle phase is described with the Multi-Phase Particle-In-Cell 
(MP-PIC) scheme. A conversion model for the coal particles was implemented which covers 
the devolatilization processes. The model was satisfactorily validated by the experimental 
data from a pilot-scale 0.1MWth CFB combustor. Then, the gas-solid flow behaviors and 
combustion characteristics in the oxy-fuel CFB were numerically investigated. The findings, 
which are difficult to achieve with experiments, are important for the structural design and 
operation optimization of the oxy-fuel CFB. 

 
Fig.(a) Comparison of outlet gas composition between simulation and experiment, (b) the particle 

circulation and (c) concentration distribution of main gas compositions in the whole CFB. (Q1 = 47.8 
Nm3/h, Q2 = 20.01 Nm3/h, Ql = 2.5 Nm3/h, O2/CO2 = 35 %/65 %.) 
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Abstract 

The characterization and control of the adhesion and deposition behavior of fine ash particles 
at high temperatures is one of the most important technology for the stable operation of coal, 
biomass, and solid waste combustion and gasification as well as for gasification in power 
plants and other industrial plants. Original two kinds of characterization method and apparatus 
for adhesion force measurement and analysis of adhesion force increase under high-
temperature conditions were designed and prepared by using split type tensile strength tester1) 
and computer-controlled FE-SEM/EDS system2). Based on the results for adhesion behavior 
and the results of other characterizations, the mechanism underlying the increase in adhesion 
force between the particles, such as liquid bridge force etc., was analyzed by combined 
approach using thermodynamic calculation and DEM simulation3). The effect of liquid and 
solid bridge formation on the dust detachment phenomena on ceramic filter and tensile 
strength test of ash powder bed at high temperature were simulated by DEM/CFD method 
with liquid bridge force. Some strategy for controlling the ash adhesion behavior at high 
temperature condition was discussed about some kinds of additives for chemical and physical 
effects between ash particles, and confirmed each effect by laboratory level experimental 
approaches, 

Key notice & instructions: Ash deposition, Ash agglomeration, Pulverized coal combustion, 
Sewage sludge combustion, High temperature gas cleaning, Ceramic filter 
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Abstract  

The Computational Fluid Dynamics-Discrete Element method (CFD-DEM) approach for cylindroid 
particles was developed to study the effects of particle shape on spouting behaviors in a flat-bottomed 
spouted bed. The gas motion was modelled with k-ε turbulent model, and the particles ware represented 
with realistic cylindroid shapes. The drag force model and various contact forces for cylinders were 
comprehensively involved to describe the particle motions more accurately. With the aspect ratio of particle 
varying from γ=0.25 to 3.0, spouting behaviors including flow pattern, particle velocity, orientation and 
contact details were investigated. Results found that cylindroid particles tend to put their longer dimension 
vertically in spout, while in annulus the orientation tendency is contrary. The particle with γ=1.0 obtains 
the maximum projected area in spout and thus the largest drag force and particle velocity. When particle 
shape becomes more flat or long, the particle projected area in spout accordingly decreases, resulting in the 
decreasing particle velocity and particle circulation rate. On the other hand, when aspect ratio deviates from 
1.0, the obviously increasing particle contact number in annulus reflects their increasing interlocking effects 
and worse flowability. 

Keywords: gas-solid flow, cylindroid particle, spouted bed, CFD-DEM 

 

The different flow behaviors of cylindroid particles with varying aspect ratios (ug=6 m/s, H0=0.21 m, 
ρp=1200 kg/m3, Vp=42.39 mm3) 
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Abstract  

In recent decades, particle manipulation becomes more and more important for many 
lab-on-a-ship applications such as flow cytometry, single molecular detection, protein 
folding, cell sorting and enzymatic kinetics. For microflow, particle focusing can be 
quite difficult, since the laminar nature of microfluidic flow predominantly determines 
the particle motion following the fixed streamlines. Thus the lateral forces are necessary 
to change the original path of particles, involving hydrodynamic force, electro-kinetic 
force, dielectrophoresis force and acoustic force. To date, the standing surface acoustic 
wave (SSAW) shows the unique abilities in focusing particles in micro-channel. Based 
on particle size, density and shape, with proper application of SSAW, particle focusing 
can be done meeting various demands. However, each single particle motion in 
microscopic level is not easy to be studied by experimental method and conventional 
continuum method, therefore, the discrete element method (DEM) plays irreplaceable 
role to study the particle focusing phenomena with SSAW. In this paper, the polystyrene 
particles are described by DEM, the flow (water) is simulated by computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD). The acoustic force acted on each particle in implanted into DEM 
based on Gorkor theory.    

In order to validate the mathematical model in this work, the experimental setup used 
shown as Fig.1 For the sake of comparison, the particles in simulation are presented in 
green color without specific physical meaning. The simulation results are compared 
with the experiments in Fig.2, which indicates the focusing behavior of particles is 
consistent between simulation and experimental photos. As mentioned in reference, in 
the experiment the particles are gradually focused into a narrow region (5μm) after a 
certain distance, which is around 300μm. Accordingly, in our simulation, the particles 
similarly focus into a thin layer of 4.1μm at 350μm, which shows satisfied consistency. 
Furthermore, when we put our attentions on the focused layer (Fig.2), the uniformly 
arranged particles agree with the smoothed line in experimental photo, which also 
emphasizes the merits of discrete model. In Fig.2 the particle is colored by the acoustic 
force acted on the particles, smaller in the central line and larger near the wall. Based 
on the comparison, CFD-DEM shows good accuracy in numerical study of particle 
focusing with acoustic wave, along with the microscopic information of each single 
particle which is difficult to obtain either by experiments or continuum simulation. 
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Fig.1 Geometry of micro channel and schematic diagram of SSAW 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig.2 Comparison between experimental photo (a) and simulations (b) 
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Abstract  

The multi-stage fluidized bed (MSFB) reactor consists of several stages connected in 
series, obtaining excellent gas-solids interaction in each stage and thus has a favorable 
capability of heat remove, while at the same time effectively preventing gas and solids 
back-mixing between each stage to gain the plug-flow reactor performance. In addition, 
different process steps can be accomplished by establishing different temperatures 
and/or concentration in a single reactor. Therefore, as shown in Figure 1 multi-stage 
fluidized bed reactors are acknowledged as novel and flexible multi-phase flow reactors 
for heterogeneous catalytic processes, especially with the intermediates as the desired 
products.  

 

Figure 1. The conceptual design of multi-stage fluidized bed reactors (MSFB) 

The unique capability of suppression of gas solids back-mixing in MSFB come from 
the formation of the ‘gas cushion’. In this study, the phase separation through nozzle 
i.e. the change of flow density, is determined by the compressibility of gas solids 
mixture in dense system, treated as supersonic flow (Ma>1) as shown in Figure 2. The 
degree of gas solids separation through the narrow throat can be calculated. Then, this 
theory is examined by a cold test in a 300 mm diameter. 
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Figure 2. (a) The effect of mass fraction of solids on equilibrium speed of sound for gas 
solids flow, where γ = 1.4; (b)Phase separation of gas solids flow through nozzle. 

At last, typical process developments in the industry involve the methanol to aromatics 
(MTA), regeneration in fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) and hydrogenation of 
nitrobenzene to aniline. The purpose of this article is to provide a comprehensive review 
of the fundamental researches as well as particular industrial applications on multi-stage 
fluidized bed reactors in Fluidization Laboratory of Tsinghua University (FLOTU). 
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Abstract 

Industrial cyclones, such as gas, hydro and dense medium, are widely used in chemical, 
mineral and process industries to separate particles from fluids or classify particles by 
size, density or other solid properties. It is well known that the loading of particles can 
significantly affect fluid flow in such cyclones but the specific effect can be confusing 
due to a limited fundamental understanding of the working mechanisms involved. In 
this work, the effect of solids loading effect in dense medium cyclone (DMC) is 
discussed by mainly analyzing the simulation data obtained from a combined approach 
of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Discrete Element Method (DEM) (CFD-
DEM). It suggests that the effect of solids loading rate heavily depends on particle 
properties (which includes coal particle size and density distributions and other solids 
properties such as particle shape and particle surface roughness). The most notable 
finding is that particles of different density/size have different trajectories in the cyclone 
(e.g., Figure 1), leading to different spatial distributions of solid particles and thus 
different spatial distribution of volumetric particle-fluid interaction forces which cause 
different effects on the fluid flow. A universal rule to describe the specific effect of 
solids loading rate in DMCs is very difficult to develop. This is because, even for 
given/constant solids loading rate, the flow and DMC performance can still vary 
significantly with properties of particles. In other words, the specific effect of solids 
loading rate depends on particle material properties. In the future, the effect of solids 
loading rate for different particle properties can be better defined with the CFD-DEM 
approach as the major tool and the support of physical experiments. The findings should 
be useful for developing a better understanding the working mechanisms of solids 
loading effects in DMCs and also in other similar swirling multiphase flow systems.  
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of particles of different size and density: (I) 1200 kg/m3, (II) 1400 kg/m3, 
(III) 1700 kg/m3 and (IV) 2000 kg/m3; and (a) d = 0.25 mm, (b) d = 1 mm, (c) d = 5 mm, (d) d = 20 mm, 

(e) d = 40 mm, and (f) d = 60 mm (Chu et al., 2017). 
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Abstract  

HIGmills are stirred media mills for fine grinding applications, typically used for high-value 
concentrate streams that have already been ground by a ball mill.  A HIGmill consists of a 
stationary vertical tank partially filled with ceramic beads around 2-5 mm diameter and 
agitated by a central shaft with a number of grinding rotors.  Feed slurry enters the bottom of 
the tank and overflows at the top. 

HIGmills have been modelled by first DEM, and subsequently multiphase CFD. Initially 
DEM was used to solve a grinding rotor wear issue with early installations, leading to the 
development of a castellated rotor.  However, while DEM captures much of the bead particle 
physics it is a dry bead model and does not include the fluidisation and other effects from the 
slurry. 

Subsequently a 4-phase Eulerian CFD model was developed, with phases for beads, fine and 
coarse ore particles, and the liquor.  Model development includes drag laws for the phases, 
rheology for the non-Newtonian bead phase, and a grinding model that converts coarse 
particles to fine particles based on the local grinding energy.  Various additional scalar 
transport equations are also required to track aspects of the particle phase history as it travels 
through the mill.  Convergence was unsurprisingly difficult, and solution strategies are also 
discussed. 
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Abstract 

Understanding and controlling the flow of fluids through porous media such as rocks, fibres, granular 
media and paper is of fundamental significance to a variety of industries such as oil and gas, chemical 
production, health and sanitary products. Numerical modelling of this physical process can be difficult 
not only because of the complex, three-dimensional topology of the porous medium but also because 
of computational limitations.  For example, shale rocks which is now being intensively investigated 
for its oil and gas resources have porosity over a wide range of length scales from nano-metres up to 
millimetres. It has been shown that the micro-porosity is fundamental to the fluid movement through 
the rock. However, current numerical models, which work off computed tomo-graphical (CT) scans of 
the rock will be excessively large if they are to fully model all length scales which may span six or 
more orders of magnitude.  

Here we consider the development of a lattice Boltzmann (LB) technique which may be able to solve 
the fluid flow over a wide range of length scales. In the past LB techniques have proven to be ideal to 
model fluid flow in complex porous media since it can readily import and process digital data from CT 
scans. Hence the fluid flow field is quickly determined and permeabilities can be predicted. However, 
when the CT data contains micro-porosity, the conventional LB method is not applicable and a 
modified LB method needs to be developed. Here we consider a gray-scale LB method which operates 
on voxels which are not fully void or solid but something in between, i.e. each voxel is partially 
resistant to fluid flow. 

We develop models not only for single phase fluid flow, but also multiphase fluid flow (i.e. water and 
oil). We calculate relative permeability and capillary pressure curves on a tight rock CT data-set. It is 
shown that the gray-scale LB model gives realistic predictions for these quantities and thus could be a 
useful computational tool for fluid flow through multiple length scales – a difficult computational 
problem which is of increasing significance in many real-world applications 
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Abstract 

The manufacture of particulate products is widespread in many industrial sectors. Manufacturing 
processes such as granulation or milling remain poorly understood, primarily because of the 
complexity of a typical particulate system involving particle–particle and particle–fluid interaction 
phenomena. Modelling of such particulate systems has become increasingly popular as a powerful 
means to gain insight into the phenomena that govern the particulate processes. Despite significant 
advances in many computational and analytical modelling approaches, very few models developed 
within academia have been implemented in industrial practice. 

This paper describes an academic–industrial partnership project to develop a Model Driven Design 
(MDD) framework to enable industry to implement the best available models, taking twin screw 
granulation as an exemplar case study. A multi-scale modelling approach is adopted, using Discrete 
Element Method (DEM) to provide particle-scale physics and inform the process-scale using 
Population Balance Model (PBM). The multi-scale information is exchanged between the DEM and 
PBM models to extract the maximum benefits of two different methods with complementary strengths.  

In consultation with industrial partners and the Centre for Process Innovation UK (CPI), a best-practice 
guide of developing and implementing a multi-scale modelling approach to help transfer the academic 
models into industry and facilitate model-driven design of particulate processes and products is 
presented. The guide proposes a rigorous verification and validation procedure to verify the 
appropriateness of a multi-scale model before establishing the predictive capability of the model for a 
particulate process. 
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Abstract 

Tungsten inert-gas (TIG) welding is widely used to join metals. In the TIG process, an electric arc is 
initiated and maintained between a tungsten cathode and a metal anode workpiece, melting the 
workpiece and forming a weld pool. Metal vapour is generated from the weld pool once the liquid 
nears its boiling point, affecting the arc welding process. Previous studies have found that metal vapour 
diffusion is strong in a helium arc, and diffusion driven by the electric field between the electrodes is 
found to be the main mechanism for metal vapours penetrating upward through the arc (Park et al. 
2017). In the present work, we investigate metal vapour diffusion in an argon arc with a stainless-steel 
workpiece and assess how each diffusion driving force affects the overall transport of metal vapour in 
the TIG process. 

An axisymmetric computational model incorporating the arc and the weld pool is applied to treat the 
transport of iron and chromium vapour in the argon arc plasma, using the combined diffusion 
coefficient method (Murphy 2014), which takes into account ordinary diffusion, temperature 
diffusion, pressure diffusion and electric field diffusion at the same time. Our results show that in an 
argon arc, electric field diffusion is weaker than in a helium arc, and diffusion due to the temperature 
gradient dominates metal vapour transport. The effect of ordinary diffusion is also significant, 
especially in the region close to the weld pool. When all the diffusion effects are included, the arc 
temperature is predicted to be significantly reduced due to the enhanced radiative cooling associated 
with the presence of the metal vapour. Compared to results obtained when ordinary, temperature and 
electric field diffusion are set to zero, the full calculation shows that the maximum arc temperature 
drops by more than 1500 K (Figure 1) and the maximum net radiative emission coefficient is increased 
by more than a factor of eleven (Figure 2). 

The results demonstrate that the effect of the metal vapour on the arc plasma is significant in argon 
TIG welding. This is in contrast to previous modelling studies for argon, which have only considered 
ordinary diffusion, and which found that the metal vapour was only present near the workpiece. Only 
by including diffusion due to temperature gradient and the electric field is it possible to obtain an 
accurate prediction of metal vapour distribution and arc temperature. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1 Distribution of temperature in arc plasma calculated (a) with full combined diffusion 
coefficient treatment and (b) with electric field, temperature and ordinary diffusion neglected 

    

(a) (b) 

Figure 2 Distribution of net radiative emission coefficient in the arc  (a) in a vertical cross-section 
calculated using full combined diffusion coefficient treatment and (b) along a line in the axial 

direction at a radius of 0.005 cm using several combinations of diffusion coefficients 
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Abstract 

The performance of a kiln burner has a great influence on kiln output, product quality, NOx 
emissions, creation of rings and cycles and many other process factors. Up until recently, 
burners were designed from experience, trial and error and empirical rules. FCT Combustion 
has advanced its modelling capability to combine two-way coupling of CFD with Material 
Bed (CFD-MB) modelling, resulting in a greater understanding of how the burner design is 
interacting with the material bed in the kiln. An operational coal-fired lime kiln, processing 
calcium carbonate (CaCO3) is used as a case study. A visual on-site observation of the flame 
showed a long black plume of unburnt coal particles. This indicates an ignition delay, which 
is one of the challenges addressed in this study. 

The CFD-MB predictions are used to redesign the burner to shorten the ignition-delay 
distance, and enhance the utilisation of the latent capacity in the bed to increase the production 
rate. The modification has resulted in reduced ignition-delay distance by approximately 5m 
(Fig.1), which consequently reduces the heat transfer from the inner refractory and the material 
bed to the secondary air, without affecting the shape of the wall heat flux profile. The 
predictions of the original burner showed that calcination is completed approximately 6m 
before the material reaches the cooler chute, which leads to an initial sharp rise in bed 
temperature. That is, the heat transfer from the gas is being converted into sensible energy in 
the material bed, rather than been used for material calcination. The bed temperature then starts 
to decrease closer to the burner as this sensible heat is transferred back from the bed to the 
secondary air. This section of the bed with the temperature rise, provides an opportunity to 
increase the production rate by utilising the embedded sensible bed energy. Accordingly, the 
feed rate is increased to 120% and later to 130%. A complete calcination is achieved when the 
feed rate increased to 120% of its original feed rate. This implies that the current firing capacity 
(using the redesigned burner) is sufficient to handle the additional feed. The prediction also 
showed that the embedded sensible heat in the bed is no longer wasted, which indicates 
improved process heat utilisation. The production of CaO is increased by 20%. The efficiency 
of the actual-to-theoretical CaCO3/CaO conversion is also increased from 81% to 90%. 
Further increase in the feed rate to 130% of the original rate, however, (without increasing the 
firing rate) has resulted in an incomplete calcination of 5.5% of the feed material. This case 
study is a demonstration of the powerful impact that CFD-MB modelling has on enhancing 
and optimising the performance of rotary kilns. 
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Figure 1: (left) wall heat flux profiles of the flame produced by the optimum burner design and that with the original 
burner, (right) flow streamlines coloured by gas temperature for the optimised burner design. 
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Abstract 

At present, the pleated fibrous media has been widely used as filtration material in air 
purification devices because of its large filtration area, high filtration efficiency and small 
space volume. With the development of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) technology, a 
lot of scholars have applied CFD method and its related software to study the filtration 
characteristics of fibrous media. However, when using CFD software for numerical 
calculation, the relevant parameters of the fibrous media such as porosity, viscous drag 
coefficient and the like are usually empirically obtained. Whereas there is no doubt that this 
method will increase the calculation error. Therefore, this study builds the data relationship 
that transfers the pressure loss of the pleated fibrous media from the micro and macro 
perspectives. The research process can be divided into two stages, in the first stage, a micro-
three-dimensional mimicry model of pleated fibrous media is established, as shown in Figure 
1, and the pressure loss of the pleated fibrous media is calculated, the relevant parameters of 
the fibrous media are obtained by developing a fitting equation of flow rate and pressure loss, 
which is shown in Figure 2. In the second stage, a macroscopic model of the fibrous media is 
established, as shown in Figure 3, which is also simulated based on the property parameters 
obtained from the microscopic model. Additionally, the simulation results are compared with 
the empirical formula, and the contrast results are shown in Figure 4.The results of this study 
illustrate the feasibility of data transmission between the microstructure and macrostructure 
of the pleated fibrous media, so that provides a basis for optimizing the pleated fibrous media 
based on the macroscopic model. The results of this study will be of important theoretical and 
practical significance for expanding the research methods of fiber filter media and optimizing 
its structure. 
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Figure 1. Boundary conditions of the pleated fibrous media  

based on micro-model

Figure2. The curve of filtration velocity and pressure 
loss of the pleated fibrous media 
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Figure 3. Boundary conditions of the pleated fibrous media based on 
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Figure 4. Results analysis diagram of the macro-scale 
simulation 
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Abstract 

Catalytic tubular fixed bed reactors are one of the most widely used reactors in chemical and process industries. 
Inside these reactors, the chemical reactions take place on the surface of solid catalyst particles. The overall pressure-
drop, species conversion, and temperature control are some of the major design considerations for these fixed bed 
reactors.  

The temperature control inside the reactor is of importance as it affects the performance of the catalyst. In case of 
exothermic reactions, the rate of the reactions and thereby the rate of heat generation is an exponential function of 
temperature. If no proper heat removal system is employed in the reactors, the temperature could increase very 
rapidly along the length of the reactors which can damage the catalyst. This uncontrolled rise in temperature can 
cause thermal runaway conditions.  This could lead to operational safety issues. 

Multi-tubular slender fixed bed reactors are used for improved thermal management of systems. They consist of 
large number of parallel tubes places inside a cooling jacket. The diameter of these tubes is of the same order as that 
of catalyst particle diameter, and this offers a higher specific heat transfer area.  

Due to their industrial importance, modeling and simulation of slender packed bed reactors is of great importance 
and has been an industrial priority for decades. With the advances in the field of computational sciences, it is now 
possible to perform fully resolved simulation of fluid flow along with heat transfer inside a fixed bed with realistic 
catalyst packings.  

In this paper, we study the fluid flow and heat transfer inside a slender packed bed reactor by means of fully resolved 
direct numerical simulations (DNS).  We also include an exothermic heterogeneous reaction in the model to analyze 
the effect of heat generation on the heat transfer inside the reactor. In one of the major improvements over the past 
similar studies, we include fully resolve the solid wall of the catalyst particles and the temperature inside the solid 
particles is solved by a conjugate heat transfer (CHT) model.  

We use the developed model to study the effect of the ratio of column diameter (D) to particle diameter (d). The 
column-to-particle diameter ratio (N) is varied along with particle Reynolds number (Re). We analyze these results 
to determine the possibility of thermal runway and formation of heat spots inside the slender fixed bed reactor.  
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Abstract 

Beds of floating particles can be found in multiple industrial processing units, such as 
the ironmaking blast furnace and the slurry bubble column reactor. Typical of these 
systems is the interaction between a discrete particle phase and multiple continuous 
phases. The unresolved CFD-DEM method provides an efficient way of simulation the 
interaction between particles and a surrounding fluid phase. Being computationally less 
expensive than Direct Numerical Simulation, CFD-DEM allows for the study of 
macroscopic behaviour of multiphase systems. This makes it a particularly powerful 
method for developing closures to be used in more coarse, industrial-scale models (e.g. 
Two Fluid Model) [1]. 

In order to simulate free-surface flow, the CFD-DEM method is extended to 
accommodate multiple continuous phases. This is done by the Volume Of Fluid (VOF, 
[2]) methodology, in which a single set of Navier-Stokes equations and a scalar 
transport equation for the volume fraction are used to describe multiple fluids. The 
specific solver used in this work [3] is derived from the OpenFOAM solver interFoam 
[4].  

Unresolved CFD-DEM has been applied to gas-solid systems successfully many times 
(e.g. [1]). In order to simulate liquid-solid systems additional measures must be taken 
to obtain accurate momentum exchange between the phases, as the continuous phase 
density can no longer be neglected. A total interaction force model is presented in which 
next to the drag, pressure gradient and viscous forces, also lift [5], virtual mass [6] and 
Basset forces [7] are taken into account. This enables the CFD-DEM method to be used 
to simulate dynamic behaviour of liquid-solid systems and floating beds. 
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Abstract 

The discrete element method (DEM) [1] is often employed in a numerical simulation of a granular flow. Very recently, novel 
models has been developed to perform a DEM simulation in an industrial system [2]. The DEM has been applied to a granular flow 
in an industrially complex shaped vessel thus far, e.g., a ribbon mixer [3], a twin screw kneader [4] and a screw conveyer. When 
the complex shaped vessel is created, usage of signed distance functions (SDF) [5] is helpful. This is because the boundary wall 
could be created without meshes. The SDF is scalar function and hence contact detection became very simple in the collision 
between the particle and wall. When the simulation of solid-fluid mixture system is performed, combination of SDF and immersed 
boundary method (IBM) [6] is useful. The combination of SDF and IBM makes it possible to create the wall boundary by simple 
operation, specifically, only opening CAD data and entering number of CFD grids. Applicability of the SDF/IBM has been proven 
in a die-filling system [7]. When the DEM simulation is performed using a single PC, number of the calculated particles is 
substantially limited, namely, the number of particles is a few millions. Coarse graining model of the DEM [8] has been developed 
to perform a large-scale particle system efficiently, where the coarse grain particle represents group of the original particles. In the 
coarse grain model, total energy is modeled to be equivalent between original particles and the coarse graining particle. Adequacy 
of the coarse grain model has been proven in a pneumatic conveyer [8], a fluidized bed [9] and spouted bed [10]. Consequently, 
SDF, SDF/IBM and coarse grain model are shown to be key technologies to apply the DEM to a simulation of an industrial system.  
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Abstract 

Within a typical integrated steelmaking plant, the primary ironmaking operations 
(sintermaking, cokemaking and blast furnace) are dominated by granular handling problems. 
For example, the blast furnace ironmaking process is fundamentally driven by permeability 
management, achieved through spatial control of granular materials. Inherent to the process 
is the feeding of a collection of ores, fuels and fluxes that while segregated into layered 
batches are still mixtures within a given batch. Critically, the goal in such processes is often 
to maintain size or material segregation to optimize a process outcome. However, the majority 
of equipment and practices are heavily dependent on empirical knowledge and small scale 
physical experiments. Occasionally fullscale testwork is possible, although the ability to make 
measurements during operation is typically severely limited. Discrete particle methods have 
made great advances in understanding key aspects of these phenomena, but we are still a long 
way from being able to directly simulate the time and length scales involved. Such poorly 
understood or controlled segregation dominated processes provide many interesting problems 
worthy of fundamental research. 
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Abstract  

Semi-Autogenous Grinding (SAG) mills are the technology of choice for reducing primary 
hard-rock ore to feed size for use in a secondary crusher. In these mills, cascading ore 
undergoes impact breakage against grinding balls in a rotating cylindrical shell. Continuous 
operation of these mills is disrupted when the mill liner, comprising lifter bars plates intended 
to protect the parent shell and provide necessary lift for the grinding action, wears out after 
months of processing abrasive material. In light of this, it can be a very costly exercise when 
maintenance intervals, and thus downtime losses, become too frequent. In the mining sector, 
these losses can be quite substantial. For example, a trained professional crew may require up 
to 120 hours to replace the worn liner of a SAG mill with each hour costing tens or even 
hundreds of thousands of dollars, depending on the size of the mill and the plant in which it 
operates.  

Mining companies can realize significant cost savings simply by slowing peak wear rate 
without compromising throughput, an outcome that calls for optimizing both the liner design 
and operating process parameters. Likewise, changes to the mill lifter design and/or its 
operation can result in reduced power draw and therefore energy costs. As SAG and other 
types of mills are power hungry, even a marginal reduction in power draw can translate to 
massive energy savings. Conventional approaches to achieve these goals are based on a 
combination of practical experience and ‘trial-and-error’ studies that modulate design features 
and/or operating conditions. 

However, it is not feasible to perform a comprehensive experimental design, especially when 
the mill is in constant operation. Discrete element method (DEM) simulations, which are 
based on first principle physics, have proven very helpful in such cases by enabling increased 
process insight and evaluation of a large number of possible solutions. Using a commercial 
DEM software like Rocky, an engineering team can easily evaluate changing process 
variables, such as speed and fill level, or a new lifter design that incorporates changed face 
angle and height with a high degree of accuracy. This article highlights how Rocky DEM 
software can help in predicting liner wear and fine-tuning optimum conditions for SAG mill 
operation. 
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Abstract  

The continuous layout of elbow is common in pipe system of coal-fired power plants. The flow and erosion characteristics of pipe wall have 
significant influence on the dependability of pipe system. And the flow in flue ducts and pulverized-coal pipe is high-Reynolds number flow. 
Numerical simulation of solid particle erosion of double elbows was conducted by computational fluid dynamics method.  

The erosion distribution and magnitude was presented. Results illustrate that maximum erosion position occurs on the convex of the first 
elbow. And erosion distribution presents a falloff to surrounding zone. The particles distribution in double elbows was also displayed. As 
the flow direction of gas changes, particles collide with pipe wall on various positions due to the inertia. Particles concentrated on the convex 
wall of elbows. And particles distribution is symmetric in the first elbow but asymmetric in the second elbow. Correspondingly, the erosion 
of the first elbow is symmetric but asymmetric of the second elbow. The influence of inlet velocity, particle size, particles concentration and 
connection length between elbows on maximum erosion rate was obtained. The maximum erosion rate of double elbows increases 
exponentially with flow velocity and increases linearly with particles concentration; the maximum erosion rate increases with increasing 
particles diameter in present range. 

    
Fig.1 Particles distribution in double elbows 

 
Fig. 2 comparison of erosion contour between single elbow and double elbows 
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Abstract  

The technology of coal gasification in supercritical water (SCW) for hydrogen-rich products 
is a novel way for the efficient and clean usage of fossil energy. From the previous study, the 
temperature is the major factor of gasification efficiency and the incomplete gasification of 
coal particle is mainly caused by the insufficient heat transfer. So the study of the heat transfer 
characteristics of particle in SCW has a fundamental significance, which is the key to enhance 
the gasification efficiency from the heat transfer prospect. For the drastic change and 
singularity of water properties at the large specific heat capacity zone, the accuracy of the 
numerical study has a great dependency on the calculation of water properties. Considering 
the common methods, polynomial or piecewise liner fitting, can’t reflect the change 
characteristics, the IAPWS-IF97 equations was inserted into the numerical model to updated 
the water properties during the computed process. In this work, influences of the pressure, 
temperature and velocity of inlet flow and the particle surface temperature and heat flux were 
taken into account. The simulated results were compared to the calculated ones by the 
empirical correlations. A new model applicable for the heat transfer including the large 
specific heat capacity zone was obtained through regression fitting of the simulated results. 

Heat transfer un-involving the large specific heat capacity zone 

When the large specific heat capacity zone was not involved in the heat transfer process, as 
the water properties changed with temperature approaching linear, the simulated results of Nu 
are consistent to that calculated by the empirical correlations. 

  
Fig 1. Simulated results of Nu comparing to calculated results (a) 23MPa, 630K; (b) 23MPa, 973K. 

Heat transfer involving the large specific heat capacity zone 
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When the large specific heat capacity zone was involved in the heat transfer process, the heat 
transfer characteristics were much different. When the temperature interval was small and 
didn’t cross the critical point, the simulated results were closed to the calculated ones. With 
the increment of temperature interval, especially crossing the critical point, the heat transfer 
got obvious enforcement. 

 
Fig 2. Simulated results of Nu comparing to calculated results (a) 23MPa, 680K; (b) 25MPa, 690K. 

Heat transfer model 

Through regression fitting of the simulated results, a new heat transfer model involving the 
large specific heat capacity zone was obtained as following: 

 0.434 -0.215 0.9712 1.090 ( )w

p

Nu Re Pr 


    

Where Pr was calculated by the averaged specific heat capacity Cp : 

 ( ) / ( )w p w pCp H H T T     
The subscripts f w and p were referred to inlet water and particle surface respectively. 
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Abstract  

Cough droplets being expelled through coughing contains water and small amount of non-
volatile compounds. The droplets could reduce to much smaller nuclei due to the droplets 
evaporation process. This study used a multi-component Eulerian-Lagrangian approach to 
model the evaporation and dispersion of cough droplets in an enclosed space, while real 
droplets size distribution of coughing from 3 μm to 750 μm was investigated. The size of the 
droplets significantly reduced nearly 75 % of the initial sizes due to the evaporation process, 
which led to a dramatic percentage increase of respirable droplets that would easily penetrate 
deeper into the respiratory system. The numerical results also indicated strong impacts of the 
evaporation process on the instantaneous droplets transport characteristics. Droplets tended 
to be suspended long in the air after evaporation, while the rate of evaporation process was 
found very sensitive to the relative humidity of the local environment.   
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Abstract 

Particle methods, specifically the Discrete Element Method (DEM) and Smoothed 
Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) are critical tools in the simulation of grinding processes. 
DEM allows the prediction of media and coarse feed and product particles for which 
collisional interactions are dominant. SPH allows interstitial slurry including fine feed 
and product fractions to be coupled to the coarse particle motion predicted by DEM 
allowing transport, mixing and classification to be predicted. Breakage of particles by 
combinations of five mechanisms allow the life cycle of particles within mills to be 
understood and predicted. A broad range of examples of mill models with be used to 
demonstrate the predictive power of these models. Use in understanding scale-up of 
mill designs from small to large scale will be explored. Finally, the role of such models 
in the design and optimisation of mills will be discussed. 
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Abstract  

Monodose dry powder inhalers (DPI) are widely used for delivering solid drug product formulations to the lungs.  The use 
of such a device is relatively straightforward, involving only placing a pre-filled capsule in a molded cavity, piercing both of 
its ends with built-in self-retracting needles, and then inhaling from the device mouthpiece.  As with many other 
pharmaceutical processes, particulate phenomena involved herein are complex; factors important to the drug delivery 
process, such as the modes by which solids are discharged from the capsule and the dynamics of solid particles in the device 
and their interplay with the air flow, are not well understood.  In addition, the effects of solid properties on device performance 
is relatively unknown.  As a result, the efficiency of DPI’s is often poor with little means to improve it. 

This work highlights the development of a coupled computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and discrete element method (DEM) 
model of a spinning capsule filled with powder in a DPI.  Commercial software ANSYS Fluent and Rocky DEM were used 
for, respectively, performing the CFD and DEM computations.  The primary focus of the talk will be on the role that air flow 
plays in the process: on the one hand, the in-device swirling air flow provides the necessary momentum to spin the capsule, 
which in turn provides the centrifugal acceleration that forces powder to exit the capsule.   On the other hand, the presence 
of high velocity air at the capsule ends impedes the rate of powder discharge from the capsule.  In addition, air flow into the 
capsule, the magnitude of which increases as fewer and fewer particles remain in the capsule, combined with the dome shape 
of the capsule ends, causes a small amount of powder to be inevitably retained within the capsule.  The predicted location 
and approximate quantity of in-capsule powder retention are found to be in reasonable agreement with experimental data.  
Further, the result of the coupled simulations may also be used to determine the most likely locations of in-device powder 
retention.  In silico parametric studies also identified material attributes critical to powder retention and discharge rates, 
providing insights into how solids formulation may be optimized to minimize the former and maximize the latter.  Lastly, 
different fluid/particle interactions resulting from different types of multi-physics coupling and how they in turn affect the 
predicted powder discharge behaviors from the capsule and the device, as well as the limitations of the current state of the 
art and future work will also be discussed.  
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Abstract  

China currently faces environmental challenges of lower air quality, partly as a result of 
industrial activities. The aim of this study was to investigate the role of iron and steelmaking 
facilities to regional air quality in four selected industry dominated urban centres in China. 
Nine different particle size ranges present in atmospheric particles collected from four sites 
(KM, WH, NJ and NB) were analysed and compared with particles collected at one 
background site (UN) with very little industrial influence in China. Similar mass 
concentration levels of PM2.1 and PM1.1 were found at the three sites near older iron and 
steelmaking plants (KM, WH and NJ). Significantly lower levels of PM2.1 and PM1.1 were 
collected at the fourth site (NB), which is near to a modern and coastal iron and steelmaking 
plant. The particles collected have the highest mass concentration in the aerodynamic 
diameter range of 3.3-9.0 μm for all sites, expect for the background site (UN). Scanning 
electron microscopy equipped with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy was used to 
determine the surface morphology and particulate chemistry. Mg, Al, Si, Fe, Na, K and Ca 
were found as the most abundant elements in all samples. The possible anthropogenic effect 
on the elemental concentrations was assessed by elemental enrichment factors. This study will 
assist development of improved particle monitoring programs in the vicinity of industrial 
areas and also establish an elemental modality dataset which can be incorporated in the 
exposure and risk assessments of atmospheric particles. 
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Abstract  

Addition of single or combination of V, Nb, and Ti elements is a promising way to increase 
the strength of spring steels. In this study, the solubilities of carbides and nitrides with single 
addition of V, Nb and Ti in 55SiCr steel were first examined at 1000 °C. The effects of 
microalloying elements (V, Nb and Ti) on the strength and hardness of 55SiCr steels have 
been experimentally investigated in lab scale to optimise the conditions. Based on the results 
obtained in the lab scale, two new spring steel grades with 2050 MPa and 2100 MPa have 
been developed with the addition of V and Nb in plant scale. The microstructures of the spring 
wires were measured by TKD and the second phase particles were analysed by SEM and 
TEM. The strengthening mechanisms including solid solution strengthening, grain refinement 
and precipitation strengthening were calculated to understand the contributions to the yield 
strength of steel.   
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Abstract  

Autogenous and Semi-Autogenous Grinding (AG/SAG) mills are widely used in mineral processing industries. In these tumbling mills, 
cascading ore undergoes impact breakage against grinding balls in a rotating cylindrical shell. Very often water is fed along with the ore 
charge, forming a slurry phase when mixed with the fine particles, helping the material transport to the grinding zone and facilitating the 
discharge of the grinded ore particles out of the mill. The increased throughput of the mill and lower power requirement per ton of material 
ground when, compared to dry grinding, are the main advantages of the wet milling. 

Depending on the operating conditions and water amount added, a pool of slurry forms at the base of the ball mill charge, sometimes referred 
to as pooling. The efficiency of a wet mill is dependent on the size of the slurry pool formed. A higher amount will dampen the impact force 
on the particles, whereas a low slurry amount may cause unnecessary wear of the mill lifters. Detailed information of the charge motion and 
slurry flow through the mill is imperative for improving the efficiency of wet milling circuits.  

The scope of the present work is to provide a coupled DEM-CFD model that accurately predicts the complex multiphase dynamics of charge, 
air and slurry for modeling wet grinding in mills, providing invaluable insight into overall mill performance. In the coupling, the charge 
motion is modeled using the Discrete Element Method within Rocky. The slurry phase is treated as a continuum and both slurry and air 
phases are solved by a Computational Fluid Dynamics approach using ANSYS Fluent. The coupling between the solid and fluid phases is 
accomplished by inter-phase momentum transfer terms due to the interaction between phases. 

The influence of the slurry filling on the load orientation is evaluated by comparing the pool, toe and shoulder angles for different slurry fills 
for a conceptual overflow mill. The power draw obtained numerically is computed for each case and compared with the values predicted by 
Morrell’s correlation. In order to assess the influence on breakage, energy spectra analyses are performed by examining the normal and shear 
specific power. 
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Abstract  

Radiant Syngas Cooler (RSC) can recover heat from the entrained-flow coal gasifer raw syngas by 
membrane wall as the raw syngas flows through the RSC. The design of division walls can efficiently 
enhance the heat transfer of syngas and coolant. But division walls would change the space structure of the 
RSC, and affect multiphase flow field as well. In this study, effects of different division wall structures on 
slag particle motion and impact characteristics in the RSC of the RSC type entrained-flow coal gasification 
process are carried out by a numerical method. The gas phase flow field is calculated by Realizable k-
model in Eulerian coordinates while the discrete random walk is applied to trace the particles, and the 
interaction between gas and particles is considered by two-way coupling model. The radiation heat transfer 
is simulated by the P-1 radiation model; and the radiative properties of syngas are calculated by the 
Weighted-Sum-of-Gray-Gas Model (WSGGM). Comparing simulated data with industrial measured data, 
the maximum relative error is 3.7% and the reliability and accuracy of the mathematic models are validated. 
Comparing with different configurations of division wall tubes, the results indicated that increasing radical 
length of the division wall decreases the central heat exchange region, which results in the enhancement of 
the recirculation in the top region of RSC. Reducing the radical length directly decreases the heat exchange 
area which leads to the increase of outlet temperature, but improves the distribution of annular surface 
temperature. When the radical length of the division wall tubes increases, the particle impact rate as well 
as the impact area will be increased correspondingly, which effectively weaken the slagging phenomenon 
in the industrial RSC. The surface temperature of division wall reaches the maximum value near the axis 
of RSC, especially at 12 to 15 m height where the average temperature is higher than 950 K, and the rate 
reaches the maximum value, 0.015 kg/(m2s). The simulation results of different division wall 
configurations in the RSC can provide theoretical guidance for industrial RSC type entrained-flow coal 
gasification technology. 
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Abstract  

Based on pseudo-steady-state approach, the conversion characteristics of a single coal char 
particle moving in high temperature O2/CO2 atmosphere was simulated to analyze the particle 
conversion mechanism. The particle size and porosity were variable in the range of 0.1-1.0 
mm and 0.5-0.9 respectively. The particle structure model is developed referring to 
experimental coal char particle pore structure. Two different char structures were used for 
particles with different porosity. The Navier-Stokes equations, energy and species 
conservation equations were combined to solve the problem. Stefan flow, Maxwell-Stefan 
equation and Soret effect were considered for mass transport. Water-gas-shift reaction, CO 
oxidation reaction and four heterogeneous reactions were taken into account. The results show 
that with the increase of particle size, the temperature difference between internal and external 
surface increases and the temperature gradient decreases. The specific carbon consumption 
rate decreases along with the enhancing of the particle size and porosity. The flame sheet 
attaches to the particle surface when the particle size is small. Additionally, the detaching of 
the flame sheet and the endothermic Boudouard reaction causes the surface temperature of 
the large particle decreases. 
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Abstract 

X-ray micro- and nano-CT technologies have been developed to extract non-obtrusively detailed maps of 
internal density fields and three-dimensional geometrical structures inside opaque particulate materials. 
However, these established techniques offer only limited insight into the dynamic properties of granular media 
since they can only be applied to non-deforming, stationary samples. We present a new X-ray method that 
provides such insight, being able to reconstruct the full three-dimensional velocity field of flowing material 
using only three sets of sources and detectors. The technique is based upon each detector recording a series of 
high-speed radiographs, giving information about the evolving integrated density field as particles move. By 
applying the mathematical principles of correlation and convolution to the subsequent images, we are able to 
deduce the set of particle displacements that have taken place inside the sample but, if taken in isolation, 
insufficient details about precisely where these displacements have taken place. Combining the results from 
the different scanning directions using a novel optimisation algorithm allows the displacements to be arranged 
accordingly, giving a three-dimensional reconstruction of internal velocities. The technique has been validated 
for steady-state granular flows by repositioning a single X-ray tube and detector through different angles, but 
can also be applied to transient regimes if three simultaneous sources are available. In addition, similar 
algorithms can be used to reconstruct the evolving internal particle size or particle orientation distributions, 
making our approach a potentially powerful tool to inform models of many different aspects of soil mechanics. 
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Abstract  

Tablet coating is a widely used technology in pharmaceutical industry. During this 
process tablets are covered with a film that fulfills both functional and non-functional 
purposes. Coating uniformity is a critical property to assess the quality of the final 
product, thus to determine whether e.g. a batch can be accepted or not. Therefore, the 
coating process has to be optimized in order to achieve the desired uniformity and 
reduce manufacturing costs. Understanding how process parameters (such as spray 
properties, drum geometry, etc.) influence the coating process is a key step in process 
scale up and optimization. 

A new approach how to detect contacts between bi-convex tablets in DEM (Discrete 
Element Method) will be presented, especially suited to parallel architectures like GPUs 
(Graphics Processing Units), avoiding examination of the contact in a case-by-case 
fashion. Such elements facilitate a more realistic representation of the real physics in 
discrete matter compared to widely used multi-sphere approaches. Simple and efficient 
geometrical representations allow for highly efficient simulations of such tablets. 

Some verification and validation cases are presented, followed by a demonstration of 
the capability of massively parallel GPU architectures (Graphics Processing Unit) to 
simulate industrial scale coaters (processing more than 10 mill. tablets or granules) via 
single workstations. 
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Abstract  

Realistic virtual models of vehicle dynamics on dry, flat, rigid surfaces are commonly used in driving 
simulators and computer games. However, real off-road surfaces (soil/rocks/sand) consist of granular 
materials that can: compact under load, destabilize and flow around moving wheels, and experience large 
discontinuous deformations due to wheel-track sinkage. These have a major effect on wheel traction and 
so pose a challenge for simulating a vehicle driving over an unsteady terrain.  

Here, we simulate a detailed mechatronics model representation of a Toyota Hilux 4WD coupled to a 
loose dry, granular terrain of non-spherical rocks modelled using the Discrete Element Method (DEM) 
(see Figure 1). DEM is a powerful numerical method that is at the leading edge for modelling granular 
materials at the particle scale. Key aspects of the vehicle’s mechanical control are included in the model 
as drivetrain, braking, and suspension sub-models. The drivetrain and braking sub-models make use of 
scheduled real-world inputs such as throttle, gear, and brake pedal pressure to generate wheel torques. 
The vehicle model also has independent suspension defined for each wheel which consists of a number 
of mechanical components linked together by joints and springs. The parametric nature of the 
mechatronics model is easily extensible and additional/alternative modules can easily be added to 
represent a broader family of different vehicles. 

 
Figure 1: Simulation of vehicle driving up a 25 deg inclined slope of coarse rocks. Wheel torque (and 
simple tyre tread) are insufficient for vehicle to drive up the incline and significant wheel sinkage occurs 
for the front wheels. 
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Abstract 

In a blast furnace, coke layer collapses when the ore is dumped onto the coke surface. 
This results in the changes of burden distribution and the radial ore to coke ratio. The 
burden permeability and gas distribution are then affected and further the gas utilization. 
The coke collapse phenomenon is inevitable in blast furnace. Therefore, the coke 
collapse is significantly important to the burden and gas distribution, and further affects 
the gas utilization and CO2 emission. It is imperative to investigate the coke collapse in 
blast furnace. The present work built a three dimensional model of bell-less top blast 
furnace based on discrete element method (DEM). This model is then used to investigate 
the effects of different burden matrixes on the coke collapse charateristics. The results 
show that coke profile changes much after collapse at different burden matrixes. The 
burdens impacted on the turning point between the platform and the funnel affects the 
coke collapse amount and the coke collapse region. The coke collapse can be optimized 
by increasing the rings a little in the first several angles in order to charge the burden on 
the platform and move over the turning point between the platform and the funnel. 
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Abstract 

Multiphase flows are found in variety of industrial applications. Such flows are markedly different from single-phase 
flows due to presence of interface, across which fluid-properties change as well as mass, momentum and energy 
interaction occur. From the analysis point of view, multiphase flows can be classified based on the increasing spatial 
scales of interface into dispersed (bubbly flow, droplet flow), mixed/intermittent (slug flow, churn flow) and 
separated/stratified (film flow, annular flow, horizontal stratified flow). The Large Scale Interface (LSI) model 
developed within the two-fluid model formulation provides a criteria based on local phase-distribution to distinguish 
between regimes characterized by small and large scale interfaces, see Gada et al., (2015). Appropriate closures for 
momentum, energy and mass are specified for each regime. Weighted sum of these closures is then used to close the 
interaction between the phases. 

In the present work, the turbulence modelling in the vicinity of large interface is studied. In the literature, it has been 
shown that a boundary layer develops in the vicinity of large scale interface and flow is close to laminar. Thus, the 
turbulence needs to be damped at the large interface. Egorov et al. (2004) and Lo & Tomasello (2010) suggested the 
use of source term based low Re wall like treatment to model turbulence near the large interface. Such a source term 
based formulation operates in a region close to the interface and not just at the interface, thus the damping is spread-
out close to the actual large interface. Such spreading of the turbulence damping introduces its own error. In the 
present work, the focus is to ensure that the turbulence is damped only at the interface. To achieve that, three step 
procedure is followed. Firstly, the large interface is detected to a single cell layer, thereafter interface distance is 
calculated in the vicinity of the detected interface cell layer and finally, wall treatment is applied in one cell on either 
side of the detected interface. This approach is validated employing three test cases of two-phase flow in conduits. 
Two among the three cases have co-current flow and the third case has counter-current flow.  
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Abstract  

In the iron-making process, due to the severe environment and economic feasibility, it is extremely hard, if 
not impossible, to clarify the inner state of a blast furnace (BF) with experiments. As an alternative to the 
experimental studies, numeric simulation, mainly the CFD method, has been the most prevailing method 
during the past several decades to investigate the in-furnace conditions and flow regimes. Although 
numerous efforts have been put toward the simulation of the BFs, because of the complexity of the whole 
process, such as the multiphase (gas-liquid-solid-powder) interactions in the form of momentum, heat and 
mass transfer, which are attributed to the redox reactions and coal combustion, few works have been 
reported regarding the integrated modelling of the whole furnace structure. Instead, researchers usually 
isolate their model within the regions they concern the most (e.g. Raceway, Shaft and Hearth etc. referred 
to sub-models). 

The current BF models, to a large extent, successfully reproduced the performance of the specific regions 
in a blast furnace, both quantitively and qualitatively. Nevertheless, most of those models did not consider 
the Raceway (RW) directly, which is a cavity caused by the interactions between the blast flow and solid 
particles. The problem is that the flow pattern and mass distribution in RW may have an unignorable effect 
on the inner state of a BF, which needs further validation. In addition, when the powder coal injection is 
practised, it is unable for those models to make a reasonable prediction because of the dispersion of coal 
powders. Besides, the hot metal velocity and temperature distribution in the Hearth model greatly rely on 
the inlet conditions, which is normally assumed but can be acquired with BF model. Therefore, it is 
necessary to integrate those sub-models into a comprehensive one. 

However, for different regions, the calculation length scale varies. For instance, in the Raceway, the 
behavior of injected coal particles is the key to the performance of combustion efficiency, thus the length 
scale should be at the particle level. On the contrary, the BF model is supposed to be on the process scale, 
since the micro information of solid particles is of less interest. This intrinsic problem becomes the 
bottleneck of integrating those models into a single case. To address this issue, a new approach is proposed 
in the present report, which combines those submodels into an organic unity, with the PCI and iron tapping 
process being considered. Using this approach, it is possible to understand and optimize the in-furnace 
flow-thermo-chemical characteristics at the whole process level. 
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Abstract 

Gas desorption in photoelectrolysis water splitting is a typical interfacial phenomenon. 
Hydrogen and oxygen gas bubbles form on the photocathode and photoanode respectively, 
and the evolution of oxygen bubble is a key issue for water splitting, not only representing the 
way in which the gas is collected, but also influencing the effective surface area and 
conversion efficiency. A significant part of the losses during water splitting are associated 
with the formation and attachment of gas bubbles on the electrode, which could decrease the 
effective contact area between the photoelectrode and the electrolyte, block the electron 
transfer, increase the ohmic loss, and therefore increase the electric resistance of the whole 
photoelectrocatalysis water splitting system. Studying the motion characteristics of gas 
bubbles evolved from photoelectrodes provides an effective method to understand the solid-
liquid-gas interface interaction and reaction product transportation during 
photoelectrochemical process. To date, the interaction between a gas bubble and a surface has 
received limited attention, especially the bubble motion under external disturbance during 
photocatalytic process has rarely been discussed in the literature. Herein we investigate the 
bubble motion characteristics and the effects on the mass and heat transfer and the catalytic 
reaction near the photoelectrode surface. 

In this paper, a study of oxygen bubble motion behaviors especially the bubble bouncing 
behavior under external disturbance was conducted. The experimental system, which is shown 
in Fig. 1(a), consisted of four components, the illumination system, the external disturbance 
system, the reaction system and the camera system. For the external disturbance system, the 
electronic shutter controlled by a precision timer as an optical chopper, which switch time 
was adjustable, was applied to cut the laser beam that irradiated the electrode surface.  

  

Figure 1. (a)Schematic diagram of experimental system: 1-Laser, 2-Shutter, 3-Timer, 4-Beam expander, 
5-Lens, 6-Displacement table, 7- LED light, 8-Electrochemical workstation, 9-Photoelectrochemical cell, 
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10-Optical guide, 11-Microscope, 12-High-speed Camera, 13-Adjustable platform; (b) Snapshots of a 
bubble bouncing on vertical surface 

Bubble bouncing behaviors appeared when the shutter close time was short enough. One example of the 
bubble bouncing behavior was shown in the Fig. 1(b). The bubble detached from the surface when the 
shutter closed and then rebounded immediately when the shutter opened. The bubble may jump-off and 
return many times by changing the shutter switching time before the final detachment. The laser irradiation 
variation with time caused by chopping induced the local temperature and concentration gradient 
Marangoni convection changing with time. Then a force balance model to analysis the bubble bouncing 
behaviors including Marangoni force was built, and Fig. 2 shows the force analysis of bubble bouncing 
process. 

Fig. 3 shows the bubble departure diameter ratio under chopping in different conditions. Bubbles detached 
earlier with chopping than of the bubble growth without chopping, so the chopping bubble departure 
diameter was smaller. With the increase of the laser power, the bubble departure diameter ratio decreased, 
the influence of the chopping increased. But with the increase of the bias, the bubble departure diameter 
ratio increased, the influence of the chopping decreased. 

 
Figure 2. Force analysis of bubble bouncing 
process 

 
Figure 3. Bubble departure diameter ratio under 
chopping in different conditions 

In this paper, a method to control the bubble motion characteristics on the electrode surface under external 
disturbance has been proposed. We designed and built an external disturbance experimental system and 
showed some typical examples of bubble behaviors, including collision, coalescence and sliding. The 
oxygen bubble may detach and rebound several times by controlling the chopping mode. We explored the 
dynamics of oxygen bubbles during the bouncing process, such as the bubble growth, the bubble center 
trajectory, the rise velocity and corresponding photocurrent. A force balance model to analysis the bubble 
bouncing behaviors including Marangoni force was built. Finally, the bubble motion characteristics and 
their influences on the mass and heat transfer and the catalytic reaction were explored. 
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Abstract 

Coal gasification in supercritical water (SCW) coupling subsequent products oxidation 
as heat source in integrated supercritical water reactor (ISWR) is a sophisticated 
reacting multiphase flow process. Flow and heat transfer characteristics of coal 
gasification in ISWR is essential for reactor design and process optimization. In this 
paper, a numerical study of coal gasification in a novel ISWR was conducted using 
Eulerian-Eulerian model with the kinetic theory of granular flow (KTGF) introduced to 
take non-ideal particle-particle collisions and gas–particle drag into account. An eleven-
step reaction kinetic model including volatile pyrohydrolysis, fixed carbon reforming 
and water-gas shift was used to describe the coal gasification and products oxidation 
process in ISWR. The result of this numerical model was in agreement with experiment 
study. 

Detailed physical and chemical field distribution (temperature, velocity and reaction 
rate distribution, gas composition profiles, fluid-particles flow behaviors) in ISWR were 
analyzed and typically shown as Fig.1. Results show that swirling flow formed below 
feed inlet due to the buoyancy force becomes violent with the increases of heat released 
from the oxidation reaction around the coal slurry nozzle, which promotes the species 
transport increases the particle residence time effectively. 

Moreover, factors affecting the state of coal gasification in ISWG including coal slurry 
and oxygen supply method, flow rate of feedstock, thermal boundary condition of wall, 
structure of the injector were discussed. The results show that oxidation of gas products 
as inner heat source can promote the gasification reaction with only slight or even little 
maximum temperature increase of the pressure-bearing wall. Coal feeding rate and 
oxygen supply method impact a lot on the physical and chemical field distribution. 
Multi-injection coal slurry supply method suppresses the low temperature in the jet 
region and promotes a more uniform distribution of coal particles. And multi-injection 
oxygen supply method provides a more uniform temperature field for operation safety 
but lower heat transfer temperature difference. The carbon gasification efficiency 
(CGE) in the gasification zone can easily reach up to 99% under mild conditions (less 
than 650℃) directional controlled by appropriate coal slurry and oxygen supply method. 
This numerical model This study gives a deep insight into the flow and heat transfer 
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behaviors of particle inside the ISWR reactor, and the results may be useful for system 
optimization and reactor scale-up as well as further in-depth study of detailed 
mechanisms. 

 
Fig. 1. Typical distribution of temperature, velocity and species in ISWR 
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Abstract 

Drying is one of the key preservation techniques for food materials. One of the most important physical 
changes that the food grain suffers in a drying process is the volumetric change or shrinkage. Drying and 
related shrinkage are usually controlled by the various operational conditions and grain properties like 
grain size, density and initial moisture content in the fluidized bed. The effects of these grain properties 
on drying and shrinkage are investigated in this study by the developed computational fluid dynamics- 
discrete element method (CFD-DEM) drying model with shrinkage. First, the contribution of different 
heat transfer modes on fluidised bed drying are investigated and found that the convective heat transfer 
is dominant but the conductive heat transfer become important at low air velocity. Then, the effects of 
grain size, density and initial moisture content on drying rate are quantified here for the first time. It is 
revealed that the drying rate decreases exponentially with increasing of particle size but a slight slower 
drying rate is observed with decreasing the initial moisture content and grain density. The shrinkage rate, 
resembling of drying rate decreases with increasing grain size or decreasing initial moisture content and 
grain density. This grain scale drying model with shrinkage should be useful for the design and control 
of many drying processes of food grains. Finally, the effects of these grain properties on the drying quality 
quantified by the uniformity of moisture and reduced grain size distribution are evaluated here by the 
grain scale information. The results reveal that increasing grain size, decreasing initial moisture content 
or grain density increase the uniformity of moisture and reduced grain size distribution. The findings 
should be useful for better understanding of a drying process and predicting the drying process in the 
fluidised bed. 
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Abstract 

Mixer settler is widely applied in rare earth element separation industry. How to reduce the loss of the reagents 
and the occupied areas and achieve efficient separation in the settler is a challenging task. In this work, we report 
numerical simulations of liquid-liquid flow in a stirring-settler and their experimental validation. A 3D CFD-
PBM coupled module in Fluent17.0 was developed further to investigate the liquid–liquid flow characteristics 
and settling performance in the stirring-settler. The predicted dispersion band thickness by the Turbulent 
aggregation model was in good agreement with the experimental measurements. The effects of total liquid flow 
rate and initial droplet average diameter on the settling characteristics were investigated. It was found that the 
dispersion band thickness increased significantly with the decreased of droplet diameter. The dispersion band 
thickness decreased with the total liquid flow rate decreased. The research showed that the CFD-PBM coupled 
model was promising in designing large-scale stirring-settlers and optimize their settling performance. 

Key words: Mixer-settler; Solvent extraction; Droplet coalescence; Population balance model; Computational 
fluid dynamics 
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Abstract 

Gas turbines are widely applied in the modern industries,for example,the Power 
generation,Aviation,Shipbuilding,Automotive,Chemical industry and so on.Under the 
background of the shortage of natural gas resources and gradually increasing environmental 
requirements,how to improve the efficiency and stability of gas turbine combustor and 
reduce pollution emissions has become an increasingly concerned and urgent problem.In 
this study,a method for optimizing the combustion in M701F4 gas turbine is developed to 
achieve the higher operation efficiency and stability, as well as the lower emissions.In this 
method,the data generated from Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation and the 
history data collected from power plant are combined to build a more convincing training 
database. To improve the accuracy and efficiency of the predictions,the PauTa Criterion is 
adopted to remove the outliers and the Kernel Principal Component Analysis (KPCA) is 
used to reduce the impact of data dimensions on data extraction.With the inputs including 
the actual load,gas composition,bypass valve opening and fuel ratio distribution,and the 
outputs of the thermal efficiency,NOx emissions, and maximum amplitude of pressure 
pulsation,three Least Squares Support Vector Machine models (LS-SVM) are respectively 
established to predict the operating efficiency,stability and emission characteristics of the 
gas turbine combustor. Based on the predictions of LS-SVM models,the Genetic Algorithm 
(GA) is used to optimize the operating conditions including the optimal fuel proportional 
distribution scheme and the opening setting of the bypass valve.The three prediction models 
established show good consistency with the plant data, with the average error of 
0.015%,0.153 ppm and 0.067KPa,respectively.The results indicate that the use of CFD data 
can help generalize the LS-SVM models.This method provides an effective tool for multi-
objective optimization of gas turbine combustion performance, achieving the goal of 
improving thermal efficiency,reducing NOx emission and decreasing pressure pulsation 
amplitude. 

Key  words: Multi-objective optimization; CFD simulation;  LS-SVM-GA；Gas turbine 
combustor 
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Fig.Flow chart of the combustion optimization scheme of  gas turbine  
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Abstract 

There have been a lot of experimental researches on the macroscopic phenomena of Oxy-fuel 
combustion, but few of them show the thorough understanding of microscopic reaction 
characteristics. In this study, the microscopic molecule motions and reaction behaviors were 
simulated to study the coal combustion in O2/CO2 atmosphere by the Molecular Dynamics 
method, with the molecular structure of coal being represented by the Wiser coal model and 
molecule interactions modeled by the ReaxFF force field. The generation path of carbon 
dioxide was explored and the effects of temperature (3000K, 4000K and 5000K) and oxygen 
concentration (21%, 25%, 30% and 35%) on the main products and reaction rates were 
investigated. As the results, the main mechanism of CO2 generation can be summarized as the 
dehydrogenation and oxygenation. The higher temperature promotes the conversion of CO2 
to CO with the main path being CO2 → CO + O, resulting in the increase of O radical and 
thus the reduction of O2 consumption. The number of CO2 and CO decreases with the 
increasing of O2 concentration. 
Keywords: Molecular dynamics simulation; Oxy-fuel combustion; ReaxFF reactive force 
field; oxygen concentration 

   
Figure Molecular dynamics simulation of coal oxy-fuel combustion: (a) reaction system, (b) 
dehydrogenation and oxygenation reaction in the generation process of CO2, (c) distribution of main 
molecules at different temperature. 
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Abstract 

Burden distribution plays a key role in the determination of an ironmaking blast furnace 
performance. Modern blast furnaces have converged on a rotating chute to distribute 
materials circumferentially around the furnace throat offering the potential to vary the 
ratio of ferrous and coke materials across the furnace radius and significantly 
influencing the cohesive zone shape and furnace gas flow distribution. In the real blast 
furnace operation, the ascending gas flow has a strong influence on the burden falling 
trajectory, which is important for size segregation, burden profile, layer formation and 
pile peak location. Granular materials in burden trajectory are prone to segregate 
spatially with different sizes, densities, shapes or particle resilience. Different particle 
sizes for sinter and coke were selected in order to investigate the individual behavior of 
each material under gas flow. The predictions of gas flow pattern, size segregation, 
burden trajectory and impact point are achieved and analyzed by CFD-DEM method. 
In this work, we start with mon-sized particles to study the effect of gas flow on different 
particle sizes, and extend the results to multi-sized system both in sinter and coke 
particles. It can be proved that the particle trajectory is significantly influenced by the 
in-furnace gas flow and the effect on different particle kinds varies. The range of particle 
size, which will be seriously influenced by the gas flow, is identified in the simulation 
process. The trajectory information resulted from the CFD-DEM simulation could be 
used as input parameters for other parts of blast furnace operation. 
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Abstract 

Rising energy prices and environmental restrictions lead to improvements of waste gas recovery processes. In the 
steel production, hot waste gases leave many furnaces and reactors. The thermal energy can be used in recuperation 
systems or for the steam production. More efficient is the preheating of the scrap that has to be remolten. There are 
different concepts of scrap preheating devices, like vertical towers, chambers or horizontal tunnels. 

To predict the efficiency of the preheating process and prevent overheat and partial melting of the scrap numerical 
simulations are a helpful tool for the dimensioning. The scrap is typically modelled as porous media with the hot off-
gas flowing through it. To calculate the heat exchange between hot off gas and cold scrap several parameters like 
material properties, porosity and permeability have to be known. The permeability respectively the pressure drop 
through the scrap is the most difficult parameter, due to several varying circumstances. Normally, only a rough 
approximation of the bulk density is known while the exact shape of the scrap pieces can vary in wide range. 
Nevertheless, laboratory tests and approximations lead to reasonable results for batch preheating processes. 

In case of a continuous preheating system, the scrap moves through the reactor while it is heated up by the off-gas 
counter flow. In all known CFD solvers the porous media consists of a solid zone and fluid zone at the same location. 
The fluid zone represents the off-gas whereas the solid zone embodies the scrap. For stationary simulations a 
movement of the solid zone is not possible and therefore the convective flow of scrap enthalpy would be neglected. 

To implement the convection of the scrap a second fluid zone with a defined velocity is set up at the same location. 
Source terms calculated in user defined functions manage the correct temperature distributions of the zones. 
Additionally, this kind of configuration offers the possibility to implement radiation along with the porous media, 
which is not possible with the given setting options of for example ANSYS Fluent. 
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Abstract  

Pulverized coal injection (PCI) is widely used in ironmaking blast furnaces (BFs), 
where blast and pulverized coal is introduced into BFs through tuyeres. In this study, 
numerical simulations are conducted to study the effect of tuyere angle on coal 
combustion under real BFs conditions using a recent three-dimensional (3D) full-scale 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model. In this model, the blowpipe-tuyere-
raceway region and the surrounding coke bed are treated as a cavity and a porous media, 
respectively. The models are validated against the experimental measurements. Using 
this model, the simulations of PCI operations with inclined tuyere and non-inclined 
tuyere are compared. The results showed that when the tuyere is configured at an 
inclined angle, the raceway depth is enlarged while the raceway height is maintained. 
As a result, the coal plume has a larger inclined angle. The devolatilization then starts 
further away from the lance tip and last for a longer distance. The gas species 
distributions change with the tuyere angle. For example, the position of peak CO2 
concentration became lower and further away from the lance tip. It is indicated that the 
proper downward inclination of tuyere is useful for raceway extension and coal 
combustion. This study provides an effective way for understanding and improving PCI 
practice in BFs. 
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Abstract  

Recently we proposed the Cloud-Air-Purifying (CAP) technology which combines 
electro-acoustic ultrasonic nebulization with a cyclone dust collector to purify the 
industrial gases. The technology has shown a significant improvement in collecting fine 
particles than previous gas cyclones. To further explore and understand how it works 
on different temperature, in this work, the effects of the temperatures of water vapor 
and mixed gases are studied in a lab-scale CAP system. The effects of the temperatures 
on the performance of the cyclone is investigated in terms of the overall and grade 
removal efficiencies. Furthermore, the SEM is employed to examine themorphology 
change of the dust particles, which demonstrates the particle growth due to 
heterogeneous condensation and agglomeration. Results indicate that the collection 
efficiency is significantly improved when the vapor is added to the system, and a higher 
improvement is observed when the temperature of water vapor is relatively higher. As 
a smaller surface tension for water vapor with higher temperature, causing the critical 
free energy and critical supersaturation of heterogeneous condensation are both lower, 
thus particles are easier to be activated as condensation nucleus. Consequently, the 
increase of the removal efficiency by the centrifugal force can be achieved owing to the 
enlarged size of the particles. On the other hand, the overall and grade removal 
efficiencies of particles are decreased with the temperatures of mixed gas increased, this 
is attributable to the supersaturation degree and the condensable water vapor are 
both in decline, which is disadvantageous to the growth of the particles in the CAP 
environment. 
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Abstract 

Ironmaking blast furnace (BF) remains the dominant reactor for production of hot metal 
worldwide presently. Central coke charging (CCC) operation is a promising technology for 
BF stable operations and it needs reliable process design. In this work, a multi-fluid BF model 
with the consideration of respective chemical reactions in respective coke- and ore- layers is 
further developed to investigate the flow-thermal-chemical phenomena of a BF under the 
central coke charging conditions. The simulation results show that the gas flow pattern and 
cohesive zone’s shape and location are significantly affected by central coke charging 
operations. When increasing the width of central coke platform, the average gas velocity is 
increased, and the pressure drop is decreased; the heat load becomes even heavier near the 
furnace center while the reduction load shows the opposite trend; the carbon solution reaction 
is further suppressed near the furnace center while the gas utilization becomes lower at the 
furnace top. Then, the fuel rate is increased, and the hot metal productivity is decreased. The 
model is useful for coke central charging design and optimization in BF practice.  
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Abstract  

Spout deflection is a typical instability phenomenon in spout fluidized beds. It could damage 
spout quality and thus should be well characterized and then controlled. However, quantitative 
characterization of spout deflection is limited in the past. In this study, the effects of several 
key operating conditions on spout deflection are investigated at particle scale by CFD-DEM 
method. The key variables include static bed height, background velocity and bed width. The 
model is validated by experimental data from literature.  Typical alternating spout deflection 
is captured by adjusting spouting velocity. The so-called spout angle is defined and used to 
characterize the behaviour of alternating spout deflection. The simulation results show that 
the static bed height has an insignificant effect on deflection intensity of the spout within the 
investigated range of alternating deflection. Secondly, as the background velocity increases, 
within the investigated range of alternating deflection, the magnitude of spout angle increases 
slightly and then drops slightly at 2.0 m/s, and the frequency reduces slightly. Thirdly, effect 
of bed width is investigated under two conditions. Under the condition of keeping the static 
bed height unchanged, as bed width is changed in the range of 0.12 m-0.13 m, non-alternating 
spout deflection will appear instead of alternating spout deflection; as the bed width increases 
from 0.14 m to 0.18 m, alternating spout deflection will appear when the magnitude of spout 
angle not change much. The similar results can be observed when changing the bed width 
under the condition of keeping particle loading unchanged. Moreover, it is found the 
magnitude of the spout angle is always lowerest when the bed width is 0.16 m regardless of 
the static bed height or solid loading. This finding indicates that bed with is a critical parameter 
to control delfection intensity of alternating deflected spout. This work is useful for 
controlling spout deflection and optimising spout fluidized bed operation in industrial 
applications. 
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Abstract  

Gas heat carrier pyrolyzer is a dominant reactor for low-rank coal upgrading and has 
been widely employed worldwide. It is a complex high temperature fixed bed reactor 
involving counter-, cross-current flows of gas and solid, coupled with heat and mass 
transfer and chemical reactions. In this study, a two-dimensional CFD model is 
developed to simulate the flow and thermochemical behaviours related to coal pyrolysis 
under industrial-scale gas heat carrier pyrolyser conditions. The effects of low-rank coal 
briquette shape (ellipsoidal) and gas heat carrier conditions on furnace performance are 
examined, in terms of pyrolysis efficiency and gas products distribution. The simulation 
results indicate that the ellipsoidal briquettes helps improve the interphase heat transfer 
between heating gas and coal bed and thereby improve the pyrolysis efficiency. Also, 
the gas carrier’s temperature and composition play a significant role in determining the 
gas products yield as well as pyrolysis efficiency. The recycled pyrolysis gas as the 
supplemental heat source for coal bed should be preheated for enhancing the subsequent 
gas combustion in the pyrolysis chamber and the efficiency of production. The model 
provides a cost-effective tool for understanding and optimising the operation of 
pyrolyser for low rank coal upgrading. 
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Abstract  

A recent proposed technology, the cloud-air-purifying (CAP) method shows that by introducing the 
supersaturated vapour into a gas cyclone, the cyclone can effectively collect fine dust particles and be 
used to purify industrial waste gases. This paper presents a numerical study to understand the effect 
of the supersaturated vapour on the performance of such a cyclone. The multiphase (air-vapour-
particle) flow in the cyclone is simulated based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) coupled with 
other numerical models using FLUENT software. Air flow is modelled by Navier-Stokes equations 
with the Reynolds stress model (RSM) for turbulence. Vapour phase is simulated by the species 
transport model, and the condensation of vapour on the wall is simulated by the Eulerian wall film 
model. Particle flow is modelled by Lagrangian particle tracking model (LPT), and the vapour 
condensation on the surfaces of particles is modelled via user-defined-function (UDF), which can 
consider the material properties of dust particles. The model has been used to investigate the 
performance of the cyclone under different operational conditions. The effect of the amount of the 
supersaturated vapour on the pressure drop and collection efficiency is analysed. Generally the 
collection efficiency is improved by the addition of the supersaturated vapour without increasing the 
pressure; as such environment leads to the condensational growth of particles. In addition, the air, 
vapour and particle flow patterns have been analysed based on the microscopical information obtained 
from the numerical simulations. Finally, a previous predictive model is adapted to consider the new 
cyclone. These studies can help improve the fundamental understanding of the multiphase flow and 
particle collection in the CAP cyclone, and also provide guidance to optimize the CAP technology, 
such as for the water consumption. 
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Abstract  

The characteristics of three-dimensional complex and strong swirling flow in cyclone separators have been 
the focus of many researchers. For a single tangential inlet cyclone (such as the Lapple cyclone used in this 
study), the asymmetry of the geometry will lead to the asymmetry of the flow field, resulting in the 
eccentricity of the inner vortex (also called the processing vortex core phenomenon), which means the 
center of rotation of the inner vortex does not coincide with the geometric center of the cyclone. This kind 
of flow pattern will have a negative impact on both the separation efficiency and pressure drop of the 
cyclone, so it is necessary to conduct in-depth research on it. Compared with the present experimental 
methods, the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method can capture this phenomenon more conveniently 
and clearly. In this study, the flow field and particle motion are simulated, respectively, by means of a 
Reynolds stress model (RSM) and a Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT) model. Firstly, the impacts of inlet 
velocity and geometric height on the eccentricity of inner vortex are studied and the corresponding changes 
in the performance of cyclone are analyzed. Then, based on the consideration of improving symmetry, the 
vortex eccentricity of the cyclone with single tangential inlet, double tangential inlet and quadruple 
tangential inlet are studied. Finally, to optimize the performance of cyclone, the feasibility of the method 
of deviating the vortex finder is verified. The results improve the fundamental understanding of the 
phenomenon of inner vortex eccentricity in gas cyclone. 
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Abstract  

Supercritical water gasification (SCWG) of organic matters for hydrogen production as a novel hydrogen 
production technology is getting increasingly attention. Generally, raw organic matters are accompanied 
by some inorganic components, which will form slag particles after the SCWG is completed. The efficient 
and energy saving discharge of slag particles from the reactor under supercritical conditions will be one of 
the major problems that must be solved before the large-scale application of SCWG technology. However, 
there is little research on the slag-discharge process of SCWG. A comprehensive three dimensional 
Eulerian two-fluid model accompanying with heat transfer is developed in this study to simulate the slag-
discharge process of supercritical water (SCW) fluidized bed reactor in a range of 400~600 oC under 26 
MPa. Factors that affect the performance of slag-discharge, such as slag-discharge pressure, position of 
slag-discharge outlet, cooler temperature and reactor temperature, are systematically studied. Results show 
that the slag particles can be carried out of the reactor smoothly under the pressure difference. Large 
pressure difference can enhance slag-discharge efficiency, but it will have a great impact on the flow field 
of the reactor inside. When the slag-discharge outlet is closer to the bottom of the reactor, a large amount 
of SCW will enter the reactor, which will decrease the slag-discharge efficiency. Reasonable fluid 
temperature in the cooler helps to improve slag-discharge efficiency and reduce wear and corrosion in the 
cooler. The current 3-D slag-discharge model can reasonably describe the flow and heat transfer of slag 
particles in the slag-discharge process, which may provide a theoretical basis for the design of lock hopper 
and the choice of slag-discharge parameters. 

Mathematical model 

          

Fig. 1 Mesh structure of geometric model.    Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of slag-discharge system for  

SCW fluidized bed reactor 

In this study, the geometric model consists of a SCW fluidized bed reactor and a slag cooler. Fig. 1 shows 
the mesh structure of geometric model. The specific dimensions of geometric model are based on the 
physical system built by our laboratory. Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of slag-discharge system. In 
the geometric model, the preheated water (SCW) enters the reactor from the reactor inlet located at the 
bottom of reactor, causing the slag particles to form a bubbling fluidization state in the SCW fluidized bed 
reactor. During the slag-discharge process, the valve at the outlet of the cooler is opened. Under the action 
of pressure difference, the slag particles enter the slag hopper after being cooled by the slag cooler. This 
study mainly researches the dynamics and heat transfer of multiphase flow during the slag-discharge 
process after the valve is opened. 
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Abstract  

Pollutant dispersion in urban environment is of great concern to city civilians, especially 
for those living in high-rise buildings during the outbreak of airborne diseases. Numerical 
model based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to simulate the pollutant 
dispersion around high-rise buildings is helpful to the understanding and hazard control 
of such processes. However, as the processes involve wind-particle flow, the complicated 
wind-structure interaction and pollutant particle properties need to be considered in an 
integrated model. In this paper, we attempt to develop such a model in multi steps. Firstly, 
a wind flow CFD model is developed and calibrated based on the available experimental 
data from wind tunnel tests. From this model, different parameters from wind-structure 
point of view, such as wind direction, location of pollutant sources around the building 
and height of the building are investigated. Secondly, the dispersion of pollutant particles 
is considered in the model, which enables us to study the particulate pollutant properties 
like particle size, density, and morphology, etc. Choosing appropriate multiphase model 
to consider the pollutant particles is essential to accurately predict their dispersions even 
the CFD model for the wind flow is reliable. We compare several approaches to model 
particles. Generally they all belong to two groups: Lagrangian approach and Eulerian 
approach. Our simulations show that although the Lagrangian approach can explicitly 
consider particle properties, it is not easy to directly predict of pollutant concentration. 
On the contrary, the “scalar transport model” as a simplified Eulerian model commonly 
used in the literatures is not able to consider particle properties. The Eulerian-Eulerian 
model as one of the comprehensive multiphase models is comparatively more suitable 
for the study of particle pollutants dispersion as the wind-particle interactions including 
the drag, lift, virtual mass, and turbulent dispersion forces, etc, can be considered. 
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Abstract 

This is a numerical study on mixing in extrusion processes. Simulation of extrusion processes are already 
done, using for example Finite Element Method or Finite Volume Method [1, 2]. The results look 
promising, however validation of these studies are hardly available. The goal of this project therefore is 
to create a good comparison of discretization methods (here FEM and FVM) and their numerical 
techniques for rotating machinery (here the Sliding Mesh Interface and the Immersed Boundary 
Method). This is done by experimental and theoretical validation of pressure drop in the various sections 
of a single screw extruder. 

SMI is often used with rotating machinery that has a rotating fluid domain inside a stationary fluid 
domain. The meshes of both domains are sliding over each other on the interface between these domains. 
The sliding of the meshes can be the reason of inaccuracies in the results. SMI cannot be used with the 
simulation of an intermeshing twin screw extruder and various mixing elements. 

IBM is a method that can be used with the simulation of intermeshing twin screw extruders. IBM has a 
rotating solid domain in a stationary fluid domain. The rotation of the solid domain causes elements to 
change in time between solid and fluid. The geometry of the solid will change with the structuration of 
the mesh in time. The finer the mesh at the fluid solid transition, the less change of geometry. This 
change of geometry can be the reason of inaccuracies in the results. Therefore IBM needs to be validated 
first on a single screw and after successfully validated it can be used in simulations for twin screw 
extruders and mixing elements. If IBM is not accurate than remeshing needs to be done, but this is a 
time consuming process. 
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Abstract 
 
In large-scale industrial processes involving coal/biomass gasification and combustion, reactive dense 

particulate flows coupled with mass, momentum, and heat transfer are frequently encountered. Both inter-

phase and intra-particle interactions need to be considered, because these interactions govern the key features 

of dense particulate flows, such as solid mixing, cluster, and regime transitions. Therefore, these interactions 

prevail at different length scales and consequently a multi-scale approach is adopted to achieve a quantitative 

description of these complex flows. Specifically, the relevant details of particle-resolved direct numerical 

simulation (PR-DNS) and discrete element model (DEM) are used to develop closure laws to feed two-fluid 

model (TFM) which can be used to simulate dense flows on a much larger (industrial) scale. In recent years, 

such research has been rapidly developed worldwide. This talk will present an overview of the work in this 

direction at Zhejiang University. Specifically, a parallel immersed boundary method is developed and applied 

to explore a simplified experimental shallow fluidized bed and a laboratory bubbling fluidized bed coupled 

with a soft-sphere model. The developed PR-DNS approach shows a better agreement with experimental 

measurements compared with coarser approaches. Besides, an unresolved CFD-DEM approach with the 

capability of high performance parallel computation is developed and validated to explore the dense 

particulate flows in fluidized beds. Moreover, this approach is extended to combine heat and mass transfer, 

used to simulate biomass pyrolysis and gasification in fluidized bed reactors. Finally, the coarser approaches 

(coarse grained CFD-DEM, MPPIC, and TFM) are also developed for industrial applications.   
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Abstract 

In most of the multiphase operations in the fluidized beds, the properties of the particles, i.e. 
size, density, and shape can differ from each other either from the beginning of the operations 
or they may change during the process because of attrition, coalescence or chemical reactions. 
The differences in particles properties can result in segregation or mixing phenomena in 
fluidized beds. Segregation is a popular phenomenon for granular materials and can be 
observed in various particulate systems due to the property differences. In this work, two types 
of segregation phenomenon were chosen to investigate. The first one is called layer inversion 
phenomenon and the second one is segregation under influence of particles shape.  

In terms of layer inversion phenomenon, even though substantial studies have been conducted, 
limited efforts are made to explain the segregation mechanisms behind this peculiar 
phenomenon. In principle, the motion of particles is governed by forces acting on them, 
including particle-particle, particle-wall, and particle-fluid interaction forces. Thus, the layer 
inversion must be controlled by these interactions, and quantifying these interaction forces is 
crucial to reveal the segregation mechanism. Unfortunately, these interaction forces are 
difficult to measure experimentally. This difficulty, however, can be overcome by the 
combination of Computational Fluid Dynamics and Discrete Element Method (CFD-DEM). 
Therefore, the aim of the first part of the work was to use this approach to address what causes 
layer inversion and provide a thorough explanation of this phenomenon. The force analysis 
revealed that the particle-fluid interaction force is responsible for the occurrence of the layer 
inversion phenomenon. Furthermore, the comparison of different drag force correlations 
revealed that Di Felice (1994) drag model failed to predict the inversion phenomenon while 
Rong et al. (2014) drag model predicted the inversion velocity with the best accuracy. Finally, 
a mathematical model was proposed to predict the inversion velocity. The new mathematical 
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model predicted the inversion velocity with average error of 14% which is consistent with the 
best available model in the literature.  

In the second part of the work, the particles shape effects on fluidized beds behaviour and also 
on the mixing/segregation phenomenon was studied. In the simulations, ellipsoidal particles 
were used as they can represent a wide range of particle shapes from oblate to prolate particles. 
It was observed that particles shape significantly affects the solid flow behaviour in liquid 
fluidizations of mono-sized particles. The spherical particles exhibited highest minimum 
fluidization velocity while the oblate and prolate particles had less minimum fluidization 
velocity. A uniform pressure gradient distribution was observed for spherical particles 
confirming their uniform expansion in the bed while changing the particles shape from 
spherical to oblate or prolate ones distorted the pressure gradient distribution. For the oblate 
and prolate particles, a maximum pressure gradient happened somewhere between the bottom 
and middle of the bed. Force analysis as well as particles orientation and terminal velocity 
analysis revealed that the changes of particle orientations is responsible for the entrainment 
phenomenon. 

A modified drag force correlations was proposed for the mixtures of polydisperse systems of 
non-spherical particles. There has been no such a drag model so far. The modified drag force 
provides more consistent results with experiments than the drag model developed based on 
mono-sized particles. On the other hand, according to analysis of mixtures of spheres and 
ellipsoids it was found that particles shape clearly affects the mixing and segregation 
phenomenon in liquid fluidized beds. Increase in liquid superficial velocity results in 
decreasing the mixing index. Nonetheless, for the mixtures of spheres and oblate particles, the 
mixing index remains constant after specific liquid velocity. The reason behind the segregation 
due to particle shape effect was found to be the role of the particles shape on the amount of the 
drag force that a particle receives when particle shape varies. The oblate and prolate particle 
have larger projected area compared to spherical particles and this leads to receiving larger drag 
force than that of spherical and hence a driving force is created and segregation happens.   
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Abstract  

Konwlton (2013) mentioned: “scale-up of fluidized beds is difficult because it is widely known 
that the hydrodynamics of small fluidized beds can be significantly different than the 
hydrodynamics of larger beds”. The typical scale-up steps are lab scale, pilot-plant scale, 
demonstration plant scale and commercial scale. Normally, it is easy to get the data for the first 
two scales from simulation and experiment, which can give good hints for the further scale-up.   

Flows inside circulating fluidized beds (CFBs) are multiphase, involving at least one fluid 
phase and one solid phase. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation is an efficient tool 
for the CFBs design, optimization and scale-up. But the simulation accuracy is largely 
determined by the drag models employed, which are classified mainly in two types, one is the 
conventional drag model, like Wen-Yu, Ergun etc., which is true for the homogeneous flow, 
the other is the heterogeneous drag model, such as energy minimization multi-scale (EMMS) 
etc., which considers the existence of particle clusters and bubbles inside the flow, is suitable 
for the non-homogeneous flow.  Flow inside CFBs is complex, includes heterogeneous flow in 
the bottom dense region, homogenous flow in the top dilute region and transition region, 
EMMS drag model developed by Wang and Li (2007) can resolve this phenomena effectively 
by introducing the heterogeneity index into the Wen-Yu drag model. 

In this study, two full-loop CFBs will be simulated with the application of Wen-Yu and 
EMMS/matrix drag models, respectively. Both risers have the rectangular cross section, one of 
them is in the lab-scale, has the dimension of 6.7 cm X 20.1 cm X 200 cm; while the other is 
in the pilot scale, has the dimension of 42 cm X 92 cm X 580 cm. Computational particle fluid 
dynamics (CPFD) software Barracuda will be employed as the simulation platform. The 
simulation results are analyzed in terms of full loop pressure drop, particle volume fraction 
distribution and particle circulation flux etc., and compared with available experimental data. 
Through the comparison, it can give guidance to the CFB scale-up. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, a three-dimensional (3D) numerical model coupling of CFD-DEM with chemical 
reaction has been developed to study the combustion process in a lab-scale bubbling fluidized 
bed. The gas phase is modeled with k-ε turbulent model and the solid phase is modeled with 
discrete element method (DEM). The dense gas-solid flow, heat and mass transfer, and 
comprehensive chemical reaction are simultaneously considered. The reactive submodel 
includes the fuel pyrolysis, combustion of char and volatiles (CO, H2, CH4, tar), formation and 
reduction of gaseous pollutants (NO, N2O, and SO2). The parallel computing can also be 
realized in present model.  

The established model is first validated by the simulation of the combustion of single char 
particle in a quasi-3D fluidized bed. The temperature of char particles increases rapidly in the 
initial reaction stage, and then remains stable. With the increase of temperature, the particle 
size gradually decreases, while the variation amplitude increases. In general, the predicted 
values compared well with experimental results. Based on model validation, the simulations 
are performed to study the coal combustion in a 3D fluidized bed. The solid flow pattern, 
profiles of voidage, temperature, and concentrations of gas composition inside the reactor are 
obtained, as shown in Fig. 1. The effects of excess air ratios on the particle combustion and 
gaseous pollutants emissions are also analyzed. The results show that coal combustion rate of 
initial stage increases with the increasing air ratio, accelerating the rise of coal temperature. An 
increase in excess air ratio causes the increase of emissions of NO, N2O, and SO2.  

 
Fig. 1 The contours of particle pattern, temperature, concentrations of gas compositions. 
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Abstract  

3-D full-loop numerical simulation of solids circulation is conducted in a high-density 
circulating fluidized bed, which consists of a riser, a gas-solid separator and a return 
feeder. The Large Eddy Simulation turbulence model is used for gas phase, and the 
multiphase particle-in-cell model is used for solid phase. The effects of operating 
conditions (i.e. operating pressure, fluidized air velocity, aeration rate in the return feeder 
and bed inventory, etc.) on the gas-solid hydrodynamics in a high-density CFB are 
numerically studied using the computational particle fluid dynamics approach. Finally, 
the scale up law of operating parameters on the high-density circulating fluidized bed 
were obtained.  
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Abstract 

Methanation of the syngas from biomass gasification is one of the key processes in the 
biomass-to-SNG technology. Circulating fluidized bed reactor turns to be suitable for the 
operation of methanation reaction with high exothermicity. The methanation reaction 
involves a substantial reduction in the gas volumetric flow, which may bring about 
different fluidization behaviors. An exploration of the solid dispersion behaviors can help 
to interpret the relationship between the reaction, hydrodynamics and mass transfer in 
the circulating fluidized bed methanation reactor. In this research, a numerical study is 
applied to characterize the solid dispersion and residence time distributions in a 
circulating fluidized methanation reactor. The effect of solid flux, superficial velocity, 
pressure, reaction rate are considered in the study. This research can provide a theoretical 
basis for the optimization and scale up of methanation circulating fluidized bed reactor. 
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Abstract 

CFD has been successfully developed to accelerate the design process in aviation, 
automobile, chemical, and energy industry. However, the application of CFD in 
equipments operating in aforementioned fields still lacks. How to make the time-
consuming CFD satisfy with the real-time demand of equipment control, is not only a 
challenge in science and technology, but a meaningful question for industry field as well. 
Our group has worked on application of CFD for operating of industrial equipment for a 
long time and achieved some significant developments. In this study, we take an ultra-
supercritical coal fired power plant boiler for example, to demonstrate the application of 
CFD for operating. 

One application is rapid probing and online display of boiler combustion status in 
arbitrary position, which cannot be realized through conventional method. Accurate and 
detailed combustion status in boiler is the prerequisite for boiler sophisticated control. 
Based on large numbers of CFD simulations, a database containing temperature and 
chemical component (including NOx and O2) distribution field under various conditions, 
e.g. coal properties, load, air distribution scheme, and other operating parameters, was 
established in the on-site boiler control system. The database can provide query results 
containing key combustion data according to current operating parameters, which will be 
reconstructed and displayed as images by the system. These images then can offer 
guidance for staff to operate the boiler more efficiently. 

The other application is the combustion optimization. At present, the combustion 
control of ultra-supercritical coal fired power plant boiler relies on the transfer function 
model, which cannot fulfill the combustion control task under complicated circumstances 
when coal properties and load frequently vary. To solve this problem, the aforementioned 
CFD database was extended with historical operating data first. Then, Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) was used to proceed data mining in the database and boiler efficiency 
and pollution emission characteristics models were established. The two models took 
coal properties, load, air distribution scheme, and other operating parameters as inputs, 
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and outputted boiler efficiency and NOx emission, respectively. Then Genetic Algorithm 
(GA) was used to optimize the air distribution scheme to achieve a higher thermal 
efficiency and lower emission simultaneously based on the ANN models. The 
performance of the optimization method was validated by a third party inspection 
institution (Xi’an Thermal Power Research Institute Co., Ltd.). It is found that when the 
load was 600 MW, 500 MW, and 400 MW, the boiler thermal efficiency increased by 
0.50%, 0.51%, and 0.52%, and NOx emission decreased by 10.51%, 16.68%, and 
16.72%, respectively. 

Both applications have been implemented by software and successfully embedded 
in the on-site boiler control system of Datang Nanjing Power Plant, which can realize the 
real-time display of the combustion status in the boiler and the online optimization of the 
air distribution scheme.  

Brief Biography 
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Figure 1. Use of CFD in combustion status real-time display and online optimization  
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Abstract 

The design and control of blast furnace (BF) ironmaking must be optimized in order to be 

competitive and sustainable, particularly under the more and more demanding and tough 

economic and environmental conditions. To achieve this, it is necessary to understand the 

complex multiphase flow, heat and mass transfer, and global performance of a BF under 

different conditions. Mathematical modelling, often coupled with physical modelling, plays an 

important role in this area. This talk will present an overview of CFD studies of BF in our 

laboratory, focused on the recent model development and application. The model development 

is discussed in terms of model formulation, new features and model validation. Then, the 

usefulness of the CFD process BF model is demonstrated through some case studies related to 

BF optimization and new technology development. 
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Abstract 

A modeling study is performed on a dual-fluidized-bed reactor to evaluate its use for catalytic 
fast pyrolysis. The geometry of the reactor is that of an existing pilot-scale dual-fluidized-bed 
gasifier. Compared to gasification, the temperature for pyrolysis is lower, e.g. 870K instead of 
1070K. To maximize the liquid yield, high heating rates and short residence times are desired. 
Low heating rates would increase the amount of char, and long residence times would increase 
the gaseous products. Instead of steam, nitrogen is used for pyrolysis. Using a catalytically 
active bed material can reduce the oxygen content of the pyrolysis oil. In this study, a pyrolysis 
system design is investigated that is similar to an original gasification plant, but with operating 
parameters to maximize liquids production. Here, the pyrolysis occurs in the bubbling bed and 
the oxidation of the char occurs in the riser. Barracuda 17.3.1 is used for the modeling of the 
two-phase flow employing chemical reactions and heat loss to the reactor walls. Figure 1a 
shows the system configuration and the results of the computed particle volume fraction 
employing a bed material similar to a FCC catalyst. Figure 1b shows the fluid temperature 
inside the reactor vessels, and Figure 1c shows the mole fraction of the non-polar portion of 
the pyrolysis oil vapors. 

The dual-fluidized bed reactor allows for the variation of many parameters, foremost the flow 
rates of all input gases. The balance of the gases through various inlets determines the 
distribution of bed material, including circulation rate. The circulation rate is also influenced 
by bed height in the bubbling bed, pressure difference between the vessels, and type of bed 
material. The circulation rate is inversely linked to the temperature difference between the 
vessels, since the pyrolysis in the bubbling bed is endothermic, and the combustion in the riser 
is exothermic. The circulation rate is computed by recording the particle mass flow across the 
chute from pyrolyzer to combustor. It is generally increased with increased fluidization in the 
pyrolyzer (fluidization N2), and bottom of the combustor (1st and 2nd air), within certain limits. 
Fluidization is also improved by higher temperature (higher gas viscosities) or gas production 
from reaction. A second bed material with a larger particle size was also studied in the 
simulation. Flow rates were adjusted to yield similar circulation rates. Since the larger-sized 
bed material requires higher flow rates for fluidization, residence times are shorter. The 
selection of the bed material is therefore an important factor. Table 1 shows some of the key 
differences between the two cases for a biomass feed rate of 228kg/hr. The larger bed material 
requires larger flows of nitrogen and air to maintain fluidization and achieve a similar 
circulation rate (50x biomass feed) and temperatures (830K in pyrolyzer, 1050K in combustor). 
The residence time in the pyrolyzer is therefore reduced and the pyrolysis gas more diluted.  
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   (a)    (b)    (c) 
Figure 1: Results of simulation of pyrolysis system with FCC-type bed material: a) Particle 
volume fraction and description of inlet flows. b) Fluid temperature. c) Mole fraction of the 
non-polar fraction of the bio-oil.  

 
Table 1: Comparison of flow rates and residence times for two bed materials. 
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Bed material FCC catalyst Carbo EconoProp 30/50
Bed material diameter [micron] 200 473
Nitrogen flow [kg/hr] 39 186
Air Flow [kg/hr] 527 727
Mass Fraction Bio‐oil (non‐polar) 0.154 0.083
Residence time in pyrolyzer [s] 3.340 1.670
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Abstract 

This work in progress addresses case repositories for management, retrieval and analysis of pragmatic industrial models 
(Zoric et.al., 2014, 2015). Two use cases (UC) have been used for this practical design and implementation study: UC1 – 
CFD modelling in cardiac simulations, focusing on the case repository (CR) design and implementation, and UC2 – 
theoretical CFD calculations, used to evaluate case metadata processing and modelling orchestration functionality. We 
present the CR design and implementation results, practical experience and roadmap for future functional improvements. 
Keywords: Industrial modelling, pragmatism, case repository, CFD. 
INTRODUCTION 
A framework (FW) for pragmatic industrial modelling was suggested and demonstrated on industrial use cases (UCs) with a 
process centric approach (Zoric et al., 2014). The framework was further elaborated (Zoric et al., 2015) with focus on 
metadata for modelling and experimental processes. Their organization, syntax, and semantics were exemplified on a UC 
related to drilling of oil & gas wells (Johansen et al., 2017), where principles of pragmatic industrial modelling described in 
(Zoric et al., 2014) have been applied. 
This work focuses on a Case Repository (CR), an important part of pragmatic industrial modelling frameworks. In addition 
to case management and retrieval functionality, CR gives a foundation for data analyses and machine learning processes 
(based on the stored experimental, technical design data, CFD modelling and simulation results). By mock-up based practical 
implementation tests, we evaluate CR design issues, implementation alternatives and functional solutions. We provide some 
results of the functional tests, evaluate design variants and suggest future improvements. 
 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND FUNCTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE CR 
Our preliminary focus has been on the following basic functional requirements: 
Information management and retrieval functionality 
Administration and retrieval of hybrid CFD cases, a combination of: (i) experimental results, (ii) results from field trials / 
extracts from industrial designs, (iii) CFD modelling and simulation cases and (iv) relevant "State-of-the-art research 
results". 
Informative representation of the case history, i.e.: (a) previous workflows, actions, research items, (b) status of the case / 
workflow / analyses, and (c) other CR concepts (some illustrated in Figure 1). It should be noted that some CR entities can 
be accessed many times (e.g. case, workflow, activity) to carry out new analyses, improve the results and add the new 
information.  
All activities should be quality assured by proper logging and security mechanisms. 
The CR should provide a foundation for various methods of information retrieval, data analyses and Augmented Intelligence. 
We are aiming at a pragmatic, case-based, recommendation/ decision support system, as illustrated by one of the possible 
usage areas in health services (Figure 2). 
MOCKUP-BASED TESTS AND EVALUATIONS 
We have carried out a series of tests and evaluations to demonstrate the above-mentioned functionality. Different CFD UCs 
have been used for this purpose, because not all of them needed/supported all the required functionality: 
UC1 - evaluated the basic CR retrieval and management functionality by e.g.: 
CR lists: cases and related workflows, actions and related research Items, files and Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs), 
metadata and metadata tags, system administration functionality. 
Case Management and Retrieval functionality. UC2 – processing the CR information: 
Extraction of simulation results for (a) data processing and analysis, and (b) extracting and storing the summary of CFD 
cases in the CR, and Metadata-driven orchestration of CFD simulations 
Our CR design included rich set of metadata and data processing mechanisms to orchestrate various existing tools and 
analyses, e.g.: 
Information duality and redundancy – realised by a combination of database solution and Flat File System (FFS) 
functionality: 
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Repository import/export functionality (FFS and compressed files). 
Information cut/paste functionality - hybrid information clipboards. 
Information patterns retrieval: (i) search for information patterns, (ii) detect information patterns. 
Various design/implementation techniques: (i) decorator pattern, (ii) function intercept, (iii) rich logging functionality  
 

 
 The CR design and implementation approaches have been tested in realistic UCs, e.g. UC1 – medical use of CFD in cardiac 
interventions, tested in several hospital procedures (anonymised patient intervention scenarios, carried out at Haukeland 
University Hospital Bergen). They were essential for specifying the domain specific metadata (Figure 1), the crucial element 
of well-functioning CR. UC1 included all the health treatment activities, starting with the initial medical examination of the 
patient and concluding with the final surgical procedure. Based on the used practical cases we have extracted 16 workflow 
variants (explaining various types and phases in medical procedures) with 23 different activity types. The medical workflows 
generated the set of the CFD analyses (Figure 2) for which the necessary input health information (metadata and various raw 
multimedia data) had to be prepared, anonymised and exported. This specific UC1 required that 4 various heart intervention 
alternatives/suggestions, get calculated in 40 different geometrical situations, resulting in a CFD metamodel, comprising the 
total of 120 calculations. After the CFD calculations, the modelling results have been processed and the recommendation 
(formalized as metadata and various geometry parameters for the surgical intervention) was prepared and delivered to 
surgeons and cardiologists. 
CONCLUSION 
The CR (work in progress) is an essential part of many pragmatical modelling frameworks. We will continue improving it, finetuning its 
functionality, and semantics and syntax of the involved information/knowledge. For that we will use various industrial UCs. They often 
impose different and sometimes new functional requirements, challenging different aspects and parts of the pragmatic modelling 
frameworks (Zoric et.al., 2014, 2015).   
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Abstract 

Gold nanospheres (GNPs) with the size between 1 and 100 nm have attracted significant 
interests in biomedical applications, such as sensing, imaging, and photothermal therapy.  
The unique optical properties of GNPs play an important role in their various applications. 
The aim of this study is to investigate the optical properties and electrical field around the 
surface of GNPs to provide the guide for the choice of morphology of GNPs and 
corresponding laser parameters in clinical application. 

In this study, the discrete dipole approximation (DDA) [1] approach was employed to 
calculate the optical properties and electrical field of GNPs. In our calculations, the structure 
of GNPs is similar to a sphere and the diameter is the only structure parameter of GNPs (Fig. 
1). The bulk dielectric constants of gold are obtained from Ref. [2]. The general ambient 
medium is water with the refractive index of 1.333. 

The results showed that GNPs had one extinction peak in visible range which was  dependent 
on the diameter of GNPs and the ambient medium. When the diameter increased from 5 nm 
to 40 nm, the extinction peak increased from 521 nm to 528 nm, and the extinction 
absorbance also increased. With the increment of refractive index of ambient medium from 
1.0 to 1.8, the extinction peak changed from 509 nm to 567 nm (Fig. 1). The electrical field 
around the surface of GNPs relied on incident laser wavelength, diameter of GNPs, and 
ambient medium. The electrical field enhancement occurred at two sides of GNPs parallel 
to the polarization direction of the incident light. At off-resonance wavelength, the electrical 
field enhancement is much smaller than that at the resonant wavelength where the maximum 
electrical field can be obtained (Fig. 2). At the resonant wavelength, the largest field 
enhancement is a function of diameter and ambient. With the increment of diameter from 
5 nm to 25 nm, the maximum electrical field increased from 31.4 to 37.0. Besides, the 
maximum electrical field displayed a significant exponential shift with the increment of 
refractive index of ambient medium (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 1. TEM image of GNPs with diameter of 18 nm (left) and refractive index of 
ambient medium dependent extinction spectra of GNPs (right). 
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Figure 2. Electrical field enhancement contours of GNPs at different incident laser. (a) at 
off-resonance wavelength of 422 nm, (b) at resonance wavelength of 523 nm, (c) at off-
resonance wavelength of 622 nm. 

 

Figure 3. Electrical field enhancement contours of GNPs at different ambient 
medium (n). 
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Abstract 

Fluidised beds exhibit excellent hydrodynamics and thermal characteristics due to mixing and homogenisation. The 
mathematical models that are reported, so far, heavily rely on drag correlations from the experimental data. The hydrodynamics 
of vacuum fluidized beds has not been investigated extensively due to the lack of sufficient experimental data. Many argue 
that at reduced pressure, the particle-particle and particle-fluid interactions are complex due to slip-velocity, changing the 
overall hydrodynamics including the onset fluidization. Thus, the influence of solid-fluid-mixture properties on the 
hydrodynamics due to vacuum has not been clearly distinguished. In this work, CFD simulations are carried out to predict the 
minimum fluidization velocity under vacuum pressure conditions. A wide range of sub-atmospheric pressures (Pgauge = 50, 75, 
90 and 97 kPa) are investigated using both Kumar [1, 2] and Gidaspow [3] drag models. The predicted minimum fluidization 
is validated with our experimental data. The pressure drop across the bed height are compared for all range parameters. The 
results show that Gidaspow drag model under-predicts the minimum fluidization velocity at reduced pressure conditions. 
Methodology 

A two-dimensional computational fluidized bed (125 x 1000 mm) was model and solved transiently on Ansys Fluent. Gas was 
introduced from the bottom of the bed as the source of superficial velocity to the bed. The simulations were carried out for a 
range of bed pressures (Pgauge = 50, 75, 90 and 97 kPa) with increase in superficial velocity from 0.02 to 0.14 m/s. The pressure 
drop within the bed was monitored at bed heights of 70 and 950 mm. The models were solved for both Gidaspow and Apruv 
(slip flow) drag models. 

Results 

The numerical models were solved until the pressure drop within the bed was stable. The minimum fluidization velocity was 
determined using the pressure-superficial velocity plots for each parameter. We found that the numerical model with Gidaspow 
drag law was not sensitive to vacuum pressure change, however, the Apruv drag model showed that the superficial velocity 
increased with reducing pressure conditions.  

 
Figure 3.  Predicted minimum fluidization velocity for vacuum pressure fluidized beds. 
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Abstract 

The research on the reduction of iron ore has received much attention in the past few 
decades, because of the increasing cost and low availability of raw materials. Due to 
harsh conditions and limited accessibility for measurements, computer simulations have 
become one of the most important tools for optimizing the iron making processes. One 
such tool is the CFD-DEM coupling method, in which the gas phase reactions and 
governing equations are determined on the Eulerian (CFD) side, while the reduction 
reactions occurring on the particles are calculated on the Lagrangian (DEM) side.  

In this work, two of the most prominent types of mathematical models to represent 
particles submerged in fluids, the Shrinking Particle Model (SPM) and the Unreacted 
Core Model (UCM) [1], are implemented into the open-source CFDEMcoupling library 
[2]. While in the SPM the solid particles reacting with the reactant gas are reduced in 
size, in the UCM they form a layer of product around themselves and impede the 
reduction. In the metallurgical process of iron ore reduction, oxygen is removed 
according to thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. The gaseous reduction of iron 
oxides with CO/H2 can be expressed with the following mechanism [3] 

𝐹𝑒 𝑂 𝑦 𝐶𝑂 𝐻⁄ ↔ 𝑥𝐹𝑒 𝑦 𝐶𝑂 𝐻⁄ 𝑂. 

The iron ore reduction will go through different reaction steps, since the reducing iron 
oxide forms a product laye. The Hematite ore reacts and forms Magnetite, whereas the 
reacting Magnetite forms Wustite. Finally Wustite reacts with incoming gas flow and 
produces Iron. The gaseous reactant diffuses through the porous product layers, while 
simultaneously reacting at the interfaces of every layer. The UCM is thus considered to 
be an able model to represent these intermediary steps, as it can represent the resistance 
that affect the reduction process. The implementation of the mathematical models is 
carried out such that only the required data is communicated between the two phases with 
an adaptable communication interval. 

The models have been validated by comparing the reduction degrees of iron ore from 
experimental work with CFD-DEM simulations. First, the reduction process of a single 
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particle is investigated. In the experiments, a vertical reduction aggregate has been used 
with various incoming gas concentrations starting with 40% CO to 60% N2, and 
decreasing the CO content and adding CO2 and H2 to the gas composition. For validation, 
the total reduction degree depending on time has been compared for every case. Also the 
reaction rate determining steps has been investigated and compared with the results from 
available literature. The adjustable parameters that affect the reduction such as the 
particle porosity, pore size diameter and tortuosity as well as the gas composition and 
velocities were investigated. After the successful validation of single particle models, the 
direct reduction of iron ore inside a fluidized bed reactor was investigated with the same 
model, where the results were also compared with available experimental work. A total 
iron ore amount of 165 gr that was used in the experiments has been represented with 
49325 coarse-grained particles in the DEM side. A gas composition consisting of H2, 
H2O, CO, CO2 and N2 was blasted at 750 °C into the bed. The simulations were carried 
out for every reaction step starting from Hematite to Magnetite, Magnetite to Wustite, 
and Wustite to Iron. The gas composition has also been altered for every reaction step 
according the experimental works. The simulation results were then compared with the 
experimental data allowing us to gain an insight on the reduction process.  
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Abstract 

Hydrogen is expected to play a major role in the journey towards a more sustainable 
energy future. Hydrogen is industrially mostly produced via Steam Methane Reforming 
(SMR) carried out in multi-tubular packed bed reactors. First, methane reacts with steam 
to form carbon monoxide and hydrogen at temperatures around 900 °C. Consecutively, 
the formed carbon monoxide reacts with steam to form carbon dioxide and hydrogen via 
the Water Gas Shift (WGS) reaction. Traditionally, WGS is performed after SMR in 
separate reactors, which consist of two stages; in the first reactor most of the CO is 
converted at 300-450 °C and in the second reactor the remaining CO is converted at 200-
300 °C. However, to produce hydrogen efficiently, low hydrogen concentrations are 
required to achieve high CO conversions.  

Fluidized bed membrane reactors (FBMRs) have been proposed as alternative reactor 
systems for hydrogen production via SMR. In FBMRs, the reaction and separation steps 
have been integrated in one single unit; ultra-pure hydrogen is obtained from the reactor 
by extracting it from the gas mixture with modern high-flux hydrogen perm-selective 
supported palladium-based membranes. The hydrogen extraction drives the reaction 
equilibrium towards the product side, which will increase the reaction rate and reactant 
conversion. A fluidized bed membrane reactor with hydrogen extraction via membranes 
performs very well at 550-600 °C. Temperatures above 600 °C should be avoided when 
using palladium-based membranes, because the membrane’s chemical/mechanical 
stability will be affected.  

For the industrial application of FBMR systems, high pressure fluidization is a very 
interesting research topic, because the reaction rates will increase at higher pressure. 
Furthermore, high pressure significantly changes the fluidization behavior from fairly 
structured bubbling fluidization to a more (visually) turbulent movement of the particles. 
Finally, high pressure will also affect the hydrogen flux through the membrane, but there 
has been no detailed study on the effects of high pressure on the local hydrogen flux 
around a membrane.  

Two-Fluid Model (TFM) simulations of hydrogen production via Steam Methane 
Reforming (SMR) in pseudo-2D fluidized bed reactors with horizontally immersed 
membranes have been performed at 550 °C at various pressures. Systems with 
horizontally immersed membranes have great potential for industrial applications, 
because the membranes do not only extract hydrogen, but they also improve the solids 
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mixing in the bed by breaking up large bubbles, which could be beneficial for catalytic 
reactive systems. Furthermore, they are good learning systems and a significant amount 
of simulation time is saved by using pseudo-2D systems compared to full 3D systems.  

The TFM simulations show that the extraction of hydrogen via membranes clearly 
increases the reaction rates near the membranes, which moves the reaction away from its 
equilibrium and overall allows 20% higher methane conversion than systems without 
membranes at 550 °C. The reactions are consistently away from their equilibrium around 
the membranes, which is expected according to Le Chatelier’s principle. Reaction rates 
averaged around active membranes are significantly higher than between the membranes 
and they reduce only 15% in magnitude axially. The reaction rates between active 
membranes reduce about 50% axially, whereas switched off the membranes reduce the 
reaction rates 75% axially. Simulations at pressures up to 32 bar show that high pressure 
does not only increase solids mixing, but it also increases the reaction rates and hydrogen 
flux through the membranes. Combining the hydrodynamic, mass transfer and reactive 
effects of high pressure can improve the reactor performance and makes the fluidized bed 
membrane reactor an attractive option for industrial hydrogen production.  
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Abstract 

Multiphase flows through complex solid geometries are encountered widely in nature and 
technology. Examples include water flooding for oil recovery, trickle bed reactors, 
microfluidics devices, chemical reactors etc. During the primary oil recovery process, oil comes 
out of the porous rocks automatically due to its own natural pressure. Gradually, the natural 
pressure of the oil reduces and the automatic flow of the oil stops. There is still a large amount 
of oil which remains trapped in the porous rocks. To recover this residual oil various secondary 
and tertiary processes are used. Water flooding is a commonly used secondary oil recovery 
process which uses pressurized water to recover oil from porous rocks. 

The present study focuses on fully resolved pore-scale level multiphase Direct Numerical 
Simulations (DNS) of oil-water flows through digitized porous rocks. A 2nd order direct forcing 
implicit immersed boundary method (IBM) by Das et al. (2016) is used to resolve complex 
geometries, employing the finite volume method on a staggered grid. The main advantages of 
IBM over the traditional unstructured body conformal grids are simplicity in grid generation 
and discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations, ease of code development, less memory 
requirement to store the grid information and higher computational efficiency. The fluid-fluid 
interface is tracked by a mass conservative sharp interface volume of fluid (VOF) method 
proposed by Young (1982). The fluid-fluid interface is reconstructed using piecewise linear 
interface calculation (PLIC) method. Volumetric surface tension force is computed using 
continuum surface force (CSF) model by Brackbill et al. (1992). To reduce the parasitic 
currents during simulations pressure and surface tension forces are discretized at the same 
location using the balanced-force approach of Francois et al. (2006). Fluid-fluid interfaces in 
contact with solid boundaries produce a three-phase contact line and contact line dynamics 
plays a major role in fluid motion. IBM and VOF are coupled by prescribed apparent contact 
angle boundary condition at contact line by Patel et al. (2017) to simulate contact line dynamics 
at macroscopic length scale.  

The coupled IBM-VOF solver can work with any arbitrarily shaped complex solid surface mesh 
and is validated using a variety of benchmark test cases. Simulations of water flooding process 
through digitized porous rocks are performed based on typical pore-scale capillary and 
Reynolds numbers. The effect of porosity on the mobility of oil-water flows through porous 
rocks is quantified. 
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Figure 1: Flow streamlines for a sample water 
flooding simulation from the digitized porous 
rock of porosity ~0.15. Oil (in red) from the 
porous rock is being displaced by water (in 
blue) at capillary number 0.1. 
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Abstract 

Gas-solid fluidised bed has extensively been used in different sectors such as chemical, petroleum, mineral, fuel gasification and combustion 

due to its uniform mixing property, consistent heat and mass transfer and temperature homogeneity. Flow dynamics has significant impact on 

the design of fluidised bed and therefore, it is necessary to understand its complex behavior comprehensively to scale up fluidised bed. 

Experimental investigation is considered as the most effective way of studying this type of experiment to solve practical problems but at the 

same time, it is expensive, time consuming and technically challenging as well. On the other hand, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is 

an efficient tool for designing and analysing the method which can give better insights into the flow and other phenomena occurring inside 

each individual particle of solid. Therefore, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations can be used to study the hydrodynamic 

characteristics of a fluidised bed in detail by combining different theoretical methods and experimental results. 

In this work, a complete numerical model was used to exercise the process of flow dynamics in the fluidised bed. It is crucial to predict the 

size and shape of the rising bubbles to model the degree of mixing of solid particles, as the performance of a fluidised bed depends strongly 

on bubble dynamics behavior. A qualitative validation has been made with available experimental results to compare the characteristics of 

predicted flow dynamics obtained from a gas-solid fluidised bed using digital image analysis technique. The predicted flow dynamics were in 

reasonable agreement with the experimental results. A commercial CFD code, AVL Fire version 2017 has been used in this simulations. The 

bed was considered as a porous media and the solid phase variables were presented in the CFD through the User Defined Functions (UDFs) 

platform. Extensive FORTRAN subroutines were written to explicitly couple the solid phase with the air phase. Comprehensive subroutines 

were developed to solve the momentum and continuity of the solid phase and then explicitly coupled with the Eularian air phase available in 

AVL Fire 2017. Relevant parameters like pressure, shear stress and friction force for the solid phase were calculated and integrated with the 

solution process for momentum and continuity of the solid phase. The pressure for the solid phase was obtained from the continuity of the 

solid phase in an analogous way as done in the SIMPLE algorithm used in conventional CFD practice. 
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Abstract 

Supercritical carbon dioxide (S-CO2) power cycle is promising to integrate with the coal-
fired circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boiler. The changes of boiler shape and boundary 
conditions with the S-CO2 power cycle lead to the unclear combustion characteristics. A 
three-dimensional Eulerian-Lagrangian model was established to simulate the combustion 
process in a designed S-CO2 CFB boiler (H=4.080 m, S=0.6×0.6375 m2) and the effects of 
different thermal wall boundary conditions including constant temperature, segmented 
temperature, constant heat flux and segmented heat flux on the combustion characteristics 
were investigated. On the basis of the multiphase particle-in-cell (MP-PIC) scheme, the 
large eddy simulation (LES) approach for gas phase and discrete particle method for solid 
phase were adopted and reaction models including devolatilization and combustion of char 
and volatiles were incorporated into the scheme. Results show that with increasing the wall 
temperature, temperature range in S-CO2 CFB furnace became narrower and the emissions 
of CO2 and CO decreased. Optimized operation suggestions were proposed according to the 
investigation.  

 
(a)                                                             (b)                                                                      (c) 

Figure. S-CO2 CFB boiler and its simulated combustion characteristics: (a) Sketch of the S-CO2 CFB boiler with its 
segmented wall temperature, (b) flow pattern transformation in S-CO2 boiler, (c) radial distributions of CO2 molar fraction at 

H=1.5m in z-direction. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we introduce numerical methods that can simulate complex multiphase flows. The 
finite volume method, applying  Cartesian cut-cells (Kirkpatrick et al., 2003; Yoann Cheny et 
al., 2016) is used in the computational domain, containing gas, liquid and solid, to conserve 
mass and momentum. With this method flows in and around any geometry can be simulated 
without complex and time consuming meshing. The interaction between each phase is treated 
simply by wall function models or jump conditions of pressure, velocity and shear stress at the 
interface (Kang et al., 2000; Vukčević et al., 2017). The sharp interface method "Coupled Level 
Set and Volume of Fluid"(CLSVOF) is used to represent the interface between the two fluid 
phases (Chakraborty et al., 2013; Sussman and Puckett, 2000). This approach will combine 
some advantages of both interface propagation methods, such as excellent mass conservation 
from volume of fluid and good accuracy of normal computation from level-set function. In order 
to resolve interacting lines created by gas-liquid-solid, the first CLSVOF will be generated to 
reconstruct the interface between solid and the other materials. The second one will represent 
the interface between liquid and gas.  Several benchmark test cases are performed to validate 
numerical results.   

The first test is a dam break flow which is designed to investigate the two-phase flow. The water 
column is initialized with 0.3m height and 0.6m width inside an 0.6x1.61 rectangular tank. Due 
to gravity, water travels along the horizontal bed and generates a downstream wave. The 
evolution of the free surface is shown in figure 1.   

The next test is a water entry simulation which is used to demonstrates the capability of our 
numerical method to handle three-phase flow. The shape of a wedge object and   initial stage of 
simulation is presented in figure 2. For simplicity, the item is kept standstill and the free surface 
is let moving with a velocity being equivalent to a water entry velocity. Figure 3 displays a 
comparison of numerical result, experimental data and theoretical method for splash expansion 
and splash tip velocity. As shown in this figure, our numerical method can predict fairly accurate 
the characteristics of splash.          
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Figure 1. The Temporal Development of Air-Water Interface (time t in seconds)  

               

Figure 2. The Schematic Diagram of Water Entry Problem and Splash Formation  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Wedge jet root expansion angle and jet velocity 
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Abstract 

Tubular packed bed reactors have been used in the chemical process industry for over a century 
and are very popular in various applications (Methane reformation and Fischer-Tropsch) even 
today.  Tubular reactors are generally preferred when performing highly exothermic reactions 
as the tubular jacket provides an efficient cooling mechanism to ensure a uniform temperature 
gradient in both the axial and radial direction. Though there exists many efficient mechanisms 
to uniformly cool the reactor bed, the reasons for the formation of ‘hot spots’ in packed bed 
reactors are still being widely researched1. Many studies have shown that the Arrhenius 
dependency of the rate of reaction and the heat of production which govern the highly 
exothermic reactions are the essential cause for the formation of these hot spots. However, while 
some studies have shown that the primary factor for the formation of hot spots is the kinetic 
parameters governing the reaction1, other studies have speculated that the packing structure of 
the catalysts and the local heterogeneities may be the root cause for the formation of these hot 
spots2.  

In this contribution we employed Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) where the fundamental 
continuum governing equations are solved on a single uniform Cartesian domain with the 
transport in the fluid and solid phases both accounted for in a fully resolved manner. The 
appropriate fluid-solid interface coupling is enforced using a second-order accurate sharp 
interface Immersed Boundary technique as described by Das et. al3. It is assumed that the solid 
phase is an active catalytic material where the diffusing reactants are converted into products 
following irreversible first order kinetics. Furthermore it is also assumed that the reaction is 
highly exothermic and the first order rate constant has an Arrhenius dependency thus replicating 
a thermally autocatalytic system. In Figure 1 we show the classic Weisz and Hicks case4 where 
pure diffusion and non-isothermal reaction is studied in a single catalyst pellet. It is observed 
that a large dimensionless adiabatic temperature rise is seen within the catalyst pellet 
accompanied with sharp concentration and temperature gradients due to the highly exothermic 
reaction with almost complete conversion of the reactants. 

In order to investigate the formation of hot spots we perform as well DNS in a dense array of 
spheres where the packing is generated using the Discrete Element Method. The packing is 
enclosed by a cylindrical tube where the tube acts as a cooling jacket to ensure that the system 
does not experience thermal runaway.  
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Abstract 

Gas-solid flows, like fluidized beds or risers, are used for a wide range of applications, from food drying and polymer production to the direct 
reduction of iron ore. While for small scale fluidized beds, simulation is quite feasible, the occurring physical phenomena cannot be fully 
numerically analyzed in large scale reactors yet, due to a large range of involved scales. In fluidized bed reactors of several meters in height, 
the smallest stable structures are usually only several particle diameters wide [1]. Thus, the microscopic behaviour of individual particles, i.e. 
gas-solid drag, intra- and interphase heat transfer between the particles and the gas, as well as collisions cannot be fully resolved due to 
computational limitations. However, the unresolved heterogeneous structures have a significant influence on the flow properties. The velocity 
fluctuations around particle clusters give rise to turbulence, i.e. cluster induced turbulence [6, 7]. An overestimation of the gas-solid drag force 
by not accounting for this turbulence leads to an overestimation of the bed expansion [5]. 

A model accounting for the unresolved terms can be derived by spatially averaging the kinetic theory based two-fluid model equations [4]. 
The filtered gas-solid drag can be, for example, approximated by the filtered drag coefficient times the filtered slip velocity corrected by a 
drift velocity [2, 3]. The drift velocity can be viewed as the gas-phase velocity fluctuations seen by the particles. Additionally, the drift velocity 
and, thus, the filtered drag force depend on the turbulent kinetic energy of the gas phase, as well as on bulk density fluctuations [3]. Closures 
for the turbulent kinetic energies of both phases and the bulk density fluctuations are derived [4, 8]. 

Finally, the spatially averaged two-fluid model will be extended to include a model for heat transfer and, therefore, filtered energy equations 
are derived. The effective heat transfer coefficient divided by the solid’s volume fraction is approximated by its zeroth order Taylor series 
expansion about the filtered variables. This gives rise to a similar construct as the drift velocity. The temperature difference between both 
phases is corrected by a ‘drift temperature’ stemming from phase averaging. Closure models for this ‘drift temperature’, as well as for other 
unresolved terms in the filtered energy equations are derived following the concepts outlined in [4]. A comparison of the presented closure 
models with fine grid simulation data shows fairly good agreement. 
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Abstract  

The transport properties within raceways significantly affect the performance of 
ironmaking Blast Furnace (BF), but were generally studied as isolated local phenomena. 
To date, our knowledge about the influences of raceways on global BF performance is 
not fully established. This paper presents a numerical study of the inner states and global 
performance of BF, with special reference to the effect of gas distribution by raceways. 
The model is based on our newly developed parallel three-dimensional CFD BF process 
model, which is integrated with the recent developments in modelling the layered burden 
structures, the stockline variation, and the liquid flow in the dripping zone. Also, it 
explicitly considers the presence of raceways that are treated as boundaries in the model. 
With this development, the global performance and in-furnace states of BF can be 
quantified with respect to different sized and shaped raceways resulting from different 
blast conditions. For the first time, the importance of the reducing gas distribution by 
raceways to BF performance is clarified in a quantitative manner. 
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Abstract  

Based on the VOF (Volume of Fluid) liquid/liquid phase interface tracking method, an 
unsteady model of the droplet formation process in the cross-junction microchannel is 
established. The hydrodynamic behavior of the droplet formation process is studied by 
numerical simulation. By analyzing the flow field information of typical flow patterns and the 
evolution of their deformation parameters in detail, the internal mechanism of typical flow 
patterns is clarified, and the flow patterns at different intersection angles are given. The effects 
of flow ratio and intersection angles on droplet length, generation frequency and 
monodispersity are also discussed. Finally, a prediction formula for predicting the length of 
droplets generated in a squeezed flow pattern in a cross-junction at different intersection angles 
is proposed.  
The results show that the competition between the control forces (such as viscous force, inertial 
force and surface tension) of different phase fluids under different working conditions is 
different, which leads the phases flow and phase interface evolution behavior to present 
different characteristics during emulsification. Different characteristics result in four typical 
flow patterns, namely, squeezing, dripping, jetting and wiring. The change in the angle of 
intersection θ directly changes the force characteristics of the dispersed phase fluid in the cross-
area and its outlet, so that the growth and neck of the flow pattern are developed during the 
expansion and extrusion stages of the extruded flow pattern occurring in this region. The 
interfacial dynamic behavior in the growth and necking stages of the dripping pattern has 
important effects.  
However, under the jetting flow pattern, the droplet formation position is downstream of the 
main channel far from the intersection area and the flow field downstream of the main channel 
has become uniform at different intersection angles, so the intersection angle has little effect 
on the interfacial morphology and evolution during droplet formation. In addition, for the 
working conditions studied in this paper, the change of the intersection angle is not enough to 
change the internal mechanism of droplet formation, so the bifurcation angle has less influence 
on the flow pattern. When the continuous phase capillary number is constant, the increase of 
the flow ratio affects the droplet length, the generation frequency and the flow pattern 
transition. The monodispersity of the droplet formation under the squeezing and drippng flow 
pattern is good, while it under the jetting flow pattern is the worst monodisperse. When θ 
deviates from 90°, the variation of the droplet length under the dripping flow pattern is 
significantly different from that of θ = 90°. Finally, this paper proposes a formula for reliable 
prediction of droplet (bubble) generation length in a cross-junction microfluidic device with 
different intersection angles under squeeze flow. 
Keywords: droplet formation, microfluidic cross-junction, intersection angles, VOF method, 
numerical simulation 
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Fig. 1. Four flow regimes of droplet formation in a microfluidic cross-junction with θ = 90°. 
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Abstract  

The minimum fluidization velocity (Umf) is one of the most important parameter for the 
design and operating of fluidized beds. This parameter is difficult to experimentally 
measure at elevated pressure and temperature. In this paper, a three-dimensional 
Eulerian−Lagrangian simulation was employed to predict the minimum fluidization 
velocity. The results of simulation were validated with correlations reported in literatures. 
The detailed influence of pressure, temperature, particle density and particle size 
distribution on the minimum fluidization velocity was also systematic investigated.  

 
Fig.(a) Particle volume fraction at different superficial velocity, (b) estimate the minimum fluidization 

velocity by CFD data, (c) the changes of Umf with temperature and pressure. 
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Abstract 

Arc welding is widely used to join metal components, using the intense heat flux from by the arc 
plasma to partially melt the metal. There are many variants of arc welding, of which metal inert-
gas (MIG) welding is the most important in manufacturing industries. In MIG welding, the upper 
electrode is a metal wire anode and the lower electrode is the workpiece cathode. The wire is 
melted by the arc, forming droplets that pass through the arc into the weld pool (the molten region 
of the workpiece). 

A three-dimensional computational model of MIG welding of aluminium alloys that includes the 
wire electrode, arc plasma, weld pool and workpiece in the computational domain has been 
developed [1]. The model combines equations for the conservation of mass, momentum and 
energy, with equations derived from Maxwell’s equations to account for current continuity and 
to calculate electromagnetic fields. Equations describing the transport in the arc of metal vapour 
(formed at the liquid metal surfaces) and mixing of the wire alloy and workpiece alloy in the 
weld pool are also solved. 

The mushy zone, the region between the solidus and liquidus temperatures in metal alloys, has 
recently been included in the model. This required three main changes. First, the solidus and 
liquidus temperatures and latent heat of melting had to be calculated as a function of the local 
composition of the workpiece, which depends on the fraction of the workpiece alloy and the wire 
alloy at that position. Values of other thermophysical properties of the metal, such as thermal and 
electrical conductivity, also had to be calculated in the mushy zone. Second, influence of the 
latent heat of melting had to be included in the mushy zone; the method of Prakash et al. [2], 
extended to the case of a moving heat source, was adopted to ensure numerical stability. Third, 
since the mushy zone impedes the flow of molten metal, the influence of the mushy zone on flow 
had to be considered; this was done using the Carman–Kozeny equation [3]. 

Figures 1 and 2 show results obtained for welding of 3-mm-sheet Al–Mg alloy AA5754 with a 
wire composed of Al–Si alloy AA4043 with an arc current of 95 A in argon shielding gas. Figure 
1 shows a vertical cross-section of the welded metal, perpendicular to the weld direction, 
indicating the mushy zone thickness is about 0.2 mm for a weld depth of 1.7 mm. Figure 2 shows 
a vertical cross-section through the weld pool during welding, showing that the flow in the weld 
pool is strongly impeded in the mushy zone. Results comparing weld pool dimensions and 
temperature and flow distributions, including and neglecting the mushy zone will be presented. 
The importance of considering the mixing of the wire and workpiece alloys will also be 
examined. 
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Figure 1. Vertical cross-section of the 
welded metal, showing the regions that 
reached the liquidus and solidus 
temperatures, and the heat-affected zone 
(regions that reached temperatures of 400 
and 500°C). 

Figure 2. Temperature distribution in a 
vertical cross section through the centre of 
the arc and weld pool. The black arrows show 
the flow in the weld pool (a reference vector 
is given), and the boundaries of the mushy 
zone are shown in white. 
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Abstract 

Pyrometallurgical smelting processes account for a significant portion of the world’s production 
of industrial commodities such as iron and steel, ferro-alloys including ferrochromium, 
ferronickel and ferromanganese, high-value materials such as platinum group metals, and many 
others. Smelting furnaces operate at sufficiently high temperatures that the material being 
processed is in the molten state, typically over 1500°C. The products from the thermochemical 
reactions inside the furnace form immiscible liquid phases, and a key part of the operation 
involves ensuring adequate separation of the valuable product phase, generally a metal alloy or 
matte (a mixture of metal sulphides), from the waste phase, generally slag (a mixture of metal 
oxides). This separation may occur directly inside the smelter, or in special-purpose settling 
furnaces or ladles as a secondary processing step. Separation may be complicated by the unusual 
properties of the molten fluids including very high interfacial surface tensions and a wide range 
of viscosities and densities – this can result in poor separation characteristics (Eidem et al. 2015) 
which ultimately have a negative impact on the process operability and economics. 

In the present work, the behaviour of droplets of a generic metal product separating from a slag 
waste was examined using computational modelling. Separation occurs in two stages – first the 
dense metal droplets must settle through the lighter, more viscous slag phase under gravity, and 
second, the droplets must join with each other (and the main pool of metal) via a process which 
includes the creation and drainage of thin films of slag. To study both effects, a volume-of-
fluids multiphase flow model together with a multiple marker approach (Coyajee & Boersma 
2009) was developed and combined with several different empirical and theoretical sub-grid 
film drainage and rupture models. The model was implemented using the OpenFOAM® open 
source computational mechanics framework.  

Model optimization and validation was conducted using data obtained from an experimental 
study of single droplets of mercury falling into a quiescent pool through fluids of different 
viscosities. The optimized models were used to conduct an analysis of the droplet separation 
problem’s sensitivity to various parameters such as metal and slag properties, droplet size and 
fall distance, and film sub-model. Preliminary results from model cases representing more 
typical industrial conditions, in which many droplets interact and separate simultaneously, are 
also presented. 
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(a) 24.00 ms (b) 31.25 ms (c) 40.50 ms (d) 62.25 ms (e) 69.25 ms (f) 74.75 ms 

Figure 1: High-speed photography of a mercury droplet 3 mm in diameter falling into a mercury pool from 16 
mm above the interface, through silicone oil at 0.096 Pa.s viscosity. The interfacial film between the droplet and 

the pool ruptures at frame (e). 

(a) 25 ms (b) 35 ms (c) 40 ms (d) 60 ms (e) 70 ms (f) 75 ms 
Figure 2: Phase fields from a computational model of the experiment in Figure 1, using an empirical film 

drainage and rupture sub-model. The mercury droplet and pool are shown in red and grey respectively. Film 
rupture occurs between frames (e) and (f). 

 
Figure 3: Sensitivity of film thickness evolution to different light-phase viscosities for the model case shown in 

Figure 2 (Reynolds-equation-based film drainage model with rupture disabled). 
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Abstract 

Two-phase bubbly flows occur widely in nature and are extensively applied in industry. 
Cavitation is one type of two-phase flows that occurs in many hydrodynamic applications 
(e.g. hydrofoils, hydrodynamic pumps, propellers, etc.). It happens when the pressure is 
dramatically reduced - typically due to high-speed flow or existence of a sharp object in the 
flow - where the liquid medium breaks down leading to creation of some cavities in the 
liquid or vaporous bubbles. Cavitation could lead to bubbly flows during the underwater 
ventilation - where the air is entrained inside water – for example in turbine aeration. Clearly, 
waters in lakes, rivers, reservoirs and underground aquifers are of most importance for 
people and to the world’s ecological systems [1]. However, hydroelectric facilities discharge 
water with low dissolved oxygen, which impacts on the downstream water quality, 
especially at greater depths. The most important influencing factors for optimization design 
of Auto-venting turbines (AVTs), for solving the low level of dissolved oxygen (DO) in the 
discharged downstream water, are the quantity of entrained air, the bubble size distribution 
resulting from coalescence and breakage processes, and the rate of oxygen transfer from the 
bubbles. In order to better understand the influencing flow conditions on the bubble size 
distribution, in this paper a numerical investigation for flow around NACA0015 hydrofoil 
is carried out.  

The numerical simulations require the consideration of the dynamic behaviors of two-phase 
flow and bubbles undergoing coalescence and breakup. For this purpose, the ensemble-
averaged mass and momentum transport equations for continuous and dispersed phases are 
modeled within the two-fluid modeling framework. These equations are coupled with 
population balance equations (PBE) to aptly account for the coalescence and break-up of the 
bubbles. In this paper, the turbulent random collision is considered for the bubble 
coalescence proposed by Prince & Blanch [2], and bubble binary break-up under isotropic 
turbulence situation is considered for the bubble breakage proposed by Luo and Svendsen 
[3].  

Experimental data of Karn et al. [4] is used in this study for investigating the bubble size 
distribution at the wake of the hydrofoil at different flow conditions. The experiments were 
conducted in the SAFL high-speed water tunnel at University of Minnesota. 

Two-phase gas-liquid flows in the wake of NACA0015 at different conditions were 
simulated to study the effects of air discharging configurations on the interactions between 
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the carrier fluid flow and bubbles. The resultant bubble size, normalized velocity and void 
fraction distributions for different flow conditions including angle of attack (AOA), air-
entrainment coefficient, and Reynolds number are presented and discussed. The results show 
that varying AOA has the most significant impact on the distribution of the bubbles in the 
wake. The bubble size is reduced by increasing the angle of attack due to the higher 
turbulence imposed by larger AOA. Change in AOA also creates a drift in the location where 
the minimum velocity occurs in the wake, which is an upward drift by increasing the AOA. 
Also, by increasing the AOA, the bubbles are dispersed more effectively within the wake. 
Increasing the air-entrainment coefficient results in production of smaller size bubbles due 
to higher collision and break-up rate of bubbles. Also, with higher air-entrainment 
coefficient, larger areas with higher void fraction are observed downstream the hydrofoil. 
Changing the Reynolds number does not have significant influence on the average bubble 
size in the wake of the hydrofoil. Similarly, the void fraction distribution is not drastically 
changed by varying the Reynolds number. However, Reynolds number has direct impact on 
the bubble size distribution at the wake of the hydrofoil. 
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Abstract 

In mineral industry, the extraction of the pure minerals from the ore are very crucial. While the 
equipment become main factor of choice for the high efficiency separations, the material or ore 
properties plays a vital role as well. The ore having the inherent heterogeneous component mixture 
influences the performance in a hydrocyclone classifier and increases the particle misplacement [1]. 
In this study, an improved Algebraic slip mixture (ASM) approach with the enabled granular options 
is used for the hydrocyclone classification performance and particle segregation in 75 mm cyclone. 
The specific focus of this study is to understand and quantify the interaction of the individual 
components due to the different sizes; densities in hydrocyclone treating dual component mixture 
consist of magnetite and silica in different proportions. Predicted component classification 
performance data is compared with the experimental performance data is found in close agreement. 
An interaction is observed between the components during the classification leading to an increased 
component cut-size and reduced component recoveries in a mixture compared to when it is classified 
individually. At similar particle sizes, the heavier density component influences the lighter 
component to migrate towards forced vortex region and shifts the locus of zero vertical velocities 
towards forced vortex causing a significant increment in the lighter particle cut-size. Separation 
characteristics of the silica and magnetite particles are explained fundamentally using the 
equilibrium radius concept via numerical simulations. This concept can be utilized to develop the 
understanding of the particle performance in the industrial scale during the natural ore beneficiation.  

Keyword: Hydrocyclone, Heterogeneous feed, Particle-interaction, Lagrangian particle 
tracking, Misplacements.  

Methodology	
The continuity and momentum equations are solved using the unsteady segregated solver with a 
time step of 5x10-5s [2],[3]. The geometry and the mesh of the hydrocyclone was created using 
ICEM. SIMPLE is used for pressure velocity coupling, PRESTO for pressure and QUICK for the 
VOF equation, solving the water- air phase initially. The momentum equations used QUICK with 
the Bounded Central Differencing with LES. Followed by the “full water” simulation, at a fixed 
inlet flow rate and integrate in time until the swirl created an axial region of negative pressure 
forming the air-core. The secondary phases, i.e. lighter and denser phases with different degree of 
mixing are injected from inlet and solved using ASM model with the viscosity modification 
including the fines correction [4],[5]. For the proof of concept, 3-inch experiments conducted at 
laboratory and simulation data are validated against the numerical data. Followed by which the 
different size and density proportion of particles are assessed at higher percentage of solids in a 
larger scale 10-inch hydrocyclone to understand the influence of solids on the component 
interaction. 

Results 
Table 1: Design and performance parameters from the numerical analysis: 

Mixture  Cut-size (d50) (microns) Solid Recovery (Rs) (%)  Water split (Rf)(%) 
S: M Mixture Mag Silica Mixture Mag Silica Mixture 

100:0  - 16.98 - - 60.5 12.6 
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10:90 12.37 7.09 14.54 56.4 74.6 54.7 11.1 

20:80 13.64 9.87 15.09 55.4 75.5 51.1 10.2 

50:50 15.37 11.26 15.8 67.7 87.1 51.3 9.7 

0:100   9.94 - - 83.1 - 10.6 

 

      
Figure 1: (a) Water split and flow comparisons with experiment (b) Performance curve 

comparisons of pure component, experimental verses numerical.       
 

 
Figure 2: The volume fraction distribution of particles at 10 Psi, and 10 % solids, where (i) 

heavier particles and (ii) lighter particles. 
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Abstract 

Froth flotation is widely used beneficiation process for separating fine valuable minerals from gangue 
particles using air bubbles in aqueous medium. Column flotation is believed to be effective than mechanical 
flotation cells due to its inherent advantages such as froth washing system and prevailing quiescent operating 
flow regime. In the past, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models were developed for mechanical 
flotation cell in which significant level of turbulence prevails, however turbulence is not fully developed for 
the column flotation. In this research work, we focused on the development of CFD model by integration of 
hydrodynamic parameters with kinetics. Experimentation was carried out in a laboratory flotation column 
made up of Perspex cylinder having diameter of 0.1m and height of 2.5m. The hydrodynamic parameters 
such as gas and solids hold-ups are measured using Electrical resistance tomography (ERT) and Sature mean 
bubble size measured using photographic technique. CFD model was developed using Eulerian-Eulerian 
approach with k-ɛ turbulence model for the liquid phase by considering mono sized bubbles and mean 
particle size. The CFD predicted hydrodynamic parameters were validated with experimental values. First 
order rate equation was incorporated by user defined functions to calculate probability of collision (Pc) 
probability of adhesion (Pa) and probability of detachment (Pd). Rate equation was developed for the pulp 
zone of the flotation column. The model predictions are validated against the published experimental rate 
constants for coal and chalcopyrite mineral particles and found them in close agreement. This model is 
having capability to study detailed particle separation dynamics for various flotation process parameters 
thereby a possibility of design and optimizing flotation column. 

Key words: Column flotation, Hydrodynamics, Kinetics, Hydrophobic particles, 
Eulerian-Eulerian approach, first order rate equation 
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Abstract 

As an important phenomenon of rotational flow field, air core was always an emphasis in 
studies of hydrocyclone. For a pretty long period,  air core was considered as negative 
effects, and some methods to eliminate or reduce air core were investigated. Nowadays, 
with the development of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation method, a 
clearer and more detailed understanding of air core can be assessed. It was found that 
unnecessary energy was consumed, but no extra perturbation was brought into flow field 
by air core. Additionally, air core can reflect the characteristics of flow field and 
separation performance inside hydrocyclone. In this paper, with the combination of CFD 
simulation and experimental validation, the forming process and characteristics of air 
core were investigated. Systematic studies of effects of different structural and 
operational parameters of hydrocyclone on air core were conducted. On this basis, 
optimum ranges of parameters of hydrocyclone can be recommended, which had good 
agreements with recommendations of traditional models. 

Keywords: hydrocyclone, air core, influence factors, parameter optimization, CFD 
simulation 
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Abstract 

Droplet size distribution represents one of the key parameters of emulsification products 
and emulsification efficiency. Precise and rational control of droplet size distribution 
(DSD) is important in emulsification for target oriented product design. While there is a 
large number of computational fluid dynamics and population balance model (CFD-
PBM) simulation for droplet size distribution in various emulsification devices, fitting 
parameters or empirical correlations were always involved to generate the reasonable 
simulation. To develop a complete DSD model, crossing the two mesoscales of two 
different levels is of great significance, viz., the emulsifier adsorption at interfacial level 
(Mesoscale 1) and the droplet breakage and coalescence in turbulence in rotor-stator 
device level (Mesoscale 2). While the first mesoscale can be simulated by coarse-grained 
molecular dynamic (CGMD), the second has been investigated in computational fluid 
dynamics and population balance model (CFD-PBM) simulation through the Energy-
Minimization Multi-Scale (EMMS) approach in Part I. The so-called mesoscale energy 
dissipation for droplet breakage was derived to close the population balance equations 
through a breakage rate corrector. The correction factor was then integrated into the fully-
coupled CFD-PBM simulation for a surfactant-free MCT-oil/water system. Compared to 
the original Alopaeus breakage model or the combination of Alopaeus model and Prince 
coalescence model, this new model could greatly improve the prediction of droplet size 
distribution, Sauter mean diameter, median diameter and span of size distribution for 
both the dilute and the dense systems of dispersed oil phase. We then developed a model 
framework in Part II, coupling CGMD and CFD-PBM simulation through surfactant 
transport equations in bulk phase and at interface, with source terms taking account of 
emulsifier adsorption parameters. The parameters including maximal adsorption amount, 
diffusion coefficient and adsorption/desorption kinetic constants are acquired from 
CGMD. The coalescence efficiency is then corrected by the interfacial area fraction not 
occupied by surfactant and fed into the coalescence kernel functions in PBM. Compared 
to traditional CFD-PBM simulation, the coupled model can greatly improve the 
simulation of DSD, Sauter mean diameter, median diameter and span for high dispersed 
phase amount (DPA), and correctly reflect the influence of DPA, surfactant concentration 
and rotational speed of rotor-stator (RS) devices. While the simulation cases validate and 
demonstrate the advantage of this new model framework, it is also promising to 
incorporate different types of surfactant in future. 
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Abstract 

To become a viable fossil-fuel alternative, solar energy requires a cost-effective utilization 
way. Hydrogen production by photocatalysis water splitting is one of the promising ways for 
carbon-free energy. Although lots of endeavors have been devoted on design and synthesis of 
more active and stable photocatalyst, few researches have been carried out on the mass transfer 
process at the interface of photocatalyst. In fact, this interfacial mass transfer process, which is 
characterized by bubble evolution, plays an important role in determining the efficiency. The 
hydrogen and oxygen gas bubble evolution on the photocatalyst surface is a typical interfacial 
phenomenon controlled by the interfacial interactions and mass-transfer process. In order to 
optimize the interfacial mass and energy transfer on the photocatalyst surface, understanding 
of the bubble evolution process is required. 

Herein, we studied the bubble dynamics on photocatalyst surface with special emphasis 
on the effect of light irradiation and surface morphology, and then proposed a method to control 
the bubble behaviors. The in-situ experimental system that combines the photoelectrochemical 
measurement and high-speed imaging technique has been conducted. Based on the 
thermodynamic models of bubble nucleation on the nanostructured surface, the impact of the 
dimension of morphology has been explored. It has been presented that the wicking 
nanostructured photocatalyst benefits mitigating the bubble-induced local blockage by forming 
a reactive liquid film. The coupling effects between bubble and light irradiance have been 
explored. It was found that the bubble scatter effect changed the light intensity distribution and 
increased the local photocurrent. We have established a bubble growth model that combines 
molecular diffusion theory with the surface renewal theory. A modified force balance model 
including Marangoni force has been built, which is more accurate in predicting the bubble 
departure diameters on photoelectrode and their variations with light intensity. Finally, for 
enhancing the conversion efficiency and catalytic reaction rate in the system, we developed a 
technique for the control of bubble motion dynamics by external disturbance.  
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Abstract 

In 2014, SINTEF Materials and Chemistry, in collaboration with the Norwegian 
University of Science and Technology, received funding from the Research Council of 
Norway to develop a framework for complex 3D multiphase and multiphysics flows 
(SIMCOFLOW). The target for this development was to simulate the flow of air, oil and 
water in an operated oil boom interacting dynamically with wind, waves and sea current. 
As a supporting activity, more specialized investigations into efficient and accurate 
numerical models for some simpler flow submodels were performed within this project. 

 In this presentation, we extend previous works on explicit Large Time Step (LTS) 
schemes. The generalization is based on the previous work in [1,2,3]. Starting from a 
general LTS scheme, a set of sufficient conditions for conservative, consistent, and total 
variation diminishing (TVD) LTS schemes are derived. Second-order accuracy away 
from discontinuities is achieved by a modified flux approach. Such an approach is shown 
to be TVD whenever a supplementary condition is satisfied. The full set of criteria 
constitutes a new framework of sufficient conditions for high-resolution LTS. By 
application of this framework on the large time-step Roe scheme (LTS-Roe1), a new 
second-order version (LTS-Roe2) is proposed. Further, to overcome the problems of 
LTS-Roe1 and LTS-Roe2 with transonic rarefaction, a hybrid scheme of LTS-Roe and 
Lax-Friedrichs is proposed (Hybrid). The methods are investigated and compared against 
the second-order LTS-Harten [2] applied to the Euler equations modelling one-phase 
inviscid fluid flows. Numerical tests for continuous initial conditions show the expected 
second-order convergence. For discontinuous initial conditions LTS-Roe2 has better 
accuracy than LTS-Roe1- however, this difference becomes small for high CFL-
numbers. LTS-Roe2 is shown to have a very good resolution of discontinuities, but for 
high CFL-numbers it produces spurious oscillations for the Euler equations. Hybrid is 
more diffusive, but has no problems with transonic rarefaction. Tests show that LTS-
Harten consistently gives good results with less oscillations than LTS-Roe2, but it has, 
however, a tendency to smear out discontinuities when the CFL-number is increased. 

Figure 1 illustrates the ability of LTS-Roe2 to provide high resolution for large time steps, 
i.e. we avoid excessive oscillations near discontinuities while retaining second order 
accuracy for smooth solutions. On the left, a Courant number C=4 was used, whereas on 
the right C=8; i.e. the sonic waves propogate through 8 cells per time step. 
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Figure 4: Shock tube problem for the Euler equations. Density plot. 
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Abstract  

A compressed injection flow model was developed in a Eulerian multiphase flow 
approach by using a three-dimensional (3-D) unstructured orthographic grid system. The 
model considers the AOD converter with six submerged side-wall tuyeres to investigate 
the influence of injection pressure and bubble size on the jet behavior, the flow pattern, 
the stirring height and the mixing efficiency. The investigations show that inlet pressure 
significantly affects the jet behavior. Increasing the pressure boosts the velocity of the 
gas phase, thereby increasing the penetration depth of the jet. The bubble plumes are 
located close to the side wall, and a vortex appears on each side of the bubble plume, 
namely, the bulk vortex and the corner vortex. In addition, the former has an opposite 
direction vector against the later. Bubble size has a pronounced impact on the flow 
pattern, stirring height and mixing efficiency. Increasing the bubble size within a certain 
range can improve the penetration depth and reduce the mixing time. This model can be 
further extended to consider the chemical reactions in the AOD reactor. 
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Abstract  

Behavior of free surface at the top of the continuous casting mold can strongly affect the 
slag entrainment, which is associated with final quality of the continuous casting slab. 
Free surface is simulated by the three-dimensional models of Free Surface Lattice 
Boltzmann Method and Large Eddy Simulation (FSLBM-LES). The model is verified by 
the good agreement between the calculated result and the measurement. The effect of 
various operating conditions on the fluctuation of free surface is also investigated. The 
result show that FSLBM-LES model can offer a promising way to study the fluctuation 
of free surface and related complicated phenomena inside the mold.  
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Abstract  

Efficient and safe drilling is an important issue in the drilling industry and a concern for 
drilling engineers, especially for hard formations. Based on techniques of underbalanced 
drilling and coiled tubing drilling, the authors propose a new technology of partial 
underbalanced drilling modulated by coiled tubing which increases the rate of penetration 
and ensures safe drilling. In this technology, a method of cooperating with a coiled tubing 
and drill pipes is adopted to form an annulus between the drill pipe and the well wall and 
a micro annulus between the drill pipe and the coiled tubing. The coiled tubing is 
connected to the bit directly through the pipes. The reflow controller is an important part 
of the technology connecting the annulus and the micro annulus. The flow field 
characteristics of the backflow controller are studied by numerical simulation. The 
DDPM model was used to simulate the cuttings transport through the backflow 
controller, and the Realizable k-ε model was used to simulate the flow of drilling fluid. 
The cuttings movement is simulated at different rotational speed, different flow rate of 
drilling fluid and different size of cuttings. The residual cuttings is defined, the cuttings 
in the fluid domain, to represent the cuttings carrying capacity at various parameters. The 
results of numerical simulations show that the backflow controller has a pressure drop of 
about 2 MPa when the flow rate varies from 12 L/s to 16L/s. The flow rate rises suddenly 
as the fluid approaches the holes of the backflow controller. And the increase of the 
rotational speed or the size of cuttings leads to the decrease of the cuttings-carrying 
ability. On the contrary, the increase of the flow rate enhance the cuttings transport of the 
backflow controller. The flow characteristics of the backflow controller were obtained 
through numerical simulation, which provides a basis for studying the partial 
underbalanced drilling modulated by coiled tubing technology. 
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Abstract 

Nano-encapsulated phase change material slurry (nano-PCMS) has the merits of high 
latent heat and high surface area, and overcomes the defects of supercooling and volume 
expansion that exist in most organic/inorganic PCMs. Subjected to the low thermal 
conductivity, the thermal management systems using nano-PCMS are highly dependent 
on slurry’s convection coefficient, which cannot be guaranteed in the condition where 
the natural convection is constrained. Here, we proposed a novel thermally stable and 
efficient hybrid PCM that infiltrating nano-PCMS into metal foam for passive thermal 
management. The experimental results indicated that the addition of metal foam could 
reduce the heated surface temperature by maximum 38% in regardless of heated angle, 
while this contribution was 24% achieved by natural convection of pristine nano-PCMS. 
The flow convection of nano-PCMS was completely suppressed in the foam cells due to 
the high viscosity of slurry and flow resistance of foam matrix. Higher porosity 
composite obtained lower heat transfer efficiency and more pronounced thermal non-
equilibrium effect attributed to its lower effective thermal conductivity and less 
interfacial area. This newly-proposed foam/nano-PCMS composite not only provides 
high heat transfer efficiency, but reduces the dependency on the convection coefficient 
of nano-PCMS.  

Experimental 

Figure 1 shows experimental system and the test rigs for evaluating the flow and thermal 
characteristics of the foam/nano-PCMS composite. The composite was caged in a 
plexiglass cavity An electric-insulated film heater was attached onto the copper substrate 
using a silver glue The whole test rig was then thermally-insulated by polyurethane foam 
plates (kin = 0.03 W/mꞏK). In this study, the influence of flow convection of slurry on the 
thermal performances of pristine nano-PCMS and foam/nano-PCMS composite was also 
evaluated. We positioned the experimental setup in two sets of angles, i.e.  = 180o 
representing heated from top and  = 0o representing heated from bottom.  is the angle 
between heatflux and positive y. A constant heat power 7 W was provided by a D.C. 
stabilizer, which was connected to the film heater. We stuck five T-type thermocouples 
on the film heater and calculated the arithmetic mean value as the average surface 
temperature. The temperature signals were measured every 30s using Agilent data 
logging system. 
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Fig.1 Experimental system and test rigs 

Results 

As Fig.2(a) shows, for pure slurry, surface temperature increased at a dramatic rate in 
condition of heated from top( = 180o). Comparatively, for the case heated from bottom( 
= 0o), the heat transfer was enhanced due to the slurry flow convection, which triggered 
more internal PCM particles to phase change and more latent heat to absorption. The 
maximum temperature was reduced by 24.2%. For foam/slurry composite(Fig.2b), the 
foam/nano-PCMS combination presented much better thermal control capability. The 
surface temperature was reduced by 38% compared with the pure nano-PCMS. In 
Fig.2(c), the two curves almost overlapped in the temperature range considered with their 
maximum difference of less than 0.4 oC. This implied that in bottom-heated condition ( 
= 0o), the heat transfer mechanism was still dominated by combined heat conduction of 
the composite and the slurry’s convection was almost suppressed by foam strut.  

 

    (a)                                           (b)                                           (c) 

Fig.2 Performance of nano-PCM and nano-PCM/foam composite 
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Abstract  

Intensive heat and mass transfer between continuum fluids and discrete particulate 
materials is quite common in many chemical processes. To understand and improve the 
operation of these processes, discrete particle models are very helpful when they are 
combined with flow, heat and mass transfer and chemical reaction models. However, due 
to the high computational cost with discrete particle models, it is not practical until now 
to study long transient processes. A transient discrete element method-based virtual BF 
model is developed recently through scaling and allows the study of the transient process 
at a particle scale (Fig. 1). The scaled model is able to simulate the process two orders 
faster and makes it practical to track the whole process of iron ore reduction from burden 
charge to the cohesive zone. This work will introduce the transient discrete element 
method-based virtual BF model and its applications to the study of the effects of burden 
batch weight and distribution. The results demonstrate that the scaled virtual BF model 
can reasonably predict in-furnace flow state, temperature distribution, iron ore reduction 
and the characteristics of the cohesive zone (Fig. 2). 

 
Figure 1. (a) The cohesive zone according to temperature field (1200~1400C) and the 
evolution of key parameters (Zmax is the Z coordinate of the highest particle within the 
temperature range, Zmin for the lowest; H for the cohesive zone height, and Tbed for the 

bed temperature). 
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Figure 2. The cohesive zone: (a) from experiments (Watakabe et al., ISIJ Int., 2013) (b) 
from CFD model and (c) from the present particle scale simulation (coke particles are 

green and iron ore particles are blue). 
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 Abstract  

Pyrolysis oil is becoming a promising alternative to traditional fossil fuels to power diesel 
engines for Combined and Heat Power (CHP) units1. Pyrolysis oil has a higher viscosity and 
the spray hydrodynamics is expected to change due to larger viscous energy dissipation in the 
droplet-droplet interactions, promoting more coalescence. The efficiency of fuel spray 
combustion on diesel engines heavily depends on the droplet size distribution and the fuel mass 
that wets the combustion chamber walls before its evaporation. A larger exposed droplet 
surface area to the surrounding gas phase, is key to have high droplet evaporation rates and 
therefore reduce the fuel ignition time. In this work, an insightful computational work has been 
performed in order to elucidate more insight about the influence of viscosity on the outcome of 
binary droplet collisions by means of a benchmarking droplet collision model2 where viscosity 

effects are accounted for in terms of the Ohnesorge number 𝑂ℎ .  

 

Figure 5 Regime boundary map for Oh=0.44. Ashgriz and Poo boundaries (dashed) and 
Finotello regime boundaries (solid lines)2. 

An Euler-Lagrangian model has been utilized to perform a sensitivity analysis about the 
influence of viscosity on the flux size distribution. In Figure 2, it can be observed that viscous 
forces only play a significant role at relatively low injection pressures (16 bar), while at 200 
bar the viscosity influence is hardly perceived. 

Besides, a parametric study on the far-field spray dynamics is performed, where droplet 
interactions are relevant and primary and secondary breakup effects are not considered. In this 
work, it is shown that other operating spray conditions rather than fluid viscosity such as fuel 
density or ambient pressure play a more significant role on the spray characteristics (droplet 
size and velocity) due to droplet collisions. Denser fluids or/and higher ambient pressure lead 
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to more coalescence events, increasing the Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD), while an increase on 
the fluid viscosity only leads to an almost negligible increase in the SMD.   

 

Figure 6 Flux size pdf. Yellow: Injection pressure at 200 bar and µ= 1 cP.  Green: Injection 
pressure at 200 bar and µ= 1000 cP. Blue: Injection pressure at 16 bar and µ= 1000 cP. 
Cyan: Injection pressure at 16 bar and µ= 1 cP. 

This study also shows evidence about how the injection angle and the piston chamber design 
play a key role on the internal circulation patterns, which locally determine the nature of the 
collisions’ outcome. Furthermore, we assess the influence of the fuel physicochemical 
properties on the fluid-wall impingement times on a high-pressure combustion chamber of a 
multi-hole injector nozzle. These results show that denser fluids than diesel lead to shorter 
droplet free paths, decreasing the droplet residence time without hitting the chamber walls.  
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Abstract 

CFD modelling was used to assist a lime kiln burner operation upgrade. CFD was used to model 
the performance of the existing and new burner before it was installed, to demonstrate that the 
design objectives would be met, in particular: 

 Improve the thermal performance (heat transfer) from the burner; 

 Ability to operate successfully on 100% gas and co-firing up to 50% waste oil with 
the new burner; 

 Controllable and adjustable burner operation; 

 No increases in NOx emissions. 

The software used in the simulations was Fluent, from ANSYS Inc. The computational domain 
includes kiln hood and a 45 meters long rotary kiln. A polyhedral mesh was build with 
appropriate mesh size refinements where large gradients should exist. The models and the 
chemistry mechanisms used in this study were: 

  SST model for turbulence; 

 Two step reaction mechanism for methane combustion, and one-step reaction for 
both ethane and waste oil combustion; 

 Finite rate and eddy dissipation model for turbulence-chemistry interaction; 

 Discrete ordinate model for radiation, with WSGGM for radiation absorption. 

Previously to the modelling stage, a site survey was conducted to provide information on the 
process and on kiln operation, such as feed and firing rates, secondary air temperature, primary 
air flow rates, etc. The boundary conditions for the CFD modelling were established based on 
these measurements and a mass and energy balance of the system. 

CFD was used to assess the kiln aerodynamics, gas temperature, species, heat of reaction and 
wall heat flux profiles for all cases considered in the project. From these results the adjustability 
of the FCT burner can be observed by varying the gas swirl in order to change the amount of 
heat transferred to the bed between heat flux peak and kiln discharge. It was also demonstrated 
that FCT’s burner can operate with different fuels, either separately or by co-firing them. A 
reduction in fuel consumption was demonstrated though a better heat recovery of secondary air 
in the cooler for the FCT burner as it uses substantially less cold primary air then the existing 
burner. 
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NOx calculations were modelled using a post-processing approach. Thermal, prompt and fuel 
NOx pathways mechanisms for NOx formation were used, with thermal NOx being identified 
as the main pathway. The predicted NOx concentrations for all FCT burner cases are lower than 
the existing burner benchmark. 
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Abstract 
In secondary metallurgy, argon gas stirring and alloying of elements are very 
important in determining the quality of the steel. The argon gas is injected through 
the nozzle located at bottom of the ladle into the molten steel bath, this gas breaks 
up into gas bubbles and breaks up the slag layer creating an open-eye. Additions 
to the molten steel are performed through the open-eye to attained the desired steel 
composition. In this work, physical modelling measurements are conducted to 
study the effect of gas flow rate on the open-eye size and mixing time of nickel 
alloy dissolution. The mixing time of nickel alloying with the liquid steel in the 
ladle within the range from 7.99 to 8.04 was investigated. The physical modelling 
results show that the open-eye area and mixing time increases with increase in the 
gas flow rate. A new mathematical model is developed to study the air-liquid 
metal-slag-nickel alloy four-phase flow in the ladle. The Eulerian volume of fluid 
(VOF) model is used for tracking the liquid metal-slag- air interface and the 
Lagrangian discrete particle model (DPM) is used for describing the movement 
of dissolution of nickel. The simulation results of open-eye area and mixing time 
of nickel alloying showed a good agreement when compared to experimental 
results measured. 
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Abstract 

In this work we investigate droplet-droplet collision interactions in a spray dryer. An Eulerian-
Lagrangian model with coupled gas phase and droplet heat and mass balances is used to study air flow 
dynamics, temperature and humidity profiles at different positions of the spray. Moreover we study the 
combined effect of droplet collisions and their response to turbulent dispersion in a spray. The quality 
of the final powder produced in a spray dryer is indeed strongly dependent on the processes of 
coalescence, leading to droplets with larger sizes, and break-up, leading to smaller droplet sizes. 
The dispersed phase is treated with Lagrangian transport of droplets and the turbulent gas flow using 
large eddy simulation (LES). A Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method is used to 
stochastically model the collisions between droplets. The outcome of a binary collision is described by 
collision boundary models by Finotello et al. (2018) for water and milk concentrates. A turbulence 
dispersion model, based on the Langevin equation, accounts for the stochastic subgrid fluid velocity 
fluctuations along the droplet trajectory. Nijdam et al. (2006) compared the Eulerian and Lagrangian 
approach to include turbulent dispersion and coalescence in a spray. They demonstrated the importance 
of applying a turbulent dispersion model and indicated the Lagrangian approach as the most flexible in 
applicability. To model the droplet drying, the reaction engineering approach (REA) by Cheng et al. 
2013 is used.  
The effect of the inlet air conditions and of droplet viscosity on the droplet size distributions are 
analyzed. In the axial direction, most of the heat and mass transfer occurs in the vicinity of the droplet 
inlet. The radii of the droplets increase, both in the axial and radial direction, because of the high 
frequency of coalescence in the whole droplet spray. The particle size distributions are affected by 
evaporation in the vicinity of the nozzle while, at larger axial distances, the effect is less visible. The 
domain in which heat and mass is transferred is very small, so the amount of evaporation is still low. 
The droplet size distributions for water and milk concentrates present only small differences. We 
observe that collisions increase the Sauter Mean Diameter because of coalescence occurring in a wide 
volume of the spray. This has a strong implication for evaporative processes, where the mechanism of 
mass and heat transfer between a drop and the fluid medium is influenced by the interface area. The 
changes of the droplet phase due to the turbulent dispersion are analyzed in terms of number and 
frequencies of collisions. Droplet-droplet collision outcomes are studied in the entire spray with non-
dimensional parameters (Weber, Reynolds and Ohnesorge numbers). For our system, in the presence of 
turbulent dispersion, the collision rates of all the regimes are enhanced and the total number of collisions 
increases by 25%, while the overall dynamics of the spray, such as spray angle and width, are not 
modified. The distributions of We, Re and Oh numbers show that the spatial evolution of collisions 
strongly depends on their position in the spray, see Fig. 1. With increasing the droplet viscosity the 
coalescence is promoted and, as a consequence, the number of droplets available for collision decreases 
and the collision frequency reduces.  
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Fig.1 Weber number of the droplets in the entire spray dryer for coalescence, bouncing, stretching 
separation and reflexive separation. 

The results obtained in this work can be used to better describe droplet collisions in sprays when drying 
and dispersion is included.  
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Abstract 

Bubbly flows represent a widely distributed category of multi-phase flows in the process 
industry, as for instance in Fischer-Tropsch reactors, waste water treatments or 
electrolytic processes. Despite the applications are known since several decades, detailed 
knowledge of the underlying transport phenomena is still lacking, due to the complexity 
of the hydrodynamics, especially in heterogeneous flows. Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) has demonstrated to be a promising way of gaining fundamental 
insights in such flows, overcoming known experimental limitations.  

Several scales have been acknowledged in the framework of CFD, ranging from detailed 
but computationally expensive Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) to widely adopted 
Euler-Euler simulations. At the meso-scale, Euler-Lagrange models allow to describe the 
motion of bubbles and their interactions in a Lagrangian manner, while reaching a 
relatively larger scale compared to DNS. In such models, rarely the top free surface 
dynamics is accurately tracked, ranging from being neglected in most in-house codes to 
being described with a diffuse interface in available commercial software. Generally, the 
inherent assumption is that the interface dynamics does not influence the flow field, 
unless considering the vicinity of the free surface. However, in particular cases, as for 
instance when dealing with flat columns, an accurate description of the free surface is 
needed to avoid instabilities.  

For these reasons, a Front-Tracking free surface (Roghair, van Sint Annaland and 
Kuipers, 2013) has been implemented in an in-house Euler-Lagrange model (Lau, Bai, 
Deen & Kuipers, 2013). The free surface consists of tracer points connected in a 
triangular mesh. Remeshing has been implemented to smooth imperfections and maintain 
an optimal mesh. In this work, the free surface has been carefully validated with 
simplified test cases, as the filling of a tank or Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (Figure 1). 
In addition, a multiphase test case has been compared with the available experimental 
results and with the Euler-Lagrange code without the free surface, to understand the 
influence of it on the flow field. 
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Figure 7 Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. (a) horizontal slice along the center of the domain (b) diagonal slice, corner to 

corner. 1-4 represent increasing grid resolutions. 
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Abstract 

Phase transition is a natural phenomenon which occurs in everyday life as well as in many 
relevant industrial applications. The formation of gas bubbles as a consequence of 
supersaturation represents a common situation in, for instance, electrolytic processes or 
in industrial fermenters. Thus, detailed knowledge of the fundamental transport 
phenomena and their interactions with the hydrodynamics is required for the further 
design and optimization of such systems. 

The predominant mechanism for bubble formation is heterogeneous nucleation (Jones, 
Evans and Galvin, 1999), and while it has been studied on the micro-scale (e.g. Enriquez 
et al, 2013), the influence of bubble nucleation on the meso-scale performance of bubble 
column reactors is still scarcely investigated. In this work, a meso-scale Euler-Lagrange 
model accounting for bubble nucleation in a supersaturated liquid is described. 

The Discrete Bubble Model (DBM) is a meso-scale Euler-Lagrange model where bubbles 
are treated as point particles and tracked in a Lagrangian fashion, while considering their 
interactions such as collisions, coalescence and breakage (Lau, Bai, Deen & Kuipers, 
2013). The model has been expanded to include discrete nucleation sites, initialized as 
conical cavities with defined radius and depth. On each site, a gas pocket can form, 
allowing for the nucleation, growth and detachment of gas bubbles.  

With this model, the formation of CO2 bubbles in supersaturated water has been studied 
on different surfaces. The influence of surface properties on the hydrodynamics of a 
nucleating flow has been linked with experimental data, in order to gain fundamental 
insights on the phase transition process. 
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Figure 8 Snapshot of the bubble nucleation process in the DBM: (a) initial gas pockets, (b) first detachment and (c) 

pseudo-stationary. 
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Abstract 

In suspension flows, particles flowing along a channel move towards or away from the 
channel walls and accumulate at different equilibrium distances from the wall. In the 
absence of inter particle collisions (ie, a dilute suspension), this particle migration is caused 
by hydrodynamic lift forces. These forces are significant in applications such as cancer-
detecting and cell sorting in microfluidics, and in flow cytometery [1]. In the biological flow 
context, theses wall induced forces contribute towards the separation between platelets and 
red blood cells that results in a Cell Free Layer (CFL) forming adjacent to blood vessel 
walls. CFL development is crucial for blood clot formation, as the presence of this layer 
increases the platelet concentration near (damaged) vasculature walls, enhancing the 
coagulation process [2]. 
 
Lift forces act in a direction normal to the flow and are due to small but finite inertial effects. 
In a linear unbounded flow, a neutrally buoyant particle can experience lift due to slip 
(relative velocity of particle), combined with shear or rotation. Near a wall, the presence of 
the wall induces extra flow disturbances, resulting in increased lift forces [3]. In unbounded 
linear flows, a freely translating neutrally buoyant particle moves at the same velocity as the 
fluid (ie, zero particle slip) and hence, there is no slip induced lift component. However, in 
wall bounded flows, a shear induced drag force causes particles to lag the fluid near the wall. 
This generates a finite particle slip velocity in the vicinity of the wall that results in a slip 
induced lift force that drives neutrally buoyant particles away from the wall. Additionally, 
a neutrally buoyant particle moving near a wall experiences a shear-based wall induced lift 
force, irrespective of its slip. 
 
As part of a continuing project on developing a multiphase model for dilute particle 
migration, this single particle study examines the effect that wall induced drag forces have 
on neutrally buoyant rigid spherical particles moving freely in a linear flow, close to and 
parallel with a wall. The slip velocities are obtained under low inertial conditions (Re = 0.1) 
and in the near the wall region of 1.2  l/a 10 by setting the net drag force on the particle 
to be zero. The velocities closely follow the previously reported values calculated under 
Stokes and low inertia conditions [4,5]. 
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Figure 1. Slip velocity variation of a freely translating particle near a wall at Re = 0.1. Here 
Re = a2/𝜈 and , a, 𝜈 are shear rate, particle radius and kinematic viscosity respectively. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we introduce numerical methods that can simulate complex multiphase flows. The 
finite volume method, applying  Cartesian cut-cells (Kirkpatrick et al., 2003; Yoann Cheny et 
al., 2016) is used in the computational domain, containing gas, liquid and solid, to conserve mass 
and momentum. With this method flows in and around any geometry can be simulated without 
complex and time consuming meshing. The interaction between each phase is treated simply by 
wall function models or jump conditions of pressure, velocity and shear stress at the interface 
(Kang et al., 2000; Vukčević et al., 2017). The sharp interface method "Coupled Level Set and 
Volume of Fluid"(CLSVOF) is used to represent the interface between the two fluid phases 
(Chakraborty et al., 2013; Sussman and Puckett, 2000). This approach will combine some 
advantages of both interface propagation methods, such as excellent mass conservation from 
volume of fluid and good accuracy of normal computation from level-set function. In order to 
resolve interacting lines created by gas-liquid-solid, the first CLSVOF will be generated to 
reconstruct the interface between solid and the other materials. The second one will represent the 
interface between liquid and gas.  Several benchmark test cases are performed to validate 
numerical results.   

The first test is a dam break flow which is designed to investigate the two-phase flow. The water 
column is initialized with 0.3m height and 0.6m width inside an 0.6x1.61 rectangular tank. Due 
to gravity, water travels along the horizontal bed and generates a downstream wave. The 
evolution of the free surface is shown in figure 1.   

The next test is a water entry simulation which is used to demonstrates the capability of our 
numerical method to handle three-phase flow. The shape of a wedge object and   initial stage of 
simulation is presented in figure 2. For simplicity, the item is kept standstill and the free surface 
is let moving with a velocity being equivalent to a water entry velocity. Figure 3 displays a 
comparison of numerical result, experimental data and theoretical method for splash expansion 
and splash tip velocity. As shown in this figure, our numerical method can predict fairly accurate 
the characteristics of splash.          
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Figure 1. The Temporal Development of Air-Water Interface (time t in seconds)  

               

Figure 2. The Schematic Diagram of Water Entry Problem and Splash Formation  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Wedge jet root expansion angle and jet velocity 
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Abstract 

Slurry bubble columns are widely used in the chemical industry because of their simple design 
and high efficiency. The scale-up of these kinds of columns is challenging. They are operated in 
the heterogeneous bubbling regime where the flow is complex and turbulent. Design of such 
columns is also done using CFD simulation techniques which can resolve physics at different 
scales. Multi fluid models (MFM) can in principle simulate large scale columns but have 
limitations with respect to prediction of bubble size distribution and resolution of bubble-bubble 
interactions. The Discrete Bubble Model (DBM) does resolve the bubble-bubble interactions but 
the deterministic detection and treatment of bubble collisions makes this method 
computationally too expensive for larger scale bubble columns. 

Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method treats the bubbles in a discrete manner while 
stochastically handling the collisions in a very efficient manner. As a proof of concept, the 
DSMC model has been verified with the DBM and validated with experimental data from Deen 
et al. [1]. The mean flow velocity and the root mean square of the velocity fluctuations in the 
column are correctly predicted, due to the right estimation of the collision frequency within 
different regions of the system. This is true even for highly dense regions. The method is proven 
to be 100 times faster for dense flows with up to 30 percent overall gas fraction and more scalable 
compared to the DBM [2], [3]. 

In this work, the DSMC method has been extended to simulate three phase systems with catalyst 
particles added into the bubble column making it a slurry bubble column. Along with the 4-way 
coupling (liquid-bubble-bubble) previously achieved using the volume-averaged Navier-Stokes 
equations, bubble-particle and particle-particle interaction is added. The model and closures for 
the particle system are verified using a sedimentation problem. The bubble-particle interaction 
is restricted to bouncing. Moreover, a particle concentration based viscosity is introduced for 
cells with large particle concentrations. 
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Figure 9: Evolution of the bubble plume in a bubble column comparison: DBM vs DSMC [2]. 
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Abstract 

Poloidal blanket modules within magnetic confinement fusion reactors must generate tritium fuel and 
exhaust large thermal loads, while exposed to extreme temperatures at the plasma-facing wall. This 
necessitates the use of liquid metals, which exhibit rapid rates of thermal diffusion (Prandtl numbers of order 
10-2). As thermal energy is preferentially diffused, rather than advected, this work focuses on thinning the 
thermal boundary layer, by disrupting its formation, through inhomogeneity in the thermal conductivity of 
the wall. This also avoids any increase in viscous pressure drop. 
The plasma-confining magnetic field introduces a great deal of complexity. The electrically conducting 
breeder liquid experiences a Lorentz force, j × B, where j represents the current density, and B the magnetic 
field. The Lorentz force greatly increases the pressure drop, and equalizes velocities within the core of the 
duct, which results in a flat, slug flow velocity profile. To the further detriment of heat transfer, the Lorentz 
force suppresses turbulent mixing. Hence, within fusion reactor blankets, improving the efficiency of 
conduction may be more effective at enhancing heat transfer, as attempts to increase the convective velocity 
must overcome the strength of the magnetic field. 
However, the heat flux directly applied by the plasma, as well as from absorption of neutrons into the breeder 
liquid, can locally drive high-velocity buoyant flows. Although the pressure drop still scales with the 
strength of the magnetic field, strongly buoyant flows provide an excellent means of highlighting the 
capabilities of inhomogeneous thermal conductivity. It is also highly relevant to the design of reactor 
blankets. The Richardson number, which quantifies the ratio of buoyant to inertial forces, may be of the 
order of magnitude of 10-4 (strongly inertial) to 102 (strongly buoyant) for various blanket designs. 
Simulations were performed with a spectral element solver employing the SM82 model, proposed for quasi-
two-dimensional flows. Such an approximation is valid for reactor blankets as the strength of the magnetic 
field, and hence Lorentz force, causes rapid diffusion of momentum along magnetic field lines, enforcing 
two-dimensionality. The relative strengths of forced and natural convection were varied, in the Rayleigh 
number and interaction parameter ranges of 102 < Ra < 104 and 100 < N < 1600, which respectively govern 
the strength of buoyant to viscous, and electromagnetic to inertial, forces. 
It was found that heat transfer was promoted when buoyant forces were sufficiently stronger than 
electromagnetic forces (low N, high Ra), when comparing a duct with reduced conducting area, to an 
unmodified duct, at the same blanket conditions (N, Ra). A peak Nusselt number ratio of NuR = 3.5460 was 
observed at N = 100, Ra = 104, with 6.25% of the heated face conducting (93.75% insulating). As the natural 
convective velocity was found to linearly scale with the ratio of conducting to total area, this indicates that 
the efficiency of conduction requires significant improvement before convective effects (streamwise 
velocities) become the limiting condition. Furthermore, the effect of inhomogeneous thermal conductivity 
on pressure drop was also considered. The increase in pressure drop for a flow directed against gravity 
exactly matched that for a flow directed with gravity (with the same fraction of conducting area). For 
blankets with multiple ducts, this makes the system highly efficient. Overall, the application of 
inhomogeneous thermal conductivity can provide significant benefits to heat transfer; however, it remains 
highly dependent on the working conditions.  
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Abstract 

In order to improve understanding of the interaction between bubbles and particles 
during the flotation process, the interaction between the various factors that affect 
the collision efficiency has been analyzed. In this paper, four kinds of mineral 
particles (quartz, chalcopyrite, copper sulfide and galena) were investigated. 
Particle-bubble collisions between bubbles with size ranging from 0.6μm to 2.0μm 
and particles with diameter from 31μm to 150μm were examined. The results of the 
CFD model are compared with the existing mathematical model to analyze the 
advantages and disadvantages of the existing mathematical model, as a description 
of the collision process of the flotation process. The results show that the GSE model 
fits the CFD predictions well in the particle size range below 74 microns. The 
Schulze model exhibits a good fit to the CFD predictions when the particle density 
is greater than 4200 kg/m3 (especially 4200–5600 kg/m3). It would be expected that 
the CFD model would be more exact than either semi-theoretical model, given that 
it involves fewer assumptions. In this paper, the influence of bubble diameter on 
particle– bubble interaction is analyzed in detail from the theoretical point of view, 
and a computational fluid dynamics model, which is expected to be applicable over 
a wide range of parameters, is established. 
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Abstract 

Grinding-classification circuit is one of the most common applications of hydrocyclones 
in classification duty, where the cut-size d50 and classification sharpness Cs are two critical 
control indicators. Axial velocity wave zone (AVWZ) which is evolved from the locus of 
zero vertical velocity (LZVV), is also a general form of inner and outer swirl interface in 
conventional hydrocyclones. Its spatial distribution and the momentum transfer between 
the liquid and solid phases affect the d50 and Cs of hydrocyclones. Based on the principle 
of liquid-solid two-phase momentum transfer and the validation of LDA and high-speed 
camera test, a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method was established to investigate 
the characteristics of the AVWZ and the internal particle movement. The simulation 
results were analyzed in terms of the distributions of pressure, density, viscosity, velocity 
components, and particle volume fraction as well as the force analysis of particles. The 
results demonstrated that the particles with diameters close to d50 are collected in the 
AVWZ, reducing the efficiency of classification. This is mainly due to the radial force 
characteristics of the particles in the AVWZ region. By changing the structure of the 
cyclone, the relationship between the AVWZ characteristics and Cs was finally 
determined. 

Keywords: hydrocyclone, classification, axial velocity wave zone, force analysis, CFD 
simulation 
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Abstract 

Horizontal convection is a distinctive class of natural convection, where non-uniform heating 
and cooling occurs along just one horizontal boundary of the enclosure. Studies of horizontal 
convection have been inspired by the transport of warm fluids in the oceanic circulation [1] 
and engineering processes, like glass melting in furnaces [2]. Previous experimental [3, 4] and 
numerical [2, 5] studies informed the heat transfer scalings and flow dynamics considering a 
change of Rayleigh numbers (𝑅𝑎) for a fixed or a narrow range of aspect ratios (ratio of height 
to length, 𝐴). The lowest reported aspect ratio 𝐴 0.16  is at least two orders of magnitude 
larger relevant to the oceans. This study aims to emphasise shallow enclosure horizontal 
convection flow dynamics and heat transfer scalings by varying aspect ratios and explores the 
connection with the 1D-channel flow. A water-filled rectangular enclosure of length 𝐿 and 
height 𝐻 is studied. The flow with buoyancy modelled using a Boussinesq approximation is 
driven by imposing a linear temperature profile on the bottom boundary of the enclosure, and 
insulating temperature conditions on the remaining boundaries. The 2D incompressible 
Navier–Stokes equations augmented by a buoyancy term in the momentum equation and a 
scalar advection-diffusion transport equation for temperature were solved by a high-order in-
house solver, which employs a spectral-element method for spatial discretisation and a 3rd-
order time integration scheme based on backwards-differencing. 

Numerical simulations are conducted for a wide range of aspect ratios (0.001  𝐴  0.16) and 
Rayleigh numbers 10  𝑅𝑎  1017  maintaining a fixed Prandtl number 𝑃𝑟  6.14 , 
representative of water. The logarithmic values of the calculated Nusselt number 𝑁𝑢  and 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 are presented in figure 1(a), which depicts that increasing 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 governs the flow from a 
diffusion-dominated regime 𝑁𝑢~ 𝐴   via a transition regime 𝑅𝑎 ~ 𝐴   towards a steady- 
state convection-dominated regime (𝑁𝑢 ~ 𝑅𝑎 ⁄ . Figure 1(a) is rescaled in 1(b) based on the 
obtained scalings, which plots log 𝑁𝑢 ⁄𝐴  against log 𝑅𝑎𝐴  and illustrates a collapse for 
all 𝐴 values at low- 𝑅𝑎. The grouping 𝑅𝑎𝐴  implies a modified 𝑅𝑎 controlling this collapsed 
regime, which is expressed as 

𝑅𝑎 𝑅𝑎𝐴 𝐻                                            (1) 

Here, 𝛿𝜃  is the temperature difference along a portion of the bottom boundary of length 𝐻, 
which indicates that horizontal convection at very shallow enclosures will be controlled by 
the  enclosure  height  and  adjacent  the  horizontal  temperature  gradient  at  low- 𝑅𝑎.  The 
horizontal velocity component and the temperature relative to a local bottom wall temperature 
of this collapsed regime are extracted at various location at the bottom boundary from the 
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Figure 1: (a) 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑁𝑢 vs 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑅𝑎 is plotted for all aspect ratios, where the purple line marks the onset of transition regime. 

(b) Rescaled plot of (a), where the low- 𝑅𝑎 values collapsed into a single curve. 
 

hot sidewall of the enclosure. Polynomial fits to these velocity and temperature plots are found 
to agree with the obtained analytical solution for a 1D-channel flow driven by a linear 
temperature gradient. The analytical solutions for horizontal velocity 𝑈 and temperature 
𝜃 S.H. is supported by MIPRS and MGS scholarships from Monash. This work was 
supported by the ARC Grants, titled DP150102920 and DP180102647, and was undertaken 
using NCI by a grant under the National Computational Merit Allocation Scheme (NCMAS). 
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Abstract 

Particle swelling has a significant influence on the liquid-solid flow of swelling particles. It is 
of practical significance for reactor troubleshooting or optimization to develop a swelling-
dependent fluid dynamics model that is able to reasonably depict these effects. However, the 
lack of knowledge on microscale particle swelling and mesoscale particle aggregation makes 
it difficult to directly simulate these complex behaviors. This work heuristically developed a 
STFM model to account for the swelling effects on fluid dynamics. A swelling-dependent two-
fluid model (STFM) is developed for the liquid-solid flows of swelling particles in 
polyethylene reactors. The model integrates the two-fluid model (TFM) with a species 
transport equation (STE) to account for the diffusion of alkane molecules from the liquid bulk 
to the amorphous region of particles, and a population balance equation (PBE) to consider the 
aggregation of swelling particles. Simulations show that only the TFM fails to capture the main 
features of swelling systems. By contrast, the STFM captures the gradual increase of power 
consumption due to particle swelling and aggregation, which agrees with the experiments in a 
stirred tank. The STFM predicts also the slug formation and a sharp increase of power 
consumption in a slurry loop reactor as well as the solid accumulation behind pump. The 
difference of model prediction for stirred tanks and loop reactors suggests the potential of 
reactor optimization by enhancing local mixing while still keeping high solid concentration for 
productivity.  
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Abstract 

Bubble columns of many different designs are used in minerals and process industries 
for carrying out gas-liquid operations. In mineral processing, the plunging liquid jet 
bubble column, known as the Jameson Cell, is widely used in mineral processing. 
Briefly, in the downcomer of the Jameson Cell (see Fig. 1) the liquid is introduced as a 
high-speed free jet that entrains gas into the mixing zone where fine bubbles are 
generated as a result of the high energy dissipation rate. Once formed, the bubbly mixing 
is transported downward into the pipe flow zone and exits from the base of the column. 
It is in the pipe flow zone that the transition from homogeneous (bubbly) to 
heterogeneous (churn-turbulent) flow can occur, which greatly influences the 
performance of the system.  

Fig. 1. Schematic of a plunging jet 
bubble column (Evans, 1990). 

Fig. 2. Contours of gas volume fraction for UL = - 0.033 m/s 
and at different gas superficial velocity, VG. 
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In this study, CFD analysis based on the Euler-Euler framework was used to model the 
two phase (air-water) flow behaviour. It was found that use of the Tomiyama (1998) drag 
model was successful in capturing the flow hydrodynamic behaviour and of all three 
(free jet, mixing, and pipe flow) zones when compared with the experimental data of 
Evans (1990). For example, as shown in Fig. 2 for steady-state CFD simulations (200s) 
it can be seen that, as expected, for a given liquid jet velocity and diameter the volume 
of the gas-filled headspace increased with increasing gas inlet flow rate. The length of 
the headspace corresponded well with the free jet length measurements. The simulations 
were able to predict the gas void fraction profiles and highlighted the mixing zone, where 
the determined boundary again well matched with those obtained from the experimental 
pressure profile. Finally, the CFD-predicted energy dissipation rates were combined with 
appropriate drift-flux and linear stability (Joshi et al., 2001) analyses to determine the 
critical gas volume fraction at which the homogeneous to heterogeneous flow regime 
transition was seen to take place during the experimental observations. For example, for 
a gas superficial velocity of 0.013 m/s the critical gas volume fraction was at 0.416. As 
part of the study, comment is made on the influence of influent velocity fluctuations on 
the gas volume fraction at which regime transition takes place. 
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Abstract 

When metal is tapped from the furnace it flows from the tap-hole down a runner before it falls 
into a ladle (see figure below). The runner is an open channel typically circular in shape. During 
its residency in the runner the metal loses heat to the runner block and the surroundings. This 
heat loss can also be quantified by mathematical modelling. A CFD model accounting for metal 
flow, heat conduction, heat convection and radiation are presented together with results from 
model simulations. The example studied is tapping from a ferrosilicon furnace. The runner is 
800 mm long and made of graphite which is fairly conductive. The temperature leaving the 
furnace is normally 1600-1900oC and thus radiation from the metal surface is significant. This 
is accounted for. The case of the metal runner from ferrosilicon metal production is simulated 
using OpenFOAM 5.0 with the solver chtMultiRegionFoam.  
 
Simulations provide results on fluid velocity and temperature in metal and runner. A typical 
temperature field is illustrated on the left in the figure on the following page. The tapping rate 
(i.e the inlet mass rate) is a parameter which is difficult to control, and it varies significantly. 
The influence of tapping rate on heat loss is thus studied. We see on the figure on the right-
hand side on the following page that the temperature drop in the metal from inlet to outlet in 
metal runner is significantly influenced by tapping rate. The results show that radiation is 
significant, but not the dominating heat transfer mechanism. Heat loss by conduction to the 
runner is more significant. These and other results will be presented. 
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Abstract 

The operation of Port Kembla Steelworks (PKSW) hot strip mill (HSM) walking beam furnace 
#2 (WBF#2) is investigated to evaluate the feasibility of increasing its slab heating capacity by 
increasing the ability to push more flue gases through the recuperator. Given that the pressure 
drop across the recuperator is rather constant under a given set of conditions, it becomes 
necessary to achieve a lower negative pressure at the end of the recuperator, just before entering 
the stack, for a higher flowrate of flue gases to go through the system. A higher suction (more 
negative pressure at the end of recuperator) is required to allow an increase in the flowrate of 
gases from the furnace and subsequently through the recuperator. 

A Venturi injector uses the Venturi effect of a converging-diverging nozzle to convert moving 
fluid pressure energy to velocity energy which creates a low-pressure zone that draws in and 
entrains a suction fluid. Velocity energy is subsequently converted back to pressure energy in 
the diverging section of the Venturi. A typical Venturi injector is shown in Figure 1. It is widely 
used in industry and especially for pneumatic transport of solids, spraying of fertilisers, etc. 

The stack of the WBF#2 follows the same principle shown above, with the air coming from 
the induction fan acting as the ‘motive fluid’ and the ‘inlet gas’ coming from the recuperator. 
This means for the WBF#2 case, the motive fluid enters at 180° with the gas inlet from the 
recuperator. 

The stack consists of a cylindrical structure equipped with a Venturi injector. The stack main 
diameter is 3.1 m and its total height is 45 m. The Venturi consists of a 3.4 m long converging 
section, a 1.604 m diameter Venturi throat (6.5 m long) and a 3.4 m long diverging section. An 
induction fan ejects at the bottom end of the throat through a 0.541 m nozzle. The motive fluid 
is that coming in from the induction fan. 

The suction capacity through a Venturi injector depends on several factors including: (i) throat 
diameter, (ii) nozzle location, (iii) nozzle diameter, (iv) Venturi diameter and (v) motive fluid 
flowrate. 

Flow and heat transfer in the stack of HSM WBF#2 have been simulated using CFD for the 
existing 1.6m diameter Venturi case including buoyancy effects. 
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Figure 1: A typical Venturi injector arrangement 

Results show that flow in the stack is made complex by the obstruction caused by the nozzle 
from the fan. Pressure predictions at inlets from recuperator and fan are in line with plant 
measurements and calculated values by a third party. The main recommendation of this work 
is that lowering the location of the nozzle will result in a lower pressure at the inlet to the stack 
from the recuperator and consequently a capacity to push more gas through the recuperator and 
furnace. Lowering the location of the nozzle from the start of the throat to the start of the 
converging section resulted in a decrease in the pressure at the exit from the recuperator by 
more than 400 Pa. This is likely to increase the capacity to push more gas through the furnace 
and consequently through the recuperator. This change in design was implemented and the 
performance after the debottlenecking agreed with the CFD predictions.  
 
Other conclusions found include that (i) increasing the Venturi throat, (ii) increasing the nozzle 
diameter and (iii) increasing the flow rate from recuperator did not result in any significant 
positive effect on the capacity to push more gas through the recuperator. 
 
The paper presents a full discussion of the modelling details and benefits achieved by the 
debottlenecking. 
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Abstract 

The Top-Submerged-Lance (TSL) technology is nowadays widely used in pyrometallurgical 
processes. Its high flexibility allows the usage in a large range of metal production chains such 
as tin, copper, lead, nickel or zinc. The TSL furnace is successfully implemented also in 
secondary processes and will play a key role in the route towards recovery and recycling for 
the achievement of a circular economy in the metallurgical industry. 

Despite the wide application, there is still a lack of fundamentals and in-depth scientific 
understanding of the TSL process. At CIC Virtuhcon, a detailed CFD model of a TSL copper 
smelting furnace is currently in development to contribute to the comprehension and the 
development of a reliable and efficient technology. 

In this work the authors focus the modelling of the diesel spray injection and combustion in 
the lance of a small-scale TSL furnace operating at TU Bergakademie Freiberg (Fig. 1). 

Swirler Nozzle Combustion 
 

Fig. 1: Internal view of the lance   geometry 
The air flows in the outer annular section of the lance, encountering a swirling component which 
confers a high angular velocity before entering the combustion zone. The fuel oil comes from the 
inner tube at high pressure conditions and is injected through a pressure-swirl atomizer nozzle 
in the reactive region, where the flame will develop. An Eulerian-Lagrangian approach is used 
within ANSYS Fluent® to investigate in detail the performances of the lance combustion. Two 
aspects of the flow are mainly highlighted: 

The fuel spray injection: the combustion of evaporating diesel droplets is highly dependent on 
the droplet size distribution. A validation of the DPM model for liquid fuel spray is carried out 
in order to determine the applicability of this approach. 
In Fig. 2 a droplet diameter distribution of the liquid fuel spray injection is shown. 
The combustion of evaporating diesel droplets: different modelling approaches are tested, 
comparing the equilibrium and kinetic conditions. 
The results obtained with this research activity represent a decisive element towards the 
modelling of the submerged combustion inside the liquid slag, where the combustive injection 
interacts with bubbling flow. 
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Fig. 2: Fuel droplet size distribution 
 

Fig. 3: Velocity field of the combusting flow in the lance 
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Abstract 

A novel design of a single slab caster tundish for the separation of non-metallic inclusions from molten 
steel was proposed. The inclusion separation efficiency was quantified using a combined CFD-DEM 
approach. The dimensions of the new design were optimized for the maximum separation of inclusions. 
The modified design is more efficient in separating the inclusions than a traditional tundish of similar 
capacity with flow modifiers. The tundish with the modified design can directly replace the tundishes 
in the industries. 

1. Introduction 
Presence of non-metallic inclusions affects the processing as well as the final properties of steel. The 
last stage of separation of inclusions in steel is done in a tundish, which acts as an intermediate buffer 
vessel to convert batch process to continuous process. The traditional designs of the tundish, that are 
currently being used in the industries employ separate flow modifiers such as weir, dam, turbo stop 
etc.[1-3] to direct the flow towards the surface and thus improve the inclusion separation efficiency. 
However, existing tundishes are only effective in separating inclusions up to 50 µm. Further 
improvement of the inclusion separation efficiency is necessary for clean steel production. 

2. Current Formulation 
In the current work, a novel design of a single slab caster tundish was considered, which naturally 
facilitates surface driven flow behavior thereby eliminating the utilization of separate flow modifiers 
[4]. The schematic of the cross-section of the proposed tundish is shown in Figure 1.  

Figure 1: Schematic of the modified 
design tundish cross-section 

The optimal design, for achieving 
the maximum inclusion 
separation efficiency was 
obtained, by changing the 

different dimensions of the tundish. To compare the separation efficiency of the current tundish with 
that of various existing tundishes available in the literature, the current design was scaled for the same 
capacity as a physical model of an existing tundish. Water was used as the continuous phase liquid and 
LLDPE particles were used for modeling the inclusion behavior. Physical modeling was done using 
Froude number similarity criteria and the particles are assumed to follow the Stokes law [5,6]. A 
mathematical modeling approach was chosen to quantify the separation efficiency, using a combined 
CFD-DEM approach. 

3. Results and discussions 
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The residence time for the tundish was obtained by tracing a die having the same properties as those of 
the continuous phase. A steady-state flow profile was first obtained, in which 6g of LLDPE particles 
were injected for 3 seconds [2]. The particle trajectories were tracked for a time thrice the residence time, 
and the separation efficiency was calculated. The steady state velocity profile in the cross-section is 
shown in Figure 2(a).  

 

Figure 2: a) Velocity profile in the cross-section, b) Particle separation efficiency 

Recirculating flow can be seen in the left end of the tundish, which slows down the liquid significantly 
as it enters the central neck region. A stream lined flow is seen in the central region, which allows the 
particles to rise to the top due to buoyancy. The outlet located at the bottom of the right end has the 
same head as that of existing tundishes. So, the outflow rate and hence the casting rate is not affected.  
The positions of two different sized particles and the corresponding separation efficiencies after a time 
of thrice the residence time, are shown in Figure 2 (b). The separation efficiency was found to be greater 
than that of a traditional tundish with flow modifiers [3].  
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Abstract 

Process vessels used in the Bayer process to produce smelter-grade alumina are characterised 
by their large scale and the requirement to process slurries with wide particle size distributions 
and high solids loadings. Precipitation vessels are a good example and are critical to the process 
as they are used to crystallise aluminium trihydroxide from solution. An understanding of the 
flow and residence time behaviour in these vessels is critical to addressing design 
considerations, such as impeller selection, off-bottom solids suspension and crystallisation 
yield. In the current study, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models were used to predict 
the flow field and residence time in a laboratory-scale alumina precipitator, with the predictions 
compared with Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) and residence time measurements taken in 
the same system.  

RANS and URANS approaches using the 𝑘-𝜀, RNG 𝑘-ε, SST, SSG Reynolds Stress and 
explicit algebraic Reynolds Stress models (EARSM) were assessed. Most of the models are 
found to perform poorly in this system and over-predict the reattachment height. This is 
consistent with observations that RANS models typically under-predict the shear stress in 
separating shear layers. The SST model, which is intended to combine the best features of both 
the 𝑘-𝜀 and 𝑘-𝜔 models, significantly over-predicts the reattachment height and it is found that 
the high eddy viscosity generated in the separating shear layers exiting the draft tube, together 
with the recirculated turbulence in this geometry, suppresses the correct behaviour of the SST 
blending functions. The best agreement with the experimental LDV data is achieved using the 
𝑘-ε and 𝑘-ε EARSM models, however these models result in a steady solution which is 
inconsistent with the large-scale unsteadiness observed in the full-scale system. As a result, 
residence time predictions with these models show poor agreement with the experimental data.  

Hybrid RANS-LES approaches using the Scale Adaptive Simulation (SST-SAS) and Stress-
Blended Eddy Simulation (SBES) models were also assessed. The SBES model, which utilises 
an explicit switch between a RANS model in the boundary layer and an algebraic LES model 
in the freestream, was found to transition to scale-resolving mode at the draft tube exit faster 
than SST-SAS, which results in better agreement with the experimental LDV data on moderate 
mesh sizes. However, further mesh refinement results in comparable results from both models. 
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Both models resolve significant large-scale unsteady structures in the flow, and residence time 
predictions carried out with the SBES model show an ability to predict both the average 
residence time response in the vessel, and the variation in response when tracers are injected at 
different points in time. The ability to predict both the time-averaged flow, and the range of 
residence time outcomes experienced, is a significant result for the modelling of industrial 
crystallisers. 
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Abstract 

Submerged arc furnace is simulated by computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method to 
understand the role of electromagnetic and temperature field inside for ferrochromite smelting 
process. The finite element model of 75MVA submerged arc furnace has been established. The 
current density, magnetic induction intensity, Joule heat and temperature are analyzed by 
magnetic vector potential models. With different polar circle diameter, the temperature of 
material layer, slag layer and ferrochromium alloy layer are investigated. The results show that 
the skin effect of three phase alternating current has great influence on the distribution of 
current density. When the polar circle diameter increased, the temperature value of the arc zone 
decreased in the furnace. Also, the electromagnetic and temperature field inside of the 
submerged arc furnace can be obtained to reflect the rate of reduction reaction. 
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Abstract 

Electroslag remelting is widely applied in manufacture of high grade special steels and super 

alloys with the character of high cleanliness, homogenous composition and compact structure 

which have been used in many industrial fields such as aerospace, aviation, energy, ship 

building, electronics, petrochemical industry, heavy machinery, transportation and so on. Due 

to the difficulties of precise measurements in a high temperature environment and the excessive 

expenses, mathematical models have been more and more attractive in terms of investigating 

the transport phenomena in ESR process. 

To understand the interplay of associated transport processes (electromagnetic field, fluid 

flow, heat transfer and mass transfer) and phase transformation, as well as to establish the link 

between the operational parameters and resulting structural and chemical effects is becoming 

more important in both fundamentals and practice. Mathematical models of the ESR process 

often provide an efficient approach for analyzing such process. 

In this paper, the numerical models for different ESR processes made by our lab in last 

decade have been introduced. The first topic deals with traditional ESR process predicting the 

relationship between operating parameters and metallurgical parameters of interest. To predict 

the relationship between operating parameters (such as power input and type, fill ratio, depth 

of electrode immersion, amount of slag and melt rate) and temperature fields, pool profiles and 

local solidification time (LST). The second topic is concerning the new ESR technology 

process including ESR with current-conductive mould (CCM), ESR hollow ingot technology, 

electroslag casting with liquid metal(ESC LM), electroslag remelting of bimetallic rolls and so 

on. Finally, the numerical simulation of solidification microstructure with multi-scale model is 

presented, which reveals the formation mechanism of microstructure. The computed results 

agree well with the experiment, which provide effective guide for the determination of process 

parameters.  
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Moreover, the worldwide recent research progress of numerical modeling during ESR 

process is introduced. Unsteady state simulation of ESR process with a dynamic mesh-based 

approach, simulation of droplet behavior and formation of slag skin will be particularly 

addressed. For better illustration and process understanding, some visualization results are 

given. The needs and the challenges ahead for ESR process modeling are also discussed.  

Finally the future works for simulation of ESR process have been proposed. 
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Abstract 

Laser additive manufacturing is a process whereby a structure is created by the selective 

melting of metallic powder. A bed of fine powder is maintained by addition of metallic grains 

followed by a raking process. A laser then passes over the bed following a path the represents 

the cross-section of the structure to be created at that height. The laser heats the grains and 

solid metal below (from previous passes of the laser) causing localized melting which lead to 

flow of the liquid metal. The flow increases the density of the metallic material bonding it to 

lower layers and creating a new layer of the structure. The way in which the laser heats the bed, 

the melting and liquid flow and grain movement that results, end as the conductive heat transfer 

cools the melted material leading to solidification. This process is repeated leading to the 

buildup of the full structure. 

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a Lagrangian particle based continuum method 

that is well suited to the challenges of metal laser additive manufacturing. An SPH model which 

includes grains and grain motion, laser heating (with deposition controlled by a ray tracing 

method), metal melting and solidification (including temperature dependence of material 

properties and mushy zone behaviour between solidus and liquidus temperatures) is developed.  

  

Figure 1: Shows melting of grains within a bed heated by the passage of the laser (purple) 
with the material coloured by its temperature. 

This model is first demonstrated on a small section of a linear laser track of grain. Here the 

metal grains are of order 50 micron diameter and the SPH resolution is 5 micron. The laser, 
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which is convergent and has a non-uniform energy density, is 100 microns in diameter at the 

height where it intersects the powder bed. The ray tracing for the deposition of the radiative 

energy from laser beam on the grains assumes an average reflectance/absorption. Heat is 

deposited where the rays intersect the grains which allows for realistic deposition of heat into 

the grain bed. Figure 1 shows the progress of the melting and metal flow following the passage 

of the laser. Figure 2 shows the melt track from above for the base case and when the laser 

travels at half the speed. 

 

Figure 2: View of the melt track across the grains following solidification for (left) the base 
case, and (right) when the laser travels at half the speed. 

The model will then be demonstrated for a larger more complex tile. The inclusion of surface 

tension effects, volumetric expansion and residual stress option are explored. 
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Abstract 

In the production of cement clinker, substitution of conventional solid fuels such as coal and 
coke with fuels derived from waste is increasing because of economic and environmental 
reasons. Solid Recovered Fuel (SRF) is one such fuel prepared from non-hazardous waste 
materials. However, due to irregular particle shape and inhomogeneous nature, the 
combustion of SRF has a direct impact on the performance of the cement burner-kiln system. 
High degree of substitution is possible when a high degree of energy conversion is obtained 
in the burning zone while still maintaining a stable condition in the kiln. Numerical 
simulation, with appropriate models for SRF combustion incorporated, is a useful tool for the 
control and investigation of the co-combustion process. In this study a pragmatic modelling 
approach for the combustion of SRF is presented.  Physical characterization including particle 
size, weight, shape factors and composition of SRF particles was derived based on physical 
sorting, wind sieve tests and 2D imaging of particles. This characterization was used as an 
input for computational fluid dynamic analysis. The particles were classified into six different 
size fractions according to their terminal velocity.  Specific shape factors were attached to 
each size fraction to account for the aerodynamic and thermodynamics behavior. The SRF 
fuel was further classified as biomass, plastics and inert particles. Separate combustion 
mechanism and combustion kinetics was used for conversion of biomass and plastics. 
Influence of variation in fuel moisture, substitution rate and particle size distribution was 
evaluated using this proposed methodology. The flame temperature, species concentration 
and heat output provide useful conclusions regarding the maximal allowed substitution rate 
for stable kiln operations. 
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Abstract 

In the field of industrial furnace construction, critical parameters for parts to use are mostly 
stability and resilience. For a profitable use, a long life span is crucial. Therefore, the life span 
of construction parts is the most decisive parameter to choose between different options of 
layout. Especially mechanical stress reduces the life span of single components critically. One 
major reason for components to break are temperature gradients within an assembly, caused 
by the need to operate processes at high temperatures. If a critical limit is reached, stress may 
lead to plastic deformation and creep. If the stress will be held upright over a long time, the 
construction part may collapse. 
A coupled simulation between a CFD part and a structural analysis in ANSYS Fluent offers 
the possibility to estimate the life span of a component under certain circumstances. Especially 
when stresses result from pressure of a fluid flow or temperature gradients in a flow field. The 
method of coupled simulation offers the chance to gain further information about the effects of 
a fluid flow on surrounding parts. 
This work deals with the example of a radiant tube in a galvanizing line. Radiant tubes are used 
in industrial furnaces when it is crucial to separate the atmosphere of the oven from the product 
e.g. to protect it from surface failures. A burner heats up the tube from the inside for an indirect 
heat treatment of the product through radiation. While being heated up the tube is exposed to 
enormous strain. Small changes in the temperature distribution may lead the stress to exceed 
and make the tube break. 
In the first part of the simulation, the fluid flow will be calculated. In the second part, a chemical 
reaction will be implement to simulate the flame inside the tube, the amount of radiation and 
convection, and generate a temperature profile at the outer wall of the radiant tube. During the 
second part, the temperature profile at the outer wall of the tube will be linked to a structural 
analysis. Different programs will be tested for the compatibility with fluent data export. 
Advantages and disadvantage will be compared for certain software. 
In the end, a stress profile will be generated to make a statement about the place and amount 
of highest stress. Furthermore, a prediction will be made about the life span of radiant tubes 
regarding different process temperatures. In advance, the results of the stress profile lead to 
recommendations regarding the shape of radiant tubes in industrial furnaces. 
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Abstract 
Flows past cylindrical obstructions have been the subject of keen research interest owing to 
their ubiquity, importance to engineering structures under aero- or hydrodynamic load, and the 
fascinating flow patterns they produce. These flows undergo a systematic sequence of 
transitions, each of which incur a change in their dynamics. This study focuses on the 
instabilities associated with bifurcations to three- dimensional flow. Although these transitions 
have been investigated extensively in the past (see report by Barkley & Henderson1 and review 
by Williamson2), this study approaches the problem from an energetics perspective through the 
consideration of the out-of-plane averaged perturbation kinetic energy (PKE) equation in an 
attempt to understand the sources feeding the growth of the linear modes. 
 
For this study, two-dimensional base flow solutions are computed from the incompressible 
Navier—Stokes equations evaluated at the transition Reynolds numbers for modes A and B. 
Spatial discretisation is achieved through a nodal spectral-element method, and the equations 
are evolved forward in time using a third-order-accurate time integration scheme based on 
backwards differentiation3. The linearised equations are also evolved using the same numerical 
scheme, and the Floquet modes determined using an Arnoldi package (ARPACK). Terms in the 
out-of-plane averaged PKE equation are then computed. 
 
The oral presentation will discuss the contributions of each term of the PKE equation toward 
the instability growth, comparing the cases for both modes A and B. The period- averaged terms 
of the total PKE equation show that the perturbation growth in both modes A and B are 
predominantly accelerated through terms containing the cross-flow gradient of the base-flow 
velocity, while viscous dissipation dampens its growth as expected. A key difference between 
the mean energy exchange rates of the two modes are in the magnitudes of each term’s 
contribution relative to the total perturbation kinetic energy; mode A draws PKE at a 
significantly lower rate than mode B. Dynamically, each contributing term for mode A either 
distinctly accelerates or delays PKE growth over the shedding cycle, unlike mode B where PKE 
production through streamwise gradients of the base flow switches between phases of 
promoting and impeding the instability growth, albeit at negligible amplitudes. 
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The locus of the dominant production terms’ maxima for mode A locate its origins in the core 
of the forming vortex in the wake, and it develops according to the description provided in 
Thompson et al.4 in demonstrating the co-operative elliptical instability mechanism for mode 
A. For mode B, the maximum production rate occurs within the highly strained region of the 
near wake. As the vortex is being shed, these regions of high production rate are drawn into the 
forming vortices, facilitating the feedback reflected in the symmetry of mode B. Contributions 
from these terms appear negligible downstream where the vortices are relieved from most of the 
strain induced from the shedding. The perturbations then weaken primarily due to the action of 
viscosity unlike mode A where the transport terms carry some perturbation out of the domain. 
 

Figure 1: Distribution of the dominant production terms (u'v'dU/dy + v'v'dV/dy) corresponding to events of the base flow. 
Red (blue) contours indicate net positive (negative) contribution to the PKE growth rate, and the solid lines draw the vortices 
in the two-dimensional vortex street of the base flow. The top image corresponds to the case for mode A, while the bottom 
image corresponds to mode B. 
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Abstract  

Applying active control of electric field on the preparation of micro-droplets via the 
traditional microfluidic technology has attracted great attention because it can effectively 
improve the controllability of the preparing process. Therefore, a full understanding of 
mechanisms underlying microdroplets generation via the microfluidic technology under 
electric field will provide interesting possibilities to actively control preparation of required 
microdroplets in real applications. A transient theoretical model is developed via coupling of 
phase-field method and electrostatic model to numerically investigate generation of the single-
phase droplets in a co-flow microfluidics device under control of a uniform direct electric field. 
Via the numerical simulations based on the transient model, the control mechanisms of the 
electric field on dynamic behaviors of droplets generation are revealed, and the influences of 
flow and electric parameters on the droplets generation characteristics is elucidated. The results 
indicate that the electrostatic field is able to generate an electric field force toward the inner 
phase in the normal direction of the interface between two-phase fluids with different electric 
parameters (see Fig. 1). The electric field force enhances necking and breakup of the inner fluid 
interface, which accelerates the droplet generation, increases droplet deformation degree, and 
decreases droplet size. As the electric capillary number increases under the same hydrodynamic 
capillary number, the droplet formation pattern is transformed from dripping regime with only 
a single droplet formed per cycle to another dripping regime with one main droplet formed 
together with the following satellite droplets per cycle. 
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Fig. 1. Electric force on interface, where the purple arrow indicate electric force vectors. 
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Abstract 

Boundary layers can arise in the transport of momentum, mass or heat. Specifically, in 
multiphase systems, boundary layers also occur at gas-liquid (eg. bubbly flows) or 
gas/liquid-solid (eg. flows thorough a bed of particles) interfaces1,2. In a direct numerical 
simulation, the grid requirements are often decided by the thinnest of these boundary layers. 
The study of mass and heat transfer in gas-liquid-solid systems requires resolving the 
different boundary layers. Because of large Schmidt and Prandtl numbers, the concentration 
and temperature boundary layers are much thinner than the momentum boundary layers. In 
a uniform grid approach the resolution of these small scales would demand an overall 
refinement, which requires an immense computational effort. We present a hybrid mesh 
approach which uses a fixed Cartesian grid for the hydrodynamics and an octree mesh3,4 for 
scalar transport which can be adaptively refined. Since in any CFD calculation, most of the 
computational time is spent on solving the Poisson equation, our methodology takes the 
benefit of fast and efficient solvers which incorporates the benefits of Cartesian grids thus 
reducing the overall computational complexity. 

In the present study we will demonstrate the methodology for rigid interfaces which are 
encountered in gas-solid or liquid-solid flows. The methodology consists of tree-structure 
based adaptive mesh refinement framework for the convection-diffusion equation for one 
or more passive scalars, a communicator framework for efficient exchange of flow field 
from Cartesian grid and staggered velocity interpolations for divergence free adaptation. 
Tree based adaptive refinements commonly suffer from low order accurate numerical 
schemes. A higher order finite volume scheme5 on a parallel tree data structure for solving 
the convection-diffusion equation has been implemented using an implicit formulation. The 
resulting set of linear algebraic equation are then solved with a matrix solver from the AMG 
class. We present detailed validation cases for each module and present results for high 
Prandtl number flows over single and multiple solid particles. The present study will 
demonstrate the robustness of this framework to capture sharp boundary layers and its 
extension to multi core parallel architectures. 
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Figure1: Scalar contour plot for flow around a sphere with the respective adaptive grid 

refined at the interface shown at the bottom 
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Abstract 

Bubble (slurry) column reactors (BCRs) are known as efficient and relatively simple reactors 
used in the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis as well as in waste water treatment, absorption and many 
other processes. However, their efficient design and scale-up directly depends on 
understanding of dynamics of multiple phases and impact of multi-scale turbulent structures. 
In investigating BCRs numerical simulations are increasingly used as an alternative to 
expensive and sometimes troublesome experiments. However, providing theoretically 
boundless abilities, numerical techniques are limited by available computational power and 
quality of models and their embedded closures. In our work we are developing new models and 
a new highly-parallel numerical code aimed to simulate industrial-scale BCRs with local gas 
fraction up to 40%. 
 
The main approach used in simulations of large-scale BCRs is the Euler-Euler (EE) approach 
in which all phases are represented as continuous interpenetrating media. The EE approach has 
proven to be applicable to industrial scales due to its relatively low computational costs. 
However, it demands careful formulation of the closures for the interfacial exchange of mass, 
momentum and heat. Also, due to the loss of information on the scale of individual bubbles 
incorporation of break-up and coalescence (which are essential in large scale systems) 
constitutes a challenging problem. 
 
To overcome limitations of EE approach and preserve the same computational expenses, we 
are using Direct Simulation Monte Carlo method (DSMC) - a modification of the Discrete 
Bubble Model (DBM), proposed by Kamath et al. [1]. Both models allow to track bubbles as 
individual objects. However, DSMC incorporates stochastic rules for the determination of 
collision partners, while DBM uses the conventional deterministic approach. As a result, 
DSMC demonstrates significant boost in performance (more than 100 times faster compared 
to DBM). The DSMC model was successfully tested on various problems and its robustness 
and accuracy was demonstrated. An example of the time-average axial velocity profile from a 
simulation of a square bubble column is shown in fig. 1. 
 
Apart from computationally inexpensive and accurate models the simulation of large scale 
system demands for a highly parallel and efficient numerical implementation. Thus, we have 
designed and developed a new MPI-based CFD framework. The new numerical code 
demonstrates linear scalability up to 1000 tested cores proving its applicability for large scale 
problems. With the parallelized DSMC, we are able to simulate BCRs with several millions of 
individually tracked bubbles on a fine computational grid. In this work we are presenting results 
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of our test simulations for various middle-scale bubble columns highlighting the potential and 
efficiency of our numerical framework. As an example of one of the tested heterogeneous 
bubbly flow systems a snapshot of the corresponding bubble configuration is shown in fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of numerically obtained and 
experimental profiles of time-average axial 
liquid velocity in a square bubble column [2]. 
Numerical results are obtained with Vreman 
subgrid-scale model and DSMC. 

Fig. 2. An example of bubble distribution in a 
square bubble column of size 0.4x0.4x3.6 m 
containing O(106) bubbles. 
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Abstract 

Aerated stirred tanks are frequently used equipment in industries ranging from chemical 
engineering and biotechnology to minerals processing. In principle, CFD simulation of 
such equipment on industrial scales is feasible within the Euler-Euler framework of 
interpenetrating continua. Practical application, however, requires suitable closure 
models to account for phenomena on the scale of individual bubbles, which are not 
resolved in this approach. The present work applies a set of closure relations that was 
previously used with good success to describe bubbly flows in pipes and bubble columns. 
It turns out that model extensions are needed concerning turbulence and the drag force. 
To validate the model a comprehensive set of experimental data including gas fraction 
as well as liquid velocity and turbulence has been assembled from different literature 
sources. The finally proposed extended model compares reasonably well with this 
dataset. 

Keywords: aerated stirred tanks, dispersed gas-liquid multiphase flow, Euler-Euler two-
fluid model, closure relations, Reynolds-stress turbulence model, CFD simulation 
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Abstract 

This is a numerical study on mixing in extrusion processes. Simulation of extrusion processes 
are already done, using for example Finite Element Method or Finite Volume Method [1, 2]. 
The results look promising, however validation of these studies are hardly available. The goal 
of this project therefore is to create a good comparison of discretization methods (here FEM 
and FVM) and their numerical techniques for rotating machinery (here the Sliding Mesh 
Interface and the Immersed Boundary Method). This is done by experimental and theoretical 
validation of pressure drop in the various sections of a single screw extruder. 

SMI is often used with rotating machinery that has a rotating fluid domain inside a stationary 
fluid domain. The meshes of both domains are sliding over each other on the interface between 
these domains. The sliding of the meshes can be the reason of inaccuracies in the results. SMI 
cannot be used with the simulation of an intermeshing twin screw extruder and various mixing 
elements. 

IBM is a method that can be used with the simulation of intermeshing twin screw extruders. 
IBM has a rotating solid domain in a stationary fluid domain. The rotation of the solid domain 
causes elements to change in time between solid and fluid. The geometry of the solid will 
change with the structuration of the mesh in time. The finer the mesh at the fluid solid transition, 
the less change of geometry. This change of geometry can be the reason of inaccuracies in the 
results. Therefore IBM needs to be validated first on a single screw and after successfully 
validated it can be used in simulations for twin screw extruders and mixing elements. If IBM is 
not accurate than remeshing needs to be done, but this is a time consuming process. 
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Abstract 

Unvulcanized rubber extrusion is a key process in the tire industry. In recent studies flow problems are often 
addressed with numerical simulations with viscoelastic models and the balance equation. Traditionally, in 
such flow problems, it is assumed that the fluid adheres to the wall surface: “no slip” condition. However, in 
some studies the no slip assumption leads to a discrepancy between experiments and simulation [1-5]. 
This study was focused on simulations of rubber extrusion with slip and verification with industrial extrusion 
experiments. Both a butadiene rubber and a tire rubber compound were used. Extrusion experiments with 
both rubbers were performed at a wide range of flow rates. 
Slip velocities were determined by comparing rheological measurements with a rheometer with grooved 
surfaces and a rheometer with smooth surfaces [reference to be submitted].  
The rheological behavior (G’, G”) was measured with the RPA2000 cone-cone oscillatory rheometer. A PTT 
model was fitted onto the measurements in order to describe the viscoelastic behavior of the rubber. 
Viscoelastic extrusion simulations were performed with slip and simulations without slip. The simulation of 
butadiene rubber without slip overpredicts the pressure drop inside the die. The simulations with slip are for 
a large range of flow rates in agreement with the experiments. The extrusion simulation of the tire rubber 
compound without slip overpredicts the measured pressure drop. The pressure drop decreases when slip is 
included in the simulation, but the simulated pressure drop is still greater than the measured pressure drop. 
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Abstract 

Hydrogen is recognized as an important alternative energy carrier to move towards a 
more sustainable future, as well as an important feedstock for chemicals. Hydrogen is 
commonly produced by Steam Methane Reforming (SMR) in (multi-tubular) packed bed 
reactors. Methane reacts with steam to form CO and hydrogen at temperatures around 
900 °C, after which the formed CO reacts with steam to form additional hydrogen and 
CO2 in separate reactors. To ensure a high methane conversion, high temperatures and 
low hydrogen concentrations are required, and complex and energy intensive separation 
units such as pressure swing adsorption columns (PSA) are required to separate the 
hydrogen from by-products like CO2. 

To circumvent the disadvantages of the current industrial methods for hydrogen 
production, the fluidized bed membrane reactor can be used, which is a novel reactor 
concept in which hydrogen is both continuously produced and separated from the 
reaction mixture with modern high-flux palladium-based hydrogen perm-selective 
membranes. Using a fluidized bed removes the pressure drop limitations from the system 
and enables usage of small catalytic particles with a higher surface-to-volume ratio. Next 
to obtaining a pure hydrogen stream at the permeate side of the membrane, hydrogen 
removal drives the chemical reaction equilibria towards the product side, increasing the 
reaction rate and allowing reactor operation at lower temperatures (around 550-600 °C) 
compared to the conventional industrial process. 

When injecting binary H2/N2 gas mixtures into a fluidized beds with state-of-the-art high 
flux vertically immersed palladium membranes, mass transfer limitations from the bulk 
of the bed to the membrane surface (also known as concentration polarization) occur, 
which reduces the performance of the membranes. Palladium-based membranes are 
expensive, so they should be utilized as good as possible with as little as possible 
performance reduction. Next to concentration polarization, placing membranes too close 
to one another can cause reduced system performance due to the membranes competing 
for hydrogen with each other, leading to areas in the reactor with strongly reduced 
hydrogen concentrations, again leading to poor membrane performance. Furthermore, if 
the membranes are placed too far apart, there will be a lot of hydrogen bypassing, so a 
balance should be found between concentration polarization and membrane competition. 
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This work is a numerical study on concentration polarization in 3D cylindrical fluidized 
bed reactors with vertically immersed membranes. The goal of this work is to identify, 
describe and explain how concentration polarization manifests itself in fluidized beds 
with vertically immersed membranes. Full 3D Two-Fluid Model simulations of 
cylindrical lab-scale fluidized beds with single and multiple vertically immersed 
cylindrical membranes were performed to quantify concentration polarization, to study 
how multiple vertically immersed membranes compete for hydrogen.  

Reduced hydrogen concentrations occur mostly within 1 cm from the membrane surface, 
and have disappeared within about 2 cm from the membrane surface. Comparison of a 
3D simulation and a Cartesian 2D simulation that represents a slice of the 3D system 
showed that the 2D simulation did not fully capture the hydrodynamics and radial mass 
transfer effects of 3D cylindrical fluidized bed membrane reactors, and overestimated the 
severity of concentration polarization and densified zones near the membrane. The 
severity of densified zones is also affected by particle size, because for smaller particles 
(250 μm) the emulsion phase density near the membrane surface is higher than for larger 
particles (500 μm), which results in increased concentration polarization and a reduced 
extractive hydrogen flux, so using particles of at least 500 μm in fluidized beds with 
modern high flux membranes is advised.  

In fluidized beds with multiple membranes, interaction between concentration 
polarization zones of each membrane was observed. The interaction becomes more 
significant at smaller inter-membrane distances, especially below 2 cm, and decreasing 
the bed diameter decreases the system performance even more due to hydrogen depletion. 
Vertically immersed membranes also affect the fluidized bed hydrodynamics by reducing 
bubble size and increasing the number of small bubbles. 
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Abstract 

Nowadays, hydrogen is a crucial gas which is widely used to produce various petrochemical products. 
Moreover, it is also considered as clean energy carrier for the future. The hydrogen production process 
using chemical looping is a new approach to produce both the energy and hydrogen. In general, it 
consists of three reactors which are air reactor, fuel reactor and steam reactor. The metal oxide such as 
iron oxide with different oxidization states is circulating between reactors, acting as oxygen source and 
heat transfer media. 

In this study, the cold-flow behavior of a typical chemical looping hydrogen production is simulated 
using computational fluid dynamics. The simulation model is implemented on open source code, 
namely MFIX. 2D Cartesian coordinate geometry includes air reactor, fuel reactor, steam reactor, loop 
seal and cyclone. The geometry is implemented using the cut cell technique with optimal mesh cells. 
The air reactor and steam reactor are operated in fast fluidization regime. In contrast, the fuel reactor is 
operated in bubbling fluidization. The 200 µm-glass bead particles are fluidized in air. The 
hydrodynamics profile is emphasized to provide the system behavior such as solid circulation rate, gas 
leaking, pressure drop and mass distribution of each unit when the operating parameters are varied. In 
conclusion, the study has validated the model as well as showing the effect of operating parameters on 
hydrodynamics profiles of the interconnected 3 reactors system. The simulation results aim to provide 
the useful model and serve as the baseline understanding of the process. 

Keywords: chemical looping hydrogen production, three fluidized bed reactor, CFD simulation 
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Abstract 

High resolution imaging of soft materials, particularly their porous microstructures and solid-liquid 
interfaces, provides crucial information for designing novel materials and optimizing the transport of 
liquid and particles inside. We demonstrate the recent progress of imaging hydrated and biological 
specimens at nano-to-micro scale, and the computational tools used to support the development and 
implementation of the techniques: 

(1) X-ray ultramicroscopy (XuM) based on phase contrast is employed to image, reconstruct and 
analyse the 3D porous structures of hydrogel. This Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) based X-ray 
system produced projection images of ~ 1 µm pixel size, and the reconstruction of the tomographic 
series provides a complete geometry of individual pores and their spatial distribution and 
interconnectivity. By further incorporating Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), the elastic modulus of 
the hydrogel was determined and mechanical modelling of individual pores and the bulk scaffold also 
proved to be feasible. 

(2) We have also researched on using 2D material (graphene) to encapsulate hydrated and biological 
specimens followed by various imaging studies including AFM, Electron Microscopy (EM) and Atom 
Probe Tomography (APT). A computational framework has been developed to understand the detailed 
encapsulation process, as well as the nanoindentation process on the encapsulated specimens. The 
successful establishment of controlled graphene encapsulation offers a new route for probing and 
imaging hydrated specimens and biological cells at nanoscale.  
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Abstract 

Bubble columns of many different designs are used in minerals and process industries for 
carrying out gas-liquid operations. In mineral processing, the plunging liquid jet bubble 
column, known as the Jameson Cell, is widely used in mineral processing. Briefly, in the 
downcomer of the Jameson Cell (see Fig. 1) the liquid is introduced as a high-speed free jet 
that entrains gas into the mixing zone where fine bubbles are generated as a result of the high 
energy dissipation rate. Once formed, the bubbly mixing is transported downward into the pipe 
flow zone and exits from the base of the column. It is in the pipe flow zone that the transition 
from homogeneous (bubbly) to heterogeneous (churn-turbulent) flow can occur, which greatly 
influences the performance of the system.  

Fig. 1. Schematic of a plunging jet 
bubble column (Evans, 1990). 

Fig. 2. Contours of gas volume fraction for UL = - 0.033 m/s 
and at different gas superficial velocity, VG. 
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In this study, CFD analysis based on the Euler-Euler framework was used to model the two 
phase (air-water) flow behaviour. It was found that use of the Tomiyama (1998) drag model 
was successful in capturing the flow hydrodynamic behaviour and of all three (free jet, mixing, 
and pipe flow) zones when compared with the experimental data of Evans (1990). For example, 
as shown in Fig. 2 for steady-state CFD simulations (200s) it can be seen that, as expected, for 
a given liquid jet velocity and diameter the volume of the gas-filled headspace increased with 
increasing gas inlet flow rate. The length of the headspace corresponded well with the free jet 
length measurements. The simulations were able to predict the gas void fraction profiles and 
highlighted the mixing zone, where the determined boundary again well matched with those 
obtained from the experimental pressure profile. Finally, the CFD-predicted energy dissipation 
rates were combined with appropriate drift-flux and linear stability (Joshi et al., 2001) analyses 
to determine the critical gas volume fraction at which the homogeneous to heterogeneous flow 
regime transition was seen to take place during the experimental observations. For example, 
for a gas superficial velocity of 0.013 m/s the critical gas volume fraction was at 0.416. As part 
of the study, comment is made on the influence of influent velocity fluctuations on the gas 
volume fraction at which regime transition takes place. 
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Abstract 

Metal inert-gas (MIG) welding is a widely used arc welding process to join metal pieces together using 
the high temperature and heat flux that is generated by an electric arc between a wire anode and a 
workpiece cathode. The MIG welding process involves many parameters, such as arc current, 
workpiece geometry and wire feeding rates, that can influence the weld quality. Computational 
approaches have been developed to model the interaction between the arc plasma and the workpiece, 
taking into account these processing parameters [1, 2]. The numerical MIG welding model has been 
streamlined as a user-friendly software tool for research and industrial use [3]. 

This work presents a benchmarking study on the MIG arc welding software in order to quantify the 
relationships between welding processing parameters. The objective of the study is to gain a better 
understanding of the arc welding process through theoretical modelling and numerical analysis, and 
ultimately provide critical information and practical guidelines for welding process optimisation. A 
series of benchmark tests were designed and conducted to study the interrelationships of arc current, 
workpiece thickness and geometry, welding speed, wire feeding rates, gas flow rates, as well as material 
selection for the wire electrode and workpiece metal. An example case involving arc current and 
workpiece thickness for bead-on-plate (flat plate) workpiece geometry is presented here to demonstrate 
our benchmarking method and the model’s capabilities. 

Arc current is a very important parameter in MIG welding. The electric arc between the consumable 
wire electrode and metal workpiece creates a circuit that produces the heat to melt and join metals. The 
size of the arc current affects the magnitude of the current density, the magnetic field induced by the 
current and the temperature field. Figure 1 shows the temperature distributions and weld profiles of a 
5-mm-thick aluminium-alloy AA5754 workpiece for currents of 95, 150 and 200 A. It shows that, as 
the current increases from 95 to 200 A, the maximum temperature in the arc increases from 12 300 to 
17 900 K, while the weld pool becomes deeper and wider. Further analysis reveals that the ratio of the 
weld-depth to the workpiece thickness is 0.2 for 95 A, over 0.6 for 150 A and 1 for higher current. This 
suggests that for 5 mm workpiece (AA5754), 150 A is an appropriate current value to apply. The current 
of 95 A generates insufficient heat for significant penetration of the weld, while 200 A generates an 
overly large molten region that penetrates through the bottom of the workpiece.  

This work demonstrates the feasibility of a quantitative analysis of MIG welding parameter 
interdependence using the arc welding model, combined with benchmarking tests. The examples 
presented show an effective way to identify key parameters in the complicated welding process and 
quantify their effects on the welded products. The results show the potential of model-based parameter 
optimisation to assist process engineers in practical improvement of the welding process. 
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a) 95 A      b) 150 A            c) 200 A 
  

Figure 1: Comparison of temperature (top row) and weld profile (bottom row) for workpiece thickness 
5 mm and different arc currents for bead-on-plate geometry; the ‘HAZ depths’ correspond to the heat 
affected zone reaching temperatures of at least 300, 400 and 500°C. 
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Abstract 

The sulfur dioxide (SO2) and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from fuel combustion in coal-fired power 
plant are the main reason that harms to living life and environment. Therefore, the SO2 and CO2 should 
be captured before releasing into the atmosphere. However, the competitive of SO2 and CO2 captures 
using mixed feeding of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) / calcium oxide (CaO) solid sorbents is still unclear. 
In this study, the unsteady state computational fluid dynamics model for gas-solid particle flow in 
industrial scale circulating fluidized bed boiler, integrating with heterogeneous combustion, 
carbonation, calcination and desulfurization chemical reactions using mixed feeding of CaCO3 / CaO 
solid sorbents, was developed in two-dimensional circulating fluidized bed riser to investigate the 
competitive of SO2 and CO2 captures. Then, the effect of operating variables and appropriate guidelines 
for SO2 and CO2 captures were proposed using statistical experimental design method. The considered 
operating parameters were mixed feeding solid sorbent particle size, mixed feeding solid sorbent 
position and proportion of inlet fuel velocity. For the mixed feeding of CaCO3 / CaO solid sorbents, the 
mixed feeding solid sorbent particle size had the significant effect on the SO2 capture while the 
interaction between mixed feeding solid sorbent particle size and mixed feeding position of CaCO3 and 
CaO had the significant effect on the CO2 capture. About the competitive of SO2 and CO2 captures, the 
reaction rate of CO2 capture was higher than the reaction rate of SO2 capture. For the SO2 capture, the 
CaO was reacted with SO2 higher than CaCO3. For the CO2 capture, both CaO and CaCO3 had higher 
carbonation reaction rate than calcination reaction rate. In addition, the overall SO2 and CO2 captures 
with mixed feeding of CaCO3 / CaO solid sorbents were higher than the ones with pure CaO solid 
sorbent. 
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Abstract 

Coordination number (CN) is an important microscopic parameter in describing the packing of 
particles. However, little information is available for particle mixtures because of the difficulty 
in generating data experimentally. This paper presents a numerical study on the CNs of particle 
mixtures by means of the discrete element method (DEM). In this paper, the DEM results are 
used to assess the applicability of three most popular analytical models in the literature, which 
are the models of Dodds, Suzuki & Oshima, and Ouchiyama & Tanaka. It has shown that the 
model of Ouchiyama & Tanaka differ from the simulated CN significantly thus is not 
recommended. The Dodds model generally produces a more precise prediction than the Suzuki 
& Oshima model but their estimations are similar. These two models are able to estimate the 
variation trends of average CNs for various particle size distributions but their predictability 
reduce with the increase of the most significant size difference of the packing. In particular, the 
Dodds model becomes numerical unsolvable when such size ratio is smaller than 0.154. 
Therefore, modifications or a new model are required for better prediction of the CNs of the 
packings of multisized systems. 

Keywords: multisized particle packing; coordination number; analytical models; discrete 
element method 
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Abstract 

Die filling is a critical process step in pharmaceutical tablet manufacturing. Mass and content 
uniformity of the tablets as well as the final production throughput depend upon the die filling 
performance of the formulations. The efficiency of the die filling process is influenced by 
powder properties, such as flowability, cohesion, particle size distribution and morphology, as 
well as the process conditions. The purpose of the present study is to systematically investigate 
powder flow behaviour during die filling. For this purpose, both a linear and a rotary die filling 
systems were developed to model the die filling process. The linear system consists of an 
interchangeable stationary die and a moving rectangular powder container (feed shoe) driven 
by a pneumatic drive. The die can be fitted with a moving piston connected to a second 
electromechanical drive to model the suction filling processes. The rotary die filling system 
consists of a round die table of 500 mm in diameter, equipped with a rectangular die. The die 
table can rotate at an equivalent translational speed up to 2 m/s. The filling occurs when the die 
passes through a stationary shoe positioned above the die table. Using these two systems, die 
filling behaviours of seven commonly used pharmaceutical excipients with various material 
characteristics (e.g. include particle size distribution and sphericity, morphology, air 
permeability, cohesion, and flowability) were examined. The efficiency of die filling was 
evaluated using the concept of critical filling speed. It was found that the critical filling speed 
is strongly dependent on such properties as cohesion, flowability, average particle size and air 
sensitivity index. In particular, the critical filling speed increased proportionally as the mean 
particle size, flow function and air sensitivity index increase, while decreased with the increase 
of specific energy, average pressure drop and cohesion. It was also demonstrated that the 
suction filling can significantly improve the efficiency of die filling. 
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Abstract 

Dry granulation through roll compaction followed by milling is a widespread pharmaceutical 
process. The material properties of powders and the process conditions affect the strength of 
ribbons, and subsequently the granule size distribution of milled ribbons. Accurate prediction 
of granule size distribution from ribbons with different properties is essential for ensuring tablet 
quality in the final compaction stage. In this study MCC ribbons with precisely controlled 
porosities were made and milled in a cutting mill.  A population balance model with a new 
breakage function based on the Weibull function was developed to model granule size 
distribution from the ribbon milling process. Model parameters at different milling conditions 
were obtained and their sensitivity analysis were also performed. The parameter sensitivity 
analyses lead to a simplified model with only one model parameter that is directly related to 
ribbon porosity. Very good agreement between modelling results and experimental data were 
obtained. The developed model was also validated with experimental data that were not used 
for model estimation and the it  can predict granule size distribution (GSD) really well. This 
shows that the model has great potential and can be used for quality by design of dry 
granulation process. 
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Abstract 

This study presents two- and three- dimensional hydrodynamic modeling of a thin turbulent fluidized 
bed with Geldart B Particle. Based on the Euler-Euler approach and the EMMS-based drag model, 2D 
and 3D CFD models are established, the sensitivities of these two models to restitution coefficient and 
specularity coefficient are analyzed, and the 2D and 3D hydrodynamic simulations are performed and 
then compared. The simulation results show: (1) 3D simulations are much more sensitive to the restitution 
coefficient and the specularity coefficient than 2D simulations in the pseudo-2D TFB with Geldart B 
particle. For different model parameters, there exsit some qualitative and quantitative differences 
between the 2D and 3D hydrodynamic simulations. (2) At the beginning of fluidization preocess, 2D 
simulations predict greater bubble and higher bed expansion than 3D simualtions. When complete 
fluidization are achieved, 2D models exhibit higher solid concentrations than the 3D models in the 
middle and the upper regions. The fluidization process in 2D simulation develops more quickly than 
that in 3D computation. (3) Both the 2D and 3D simulations capture the global flow behavior in the 
bottom dense-phase region reasonably. With increasing the bed hiehgt, the discrepancies between the 
2D and 3D results tend to increase. In the middle and the upper regions, however, the 2D models 
overestimate the solid concentratiion and particle velocity, while the 3D simulations give better 
hydrodynamic predictions. (4) For the present pseudo-2D TFB with Geldart B particle, the bottom 
dense-phase region resembles 2D flow and 2D simulations may be adequate. However, the middle and 
upper regions exhibit 3D flow structure and full 3D simulations are needed. 
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Abstract 

Fluidized beds have been widely used in the industrial applications of solid fuel energy conversion. Though efforts have been 
taken to investigate reactive fluidized beds under various conditions, there is still a lack of thorough understanding on the 
interplays among the gas-solid hydrodynamics, heat transfer, and chemical reactions. It is noted that most previous numerical 
studies on the reactive fluidized beds were based on the continuum-based simulations, in which it is difficult to arrive the 
particle-scale information. Comparatively, the coupling of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and discrete element method 
(DEM) gives predictions with higher accuracy and resolution, which facilitates the researches of mechanisms in fluidized beds. 

A computational framework of CFD-DEM for the dense reactive gas-solid flow has been developed, which includes 
comprehensive sub-models for the gas-solid momentum, energy and species exchanges. The proposed mathematical methods 
are first validated against a series of experiments, which shows good agreement between the predictions and measurements. 
In present study, three typical reactive applications operated under the bubbling fluidization regime are investigated, namely 
the (i) biomass fast pyrolysis, (ii) coal gasification and (iii) coal combustion. By the virtue of the CFD-DEM, two fundamental 
aspects are explored: (i) the role of each heat transfer mechanism and (ii) the effect of the gas-solid mixing on the performance 
of the reactor. The results show that these applications, which differs in the time-scale and characteristics of the reactions, 
shows distinct patterns of particle entrainment, gas-solid mixing and heat transfer. It demonstrates that the type of the reaction 
process greatly affects the gas-solid hydrodynamics and heat transfer behaviors. The brief descriptions of the predictions in 
three applications are shown in Figure 1.  
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Abstract 

Electroslag remelting (ESR) is a secondary refining technique with consumable-electrode used 
in manufacturing high performance and high added-value materials. The ingot quality depends 
on the macrosegregation of solute elements and distribution of inclusions. A mathematical 
method has been developed to understand the solute transport and inclusion motion behavior. 
A finite volume method is used to solve the transient Maxwell equations, heat transfer and fluid 
flow equations, the slag-metal interface is tracked with the volume of fraction (VOF) approach; 
the permeability of mushy zone is defined by Blake-Kozeny equation. The solute redistribution 
at the solidification front is escribed by the lever rule, with the consideration of shearing stress, 
thermal buoyancy and solute buoyancy; the dynamical mesh technique is used to model the 
ingot growing process. The numerical results indicate the positive segregation is in the center, 
and the negative segregation in the outer-radius region of ingot. The trajectories of inclusion 
particles in liquid metal pool are tracked by the Euler-Lagrange approach. With the VOF-DPM 
coupled method, the inclusion removal process is revealed, the final positions of inclusions can 
be defined based on the entrapment criterion.  

Key words: Multi-phase Flow, Macrosegregation, Inclusion, Electroslag remelting    
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Abstract 

Based on the bench-scale impinging entrained-flow gasifier with coal water slurry (CWS) as 
the feedstock and the development of advanced visualization techniques, the in-situ 
atomization and flame characteristics of CWS were investigated. A new imaging system was 
applied to capture the images around the burners in the operating condition. After image post-
processing, the instantaneous flame, time-averaged flame and oscillation of the flame were 
discussed. With the statistical method, the droplet size distribution, oscillation of the droplet 
concentration and time-dependent droplet size were obtained to analyze the efficiency and 
stability of the atomization process. The instantaneous flame shows that the atomization and 
gasification process is turbulent. The time-average CWS flame shows that the atomization 
angle decreases with an increase in the ratio of elemental oxygen to elemental carbon (O/C 
ratio). The oscillation of the flame and the atomization process demonstrate that in-situ 
atomization is closely related to the CWS flame. The diameter and number of droplets after 
primary atomization decrease with the increase of the O/C ratio. The decreases in median 
diameter and unconsumed CWS rate demonstrate that the increase in O/C ratio improves the 
efficiency of the atomization process. The reduction in oscillation scopes of the droplet 
concentration and size demonstrates that the increase in O/C ratio improves the stability of the 
atomization process. In addition, the droplet concentration c in three different O/C conditions 
is 17.8 kgꞏm-3, 5.9 kgꞏm-3 and 1.6 kgꞏm-3 which demonstrates that the CWS is the dilute phase 
in the OMB gasifier. 
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Abstract 

Biomass is an important part of renewable energies and characterized by physical properties 
and structures, including high moisture content, heterogeneous size, and low density. Wet 
flexible fibrous biomass particle drying was performed in a rotary kiln, aiming to get the 
appropriate moisture content. To investigate the drying characteristics of fibrous particles, a 
mathematical model on the heat and mass transfer was proposed, as shown in Fig.1. 
Experiments with fibrous particles under selected conditions were compared to simulations and 
the feasibility of mathematical models was verified. Furthermore, the transfer of heat and mass 
between the wet flexible fibrous particle and gas flow was described in terms of rotary drum 
temperatures, gas flow velocities and gas temperatures. The aim was to gain more information 
on temperature, moisture content, and the moisture evaporation rate of particles within a rotary 
kiln during drying processes. The simulation results indicated that the drum temperature could 
greatly affect the drying behaviors of particles, as shown in Fig.2. The temperature and 
moisture content of particles were marginally affected by properties of the gas flow. The results 
show that the proposed models offer effective methods to investigate the drying characteristics 
of flexible fibrous biomass particles. 

 

Fig.1 Modeling on heat and mass transfer of flexible fibrous particles in a rotary kiln 
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Fig.2 Heat transfer between hot gas flow and flexible fibrous particles in a rotary kiln 
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Abstract 

This paper studies the packing densification of binary sphere mixtures under three-dimensional 
(3D) vibrations using DEM simulations and physical experiments. The key variables including 
frequency ω, size ratio r, and volume fraction of large particles XL are systematically 
investigated. The results indicate that for a given size ratio r, the dense packing can be achieved 
by proper control of vibration frequency; and the packing density is much higher than that of 
mono-sized spheres. The results also show that an ordered structure is readily formed by the 
large particles, and the small particles are filled in the voids among the large particles. Through 
the extrapolation on packing densities obtained in different sized containers, the maximum 
packing density of binary sphere mixtures (without wall effect) is able to reach 0.9013. 

Keywords: Particle packing; binary sphere mixtures; densification; 3D vibration; size ratio 
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Abstract 

Humidity always accompanies different kinds of ores in mining activities that causes various amounts of cohesion 
force between non-cohesive particles and usually boosts adhesion characteristics of sticky materials. These forces are 
generally neglected in many researches about granular assemblies. In this research work we have investigated the 
effects of the magnitude of the cohesion force between particles of different sizes together with varying rolling frictions 
on macroscopic characteristics of particulate systems particularly angle of repose. In order to achieve this aim, an in-
house developed DEM code was used that takes advantage of the Hertz model for contacts between particles and the 
JKR model for simulating the cohesion force. Particle sizes of 10 and 7 mm were considered. Simulations were carried 
out for each individual particle size and for different mixtures of the two types of particles. A cubic box with two 
chambers in the vertical direction has been used to investigate pile formation characteristics. Particles were randomly 
generated in the upper chamber and then the side walls were removed slowly, so that particles discharged to the lower 
part of the box and the pile formed at the bottom of the top chamber. 

In the absence of cohesion (i.e. surface energy was zero j/m2), by increasing rolling friction coefficient, the repose 
angle of formed piles showed a significant rise for all mono-sized and multi-sized particulate systems. Measured angles 
for rolling friction coefficient between 0.05 and 0.1 were in good agreement with the ones reported by Zhou et al 
(Zhou, Xu, Yu, & Zulli, 2002). Moreover, keeping the ratio of the box thickness to particle size constant, the value of 
the repose angle for the smaller particle size were relatively higher than the bigger one that has been previously 
mentioned by Zhou et al (2002).  

 In presence of cohesion force the simulation results for the mono-sized systems demonstrated that the cohesion force 
had a significant influence on the pile characteristic of small particles and resulted in considerable increase in the 
repose angle. In addition, small amount of cohesion force also changed the behavior of the particulate systems with 
relatively large particle size (10 mm) and increased the repose angle of piles. Furthermore, after applying cohesion 
force it was observed that when the surface energy increased, both the number of particles that contribute in pile 
emergence and the average coordination number of the formed piles rose considerably. Changing particle size from 
10 mm to 7 mm generally showed an increase  in the value of the coordination number for the whole range of cohesion 
force (0 to 0.6 J/m2).  

Investigation of the particulate systems with mixture of the two particle sizes revealed that when the proportion of 
smaller particles increased from zero to 25% and then 50%, although the average coordination number of piles 
increased, the repose angles decreased. This was attributed be as a result of the formation of a looser structure caused 
by increase in smaller particles portion (Jia, Zhang, Chen, & He, 2012). 
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Abstract 

A series of true triaxial tests with designated constant p and constant b loading path is simulated using 
discrete element method (DEM), which provides thorough insights into granular materials on both micro- 
and macroscopic scales. The macroscopic failure is observed within the particle assemblies when localized 
deformation emerges. Of great interest in this paper is the coupling of localized zones before the onset of 
the shear banding. Several measures, such as particle temperature, non-affine deformation, and local 
militancy angle, are adopted to quantify localized and nonaffine deformation. By calculating the correlation 
coefficient matrix of different measures, it’s evident that non-affine deformation correlates well with other 
indicators, which confirm the key role that one plays in distinguishing strain localization. Thus, a best-
fitted parameter related to trigger position of sheared localization is put forward, which is used for the 
exploration of the emerging localized deformation pattern in sheared granular materials before the onset 
of stable shear bands. The simulation results demonstrate that as the loading proceeds, the increase of 
Moran’s I indicate a more clustered granular system before the generation of obvious shear bands. 
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Abstract 

Granular packing of different particle properties pervade the pharmaceutical, chemical, 
agricultural, mining, building materials, explosives, and food industries. For packing of 
spheres, the bed can transit from disordered to ordered and meanwhile from loose to 
dense under properly controlling vibrational and charging conditions. However, the 
relationship between packing density and ordering in packing of ellipsoidal particles is 
still not clear for. In this work, this relationship has been examined for packing of fine 
ellipsoids and vibrated system with coarse ellipsoids at both macro-and micro- scales by 
DEM. The shapes considered are oblate and prolate spheroids, with aspect ratio varying 
from 0.15 to 4.0. It is shown that under the poured packing conditions, for poured packing 
of coarse ellipsoids, flat or elongate particles show strong orientation preference on the 
horizontal direction. For packing with different particle sizes, when increasing particle 
size, packing density increases, orientational order increases. For the cases of packing 
under one-dimensional vibration with periodic boundary condition and cylindrical wall 
conditions, after vibration, packing density increases, but orientational order decreases. 
For spheres, denser packing leads to more (positional) ordered. For ellipsoids, denser 
packing can either be more (orientational) ordered/random packing, which implies it does 
not necessarily be ordered packed to obtain higher packing density. 
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Abstract 

Non-Newtonian fluid flows through packed beds are commonly encountered in many industries and 

have been extensively studied, either experimentally or theoretically in the past decades. In recent years, 

the sub-particle scale simulation approach, lattice Boltzmann (LB) method, has been developed and 

successfully applied to study the important interaction forces between non-Newtonian fluid and 

particles in the mixture systems. To date, such studies of non-spherical particles are rare for non-

Newtonian flow systems. In this work, we extend our recent studies of non-Newtonian fluid-sphere 

particle systems to the packed beds with ellipsoid particles. The LB model will be firstly used to validate 

the drag force coefficient of a single ellipsoid. Then, the validated model will be used to study the 

particle shape and porosity on fluid flows and quantify the interactions between non-Newtonian fluid 

and ellipsoid particle in packed beds. The aspect ratio of the ellipsoid varies from 0.25 to 4, which 

represent from disk-type to cylinder-type particle, covering a wide range of engineering conditions. The 

flow structure and the distributions of drag on particles are analyzed relating to the non-uniform 

structure and shear-dependent viscosity of non-Newtonian fluids. Based on simulated data, a new 

equation is proposed to calculate the drag force on particles. 
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Abstract 

Spouted bed, which is a special fluidization reactor, can be extensively used in various industrial fields. 
Cohesive force between solid particles widely exists in a lot of industrial processes and influences 
particle behavior greatly. However, the effect of cohesive force on particle mixing behavior in the 
spouted bed has not been well understood. In the present work, a numerical model was developed using 
discrete element method to study the mixing behavior of cohesive particles in the spouted beds. The 
evolutions of flow patterns during mixing processes with different magnitudes of cohesive force were 
obtained. Particle mixing index and particle circular fluxes were also compared. The mixing rates at the 
same spouting gas velocity were found to decrease as the increasing of the cohesive force due to the 
fact that particle diffusive motion in the annular zone was hindered by the cohesive force.  
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Abstract 

Gas flow distribution in a blast furnace (BF) plays a significant role in BF smooth 
operation, productivity and thermal efficiency. It is affected by the distribution of burden 
materials composed of alternating coke and ferrous ore layers. While moving downward 
coke and ferrous layers of different sizes can mix and form the so-called mixed layers. 
Generally, the porosity is lower and hence the pressure drop is higher in the mixed layers. 
These variations can change the gas flow distribution and BF performance. Previous 
work tried to quantify the effect of material properties and process conditions on the 
formation of mixed layers and the resulting local porosity variation. However, these 
studies were often conducted under simplified conditions. Few were dedicated to the 
formation of mixed layers in a BF and its effect on BF performance. This work studies 
the formation of mixed layers in an experimental BF by using a combined computational 
fluid dynamics and discrete element method approach. The effect on BF performance is 
evaluated under different operational conditions including different size ratios of coke 
and iron ore particles, burden distribution and batch weight, and discharge rate. The 
corresponding thermo-chemical behaviors are observed and discussed. The results are 
helpful to optimize burden charge for improving BF performance. 
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Abstract 

Adsorption is a well-developed technique in separation and purification of process streams. It is 
common that more than one component of a mixture adsorbs on the adsorber, and a competitive 
behavior during the separation of multicomponent mixtures can be observed. CFD simulation of 
adsorption phenomena can give a very detailed insight into these phenomena and helps with 
improving the design of adsorption columns and devices. In this work, multicomponent 
adsorption models have been implemented in computational fluid dynamics solver adsorpFoam 
[1] developed at TU Wien based on the open-source code OpenFOAM®. For this, two 
multicomponent equilibrium models, the Extended Langmuir Model ELM and the Ideal 
Adsorbed Solution Theory IAST, are used. They solely depend on single-component isotherm 
data. For interspecies-dependent kinetics, a diffusion-based approach is chosen [2]. 

At the beginning, the equilibrium and kinetics models were tested using a zero-dimensional 
approach. The quality of prediction of equilibria is dependent on the chosen system of species. 
The model predictions are compared with experimental data of multicomponent systems. If 
experimental data are available, a simple extension to the ELM is possible. This is done by 
introducing empirical interaction coefficients to account for competitive adsorption, which 
improves the prediction of most systems. For this approach, data of multicomponent adsorption 
experiments have to be obtained. 

The implementation in OpenFOAM (adsorpFoam) includes the adaptation of the governing 
equations, calculation of actual and equilibrium adsorption loading and rate of adsorption. 
Additionally, the adsorption enthalpy is added as heat source term to the adsorbent. As a first 
step towards multicomponent mass transfer, using the adsorpFoam multicomponent adsorption 
of hydrogen, methane, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide in a packed bed was simulated and 
the competitive behavior of the gases on their adsorption was studied. The loading of CO on the 
packing at different times can be seen in the following figure. 
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Distribution of the adsorbed amount of carbon monoxide in a packed bed for different simulation 
times. 

 

[1] Haddadi, Bahram, Christian Jordan, and Michael Harasek. "Cost efficient CFD simulations: 
Proper selection of domain partitioning strategies." Computer Physics Communications 219 (2017): 
121-134. 

[2] Do, Duong D. Adsorption analysis: equilibria and kinetics. Vol. 2. London: Imperial college press, 
1998. 
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Highlights 

 Cylinders with superelliptic cross sections were studied in the flow simulations.  
 The drag coefficient and Nusselt number of the superelliptic cylinders were estimated.  
 Adaptive octree meshes were used to resolve the surfaces of the superelliptic cylinders. 
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Abstract 

The enrichment of oxygen content in an ironmaking BF can help to increase the productivity. However, an 

excessive increase of oxygen content in hot blast lead to an increased fuel rate due to the small thermal flow ratio 

in-furnace and consequently insufficient heating-up of burden materials To overcome this problem, a previously 

developed multiphase flow BF process model was used to study the effects of oxygen enrichment in hot blast on 

BF performance. The study was carried out under the condition that the temperature and flow rate of reducing 

gas generated from raceway were kept constant throughout the simulations. Model study reveals that optimum 

oxygen enrichment exists for the BF operated with specified operational and materials conditions. Below this 

value, the heat loss from wall for processing unit HM is increased and indirect reduction of iron ore is inhibited. 

Above it, the heat exchange between burden materials and reducing gas is deteriorated due to the intensified 

interphase movement. To increase the optimum value of oxygen enrichment and hence productivity of the BF, 

typical burden distribution patterns were examined at different oxygen enrichment. It is shown that as the radial 

burden distribution becomes more uniform, the optimum value of oxygen enrichment is increased. This is 

attributed to the lowered down gas-soli relative velocity when the radial distribution of burden materials becomes 

more even.  

* Corresponding author: zhaoyang.li@simpas.cn (Z. Y. Li) 
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Abstract 

There are continuum and discrete approaches to describe granular flows. A continuum approach relies on local 
average quantities which can be derived through an averaging method based on a discrete approach. But the selection 
of an averaging domain and the validity of local quantities for constitutive relations are not well established, 
particularly for transient particle-fluid flows. Here, we demonstrate that converged local quantities such as stress and 
solid volume fraction can be achieved on an averaging domain with proper spatial and temporal sample sizes. 
Furthermore, the relation between solid pressure and solid volume fraction is established which agrees qualitatively 
but is different from all the existing monotonic ones in the literature (Fig. 1). It shows a bifurcation at a high solid 
volume fraction, essentially linked to the variation of short and enduring contacts among particles with flow state and 
solid volume fraction. This bifurcation must be properly recognized in developing constitutive relations for granular 
materials. 

 

Figure 1. The relations between Ps and εs in fluidized and moving beds. Lt and Lp are temporal and spatial sample 
sizes. Circle and triangular symbols are from the averaging method with Lt = 180 and Lp = 3. The relations are from 

literature. 
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Abstract 

In the Blast Furnace (BF) ironmaking process, the burden materials consisting of coke, ore, and 
flux particles are charged into the furnace, in most cases, layer by layer. The resulting layered 
structures play a crucial role for the cohesive zone behaviours that largely determine BF 
performance. Moreover, BFs present three-dimensional (3D) characteristics in terms of flow and 
thermochemical behaviours, especially when the top and bottom operations are not uniform 
along the circumference. To describe these complicated characteristics, we have developed a 
steady-state 3D parallel comprehensive BF process model, based on our existing axisymmetric 
model. This model, solved by Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), is integrated with our 
recent developments in modelling the layered burden structures, the stockline variation, and the 
liquid flow in the dripping zone. It also considers the redistribution of reducing gas by raceways. 
The applicability of the model is examined by comparing the predicted and measured results 
under various experimental and industrial BF conditions. Also, the commonly used CFD BF 
process models, namely, slot, axisymmetric, and 3D models are quantitatively compared against 
the in-furnace states and performance indicators. The result highlights the influences of different 
treatments related to burden and raceway in these models. The 3D model can offer a convenient 
way to predict in-furnace states and global performance of BF under realistic conditions. 
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Abstract 

In contrast to physical experiments, the discrete element method (DEM) can readily reveal the details 
of granular flows at the particle level, and thus has been extensively employed in both fundamental 
research and engineering practice. Nevertheless, most applications are restricted to small scale 
problems due to its high computational cost. Based on previous work and collaboration, a parallel 
simulation method and software is developed, coupling GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) and CPU 
(Central Processing Unit) computing for non-linear DEM models on a multi-scale heterogeneous 
supercomputing system. With this method and software, the mixing mechanisms of an industrial scale 
screw conveyor are investigated systematically. The influence of geometry and operating conditions 
on mixing performance is evaluated with respect to the Lacey mixing index. It is found that the mixing 
properties of the screw conveyor depend strongly on operating conditions and structural dimensions. 
The screw speed and feeding rate have dominant effects on the mixing extent, while the sizes of the 
granular materials and the screw pitch of the mixing region have a secondary effect. According to these 
findings, reasonable selection of technical parameters can effectively avoid equipment defects and 
guarantee good mixing performance to a certain extent. 
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Abstract 

It is a common challenge and key issue to remove the flying char particles from high 
temperature pyrolysis vapors in thermal conversion processing such as biomass, coal or oil 
shale. In this work, an integrated dust removal technology of cyclone-granular bed filter (C-
GBF) which utilizes the separation potential in cyclonic motion and avoids stagnant zones in 
granular moving was designed. The flow pattern of C-GBF was numerically simulated on the 
platform of ANSYS-FLUENT. The Reynolds stress model (RSM) was used to predict the 
anisotropic turbulence and the strong swirling flow in cyclonic motion space of the C-GBF. 
The tangential velocity, axial velocity and pressure drop under different inlet gas velocity and 
filtration velocity were investigated. The free vertex of flow pattern in C-GBF was observed 
and the maximum tangential velocity was about 1.2 times greater than the inlet gas velocity. 
The pressure drop of C-GBF was mainly due to the effect of granular bed and little affected 
by the outer vertex space. The verification of simulation results was conducted by comparing 
with the experiments of separation performance. 
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Abstract 

Burden matrix is the feeding mechanism of burden materials into blast furnace throat; 
thus the burden distribution depends on the burden matrix. Further, the burden 
distribution makes a direct impact on the gas distribution thus ironmaking process in a 
blast furnace, and hence adjusting the burden matrix is one of the most important 
methods to take control of a blast furnace. In present study, the burden distributions in 
different conditions are simulated by combining Discrete Element Method (DEM) with 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). The variables are including, for example, 
particle size, cohesive zone and multi-layer effects. Further, the shifting of burden 
profile, porosity distribution, gas velocity distribution and pressure distribution are 
presented and analysed. The results showed that burden profiles vary with time due to 
the later-dumped materials during descending. Burden matrix determines the burden 
profiles but its effect gradually decreases in the descending process. Porosity distribution 
corresponds with coke and ore distributions in the burden layers, and thus determines 
the gas velocity distribution. 
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Abstract 

Hoppers are widely used in many industries such as mining, metallurgy, and food industries. It 
is the essential feeding mechanic for blast furnace, thus fundamental study is required in this 
area. To develop a comprehensive understanding of the dynamic behavior of granular flow in a 
hopper, extensive studies have been carried out by means of analytical, experimental and 
numerical approaches. In particular Discrete Element Method (DEM) plays an important role. 
A major concern in plant applications of hopper flow is wall stress distribution. Ellipsoid is an 
ideal shape that can represent a wide range of shapes varying from disk like to cylinder like 
particles, thus it has been increasingly used to examine the effect of particle shape on different 
behavior. In present study, ellipsoidal particles with various shapes are simulated by DEM to 
investigate the particle shape effects on silo wall stress. The results indicate that the particle 
shape changes the internal properties thus bulk material properties hence make impact on wall 
stress. The simulation results show that the wall stress in the stagnant area is not suitable to use 
theoretical calculations, especially for ellipsoidal particles. The silo wall experiences smaller 
stress when compared with spheres. One interesting phenomena is fluctuation of discharge rate 
at the starting stage of the hopper flow which is related to force archer formed above the orifice. 
The wall stress shifts simultaneously with the opening of orifice, and will reach a steady state 
when the force archer is completely formed above the orifice. The maximum value of wall stress 
is not significantly changes for a specific shape of solids, until the loading in the hopper drops 
to a lower level. 
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Abstract 

A swelling-dependent two-fluid model (STFM) is developed for the liquid-solid flows 
of swelling particles in polyethylene reactors. The model integrates the two-fluid model 
(TFM) with a species transport equation (STE) to account for the diffusion of alkane 
molecules from the liquid bulk to the amorphous region of particles, and a population 
balance equation (PBE) to consider the aggregation of swelling particles. Simulations 
show that only the TFM fails to capture the main features of swelling systems. By 
contrast, the STFM captures the gradual increase of power consumption due to particle 
swelling and aggregation, which agrees with the experiments in a stirred tank. The 
STFM predicts also the slug formation and a sharp increase of power consumption in a 
slurry loop reactor as well as the solid accumulation behind pump. The difference of 
model prediction for stirred tanks and loop reactors suggests the potential of reactor 
optimization by enhancing local mixing while still keeping high solid concentration for 
productivity. 
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Abstract 

Precise and rational control of droplet size distribution (DSD) is important in 
emulsification for target-oriented product design. To develop a complete DSD model, 
crossing the two mesoscales of two different levels is of great significance, viz., the 
emulsifier adsorption at interfacial level (Mesoscale 1) and the droplet breakage and 
coalescence in turbulence in rotor-stator device level (Mesoscale 2). While the first 
mesoscale can be simulated by coarse-grained molecular dynamic (CGMD), the second 
has been investigated in computational fluid dynamics and population balance model 
(CFD-PBM) simulation through the Energy-Minimization Multi-Scale (EMMS) 
approach in Part I. We then developed a model framework in Part II, coupling CGMD 
and CFD-PBM simulation through surfactant transport equations in bulk phase and at 
interface, with source terms taking account of emulsifier adsorption parameters. The 
parameters including maximal adsorption amount, diffusion coefficient and 
adsorption/desorption kinetic constants are acquired from CGMD. The coalescence 
efficiency is then corrected by the interfacial area fraction not occupied by surfactant 
and fed into the coalescence kernel functions in PBM. Compared to traditional CFD-
PBM simulation, the coupled model can greatly improve the simulation of DSD, Sauter 
mean diameter, median diameter and span for high dispersed phase amount (DPA), and 
correctly reflect the influence of DPA, surfactant concentration and rotational speed of 
rotor-stator (RS) devices. While the simulation cases validate and demonstrate the 
advantage of this new model framework, it is also promising to incorporate different 
types of surfactant in future. 
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Abstract 

Droplet size distribution represents one of the key parameters of emulsification products 
and emulsification efficiency. While there is a large number of computational fluid 
dynamics and population balance model (CFD-PBM) simulation for droplet size 
distribution in various emulsification devices, fitting parameters or empirical 
correlations were always involved to generate the reasonable simulation. In this study, 
we applied the Energy-Minimization Multi-scale (EMMS) approach for the liquid-liquid 
flow in rotor-stator (RS) mixing devices. The so-called mesoscale energy dissipation for 
droplet breakage was derived to close the population balance equations through a 
breakage rate corrector. The correction factor was then integrated into the fully-coupled 
CFD-PBM simulation for a surfactant-free MCT-oil/water system. Compared to the 
original Alopaeus breakage model or the combination of Alopaeus model and Prince 
coalescence model, this new model could greatly improve the prediction of droplet size 
distribution, Sauter mean diameter, median diameter and span of size distribution for 
both the dilute and the dense systems of dispersed oil phase. 
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Abstract 

Industrial cyclones, such as gas, hydro and dense medium, are widely used in chemical, mineral and process industries 
to separate particles from fluids or classify particles by size, density or other solid properties. It is well known that 
the loading of particles can significantly affect fluid flow in such cyclones but the specific effect can be confusing 
due to a limited fundamental understanding of the working mechanisms involved. In this work, the effect of solids 
loading effect in dense medium cyclone (DMC) is discussed by mainly analyzing the simulation data obtained from 
a combined approach of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Discrete Element Method (DEM) (CFD-DEM). 
It suggests that the effect of solids loading rate heavily depends on particle properties (which includes coal particle 
size and density distributions and other solids properties such as particle shape and particle surface roughness). The 
most notable finding is that particles of different density/size have different trajectories in the cyclone (e.g., Figure 
1), leading to different spatial distributions of solid particles and thus different spatial distribution of volumetric 
particle-fluid interaction forces which cause different effects on the fluid flow. A universal rule to describe the specific 
effect of solids loading rate in DMCs is very difficult to develop. This is because, even for given/constant solids 
loading rate, the flow and DMC performance can still vary significantly with properties of particles. In other words, 
the specific effect of solids loading rate depends on particle material properties. In the future, the effect of solids 
loading rate for different particle properties can be better defined with the CFD-DEM approach as the major tool and 
the support of physical experiments. The findings should be useful for developing a better understanding the working 
mechanisms of solids loading effects in DMCs and also in other similar swirling multiphase flow systems.  
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of particles of different size and density: (I) 1200 kg/m3, (II) 1400 kg/m3, 
(III) 1700 kg/m3 and (IV) 2000 kg/m3; and (a) d = 0.25 mm, (b) d = 1 mm, (c) d = 5 mm, (d) d = 20 mm, 

(e) d = 40 mm, and (f) d = 60 mm (Chu et al., 2017).  
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Abstract 

Effective thermal conductivity (ETC) is an important parameter in packed-bed systems and is 

affected significantly by packing structure. Heat flow through a packed bed can be divided 

into three parallel paths: the solid-fluid-solid path, the solid-solid path and the fluid path. The 

models to evaluate ETC in packed beds for the first two paths were previously developed. In 

the present work, a comprehensive model to consider the conduction heat transfer through the 

voids of a randomly-packed spherical particle beds was further developed using the Delaunay 

tessellation. The results shows that heat conduction through the fluid-filled voids becomes 

significant when the solid-to-fluid conductivity ratio decreases (<5). The effect of 

microstructure on the ETC of packed beds is then investigated using the discrete element 

method (DEM). Four modes of heat transfer (solid path conduction, fluid path conduction, 

radiation between particles, and all combined mode) were considered. Generally, the 

probability density distribution of heat flow is dependent on the packing structure, although 

the difference is not very significant for some types of heat transfer mechanisms. With an 

increase in porosity, the heat conduction and radiation via the solid path decreased, while the 

heat conduction via the fluid-filled voids increased.  
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Abstract 

Regenerator-downer is an important part for a compact continuous carbon dioxide capture unit using solid sorbent. The 
primary design of regenerator-downer which includes both cyclone and downer sections of a fluidized bed reactor is expected 
to be less than 3.5 meters tall. Computational fluid dynamics has been used to study an appropriate system dimension to 
regenerate the solid sorbent. The simulation shows that two sizes of baffle are required for well solid sorbent distribution. The 
size, space and the alignment of heat exchange tubes are crucial design parameters to handle the solid sorbent entrainment. 
The number of tubes highly depend on their surface temperatures which are maintained at 60 °C and 130 °C for the upper and 
the lower cluster tube sections, respectively. The designed regenerator-downer clearly demonstrates that the spent solid 
sorbent is fully regenerated and its temperature is exactly the same as the suggested temperature for the CO2 sorption. 
Therefore, the regenerated sorbent is ready for being utilized in the riser for next cycle without the need of temperature 
correction in the CO2 capture unit. 
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Abstract 

A gas-solid reaction model has been developed to understand the heat and mass transfer related 
to the flue gas and chemical reaction. The transport of mass, momentum and energy in the gas 
phase is modeled by computational fluid dynamics (CFD),while the numerical of solid 
temperature and decomposition rate are modeled by a shrinking core approach. Limestone 
granules pass through preheating zone, calcined zone, cooling zone. Novel part addressed in 
this study is the side wall effect of the granule packed bed. This work contain convective heat 
transfer between gas phase and granules, radiation and contact heat transfer between particles 
as well as decomposition reaction. Uneven decomposition rate problem is solved by the 
proposal from this study. Simulations of a shaft kiln including fuel combustion calculations 
demonstrate the suitability of the proposed approach for the modelling of industrial scale 
systems. 
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Abstract 

Molten slag is pneumatically stirred by N2/O2 gas injected through a top-submerged lance 
during a slag treatment process. In order to understand the flow field characteristics, a scaled-
down physical model was designed and the corresponding numerical simulations were 
performed with a combined VOF-LES model. The numerical results were validated by TR-
PIV experiments. The results obtained from two different sub-grid scale models (namely, the 
Dynamic Smagorinsky-Lilly (DSL) model and the Wall-Adapting Local Eddy-Viscosity 
(WALE) model) satisfactorily represent the mean features and fluctuating behavior of the flow. 
The DSL model slightly outperforms the WALE model, especially at a deep submergence level 
case (h/H = 0.52) where turbulence is more intensive. Additionally, a better mixing effect is 
achieved for a deep lance submergence level. 

Keywords: top-submerged injection; combined VOF-LES; sub-grid scale models; 
submergence level; PIV experiment. 
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Abstract 

In order to improve understanding of the interaction between bubbles and particles 
during the flotation process, the interaction between the various factors that affect 
the collision efficiency has been analyzed. In this paper, four kinds of mineral 
particles (quartz, chalcopyrite, copper sulfide and galena) were investigated. 
Particle-bubble collisions between bubbles with size ranging from 0.6μm to 2.0μm 
and particles with diameter from 31μm to 150μm were examined. The results of 
the CFD model are compared with the existing mathematical model to analyze the 
advantages and disadvantages of the existing mathematical model, as a description 
of the collision process of the flotation process. The results show that the GSE 
model fits the CFD predictions well in the particle size range below 74 microns. 
The Schulze model exhibits a good fit to the CFD predictions when the particle 
density is greater than 4200 kg/m3 (especially 4200–5600 kg/m3). It would be 
expected that the CFD model would be more exact than either semi-theoretical 
model, given that it involves fewer assumptions. In this paper, the influence of 
bubble diameter on particle– bubble interaction is analyzed in detail from the 
theoretical point of view, and a computational fluid dynamics model, which is 
expected to be applicable over a wide range of parameters, is established. 
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ABSTRACT 

Electrochemical CO2 reduction reactions, as a potential path towards reusing CO2 to prepare fuel, is of great 
significance for alleviating the shortage of fossil fuels and combatting global climate change. Within 
electrochemical CO2 reduction reactions, the electrolyte has been proved by reported studies to be an 
important factor affecting the Faraday efficiency and products selectivity of CO2 reduction. The optimized 
electrolyte surface reaction at present has the neutral pH and low-concentration electrolyte, which owns a 
high solution resistance overvoltage, and thus caused a significant proportion of energy loss. In addition, the 
local environment of the electrolyte can significantly affect the products selectivity. In the previous reports, 
the researchers mainly used single electrolyte aqueous solution as supporting electrolyte solution, which 
was prepared based on deionized water. However, the manufacturing cost of deionized water is still high, 
limiting the practical application and large-scale industrial production of this technology. In fact, seawater 
is the majority of the earth's water resources. In this case, the research on seawater based electrolyte is 
extremely necessary and important. There are a variety of inorganic ions and organics in seawater. The 
interaction mechanism between various species was not clear yet, as well the complexity of using seawater 
as supporting electrolyte was still difficult to control. Here, the effects of various ions in seawater on the 
mechanism of electrochemical CO2 reduction and the suppression of H2 evolution on the Cu electrode were 
investigated comprehensively. The electrochemical CO2 reduction measurements displayed that the 
Faradaic efficiency of CO, CH4, and format was increased successively while the H2 Faradaic efficiency 
was decreased in 0.1 mol/L CO2-saturated Na+, Mg2+, K+, Ca2+ bicarbonate aqueous solution and KBr, KCl, 
K2SO4, KHCO3 aqueous solution, at a applied potential of -2.0 VRHE. The influence mechanism of cations 
on the electrochemical reduction was due to the effects of the cation size on hydrolysis and the coupling 
effects between cations and H2O. The effects from anions were attributed to the effect of buffer action of 
anions on pH in reaction system. The influence mechanism of various ions in seawater solution on the 
reaction Faraday efficiency and the selectivity of reaction products were investigated by simulated seawater 
as an electrolyte for the first time. Based on these results, an optimum scheme for electrochemical reduction 
of CO2 in seawater has been proposed and the feasibility of large-scale electrochemical reaction for 
preparing renewable energy in seawater system is analyzed. 
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Abstract 

The development of GPU parallelized unstructured multiphase solver and its application in predicting turbulent 
swirling flow of slurries inside cyclones is presented. Algebraic slip mixture model (ASM) is modified with 
additional shear lift forces and slurry rheology is corrected with fines fraction. The flow inside hydrocyclones 
are highly turbulent and predicting the anisotropic nature of the turbulent flow structures is limited while using 
RANS based turbulence model. This may affect the cyclone performance prediction as the instantaneous flow 
rates through the overflow and the underflow are not correctly predicted using RANS based turbulence models. 
LES can accurately resolve flow structures that are few times the Kolmogorov scale at an increased 
computational cost due to finer mesh requirement. Hence this solver has been parallelized using general purpose 
graphics processing units (GPGPUs). In the current solver, the Pressure Poisson equation has been parallelized 
on GPU architecture along with Algebraic multigrid method using CUDA programming language for 
unstructured grids. The coupled LES-ASM model is used to simulate the dynamics of slurry inside the 
hydrocyclone and study the particle classification. The simulated results are validated against experimental 
findings.  

The effect of turbulent dispersion forces on particle segregation for cyclones operating with high solid 
concentration is studied by modifying the slip velocity calculations to incorporate the effect of turbulent 
fluctuation on the particle motion given by the formulae 

𝑢 𝑢 𝐾 .
𝐷
𝛼 ∇𝛼  

𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, 𝑢
𝑑 𝜌 𝜌

18 𝑓 𝜇 𝑔
𝜕
𝜕𝑡 𝑢 𝑢

𝜕
𝜕𝑥 𝑢 0.75

𝜌
𝜌 𝜌 𝐶 𝜖 𝜔 𝑢  

The term 𝐾  is the drag coefficient, and the turbulent diffusion coefficient is given by 

𝐷 𝜎 𝜅𝛼 𝑣 1 𝛼 𝑣  

The effect of these additional forces on the particle separation efficiency of the hydrocyclone is simulated using 
the parallel solver and the change compared to the model with no turbulent diffusion is reported. Further, the 
parallel efficiency of the solver compared to the serial version is also reported.   
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Figure 1. Comparison of predicted density using Maninnen model GPU code, Ishii Mishima viscosity corrected, Fluent and 

experimentally reported values in Subramaniam et.al 2001 at 0.23m (left), 0.47m (middle) and 0.65m (right) 
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ABSTRACT 

Fossil fuels are non-renewable, which play a very important role in the energy 
demand and supply. Nonetheless, the use of this finite and exhaustible source 
is invariably linked with carbon dioxide emission. Electrochemical reduction 
of carbon dioxide (CO2 Reduction Reaction, CO2RR) to hydrocarbons 
provides a great technique for CO2 utilization. With this technology, 
sustainable energy can be stored in green chemical fuels, enabling an easier 
way to utilize renewable energy. In addition, it has been gaining increasing 
attention due to its immense potential to establish a more sustainable energy 
cycle. The electrochemical reaction at the catalyst interface is especially 
important for the process of carbon dioxide reduction, which will affect the 
distribution of products and the energy loss of the overpotential. The catalytic 
reaction is very sensitive to the surface of the electrodes. And numerous works 
show that the oxygen modified copper, such as an Oxide-Derived copper 
electrode, can significantly change the catalytic performance. Similarly, due to 
the similar chemical properties of the sulfur and oxygen elements, the sulfur-
modified copper catalyst will also influence the catalytic performance of 
CO2RR. Here, sulfur modified copper catalyst was fabricated by a simple 
surface drip method. We tried to use sulfide ion to change the surface of the 
copper electrode, and studied the surface structures of sulfur- modified copper 
catalyst. The goals of this work is to improve the selectivity and faradic 
efficiency of products by the sulfur-modified copper catalyst. Compared with 
pure copper, the catalytic activity of sulfur-modified copper catalyst with a 
simple surface drip method was obviously enhanced, and the reason for the 
characterization of sulfur-modified copper catalyst was demonstrated by XRD, 
SEM, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, cycle voltammetry, electroactive 
surface area measurements. The gas and liquid products of electrocatalytic 
carbon oxide reduction using the sulfur-modified copper electrode will be 
qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed by GC and HPLC method. In 
addition, the electrochemical performances of catalysts were studied under a 
series of applied potentials. The results of the products in CO2RR showed that 
the C1-C3 hydrocarbons and carbohydrates were produced here. Moreover, we 
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found that the CO2RR on sulfur modified copper catalyst prefer to produce 
formate. Finally, the mechanism of high selective formate production was also 
analyzed by first principle calculations. For future work on the sulfur-modified 
copper catalyst for CO2RR, we suggest that the surface structures and the 
interface reaction may be a key factor in determining the selectivity of products 
in CO2RR, and the addition work is required to determine the effect of 
energylevel barrier on the selectivity of products in CO2RR. Moreover, more 
preparation methods of copper catalysts for CO2RR need study. 
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Abstract 

Erosion is a major concern in many industrial applications involving dry granular flows and slurry transport. The control and prediction of 
erosive wear can result in significant extensions to the useful life of machinery, reduction in down-time and associated cost savings. Previous 
methods used for analyzing erosive wear have mainly been limited to experimental techniques (analyzing wear after it has occurred) and 
wear models based on either simple experimental setups or on theories involving significant assumptions. 

In this work we employ Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) to investigate wear in ductile materials by performing impact studies for a 
broad range of impact conditions. In contrast to numerical methods like the Finite Element Method (FEM) which have been used in studies 
to analyze erosion, SPH offers advantages in avoiding issues of mesh entanglement for large deformations and difficulties in modelling the 
fracture and detachment of material from the eroding surface. We investigate the effect of impact velocity on wear by varying the velocity in 
the range of 10 m/s to 100 m/s and quantify the corresponding wear observed in terms of plastic deformation.  

Figure 1 shows the plastic strains observed in simulations of an oblique impact of a spherical granule with a stationary substrate at impact 
velocities ranging from 10 m/s to 100 m/s. The deformation of both the impacting granule and the substrate is calculated using the using the 
Johnson-Cook model, with increasing surface deformation visible for higher impact velocities 

 

Fig. 1: Effect of velocity on plastic strain. 
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Abstract 

The main objective of this paper is to analyze the kinetics of the drying and oxidation of pellets 
in the steel belt sintering furnace. The two-stage drying thought and shrinking core model are 
used to investigate the flow field, the temperature field of gas-solid two-phase, moisture content 
of raw pellets, combustion of carbon powder and the oxidation of iron ore pellet in the moving 
pellet bed synchronously. A mathematical model of the multi-field coupling transfer process 
of the bed has been developed in the steel belt sintering process. The reliability of the drying 
and oxidation kinetic of pellets is validated against empirical data in field conditions by 
comparing the modelling results against measurements at key positions. The results show that 
the model can be successfully used for predicting the steel belt sintering process. It also 
provides an analysis system of accurate control and optimization for iron ore pellet drying and 
oxidation process which has practical significance.  
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Abstract 

Photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting is a promising way to produce hydrogen from solar energy. 
Its conversion involves complicated physicochemical processes, operating through successive stages 
including photogeneration of charge carriers, separation of photogenerated carriers, surface reaction and 
evolution of gas products. Comparatively, the evolution of gas products in the form of bubbles proceeds 
at a time scale of seconds, acting as the rate-limiting step and a crucial aspect of the PEC system. 
Modestino et al. [1] emphasized the bubble effects during the mass transport analysis of solar-hydrogen 
generation. On the one hand, bubble-induced mixing near the electrode surface can reduce the transport 
losses. On the other hand, if bubble cannot be released from surface rapidly, the increased reaction kinetic 
losses, undesirable scattering and reflection will affect PEC performance detrimentally. 

This research focuses on the bubble evolution process and its effects on photoelectrochemical conversion, 
including light and the species transportation. Through COMSOL Multiphysics, the incident light 
transportation during bubble evolution, induced local temperature distribution at photoelectrode and the 
temperature gradient Marangoni convection were investigated. The results demonstrate the optical 
refraction of incident light and the result-in local optical concentrating effect at the edge of bubble-
photoelectrode contact area, whichs implies an unwanted nonuniform generation of electron-hole pairs 
and subsequent nonuniform current density distribution will arise, and will finally cause the ohmic and 
kinetic losses. While Marangoni effect causes a negative pressure area at bubble foot near the electrode 
and forms a recirculation, which will accelerate the species transportation and bubble evolution. The above 
points provide convincing evidence to our former experimental results on bubble growth characteristics.   

 

[1] M. A. Modestino, S.M.M. Hashemi, S. Haussener, Energy Environ. Sci., 9, 1533(2016). 
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Abstract 

Numerical simulations were carried out to study coal combustion in a simplified 
foursquare tangentially-fired furnace. The LES for turbulent gas coupled with DPM for 
coal particles trajectories was considered, as well as non-premixed combustion model 
for pulverized-coal combustion, two-competing-rates model for devolatilization, 
kinetics/diffusion-limited model for combustion process and the P-1 model for radiation. 
The analysis focused on the effects of the excess air coefficient on pulverized-coal 
combustion. More specifically, the oxygen-rich and fuel-rich atmospheres were set to 
simulate the horizontal bias burner in practical applications. The fuel and thermal NOx 
pollutant formation were greatly influenced by the excess air coefficient. Moreover, 
turbulence, char and volatile combustion and the pollutants’ emissions were compared 
qualitatively and quantitatively. These findings may provide insight into strategies to 
design and monitor tangentially-fired pulverize-coal boilers. 
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Abstract 

Burden distribution plays a crucial role in controlling gas flow distribution and achieving the 
stability operation of the melter gasifier in COREX. It has been observed that the structures of 
burden pile are affected by the shape of coke or coal particles and flaps. However, previous 
studies on the COREX process based on the discrete element method (DEM) mainly used 
spherical particles, resulting bed density and voidage significantly different from the 
experimental results [1]. 

In this work, a non-spherical DEM-CFD model was used to model the irregular coke particles. 
To validate the DEM model, the packing simulation was carried out at first. Mono-sized or 
multi-sized (ternary) particles were poured into a rectangular container to form a random 
packing, the gas was then injected from the bottom of the container. The effects of non-
convexity shape factor and size were investigated, and the results were validated by comparing 
packing properties with those obtained by previous researchers. Then, a one-eighth COREX 
melter gasifier furnace stack model with the periodical boundary conditions in the 
circumferential direction was established to model the burden distribution and gas flow 
distribution.  

In the packing process, the packing density decreases with the shape factor increasing, and the 
packing density of multi-sized particles bed is significantly larger than that of mono-sized 
particle bed (Fig. 1a). This is because of the surface of the non-spherical particle with a large 
shape factor is rougher, resulting in more bridges between the particles. Besides, the mono-
sized particle packing density is similar to the previous work [2]. The mean coordination 
number increases with the increase of the shape factor. Although the variation range of 
coordination number of multi-sized particle bed is larger than that of mono-sized bed, the mean 
coordination number of the former is slightly smaller than that of the latter, which is consistent 
with previous work [3]. In addition, the results show that the simulated pressure drop over the 
packed bed is comparable to the theoretical calculation results based on Ergun equation. The 
pressure of larger shape factor (0.5-0.6) non-spherical particle bed is significantly smaller than 
that of spherical particle bed (shape factor 0), indicating that there will be a notable error when 
modelling the pressure drop in the irregular shaped particles packed bed by using spherical 
particles. 

After validating the model, the work was extended to the burden distribution simulation in the 
COREX melter gasifier. The effects of particle shape and DRI-flap shape were investigated. 
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The results show that the particles were unevenly distributed in the circumferential directions 
with the Original flap shape, i.e. more DRI particles were accumulated at the region between 
two charging points. To reduce the uneven distribution of particles, four types flap shapes were 
investigated. The results show that the burden pile thickness below the charging point was 
proportional to the cross-sectional area of the flap. The uneven burden distribution directly 
affects the gas flow distribution, as shown in Figure 1b. The pressure of Original and Wedge 
flap increases along the circumferential direction, while that of Rectangle flap decreases 
gradually, only the pressure of Arc flap is almost constant and fluctuates around 150 Pa. 
Finally, it can be concluded that the Arc-shape flap, with a medium size of cross-sectional 
area, was able to control the uniform distribution of DRI particle and formed a uniform 
pressure distribution in the circumferential direction. 

     

                                     (a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Variations of packing density with the non-convexity shape factor, and (b) 
Average pressure at inlet in different flap shapes. 
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Abstract 

Compaction is a technique to consolidate loose particles which carries the fundamental 

importance of many industrial purposes. Structure and stress change diversely depending on 

particle properties after being compacted under external loading condition. Characterization 

of compact structure and strength is important and different particles exhibit different 

responses.  

In this work, the behaviour of the die compaction of iron ore particles and strength of the 

compact are analyzed by Finite Element Method (FEM) opting the Drucker-Prager Cap (DPC) 

model as a constitutive model. To calibrate the elastic and plastic parameter for functionating 

the DPC model, experimental tests have been conducted similar to previous work [1, 2]. The 

die compaction is characterized by two stages such as compression and decompression. 

structural states of the formed compact change at each stage. Density along with different 

states are utilized to define behaviour of the compact iron. Figure 1a illustrates that a higher 

density located on the top corner revealing that the compact bed is very loose on lower corner 

with lower density. This top area can easily be changed after the unloading stage due to some 

elastic response. 

The compact strength is characterized by its tensile strength. The diametrical compression is 

conducted to identify the tensile strength of a formed compact of iron ore particles.  A tensile 

dominated failure criterion which travels through the centre area of the compact is gained. A 

little crack may be positioned at the loading area which is the because of loading force. Figure 

1b shows the comparison of stress-strain curve for both simulation and experimental test of 

iron ore particles which is utilized to identify the compact strength. The curve exhibits a linear 

elastic behaviour before being fluctuated continuously. The fluctuation after the peak value 

implies the reduction of cohesion among the particles. The overall comparison for both cases 

is compatible with experimental work on DPC and MCC powder [3]. 

In summary, the FEM Model can predict the iron ore particles behaviour and failure criteria 

such as capping, cracking both for die compaction and diametrical compression. For die 
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compaction, structural states along with density were determined and compared with 

experimental results.  In diametrical compression, the crack intents more concentration 

towards the centre line. 

  

(a)                                                                (b) 

Figure 1 (a) Density distribution of die compact bed; (b) Stress-strain relation of diametrical 
compression 
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Abstract 

The discrete solid-like granular materials can exhibit continuum fluid-like properties in gas 

fluidization. Such transition becomes especially complicated for cohesive particles with the 

significant interparticle force. This work numerically investigates the flow of cohesive 

particles in gas fluidization through the combined approach of computational fluid dynamics 

and discrete element method (CFD-DEM), and facilitated by a time-volume averaging method 

for linking the discrete to continuum properties. First, it is shown the discrete particle flow 

patterns and pressure drop are significantly affected when particle cohesion becomes large; 

the particle velocity distributions becomes inhomogeneous and deviates from the Maxwellian 

distribution with increasing particle cohesion. Then, a proper averaging method is employed 

to obtain the continuum properties (including solid fraction, velocity and pressure) which 

indicate the circulation of solids in the bed is deteriorated with increasing cohesion and the 

bed walls are important for the distribution of bulk properties. Finally, it is shown the solid 

pressure of cohesive particles is underestimated by the widely used kinetic theory, even when 

solid fraction is smaller than 0.49. Accordingly, a modified equation for predicting the solid 

pressure of cohesive particles considering the particle contact and granular temperature is 

proposed based on the averaged CFD-DEM results.   
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Abstract 

Understanding the relationship between bed structures and fluid flows is not only of 
fundamental importance for developing reliable correlations for modelling particle-fluid 
flows, but also beneficial for industrial applications. This work presents a pore scale 
study of fluid flows through random packed beds by a network model. The effects of 
bed structures with a wide range of porosities on the pore scale fluid flows and drag 
forces are discussed. The results show in addition to local porosity, the connections of 
pores are also important in determining the local fluid flows. The normalized fluid 
velocity distribution is exponential with a single peak regardless of bed porosity at the 
pore scale, whereas there is a transition from the two-peak to single-peak distribution of 
normalized flow flux when the porosity increases. The distribution of normalized drag 
forces for individual particles is Gaussian, which is related to the joint distribution of 
normalized throat diameter and throat length of the pore structure. The mean drag force 
of a bed by the pore scale model largely agrees with a previous drag model, but 
deviations will increase when Reynold number or the bed porosity becomes high. 
Further consideration of the inertial effect in the present model is necessary for the 
potential application to the simulation of dynamic particle-fluid flows with particle 
dynamics solved at a particle scale (DEM) and the fluid dynamics solved at a pore scale. 
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Abstract 

Chemical Looping Combustion (CLC) is a promising combustion technology alternative to 
conventional oxy-combustion because of its economic and technical feasibility to achieve 
intrinsic separation of CO2.  In a typical Coal-Direct Chemical Looping process (CDLC), iron-
based oxygen carriers are used which belong to Geldart D particles. Previous studies of typical 
CLC units was almost limited to hydrodynamic behaviour of fine and cohesive powders 
belonging to Geldart A, B or C particles. There is a need to understand the hydrodynamic 
behaviour of Geldart D particles in the CLC system.  In this work, an Eulerian-Eulerian two-
fluid model is developed for describing gas and granular flow in a bottom-enlarged air reactor 
of CDCL process and considers Geldart D oxygen carrier particles. The simulation results 
indicate oxygen carrier particles show a slugging flow in the bottom section of air reactor, and 
the whole air reactor show a periodic fluctuation in both bottom combustor and upper riser. 
The formation, growth, rising and bursting of slugs can be captured. The influence of 
superficial gas velocity, wall boundary condition and different drag models on pressure 
fluctuation, rising velocities and frequency of slugs are investigated. This model provides a 
cost effective tool for better understanding of flows in the air reactor of CLC. 
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Abstract 

Spray evaporation technology is an advanced processing method for desulphurization 
wastewater. The desulfurization wastewater is sprayed into the flue gas in the end part of the 
boiler, and the residual solid particles after the evaporation process are captured by 
electrostatic precipitator, thus eliminating liquid discharge of desulfurization wastewater [1,2]. 
It has advantages of simpler process, less investment and space. To effectively reveal the 
evaporation mechanism of desulphurization wastewater, many numerical simulations on the 
process of desulphurization wastewater evaporation were carried out [3,4]. In the process of 
setting up the droplet evaporation model, most researchers simplified droplets of 
desulphurization wastewater as droplets of pure water, ignoring the particular property of 
desulphurization wastewater with high-salt concentration, which leads to unreliable simulation 
results under highly idealized assumptions. 

Under this background, Eulerian method with the k-ε turbulence model is adopted to 
calculate the steady-state gas flow in current work. The flow of droplets is calculated by 
Lagrangian particle tracking method. The wastewater is assumed as aqueous solution of CaCl2. 
In order to make the simulation results consistent with the reality, the evaporation model of 
droplets with different salinity is used. 

Compared to alternated arrangement of nozzles, the droplets hardly collide with the flue 
pipe-wall under symmetrical arrangement, reducing the occurrence of sculling and corrosion 
of flue, as shown in Fig. 1. One can find that the temperature distribution in the flue under 
symmetrical arrangement of nozzles is more uniform. 

The evaporation rate of droplets with uniform diameter is much faster than that of droplets 
with non-uniform diameter, indicating that the more uniform the diameter is, the shorter is the 
evaporation time. By comparing the mean distance and time needed for evaporation process 
of droplets with different uniform diameters, the most optimal diameter of droplets, in terms 
of minimum mean distance and time of evaporation, is found to be 54μm under BMCR 
condition, as shown in Fig. 2. 

By simulating droplet evaporation process under different temperatures (110℃, 120℃, 
130℃, 140℃, 150℃), it is found that 130℃ is the most appropriate temperature under BMCR 
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condition. At this temperature, the droplet evaporation process can be completed quickly, and 
the negative impact on the heat exchanger and dust collector will be within acceptable limits.  

Through studying the evolution curve of evaporation rate of droplets for different salt 
contents (0%, 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10%), with respect to the mean distance, one can see that the 
evaporation rate of pure water is faster than that of salt containing wastewater. When the 
droplet evaporation rate is less than 82%, the effect of salt content of droplets on the 
evaporation rate can be ignored. With the increase of salt content of droplets, the maximum 
evaporation rate of droplets decreases and the distance of transition stage of evaporation 
process increases.  

After comparing the droplet trajectories under different THA conditions, it is found that 
when the flue gas evaporation equipment is opened under 75% THA work condition, there is 
risk of corrosion in the heat exchange tube. 
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Fig. 1 Droplet motion trajectories under symmetrical nozzle 
arrangement (a) and alternative 

nozzle arrangement (b) 

Fig. 2 Mean distance and mean time of 
evaporation process of droplets with 
different diameters 
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Abstract 

Among all methods used in PM (Powder metallurgy) forming process to produce tungsten metal 
or alloy, cold isostatic pressing (CIP) method has been widely applied due to its unique advantages 
such as high relative density, uniform density and stress distributions. Hence, many previous numerical 
and physical studies had been carried out to obtain high performance tungsten metal or alloy. However, 
although physical experiments could investigate the effects of different factors on the forming process 
and sintering process of PM from macroscopic scale, they were unable to intuitively and effectively 
characterize the powder behavior during compaction and sintering from particulate scale, like particle 
rearrangement and deformation, stress distributions and transfer, and densification dynamics and 
mechanisms. The disadvantages in physical experiments can be conquered by computer simulations. 
While most numerical work was based on macro continuous scale, and the forming stage and sintering 
stage were considered separately and independently rather than in a unified model; in addition, they 
failed to characterize the microscopic properties such as stress distribution, force structure and 
transmission, particle rearrangement and deformation, void filling behavior, as well as the densification 
dynamics and mechanisms during forming and sintering. 

In this study, the CIP and subsequent solid-state sintering of tungsten powders were simulated by 
continuum FEM as well as MPFEM (Multi-particle finite element method) from both macroscopic and 
particulate scale. The effects of initial packing structures, pressing pressure and sintering temperature 
on the properties of tungsten component including evolution of overall relative density, local relative 
density and stress distributions, particle rearrangement and deformation, as well as the densification 
dynamics and mechanisms, were systematically investigated and discussed. 

This simulation contains two models, a DEM coupled continuum FEM model to study the 
macroscopic properties such as total stress distribution, distribution and evolution of overall relative 
density during CIP, and a DEM coupled MPFEM model to study the microscopic properties of the 
component like stress distribution, force structure and transmission, particle rearrangement and 
deformation during CIP and sintering from particulate scale. 

In the first model, the initial packing structure generated by DEM and corresponding continuum 
model utilized in FEM are shown in Fig. 1. The mold used in CIP is define as rubber with Mooney 
Model, each element face of its surface is subjected to the same pressure to simulate the condition in 
liquid pressure medium. Tungsten powder is considered as a compressible continuum defined by 
Shima-Oyane model, where its Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are functions of its relative 
density. The model is shown in Fig. 2(a). In the second model, a random initial packing structure of 
tungsten powder is generated in DEM and then imported to FEM. In this model, the definition of the 
rubber mold is the same as the previous model, but in this case, each tungsten particle is set to be an 
independent elasto-plastic deformable body defined by Johnson-cook model. The model is shown in 
Fig. 2(b). 
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Fig. 1 Initial packing structure and relative density distribution in compact 

      
(a)                                                          (b) 

Fig. 2 (a) Continuum FEM model (b) multi-particle FEM model 

This study provide a new approach when similar problems are concerned. Unlike  previous studies 
that simulated the forming and sintering process of tungsten metal or alloy separately, this study uses 
a unified model to simulate the forming and sintering process from                           
particulate scale, which can reduce the assumptions in the modeling and make the simulation results 
more accurate and closer to reality. Microscopic properties such as stress distribution, force structure 
and transmission, particle rearrangement and deformation, void filling behavior, as well as the 
densification dynamics can be systematically characterized. Also, a continuum model is established to 
make up for the shortcomings of MPFEM by studying the overall macroscopic properties of the entire 
compact. By coupling continuum FEM method and discrete MPFEM method, the details of forming 
and sintering processes in PM and the factors that affect them can be learnt from two different scales. 
Recent results indicate that the model is consistent with experimental data, and previous research by 
our team has already shown that MPFEM is an effective method to simulate the whole PM process for 
tungsten powders in a two-dimensional scale. 
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Abstract 

 

Antisolvent vapour precipitation (AVP) is a new spray drying technique which involves a 

simultaneous absorption-dehydration and antisolvent precipitation of uniform particles in 

micrometer range. Conventional spray drying focuses on dehydrating individual droplets to 

form particles while AVP approach has been shown to produce multiple ultrafine particles 

from each single aqueous droplet at atmospheric pressure. The mechanism of AVP has been 

well described qualitatively. AVP process is undertaken by exposing aqueous droplet 
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containing dissolved solids to an ethanol-nitrogen environment, where ethanol vapour is used 

as an antisolvent. This involves the simultaneous absorption of ethanol and droplet 

evaporation. Previous work had been tried to model this phenomena using the conventional 

gradient driven heat and mass transfer model. However, it was found that this model was not 

capable for capturing the mass transfer depression effect due to high mass flux at the droplet 

interface. In order to quantitatively understand the effect of the simultaneous transfer of 

ethanol and water across the droplet surface on the particle precipitation, we will investigate 

numerically the mutual effect of heat and mass transfer during vapour absorption and removal 

on the surface of a single droplet exposing to the inert stream containing ethanol vapour. An 

AVP drying model will be developed based on the fundamental heat and mass conservations 

of a droplet with the incorporation of heat and mass transfer correlations. We will use the 

modified correlations which considers the mass transfer depression effect across the droplet 

surface, since we expect vapour flux at the droplet surface will be high as well as the ‘shielding 

effect’ due to the absorption of ethanol vapour in counter direction during AVP process. 

Several drying kinetics properties will be studied, namely droplet mass change, droplet 

temperature and droplet size. The reliability of modelling will be validated with the 

experimental result obtained via a single droplet drying (SDD) method for investigating the 

drying profile under a controlled environment. Through the modelling, analysis of ethanol 

vapour absorption to aqueous droplets accompanied by evaporation of the aqueous droplet can 

be used in determination of minimum ethanol concentration in the droplet required for particle 

precipitation, and hence ethanol humidity in convective stream can be controlled. This will 

help in the understanding of drying kinetics during AVP process for scaling-up purpose in 

future application and subsequently improve the quality of final products.  

 

Keywords: Antisolvent vapour precipitation, drying kinetics, mass transfer depression 
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Abstract 

The transition from random loose packing (RLP) to random close packing (RCP) of binary 
regular tetrahedral particle mixtures under 3D mechanical vibration was modeled by using 
discrete element method. The effects of vibration conditions, particle size ratio (volume of 
large particles versus small particles), and composition of the binary mixtures (volume fraction 
of large particles) on the packing densification were systematically studied, and the micro 
properties such as coordination number (CN), particle contact type, radial distribution function 
(RDF) were characterized and analyzed. The results show that for each fixed composition and 
size ratio, the packing density of the binary mixture first increases with vibration frequency or 
amplitude and then decreases, high packing density can be obtained by properly controlling 
the vibration parameters. Under the optimum operating condition, the packing density 
increases gradually with the increase of particle size ratio. The packing density remains 
constant when the size ratio exceeds 5. With the increase of the volume fraction of large 
particles in the binary mixtures, the packing density first increases to a maximum value and 
then decreases. Appropriate composition (e.g. 70 vol.%, volume fraction of large tetrahedral 
particles in this work) with large size ratio can contribute to the high packing density. The 
micro property characterization shows that the packing densification of binary regular 
tetrahedral particle mixtures is mainly due to the relative movement of small particles. 

Fig.1 (a) shows the multi-sphere model for representing the tetrahedral particle in this 
work. Fig.1 (b) shows the whole process of pour packing of binary regular tetrahedral particle 
mixtures. At the beginning of the simulation, the particles are generated at the top of the 
container with periodic boundary. The particles will firstly collide with the bottom of the 
container and then bounce back and forth. At the same time, the interaction between particles 
occurs, which leads to the change of the relative position of the particles in the process of 
packing. After the stable static packing is formed, the container begins to vibrate, and the 
periodic sinusoidal vibration is used in three mutually perpendicular directions to realize the 
densification of the packing structure. 
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Fig.1 (a) Multi-sphere model used in the simulation; (b) Snapshots showing the formation of the packing 

of binary regular tetrahedral particle mixtures. 

Fig. 2 shows the packing density of the binary mixtures with size ratio r = 2 as a function 
of the composition when vibration amplitude A = 2.0 mm and frequency f = 31.85 Hz. It can 
be observed that the packing density increases with the volume fraction of large particles to a 
maximum value and then decreases. It indicates that there is an optimal volume fraction of 
large particles (X* 

L ) to realize the highest packing density. For size ratio r = 2, X* 
L  is about 70 

vol.%, which is much comparable with the results on the packing densificaiton of binary sphere 
mixtures and binary sphere/cube mixtures. 

 

Fig. 2 Evolution of packing density with the volume fraction of large particles for the binary tetrahedral 
mixutres with the size ratio of r = 2 when A = 2.0 mm and f = 31.85 Hz. 
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Abstract 

A novel slowly-moving bed coal gasifier is developed for utilizing the largely-reserved 
coals high in ash (Ad > 40%) and high at ash fusion temperature (>1400℃) in China. The 
high-turbulence zone plays an important role during the gasification process, which is greatly 
affecting the airflow, the activity of hearth charge falling and heat energy needed for 
production. In this paper, a three-dimensional (3D) CFD-based mathematical model is 
developed for describing the state of high-turbulence zone in terms of the flow pattern and the 
related thermo behavior. The model is based on the solution of conservation equations of both 
gas and solid phases as interpenetrating continua on a Eularian-Eularian framework. A 
modified k-ε model is adopted for gas phase turbulence. The solid phase constitutive equation 
is characterized by the solid pressure, bulk viscosity and shear viscosity, which are evaluated 
from the kinetic theory of random motions of granular materials in a fluid flow. The thermo 
behavior of the high-turbulence zone is also reflected by considering the heat and mass transfer 
of key chemical reactions. The results show that the 3D boundary surface of high turbulence 
zone can be characterized by Reynolds number and volume fraction of solid phase with the 
critical value 250 and 0.6, respectively. And the influences of gasifying agent velocity and 
coal particle size distribution on the shape and size of high-turbulence zone are investigated. 
The simulation results of thermochemical reactions shows that the combustion reactions are 
mainly concentrated in Z=0~0.5m, which accounts for about 1/6 of the whole bed. And the 
oxygen/steam ratio effects on the gas and solid temperature and the components of the gas 
phase obviously.  

 
Fig.1 3D boundary surface of high-turbulence zone under different gasification agent velocities (a) 150m/s 

(b) 200m/s (c) 250m/s 

Fig.1 illustrate the 3D shapes of high-turbulence zone under different gasification agent 
velocities. In the practice of slowly moving bed coal gasifier, the gasifying agent is blown into 
the coal-packed bed at high velocity through tuyere, resulting in a cavity, termed high-
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turbulence zone in front of the tuyere. In present work, the boundary of the high-turbulence 
zone is characterized by volume fraction of solid phase (s = 0.6) and Reynolds number of 
250.  As show in Fig. 1, an increase in the size and a change in the shape of the high-turbulence 
zone are noted with the increase of the gasifying agent velocity. Especially, a slugging 
occurred in the bed when the velocity reaches over 250 m/s, and the complete and stable shape 
of high –turbulence zone cannot be maintained anymore. 

Fig. 2 shows the temperature profiles of gas and solid phase at the clip surface of Y=0. It is 
observed that the both the solid phase and gas phase are generally lower near the center axis 
of the tuyere, because of the coal particles are blow away by the low temperature preheated 
gasification agent at high velocity and no intense exothermic chemical reactions occurred 
subsequently. However, the gas and solid phase temperature are increased rapidly by the fully 
chemical reaction and distributed circumferentially over the boundary of high-turbulence 
zone. It is noted in Fig. 2(b), the highest temperature of the solid phase is around 1400℃, 
which is indicated that the ash component of coal particles is above the melting point 
temperature and can be discharged smoothly. 
 

 
Fig.2 Temperature profiles of gas phase (a) and solid phase (b) of the high-turbulence zone under the 

gasification agent velocity of 150m/s and O2/H2O(g)=0.4/0.6 
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Abstract 

This paper mainly studies the contact pressure of granular materials. The finite element 
software was used to simulate two disks in contact with each other. By changing the elastic 
modulus, dimension and contact displacement of the disk material, the change of contact 
pressure was observed. The average displacement between the extrusion displacement and the 
contact pressure curve is equivalent to the stiffness of the disk group. It is found that the contact 
pressure between two disks increases with the increase of contact displacement, and the 
equivalent stiffness of the disk group increases approximately linearly with the increase of 
elastic modulus of the disk. This study can provide reference for the constitutive simulation 
study of granular media materials. 
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Abstract 

Fluidized beds are widely used in chemical, petroleum, and power generation industries. The complex hydrodynamics of gas-solids 

fluidized beds have been studied by computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The mono-component particle flow is a simplified method in the 

numerical simulation, which ignores the different interactions of particles species, and lost complicated flow structure details. In general, the 

bed materials consist of multi-type particles with different sizes and densities, thus it is necessary to conduct researched on the flow behavior 

of multi-type particles. 

In this paper, flow behaviors of multi-type particles are investigated by TFM-DEM hybrid model coupled with kinetic theory of granular 

flow in a gas-solids bubbling fluidized bed. The flow behaviors of different discrete particles and continuum solids phase are analyzed. The 

effects of drag models, coefficient of restitution and friction coefficient on the flow behavior are predicted. Simulated results reveal that the 

higher restitution coefficient and friction coefficient give rise to higher velocities and lower solids volume fractions. The Huilin-Gidaspow 

drag model provides a better correspondence with the experiments. The influence of Coulomb friction coefficient on hydrodynamics is 

considered to simulate the flow of discrete particles, and the simulated results with Coulomb friction coefficient are in better agreement with 

experiments, comparing to results without this consideration. 
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Fig. 1 Drag forces of discrete particles with different drag force models 

Key words: Hybrid model; multi-component particles; drag force model; restitution coefficient; friction coefficient 
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Abstract 

Electrostatic Precipitators (ESP) have been widely used to separate fine particles from large scale industrial exhaust gases, particularly in 
coal fired power generation plants. In-depth knowledge and careful design optimization are critical to meeting the PM2.5 discharging limit, 
e.g., 5-10 mg/Nm3. Due to the complex nature in the interaction among electric field, gas-particle flow and particle charging, there are a 
number of phenomena yet to be well understood. In the present work, coupled electric field, gas-particle flow and particle charging 
processes are simulated using Eulerian-Lagrangian method in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), for an electrostatic precipitator with 
four-wire electrodes. For other dimensions, the wire diameter is 3.5 mm, wire-to-wire spacing 0.24m, wire-to-plate 0.2m. The effect of 
particle charging on the electric field distribution, IV characteristics and particle collection efficiency are investigated, as the entry particle 
loading/concentration varies from 0 up to 50 g/Nm3 for a particle size of 1.5-5.0 m under fixed gas velocity of 1.0 Nm/s and applied 
voltage Va=60 kV.  

The results show that the electric field can be distorted significantly by the secondary electric field generated by the space charges on the 
floating particles, which mostly reduces particle collection efficiency, except at very low loading. A maximum collection efficiency exists 
at a particle loading that depends on particle size. Under fixed voltage the corona current decreases as particle loading/concentration 
increases. As particle loading increases to some point, the corona current from the downstream wires can be extinguished completely 
(corona quenching). At high particle loadings, corona ion charges may fail to reach the plate due to the absorption of passing particles. The 
electric streamlines in a small zone around the last wire reverse direction locally. A charged particle, once falls accidently within the zone, 
could be trapped and be attracted to the same wire. Thus this wire is subject to heavier dust deposition. The significance of ion transfer and 
space charge of fine dust particles is clarified systematically.  

 

Figure 10. Distribution of corona ion charge density (Loading=10 g/Nm3, Va=60kV). 

 

Figure 11. Collection efficiency as function of particle loading (Va=60kV). 
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Abstract 

Particle flow in rotating drums exhibits a range of complex phenomena, such as 
avalanche, segregation and convection. This has generated considerable interests among 
researchers. Many numerical studies have been carried out to evaluate various properties 
and behavior of particles in horizontally rotating drums in the past, but little effort has 
been made to investigate the dynamic behavior of particles in rotating drum with 
inclined axis of rotation, though such drums also exist in mining, food processing, 
biochemical and pharmaceutical industries. To overcome this gap, in this work, the 
discrete element method was used to simulate flow of ellipsoidal particles in a rotating 
drum with variable inclined axis of rotation. Three critical aspects of the gyro-dynamics 
were examined: axial dispersion, thickness of the active and passive layer and the 
particle velocity. The results show that these properties are affected by the angle of 
inclination. In particular, with the increase in angle of inclination, axial dispersion and 
active region decreases. Further study will be conducted to fully understand the 
influence of the inclination on the dynamical behavior of various shaped particles in 
rotating drums with inclined axis.  
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Abstract 

Understanding of the interactions between gold nanoparticles will allow us to explore 
their potential for a range of applications. In this work, the interactions of gold 
nanoparticles are investigated by molecular dynamics simulation and their interaction 
forces are derived. During the simulation, an external force is applied to the pair of 
nanoparticles, which allows them to approach each other. Some interesting behaviours 
have been observed in their interactions. In addition, the effects of such external force, 
nanoparticle size and approaching direction have been examined. 
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Abstract 
Photoelectrochemical water splitting has been considered as one of the most efficient approaches to 

produce renewable energy. The gas bubble evolution is a significant characteristic of interfacial mass 
transfer and energy conversion during photoelectrochemical water splitting. Despite tremendous progress 
in the development of high-efficiency photocatalysts, the evolution of gas bubbles produced on the catalyst 
surface has been rather poorly understood. The bubble nucleation on photocatalyst, especially, has been 
rarely detailed, because of the lack of a reliable analysis of the free energy for concentration-driven bubble 
nucleation and effective measurement method for bubble nucleation threshold.  

Herein, a thermodynamics approach was performed for the heterogeneous concentration-driven gas 
bubble nucleation inside the nanotube, and an analytical expression of the critical energy of nucleation was 
evaluated considering a spherical gas bubble nucleus nucleating inside the nanotube. The influential factors 
of bubble nucleation were discussed respectively. It was found that the critical nucleation free energy 
gradually increased with the increase of the size of the nanotube and the decrease of the contact angle, as 
shown in Figure 1. A combined method of electrochemical measurement and visualization imaging method 
was used to determine the bubble nucleation critical concentration at nanotube TiO2 of different nanoscale 
size. The self-organized TiO2 nanotube arrays were prepared by an anodization process of Ti foil, whose 
morphologic structure is illustrated in Figure 2a. As shown in Figure 2b-c, the experimental results indicate 
that the bubble nucleation on the surface of the larger diameter of nanotube needs higher dissolved gas 
concentration, coincided with the theoretical analysis. It is suggested by this work that the nanometer scale 
stucture has an important role in gas bubble nucleation, which should be consider in optimizing the 
geometric construction of photocatalyst.  

 
Figure 1. The free energy of bubble nucleation versus (a) the contact angle and (b) the radius of nanotubes 

 
Figure 2. (a) The morphologic structure of nanotube array TiO2. (b)The potential-current curve for critical 

nucleation saturation test. The arrow indicates the fluctuation caused by the bubble evolution. (c) The relation 
of critical concentration and the diameter of the nanotube.  
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Abstract 
The inhaled drugs are generated as aerosol in dry powder inhalers (DPIs) and then transported into 

respiratory tract. The deposition in the target sites mainly depends on a number of factors related to 
anatomical structure variation, particle characteristics and inhalation conditions (inhaled angle and 
breathing pattern e.g.). This project aims to numerically and experimentally investigate the inhalation 
parameters affecting fine particle deposition in the US pharmacopeia throat (USP), idealized mouth-throat 
(IMT) and realistic mouth-throat (RMT) models with a commercial inhaler (Handihaler®). In the 
numerical model, the flow-field equations are solved by computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The 
monodispersed and Rosin-Rammler distributed particles in the size range of 1-30 μm are tracked with 
discrete phase method (DPM). Corresponding physical experiment under the same inhalation conditions 
are designed to quantitatively characterize particle deposition in realistic mouth-throat as well as validate 
the numerical models. The results indicate that the deposition fraction and spatial distribution are highly 
sensitive to the geometrical variation and respiratory conditions such as the inhalation airflow rate, 
particle size and inhalation angle. Moreover, the effect of geometrical variation on the particle deposition 
pattern is more dominant. In the RMT model, inhalation angle creates quite obvious effect on the aerosol 
delivery, especially for particles depositing in oral cavity on the tongue. This study could be used to 
develop an in vitro method which aims to better predict in vivo lung deposition mechanisms of 
pharmaceutical aerosol. 

Keywords: computational fluid dynamics, aerosolisation, dry powder inhalers, mouth-throat geometry, 
deposition efficiency. 
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Abstract 

Hydrogen is a promising eco-friendly fuel and renewable energy. Effective hydrogen storage 

has constantly been a major challenge in hydrogen industry and attracted significant attention 

in recent years. In this study, a three-dimensional CFD model is developed to simulate the 

hydrogen absorption and desorption process in a storage tank where LaNi5 is used as metal 

hydride. The typical thermo-chemical phenomena during hydrogen desorption and absorption 

within the tank are simulated. A new design is proposed by introducing an internal heating 

tube covered by aluminum foam for improving heat transfer efficiency between metal hydride 

and heating source and tested using the model. The simulation results indicate that the design 

distinctly favors the absorption and desorption efficiency. This model can be used as a cost-

effective tool to investigate hydrogen storage and process optimization with respect to 

operating conditions and design.  
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Abstract 

Low rank coals can be upgraded and used to produce semicoke. Semicoke has a potential to 
partly replace high grade metallurgical coals in pulverized coal injection (PCI) in ironmaking 
blast furnace (BF) under increasingly constrained environmental conditions. In this paper, a 
three-dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model is used to simulate the flow 
and thermochemical behaviours related to the PCI operation of co-injecting typical PCI coal 
and semicoke under full-scale BF conditions. The typical phenomena of in-furnace 
aerodynamics and physicochemical behaviours relevant to the co-injection are simulated for 
both overall performance of the blend and the individual behaviours of the components - PCI 
coal and semicoke, in terms of flow, temperature, gas composition and combustion 
characteristics. Moreover, the co-injection of coal and semicoke are tested in a commerical 
BF, ranging from 10% to 20% blending fraction of semicoke. The numerical and plant test 
results indicate that the co-injection of PCI coal and semicoke have demonstrated the similar 
combustion profiles with the conventional PCI operation, confirming the feasibility of 
replacing PCI coal with semicoke partly. The study provide a combined views of co-injecting 
PCI coal and semicoke in terms of fundamental combustion profiles and plant performance in 
a commerical BF.  
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Abstract 

Suspended aggregates of colloidal particles substantially affect the rheological aspect of suspensions. This study proposes an effective way of detecting 
the aggregate microstructure by studying the shear thinning behaviour of sheared suspensions, which is a rheological manifestation of shear-induced 
deformation of the aggregate structure [1,2]. 

Previous studies have placed a major emphasis on qualitative and quantitative analysis of the structural characterization of aggregates that varies with 
time and applied shear rates [3,4]. However, the effects of the deforming aggregate microstructure on the macroscopic rheological behaviour of the 
suspensions have been less studied. 

Rheological information of suspensions can be better correlated with the qualitative evaluation of the aggregate microstructure by means of a numerical 
approach. Simulation of the shear-induced deformation of a particle aggregate should properly account for the particle-particle (PP) and particle-fluid 
(PF) interactions as well as motion of individual particles. However, no proper numerical models exist in the literature for simulation of the shear-
induced deformation of aggregates: limitation in low Reynolds regimes [1,2], complex two-way evaluation of PF interactions of constituent particles 
of an aggregate [4]. 

The objective of this study is to investigate the effects of the microstructure of particle aggregates on the macroscopic rheology of suspensions. Herein, 
we consider two types of aggregate: the spherical aggregate (‘cluster’) and the hollowed-out shell (‘shell’). To do this, we also propose an effective 
numerical model that can simultaneously deal with PP/PF interactions in a straightforward manner. 

Multi-phase dynamics of suspensions were simulated by the DEM-DNS method [5]. This method simultaneously simulates (i) the PP interactions using 
Discrete Element Method (DEM) [6] and (ii) the PF interactions with Immersed Boundary Method (IBM) [7]. This coupling with DNS can achieve 
effective two-way evaluation of PF interactions of constituent particles with the surrounding flow fields. 

We found that, on increasing shear rates, the shell type showed higher degree of shear thinning than the cluster type. This is because the shell with 
structural strength more susceptible to shear-induced deformation was more likely to break up under hydrodynamic stress. Under fairly high shear rate 
regimes, where both the shell as well as the cluster completely dissolves into individual particles freely streaming in the flow direction, the steady-state 
viscosity disparity can be explained by Krieger-Dougherty model for concentration dependence of the macroscopic viscosity increase of dispersions. 
Once the complete break-up is achieved, the steady-state viscosity matches that of dispersions with corresponding solid volume fraction. Thus, the 
ratio of the resulting viscosities of the two types of aggregate is comparable to an increase in viscosity of a dispersion with concentration corresponding 
to the shell upon addition of particle loading equivalent to the interior void region of the shell. By demonstrating that the difference in the aggregate 
microstructure significantly affects the macroscopic rheology of the suspensions, we propose a new way of structural determination of suspended 
aggregates using numerical simulation. 
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Abstract 

Introduction: Use of dry powder inhalers (DPI) is attracting interest as an alternative 
therapeutic method of drug delivery over metered dose inhalers or nebulizer. DPIs in 
conjunction with targeted deposition have advantages over other drug delivery method to treat 
respiratory diseases, such as asthma, COPD and bronchitis. As a result, many CFD simulations 
on various DPIs for design modifications have been made to investigate device efficiency, 
performance and aerosol dispersion [1-2]. Furthermore, the CFD-DEM coupling method is 
employed to observe the de-agglomeration mechanism, particularly for carrier-based devices 
[3-5]. 

Problem and scope of study: Despite many recent CFD modelling studies of various DPIs and 
the influence of parameters have been performed, less effort has been expended on studying 
the influence of turbulence by the cyclonic flow generated in the device chamber in relation 
to the particle transportation, de-agglomeration and aerosol dispersion. The current study 
presents comparison of swirling flow, as well as dispersion as a function of the number of 
tangential inlets to see how the cyclone flow field influences the flow, swirl pattern and 
production of turbulence. The effect of the turbulence modelling approach used is also studied.  
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Fig 1. The impact of the number of inlets. Contour plots for 2 inlets (left) and 8 inlets (right): 
(a), (b) velocity at outlet; (c), (d) integral length scale of turbulence; and (e), (f) Kolmogorov 

length scale of turbulence. 
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Introduction 

Despite that separation of valuable minerals using flotation has been utilized over a century, 
it is still of significant research interest due to complex physio-chemical interactions 
involved in the process. Particle recovery in flotation is often modelled by a first order 
kinetics rate equation wherein the rate constant is expressed as a product of the probabilities 
of three sub-processes namely bubble-particle collision, particle attachment and 
detachment. The effects of flow field on these sub-steps and interactions at the interface are 
known to be critical for process performance. Although, in recent time, macro-scale 
multiphase CFD models have been successfully applied in flotation [1] to understand these 
effects, treatment of gas-liquid interface in a resolved manner remain largely unexplored. 
This study aims to address this knowledge gap by developing a coupled Volume of Fluid 
(interface behaviour) and Discrete Element Method (particle motion) model to investigate 
the effect of bubble surface hydrodynamics and particle surface properties on bubble-
particle interactions. 

Method 

The volume-averaged Navier-Stokes equations including the contribution of surface tension 
force were used to describe the fluid 
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The volume fraction of liquid (1) is transported as a scalar and can be written 

as 
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The particle-bubble surface interaction was modelled as a combination of the maximum 
capillary force [2] and a Hookean spring like force [3] as a function of the liquid volume 
fraction (1) . 

 int 11 coserface pF R k      ,  (4) 
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Results and discussion 

The proposed model showed good mass conservation of the gas phase during rising process in 
the presence or absence of particles. The bubble rising velocity agreed well with the correlation 
and experimental measurements from the literature. In order to validate the implementation of 
the interaction between the particle and the interface, the trajectory of a particle falling onto a 
stationary droplet was compared to  experimental observations from the literature [4]. Effect 
of particle hydrophobicity and forces on the capture of particles were further analysed at 
different particle surface properties. Finally, settling particles captured by a rising bubble were 
simulated to demonstrate the capability of the model in a more practical condition. The 
particle-bubble collection efficiency predicted from simulations were compared to the existing 
theoretical models [5]. 
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Abstract 

Gas-solid reacting flow in a packed bed subjected to a lateral gas inlet is commonly used in 
many industrial applications such as blast furnace ironmaking, catalyst regeneration, 
granular drying, and coal gasification and combustion.  In this paper, a CFD-DEM model is 
used to describe the gas-solid reacting flow in the blast-off operation of an ironmaking blast 
furnace, including gas-solid multiphase flow, heat and mass transfers related to coke 
particles combustion chemical reaction. The typical flow, temperature and composition 
fields are captured including force chain distribution. Then the effects of gas inlet velocity, 
particle size, and bed height on gas-solid flow pattern including void shape and size, 
temperature distribution and species distribution are investigated. The quantitative results 
indicate that a larger gas inlet velocity, finer particles and lower bed heights will lead to a 
larger void and stronger chemical reaction. The study provides a cost-effective tool to 
understand and optimize the blast-off operation in blast furnaces. 
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Abstract 

Stockpiles are commonly observed for the storage of bulk materials in various industries, such 
as mining and refining industries. One of the main issues in the formation of stockpiles is the 
segregation of materials due to different properties, e.g. size and shape. There has been 
intensive studies on size segregation of spheres on stockpiles in the literature. However, the 
particle shape can have an influence on the extent and configuration of size segregation. Makse 
et al.[1-3] have ever considered the effects of a faceted shape type on the segregation of a 
binary-sized stockpile. It was argued that the large-cubic particles tend to size segregate to the 
bottom of the pile, whereas shape segregate at the top of the pile. It leads to stratification, i.e. 
moderate segregation, in the pile. 

In this work, DEM is employed to study the particle shape effects on the segregation 
phenomenon of a binary-sized stockpile. In the binary mixtures, large particles are non-
spherical, with aspect ratio varying from the unity to produce ellipsoidal shapes, and small 
particles are kept spherical. It has been reported  that segregation can be developed for binary-
sized stockpiles with large particles at the bottom of the pile[4]. The results reveal that the 
stockpiles of ellipsoids could end up with similar segregation configuration. It is also found 
that as aspect ratio of large particles deviates from 1.0, the segregation becomes moderate. For 
both the mixtures of ellipsoids and spheres, increasing the size difference could deepen the 
segregation. Additionally, the increase of damping coefficient lowers the segregation extent. 
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Abstract 

Wet cohesive particles are often encountered in many chemical engineering processes, 
such as fluidized bed, screw conveyor and coating. Due to the liquid bridge between 
particles or particle-wall, the wet granular system is more complicated than that of a dry 
system. Most researchers studied the liquid bridge forces by the Laplace-Young 
equation, in which the contours of bridges are concave. But once the radius of particle 
is too small, or the amount of liquid is too much, the shapes of liquid bridge would 
change into a convex one. The existing models (Mikami and Lian) are no longer suitable 
for this situation. In this paper, the liquid bridge force is studied experimentally. 
Comparing the experimental results with Mikami’s model, there is a large deviation in 
the range between the convex and the transition point. The liquid bridge force is stable 
at a lower level when the bridge contour is convex. According to the experimental data 
and existing model, the liquid bridge model is modified by regression analysis and 
validated in the repose angle and hopper discharging experiments. It is shown that the 
modified model can accurately predict the kinetics behavior of the wet cohesive 
particles. 
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Abstract 

The Fracturing treatment, in conventional gas and tight reservoir, is a key technology. For 
production increased, the effective proppant placement requires the understanding of shape 
of fracture and the law of proppant transportation and settling in fracture. However, the law 
of proppant transport and settle in wedge fracture is unclear to the researchers. Most of the 
fracture model simulates using the uniform width of fracture and using the Euler-Euler 
multiphase to study the law of proppant transportation and settling in single fracture.  

In this study, the non-uniform width fracture(wedge fracture) case was first simulated and 
using the CFD-DPM(3D) model to track the movement of proppant. Besides, using a series 
variables which include proppants size, laboratory scale pump rate and proppants 
concentration to simulate proppants transport in wedge fracture. Meanwhile, we do some 
simulation about proppant transportation in rectangular fracture and wedge fracture which 
can distinguish the difference law of proppant movement in different style of fracutures.  

Finally comparing the result of proppant movement in wedge fracture and rectangular 
fracture, based on the Velocity simulation analyze, we will find that the distance of proppant 
in wedge fracture are greater than the rectangular fracture. Due to the more narrow width of 
wedge fracture, the higher velocity of proppant will have in wedge fracture. What’s more, 
using the method of dimensionless variables ,we also find that the pump rate is the most 
important factors of three lab variables. Meanwhile, it also explain that the velocity plays an 
important role in the proppant movement in the wedge fracture.  
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Abstract 

Effects of silt mean diameters and silt concentrations on cavitation flow are researched 
in a two-dimensional nozzle. Silt mean diameters are 0.02mm, 0.04mm, 0.06mm, 
0.07mm and 0.08mm and silt concentrations are 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.07 and 0.08. When 
silt mean diameters are invariant, silt concentrations are changed to consider the effects 
on cavitation flow and when silt concentrations are the constants, silt mean diameters 
are varied to consider the effects on cavitation flow. Results show that cavitation occurs 
at the beginning parts of the jet orifice and distributions of static pressure, vapor and silt 
particles are axial symmetrical. Cavitation number variations with silt concentrations or 
with silt mean diameters reflect the effect degree of silt particles towards cavitation flow. 
With silt mean diameters being 0.06mm, 0.07mm and 0.08mm, fluctuations of cavitation 
number with the increase of silt concentrations are much more remarkable than it with 
silt mean diameters being 0.02mm and 0.04mm. During silt concentrations are fixed, all 
fluctuations of cavitation number with the increase of silt mean diameters are 
remarkable, demonstrating that silt mean diameters have a more intense effect on 
cavitation flow. Reasons why silt particles promote the development of cavitation are 
analyzed. Effects of properties of silt particles, cavitation nuclei, virtual mass force, 
velocity slip, Saffman lift force and turbulent kinetic energy are considered and studied. 
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Abstract 

A better understanding of particles segregation is of great significance for both research 
purpose and practical concern. Sandpile as a fundamental granular system has been a major 
research focus for years. Previous researches have put great efforts on explaining the effects 
of various factors on sandpile segregation both simulations and physical experiments. But a 
comprehensive study of shape effects is still needed. Here we used a discrete element method 
to study the behaviour of ellipsoids in sandpiles. The shapes of ellipsoid ranges from prolate 
to oblate by adjusting its aspect ratio (AR). It was found that for a binary mixture of spheres 
and ellipsoids, the mechanism of shape effects is based on the repose angle of the pile. For 
0.5<AR<2.0, mixing index increases while angle of repose decreases, which means lower 
particle sphericity can induce worse mixing property. But for extreme shapes while AR<0.5 
or AR>2.0, the relationship between repose angle and mixing index shows opposite patterns. 
Considering the time needed to reach the steady mixing point, it was concluded that mixture 
with larger aspect ratio will result in faster mixing. In order to further obtain the details of 
these behaviours, velocity and force profiles were also investigated which rather supports the 
previous conclusions. 
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Abstract 

Gas-solid fluidized beds are widely encountered in many industrial applications due to their 
excellent mixing and heat and mass transfer characteristics. In gas-solid fluidized beds, the 
inter-particle forces can alter the fludization behavior. In this study, CFD-DEM was used to 
study the properties of bubble and bed microstructure when an inter-particle force was 
externally imposed in a single jet fluidized bed of different particle shape. The inter-particle 
force used in this study is van der Waals force which was varied from 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, and 
20 times the Hamaker constant. The particle shape used in the study are spheroids which 
varies from aspect ratio of 0.5 to 2, ranging from disc-like to needle shaped particles. The 
investigation is carried out for two different jet velocities of 0.2 and 0.3 m/s. The results 
shows that the bubble formation time and bubble properties are sensitive to inter-particle 
forces. With the increase of van der Waals force bubble detachment time increases while the 
bubble size decreases for all kinds of particles. The bubble size distribution was found to be 
narrower and the bubble frequency decreased with the increase of van der Waals force. 
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Abstract 

Hydraulic conveying is widely used in many industries, such as mining, chemical, ocean and 
petroleum industries. During this process, the flow regimes and their transition play a critical 
role, but are not fully understood yet. This paper presents a numerical study of hydraulic 
conveying by the approach of combing Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) for the fluid 
phase and Discrete Element Method (DEM) for particles. The validity of the CFD-DEM model 
is confirmed by the reasonable agreement between the predicted and measured pressure drop 
at different superficial fluid velocities and delivered solid concentrations. It is then used to 
study the liquid-solid flow behaviors in horizontal hydraulic conveying. The numerical result 
shows that in the dense-phase conveying, the pressure drop decreases with the increasing 
superficial fluid velocity at a fixed delivered solid concentration, where in turn stationary flow, 
moving-bed flow, and sheared flow occur. Conversely, in the dilute-phase transportation, the 
increasing superficial fluid velocity leads to the increase of the pressure drop, where particles 
are partially or fully suspended throughout the pipe. In addition, the flow regimes and 
transition are analyzed in details in terms of force and flow structures on a particle scale, which 
reveals the relative importance of various forces on particles in different flow regimes.  
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Abstract 

Screw pumps are mainly used to transport liquid metal with high density and high 
temperature in metallurgical industry. The liquid A356 alloy contains many particles. For the 
particle liquid flow, particle movement plays a significant role in the phase structure and 
causes the unsteady complex turbulent flow. A 3D gas-fluid-solid three phase model with 
large eddy simulation (LES) is developed to probe the particle movement. The Eulerian 
volume of fluid(VOF) model is used for tracking the liquid-air free surfaces and the 
Lagrangian discrete phase model(DPM) is used for describing the particle movement. The 
turbulent liquid flow is induced by particle-liquid interactions and is solved by LES. 
Numerical predictions are validated against pump head in an industrial test. According to the 
results, a new pump was designed to enhance the quality of the A356 alloy. 
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Abstract 

Supercritical water gasification (SCWG) of coal is a promising technology to convert coal into 
hydrogen rich gas. However, due to the extreme operation condition in reactor, there exists 
many barriers to directly measure the details of physical field. The information is essential to 
understand the flow and heat transfer characteristics of SCWG of coal and optimize the 
gasification process. This study develops a comprehensive 3D numerical model based on 
Eulerian-Lagrangian approach to simulate the fluid-particle flow, heat transfer and coal 
gasification process in a supercritical water fluidized bed (SCWFB) reactor. In this model, the 
inter-particle interaction is evaluated by the kinetic theory of granular flow (KTGF), the 
radiative transfer in fluid and particle phase is solved by discrete ordinate (DO) method, and 
the chemical reaction rate is computed by Arrhenius equation. 

The temperature field, velocity field, distribution of gasification products and particle trajectory 
are predicted, and simulation results are verified against experimental data. Results show that 
cold feed slurry flows downward after injecting into reactor, due to the buoyancy force, a strong 
swirling flow is formed below feed inlet and increases the particle residence time obviously. 
According to the spatial distribution of particles, there presents core-annular flow structure in 
radial direction, particle concentration is relatively uniform in the core region, while increases 
rapidly with the increase of radius near the wall. In this paper, the heat transfer characteristics 
in the reactor are also quantitatively analyzed. Convection dominates the inter-phase heat 
transfer: the convective heat transfer coefficient (HTC) at particle surface is approximately 9 
times higher than the radiative HTC. Moreover, gas radiation largely overwhelms the particle 
radiation in the SCWFB reactor, which is noticeably different from the phenomenon of coal 
combustion in the chamber. In addition, this study investigates the effect of particle size on 
coal gasification efficiency in supercritical water (SCW). Results indicate the HTC and 
temperature of particle decrease with the increase of particle diameter, which results in a 
proportionate increase on time for complete conversion of coal. This study gives a deep insight 
into the flow and heat transfer behaviors of particle inside the SCWFB reactor, and the results 
may be useful for optimizing operation and design of the reactor. 
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Fig. 1 (a) Contour map of fluid temperature and 
(b) vector diagram of fluid velocity below feed 

inlet at central cross-section, and (c) particle 
distribution inside the reactor. 

 
Fig. 2 The change of coal particle (75 um) heat transfer 

coefficient (h) (consists of convective and radiative 
components) with residence time (t). 
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Abstract 

Advances in technology have led to an increasing interest in petroleum exploration in the 
Arctic area. This poses special operational challenges such as sea spray icing on supply vessels 
and offshore drilling units. Sea spray icing occurs in subfreezing air temperatures by the impact 
of waves on vessels and fixed structures and leads to severe safety hazards and operational 
issues in offshore operations. Developing scientific knowledge and prediction capabilities in 
this area is needed to support technology for prevention of well incidents, and improve 
intervention as well as oil spill response capabilities. 

The icing process can naturally be divided into three stages: 1) Impact of waves onto the 
construction and the formation of a water spray, 2) Transport of water droplets by wind onto 
the construction and 3) Ice formation on the construction as the water is cooled below the 
freezing point. 

There exist a number of empirical engineering correlations for the liquid water content in the 
spray cloud. However, the correlations differ from experimental data by an order of magnitude, 
and thus need to be improved.  

In this paper we describe a methodology for predicting marine icing by combining different 
CFD methods and deriving engineering correlations and engineering lookup tables from 
simulations. By running systematic computer experiments, simulation data for fitting 
engineering relations can be generated. 

From a practical point of view, there is currently no single CFD model that covers the entire 
process from wind wave formation, wave slamming on constructions, spray formation, spray 
transport by wind onto the construction and cooling and ice formation. Thus, we use a 
pragmatic approach: 1) The wave statistics are assumed known from meteorological data, 2) 
The waves approaching the construction are simulated by a Volume-Of-Fluid method (VOF) 
method, including slamming onto the construction and formation of a high-velocity liquid 
film, but not the actual formation of the spray. 3) The droplet and velocities in the spray 
resulting from the slamming are estimated from engineering relations based on droplet Weber 
numbers and liquid film Reynolds number. 4) The transport of droplets from the spray onto 
the construction is calculated using Lagrangian tracking of droplet trajectories. 

We illustrate the methodology on an idealized 2D test case shown in Fig. 1 where an incoming 
wave hits a solid object.  
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Figure 1. a) Geometry, b) Incoming wave, c) Slamming on object 

Stages in the simulation approach are: 

1. Definition of geometry and variables (wind, current, wave length and height, water 
depth, wave model (e.g. 3rd order Stokes), object dimension, densities, viscosities, 
surface tension, mesh resolution, time step). 

2. Screening simulations using VOF: a) Select a high and low value for N selected 
variables, b) Run a systematic fractional 2k factorial computer experiment in 2N runs. 
An illustrative factorial design in three variables are shown in Table 1, c) Analysis of 
effects of the variables. 

3. Computer experiments. Variables are selected based on a latin hypercube design and 
the water flux to generate spray is fitted to a universal kriging model. 

4. An engineering spray model based on Weber and Reynolds numbers is formulated.  
5. Droplet trajectories and deposition are simulated using Lagrangian tracking of 

droplets. This will enable to perform a higher level of parametric studies, expanding a 
latin hypercube for the effects of wind, wave, object speed, and geometrical 
configuration. This will be future work.  

Table-1. Example experimental design with 2N=6 runs in N=3 variables. Note that only one variable changes 
from one row to the next. Each variable changes value twice, and the two changes occur at complementary 

values of other variables 
CFD run Variable 1 Variable 2 Variable 3 
run 1 high low high 
run 2 low low high 
run 3 low high high 
run 4 low high low 
run 5 high high low 
run 6 high low low 
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Abstract 

Rotating flows subjected to differential shear find practical engineering applications within 
rotating machinery, as well as providing physical insights into models of wind-driven ocean 
circulations.  The key question is how does the surface shear stress, such as moving blade 
within machinery or wind stress on the ocean, the affect heat transfer characteristics and flow 
stability of the system?  Previous studies (Barkan et. al., 2015, Vreugdenhil et. al., 2017) 
investigated rotating shear flow in a rectangular enclosure.  However, to the best of the authors’ 
knowledge, no research has been done to systematically investigate a coupled horizontal 
convection and surface shear stress on a rotating cylindrical setup.  In this study, the nonlinear 
dynamics of a moving heated surface on the three-dimensional instability of a rotating 
horizontal convection flow in a cylindrical enclosure driven by a radially increasing 
temperature over the base is numerically investigated using a linear stability analysis.  The 
instability modes are classified based on energetics of the perturbation flow fields. 

The control parameters used in this investigation are rotation parameter, Q, which quantifies 
the importance of rotation, and the Rossby number, 𝑅𝑜, which represents the differential 
rotation rate between the moving bottom base and the main rotating tank. The results 
demonstrate two distinct unsteady regimes within the rotation parameter Q and the Rossby 
(𝑅𝑜) parameter space separated by a region of time independent flow.  Based on linear stability 
and energetics analysis, the steady region is further divided into four linearly unstable regions: 
(R) rotation affected zero Rossby number, (L-) low Q negative Rossby number, (H-) high Q 
negative Rossby number and (H+) high Q positive Rossby number as depicted in figure 1. 

In the low Q negative Rossby number regime, instability is localized near the buoyant end of 
the cylinder, whereas the high Q negative Rossby number regime has disturbance features 
toward centre of the tank which extends deep into the enclosure.  On the other hand, the high 
Q positive Rossby number instability is confined near the edge of the cylinder due to vertical 
shear induced by the moving heated surface. 
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Figure 1. Flow regime map in the rotation parameter (Q) and Rossby number (Ro) space.  The 
plot identifies time-dependent regimes shaded with light blue and light purple.  The linearly 
unstable regions are shaded with colour gradient, each with a label as described in the text. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Figure 2. Contributions to rate of change of the perturbation kinetic energy from eight 
production terms due to velocity shear with two dominant terms labelled as ⟨𝑃1⟩ and ⟨𝑃2⟩, 
viscous dissipation, ⟨𝐷⟩, and contribution from buoyancy flux ⟨𝐵⟩.  The parameters (Q, Ro, 
wavenumber) for each of the nine columns are as follow: (6, -0.1, 12), (6, -0.1, 26), (6, -0.25, 
12), (6, -0.25, 21), (10, -0.1, 23), (20, -1, 9), (50, -0.5, 23), (50, -0.75, 21) and (50, -1, 15). 
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Abstract 

Asphaltenes are molecular substances, which together with resins, aromatic hydrocarbons, 
and saturates compose crude oil. Asphaltene deposition in production pipelines is an 
important problem of flow assurance because an asphaltene deposit layer, if formed, may 
significantly obstruct pipe cross-section leading to a large production rate drop. In majority 
of practical cases, asphaltene particles precipitate from oil due to a thermodynamic 
destabilization induced by a pressure decrease; therefore, an intense asphaltene deposition 
can occur only in a vertical well where a substantial pressure reduction is caused by 
hydrostatic pressure gradient. The deposition process needs to be modeled to make decision 
on necessity of preventing deposit formation by an asphaltene inhibitor injection. Usually, 
deposition modeling is reduced to calculation of a flux of asphaltene particles to the pipe 
wall. A number of asphaltene deposition models, known from open literature, are based on 
different approaches to calculation of this flux. For example, in 2011-2012 Eskin with co-
authors suggested a comprehensive asphaltene deposition model, according to which the 
deposition flux is mainly determined by Brownian motion of asphaltene particles whose 
size distribution, varying along a pipe due to agglomeration, is calculated by a population 
balance equation. These authors identified deposition model parameters by experiments 
conducted in a laboratory Couette device.  
Production of oil is almost always accompanied with a production of water; therefore, an 
effect of water on asphaltene deposition has to be also modeled. Two major physical effects, 
which may lead to a reduction of the deposition flux due to presence of water in oil are: 1) 
reduction of concentration of asphaltene particles in a hydrocarbon fluid due to absorption 
of precipitated asphaltene nanoparticles on water droplets dispersed in oil; 2) reduction of 
a pipe wall area, available for deposition, due to a dynamic wall coating with droplets 
bombarding its surface in a turbulent flow. 
Both the mentioned effects are to a significant extend determined by droplet size 
distribution. To characterize this distribution, in the present work we employed the droplet 
Sauter diameter calculated by known semi-empirical correlations. 
The first water effect has been evaluated as follows. It is known that asphaltene nano-
agglomerates, being absorbed by surface of water droplets, form a monolayer. A rather 
simple estimation showed that an amount of asphaltenes absorbed by droplets is small to 
significantly affect the deposition flux to the pipe wall through a reduction of asphaltene 
concentration in oil.  
An evaluation of the effect of dynamic wall coating on deposition has been done by an 
analysis of collisions of droplets with the wall. A pipe surface area, dynamically coated 
with droplets, is determined by both the frequency of pipe-wall interactions and a droplet-
wall contact area changing during interaction of a deforming droplet with the wall. 
According to experimental data, available in open literature, distribution of the droplet 
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fluctuation velocity is nearly Maxwellian that allows straightforwardly calculating the 
frequency of droplet – wall collisions.  Evolution of the droplet-wall contact area during a 
collision event is determined by an approximate momentum equation derived assuming a 
small droplet deformation. An initial droplet velocity at the moment of interaction with the 
wall was assumed to be equal to the corresponding fluctuation fluid velocity calculated by 
an empirical correlation available in literature. The developed model of droplets-wall 
interactions allows determining a fraction of the pipe wall area dynamically coated with 
dispersed droplets. This fraction is equal to the sought factor of a deposit flux reduction due 
to presence of water in oil. Numerous calculations showed that this reduction factor rapidly 
increases with an increase in both the water volume fraction and the mean flow velocity 
through a pipe. However, even at the highest water volume fraction considered (40 %), the 
reduction factor does not exceed one percent.  
Thus, the major finding of the present research is a smallness of an effect of water on the 
asphaltene deposition process; therefore, this phenomenon can be ignored in engineering 
calculations.  
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Abstract 

          Steam jet ejectors are vacuum producing device used in refrigeration cycle. The aim of 
this study to find out the flow structure and mixing process inside steam jet ejector using 
Computational Fluid Dynamics. Since the flow inside the steam jet ejectors is compressible in 
nature hence density based solver is used for the simulation and water vapor as a working 
fluid. Further the design optimization of steam jet ejector using genetic algorithm the aim of 
optimization is to maximization of entrainment ratio which is function of primary stream 
pressure, secondary stream pressure, exit pressure, secondary stream temperature while 
keeping geometric parameter  nozzle inlet diameter 67.2 mm, nozzle throat diameter 39.5mm, 
nozzle outlet diameter 53 mm, nozzle length 295 mm, diameter of diffuser chamber 144 mm, 
length of diffuser chamber 176.4 mm kept fixed. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Oscillatory flow is intrinsic to the cardiovascular system and is driven by the rhythmic 
beating of the heart. As a system for mass transport, the cardiovascular system hosts 
a variety of biochemical and cellular species, whose transport is subjected to the flow 
oscillations. The influence is most prevalent near the heart and particularly within 
arteries, where pressure fluctuations are most significant.  
 
This makes modelling of long-term mass transport and resulting potential 
development of atherosclerosis difficult to evaluate, since intermediate oscillations 
need be explicitly resolved. By applying Reynolds averaging of the governing mass 
transport equations on a representative period of oscillation, this problem may be 
alleviated. However, doing so introduces extra terms akin to the 
Reynolds stresses in the flow equations as well as perturbed-flux terms in the mass 
transport equations. These terms are investigated in the present study and their 
distributions assessed. A human right coronary artery is used as the subject 
geometry, wherein the oscillatory transport behaviour of low density lipoprotein is 
studied. 
 
Keywords: coronary artery, oscillation, period-average, pulsatile, flow, species 
transport. 
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